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I. Introduction

Of all  women of  the  medieval  and  early  modern  times,  widows are  one  of  the  most  visible

groups, due to their – sometimes greater and sometimes smaller – freedom from the custody

of men and family, and their different legal status. Their position differs from that of

unmarried girls and married women in several respects: they are usually more empowered and

at the same time less protected than other women.

The depictions of widows and widowhood in medieval and early modern Europe range

from, on the one hand, descriptions of widowhood as a state of independence, prosperity and

authority to, on the other hand, accounts of poor widows struggling for survival or widows

being exploited in their defenceless state or deprived of any authority in the administration of

their property. There is no contradiction between these two – from first sight cardinally

different  –  views:  widows’  role  in  the  society  and  in  the  family  varied  from one  country  to

another,  from one  period  to  another,  from one  stratum to  another,  from one  environment  to

another.

Many questions can be raised about widowhood. Only after separate aspects of

widowhood and widows’ role in the society and in the family are explored in sufficient detail

in a certain country and a certain epoch, for a certain stratum and a certain environment can a

more  general  all-embracing  and  objective  picture  be  drawn.  This  dissertation  aims  at  being

one of the stepping stones towards this goal of developing a general all-embracing picture of

widowhood by looking at widowhood from one specific aspect: widows and family property

as reflected in legal sources.
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The Framework of the Research

The Subject

This dissertation investigates the status of mid-sixteenth century Lithuanian noble widows and

their relations to family property as reflected in the normative law and the legal practice. An

investigation of the legal status of women upon their  husband’s death is  one of the ways of

analysing the position of widows.1 Such a subject contributes to the research on widows and

widowhood in Lithuanian history. The question of widows in Lithuania has been addressed by

several researchers from several perspectives; however, there is still space for research. When

defining the focus of my research, the combination of the following aspects was taken into

consideration: the existing research, the sources available, the timeframe, the social stratum,

and the environment to be researched.

Previous Research

Research on the legal status of widows in historical perspective has been one of the main new

issues taken up in the last couple of decades in various Western European countries.2 As for

Eastern Europe, however, most of the results in this field are inaccessible to international

scholarship because of language barriers. For example, although important research has been

carried out on the status of women, including widows, in Lithuania, it remains largely

unknown outside the country.3

1 The research does not embrace widowers, since they are essentially invisible in both the normative law and
legal practice.
2 For a good bibliography on the research on widows and widowhood in Europe, see Sandra Cavallo and Lyndan
Warner, ed., Widowhood in Medieval and Early Modern Europe (New York: Longman, 1999). Another
bibliography, also useful, is that of Ida Blom, “The History of Widowhood: A Bibliographic Overview,” Journal
of Family History 16, No. 2 (1991): 191-210.
3 Thus, one of the indirect aims of this dissertation is a brief presentation of the works of Lithuanian scholars,
which can be found in Chapter II.
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In Lithuania, widows are seldom treated as a separate subject in most investigations,

but rather appear as part of broader research on women or the family. The main contributors

in this field are Irena Valikonyt  (sometimes in collaboration with Stanislovas Lazutka),

Jolanta Karpavi ien  and Vytautas Andriulis. Jolanta Karpavi ien  concentrates her research

on the urban women, using both normative sources and the records of the legal practice from

the first part of the sixteenth century. Vytautas Andriulis deals with family law recorded in the

laws of the landowning nobility – mainly the three Lithuanian Statutes of the sixteenth

century. Irena Valikonyt  investigates the position of women in the same normative legal

sources as Vytautas Andriulis and, in addition, in the records of legal practice. Most

frequently she treats the normative sources and the records of legal practice as complementary

to each other rather than in a comparative manner; her aim is to create an all-embracing

picture of the situation of women in sixteenth-century Lithuania rather than to analyse the

status of widows.

The two main Lithuanian authors who influenced my work are Irena Valikonyt  and

Vytautas Andriulis.4 As regards the reliability and the usefulness of the current Lithuanian

research  on  widows,  the  works  of  Irena  Valikonyt  (sometimes  in  collaboration  with

Stanislovas Lazutka) are of the most value. Her results are both most valuable and reliable, as

the methods used in her work – the comparison and detailed analysis of both the normative

law and the legal practice with special attention to their interaction – are up-to-date and offer

deep insights. Embracing quite a brief period of time – mainly the first part of the sixteenth

century, with the First Lithuanian Statute as  the  central  point  –  her  research,  while

concentrating  on  the  position  of  women,  touches  upon  most  of  the  aspects  of  the  status  of

widows under various circumstances. Publications by Irena Valikonyt  are of most use for my

dissertation  both  as  a  good  summary  on  and  an  introduction  to  the  position  of  women,

4 Results of foreign scholarship which serves as a background and a source of inspiration for my dissertation are
addressed in Chapter II.
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including widows, in the first half of the sixteenth century and an example of combined use of

the sources of normative law and legal practice. The publications of Vytautas Andriulis are of

less use for my work, as they are more of a descriptive character, with some conclusions not

based on specific facts and they cover only the normative law.

My dissertation in some way follows in the footsteps of the work of Irena Valikonyt :

it covers the same area, the same stratum, the same environment and a similar timeframe.

However, it concentrates on the noble widows rather than women in general. Also, it raises

some different questions than the ones present in Irena Valikonyt ’s works. This will be

addressed in detail further in the aims of the dissertation.

Sources and the Timeframe

Widows’ theoretical status in the normative law and their real status in the legal practice may

be best observed directly from the legal sources. Thus, my dissertation employs a group of

legal sources from sixteenth-century Lithuania.

For sixteenth-century Lithuania, legal sources form one of the largest groups of

surviving historical documents: three legal codes and numerous judicial books exist, as well

as ducal privileges to the state and to the provinces, and decrees of the Council of Lords. Such

rich legal sources allow a fruitful comparative analysis.5 However, in order to perform a

comprehensive  analysis  of  the  status  of  widows  in  the  extant  normative  laws  and  legal

practice, and to attempt to trace changes in the status of the widows over time, the sources

used – both the normative legal sources and the records of the legal practice – have to be

restricted in some way.

5 This is one of the aims of the dissertation – see more in this chapter, section 2.
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Two  collections  of  normative  law  –  the Lithuanian Statutes –  serve  as  the  main

timeframe for this dissertation, covering the period from 1529 to 1566.6 The First Lithuanian

Statute of 1529 (FLS) was chosen as the starting point of the timeframe for the investigation

because it was the first codified law collection of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, presenting

most of the aspects of contemporary legal norms in an already almost fully developed form.

The First Lithuanian Statute was heavily based on the privileges of the ruler (which were, in

their turn, to some degree based on customary law) and influenced by court practice (that is,

the customary law). The Second Lithuanian Statute of 1566 (SLS) was selected as the closing

point of the timeframe as a certain stage in the development of the normative law: it is based

on the First Lithuanian Statute, but it introduces several emendations and augmentations. The

analysis of the two legal codes,  separated by almost forty years,  allows a comparison of the

norms  related  to  the  status  of  widows.  The  privileges  of  the  ruler  and  the  decrees  of  the

Council of Lords (both those preceding the First Lithuanian Statute and those issued after it)

are also addressed as an inseparable part of the development of the normative law.7

As for the choice of the records of the legal practice, I employ them for the purpose of

comparison with the normative law, using selected records which serve as examples or

exceptions for the points which appear in the normative law. Records of the law cases in

sixteenth-century Lithuania have been collected and preserved by the chancery of the Grand

Duchy of Lithuania in a collection of documents known as the Lithuanian Metrica.8 Out of all

books of the Lithuanian Metrica covering the period from 1529 to 1566, I have selected some

books from the Books of Court Records pertaining to the court of the grand duke and the

6 For all references to both Statutes, see the Ruthenian text and the translation into English in the Appendix.
7 The Third Lithuanian Statute of 1588 is an invaluable resource of information and it could contribute to the
picture of the further development of the laws regarding widows; the period between the Second and the Third
Lithuanian Statute could be a topic for separate research.
8 A more comprehensive introduction to the Lithuanian Metrica, its history and formation, is presented in
Chapter III. When referring to the specific books and court cases I will use the abbreviation LM.
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Council of Lords.9 From these sources, I have included in the research not only court cases,

but also testaments and the mutual donations of property by spouses to each other; they reflect

the status of widows in conflictive situations and contribute to the knowledge about property

transactions between husband and wife.10

The choice of the sources defines the stratum and the environment to be researched.

This  research  will  best  reflect  the  position  of  widows of  one  stratum and one  environment:

these sources contain mainly information on the landowning rural nobility.11 Unfortunately,

the Lithuanian Metrica does not contain data on peasant widows, as by the sixteenth century

the matters of the peasants were already normally resolved at the local courts of the landlords,

who had the right to judge their peasants.

9 There are 17 books of this type for this period, 12 still unpublished. During my research, I searched for
examples  in  all  of  them,  but  in  the  final  version  I  mainly  use  the  court  cases  which  were  recorded in  the  first
years after the appearance of the First Lithuanian Statute (in order to see whether the Statute was followed), and
court cases which were recorded in the last decade before the appearance of the Second Lithuanian Statute (I use
more of these latter examples, as these court records are less analysed in Lithuanian scholarship). Some other
sources, although also highly interesting, had to be left out due to the constraints of the time available for the
research. Two groups of documents: first, the court records from the Vilnius castle court, for the years 1542-
1566 (it is deemed as not being a part of the original Lithuanian Metrica – see Irena Valikonyt  and Stanislovas
Lazutka, “ vadas” (Introduction), in Lietuvos Metrika (1542): 11-oji Teism  byl  knyga (The Lithuanian
Metrica, 1542: The Eleventh Book of Court Records), ed. Irena Valikonyt  and Saul  Viskantait  (Vilnius:
Vilniaus universiteto leidykla, 2001), ix), and second, the Books of Inscriptions, have been left out. Most of these
books are of a mixed character and useful information may be found in all of them. Materials from many of these
books, especially from the time before the First Lithuanian Statute and then a couple of decades after the First
Lithuanian Statute, have been analysed by Irena Valikonyt  and Jolanta Karpavi ien .
10 Since this dissertation deals with widows in relation to the family property, the cases which deal with widows
in relation to society have been omitted (for example, widows and their late husbands’ debts, widows and their
neighbours, widows in criminal cases). As the preliminary research has shown, the court cases and other types of
documents regarding widows are few and many of those are of a very different character from each other, thus
any statistical analysis would not provide reliable results.
11 As is noted in the introduction to the publication of the LM 225, the cases were recorded in the court books
only if the fee was paid (Stanislovas Lazutka, Irena Valikonyt  and Jolanta Karpavi ien , “ vadas”
(Introduction), in Lietuvos Metrika (1528-1547): 6-oji Teism  byl  knyga (The Lithuanian Metrica, 1528-1547:
The Sixth Book of Court Records), ed. Alfredas Bumblauskas, Edvardas Gudavi ius, M. Ju as, Stanislovas
Lazutka and Irena Valikonyt , xiii [Vilnius: Vilniaus universiteto leidykla, 1995]), which decreases the
likelihood of encountering cases concerning poor people.
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Information on Widows in the Legal Sources

In normative legislation, there appear to be two basic types of laws defining the position of

widows: 1) the freedom to choose a new remarriage partner and 2) the property status. The

first question, that of widows’ freedom (or lack of it) in choosing a partner for remarriage, at

first glance does not seem to be directly connected to the property relations between the

widows and their families. However, it should not be ignored, since the property status of

widows depended on their marital status; thus, the ability of the relatives to regulate the

remarriage of widows also gave them an opportunity to control the property that was in their

hands.

As regards the second category, there appear to be three major factors which

determined the property status of widows: 1) the financial stipulations connected to the

marriage (legal provisions or private contractual provisions), 2) the marital status (re-marriage

or no re-marriage) and 3) the parental status (childless widows, widows with minor children,

and widows with adult children).

The financial stipulations were the crucial factor in the property status of widows.

Analysing these financial stipulations, a difference should be made between the legal

provisions for  a  widow,  and  the contractual provisions. Legal provisions here mean basic

rights, guaranteed for all widows, enshrined in law and applicable without any special

arrangements or agreements. Contractual provisions mean the dower

contracts/testaments/mutual property donations which may modify the legal provisions for

widows to a certain degree on an individual basis. Different legal provisions and different

contractual provisions were available for those widows who stayed unmarried and for those

who remarried, as well as for those who had children and those who were childless – that is,

the widows’ position depended on their marital and parental status. Thus, widows’ position
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under  these  different  circumstances  will  be  explored  here,  too.  Theoretically,  there  are  six

possible combinations of these factors (although, as will be shown, not all of them appear in

the normative laws and the legal practice):

Non-remarried widows with minor children
Non-remarried widows with adult children
Non-remarried childless widows
Remarried widows with minor children
Remarried widows with adult children
Remarried childless widows

The Aims of the Research

After defining the subject of the dissertation, delimiting its scope and presenting the types of

the available materials, it is time to turn to the aims of this dissertation. As mentioned above,

the subject of this dissertation is widows and family property in normative law and the legal

practice. This dissertation aims at establishing the legal status of widows in the law and legal

practice concerning family matters in the time period between the two Lithuanian Statutes,

those of 1529 and 1566. One of the main characteristics of the period in question is the rapid

development of the laws and the legal system. It is the time when different legal models

coexisted and were used in the legal system. The coexisting legal models, present in the

period under discussion, as mentioned above, are: the legal provisions for widows – default

support for the widows, guaranteed by the law (rather fully defined by the normative law) and

the  contractual  provision  for  widows  –  dower  contracts  and  testaments  (to  a  certain  degree

defined by the normative law).

Thus,  the  main  point  of  focus  of  the  dissertation  falls  on  the  definition  of  these

different legal models and the analysis of their coexistence and development. Looking at

widowhood from the perspective of the different legal models used in defining the status of

widows, and especially comparing these models, raises the following questions: What was the

point of the existence of two legal models at the same time? Did the contractual provisions
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appear because the legal provisions were not enough to ensure the status of widows, or maybe

these legal provisions could not be enforced properly? Maybe, on the contrary, the contractual

provisions came into being as a means of limiting the access of widows to their husbands’

property?

The main aims of the dissertation will be achieved by the following means: grouping

the norms present in the normative legislation according to the legal models they follow;

comparing  the  two  legal  codes,  the First Lithuanian Statute and the Second Lithuanian

Statute, and other normative legislation, in order to establish the differences present within

each  model  in  the  normative  law  and  see  the  trends  of  their  development;  comparing  the

normative law with examples of the legal practice in order to establish and clarify the

relations of the normative law and legal practice and to see how the existing theoretical legal

models functioned in real practice.

A summarising overview of the existing legal models will allow drawing some

conclusions about the status of widows in relation to family property in sixteenth-century

Lithuania, establishing the differences between the different legal models and discovering

which of them was prevailing/gaining priority in the first part of the sixteenth century in

Lithuania.

Since this dissertation utilizes legal sources, it is mainly the problematic side of

widowhood that will be seen. Seeing widows in extraordinary conditions, when their position

and rights are challenged or their duties are reinforced, allows seeing what kinds of problems

widows had to handle. Discussing the particular legal issues listed above will also enable me

to  clarify  more  general  issues  such  as:  What  was  the  position  of  Lithuanian  widows  in  the

sixteenth century, around the turn of the medieval times to the early modern period? Was

widowhood a comfortable state of freedom, which was enjoyed and maybe even desired, or

was it a state feared by all women, which guaranteed them only trouble and financial
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insecurity rather than peace and prosperity? Was the position of widows clearly defined by

the law, or did it fluctuate depending on the circumstances? Did the law provide the necessary

norms  establishing  the  rights  and  duties  of  widows  and  was  society  able  to  reinforce  these

rights? Were the concepts related to the position of widows clearly defined?

In order to place the Lithuanian widows into a wider European perspective, parallels

and the possible influences on the position of Lithuanian widows will also be addressed by

this dissertation to some degree. Realising the problem of the relations of normative law with

legal practice, and keeping in mind that there were many variations in the legal practice of

various countries, I have no ambition to define the actual situation of widows in any of these

other countries. This situation could not only vary considerably from case to case in legal

practice, but could also change with each law passed, so that what looked like two different

legal models in two countries in one decade could develop into two almost identical systems

in another. The aim here is rather to demonstrate the existing variety of different models for

providing for widows and to show how Lithuania fits into the more general European picture.

Lithuania in the Sixteenth Century: A Summary on Society, Law, Family, and
Inheritance

Society

After  presenting  the  existing  research,  sources,  the  timeframe,  and  the  aims  of  this

dissertation, I will give a brief overview of the general situation in Lithuania during the first

half of the sixteenth century. In the first part of the sixteenth century, Lithuania, which formed

as a state only in the mid-thirteenth century and adopted Christianity in 1387, was a state on

the border of the East and West. The Grand Duchy of Lithuania of the first part of the

sixteenth century consisted of the ethnic Lithuanian lands and western Orthodox Russian

Lands (part of the territories of current Belorussia and Ukraine) and was in a personal union
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with Poland after 1387 (when Jogaila, the Grand Duke of Lithuania, married a Polish princess

and became king of Poland). Lithuania was still essentially an independent country with its

own ruler, a Diet, army, and coinage, but it was influenced by the surrounding cultures (with

the Polish influence constantly increasing) and its culture reflected the interaction of various

nations  on  various  levels.  To  give  just  some  examples  of  the  coexistence  of  various

influences, Latin was used as the official language at the most prestigious levels, but for less

official matters, everyday proceedings (such as, e.g., court proceedings), Ruthenian (the

predecessor of the current Belorussian and Ukrainian languages) was used.12 Borrowings

from Polish law determined the formation of social relations within the Lithuanian state, but

the nobility at that point was still becoming “Ruthenianised” rather than Polonised.13 The

sixteenth century was the age of legal codification and of several legal reforms, which makes

this period especially interesting for research based on legal sources.

12 Lithuanian language at this time was used only in the non-official everyday communication. The very first
Lithuanian books only appeared around this time; the Catechismusa Frosty Szadei (The  Simple  Words  of  the
Catechism) by Martynas Mažvydas was published in 1547.
13 The Polonisation of the Lithuanian nobility occurred later, mainly from the seventeenth century.
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Picture 1: Grand Duchy of Lithuania 1568.14

In the time period on which I am going to concentrate – the time between two legal

codes – the Lithuanian Statutes, that is, between 1529 and 1566, the country was ruled by

only two rulers. From 1506 to 1544 Lithuania was ruled by Sigismund the Old and from 1544

to 1572 by his son, Sigismund August.15 This period was quite peaceful for ethnic Lithuania,

but not for its Orthodox frontiers, thus even in the ethnic Lithuanian lands the effect of

14 At http://www.zum.de/whkmla/histatlas/eceurope/haxlithuania.html, after Wladyslaw Czaplinski and Tadeusz
Ladogorski, The Historical Atlas of Poland (Warsaw: Panstwowe Przedsiebiorstwo Wyd. Kartograficzynch,
1986), 23.
15 Actually, Sigismund August was assigned as the Grand Duke of Lithuania in 1529, at the age of 9, but his
father gave him the power of rule only in 1544.
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continuous wars was felt. The hope for help from Poland in the wars with Muscovite Russia

was one of the factors why Lithuania entered into complete union with Poland in 1569.16

As regards social stratification, Lithuania, like Poland,17 was  a  “land  of  nobles,”  the

lesser  nobility  forming  a  significant  proportion  of  society  compared  to  Western  European

countries. The higher nobility, the so-called pany,18 and some nobles who retained the title of

dukes,19 were the ruling stratum of the Grand Duchy. Although the First Lithuanian Statute

claimed  that  the  laws  enshrined  in  it  were  applicable  to  everyone,  in  reality  it  was  these

aforementioned strata that were the subjects of the code (and which are the object of my

research). Lithuanian nobility as a social group was very varied and several subdivisions

existed. The three main categories of nobles were the dukes, the pany,  and  the  boyars.  The

rights and duties of the dukes and the pany were unified as early as the fifteenth century, but

the terminological difference persisted, as the dukes kept their titles, even though not the

rights. The unification of the substrata of the pany and  the  common boyars  took  somewhat

longer; pany from the end of the fifteenth century participated in the management of the

country to a greater degree than boyars and had legislative powers.20 In  the  first  part  of  the

sixteenth century, the term boyar often meant the “common” nobles, contrasted to the pany

and the dukes (the higher nobility), but also was used as an umbrella term for all nobles.

There was a difference between the boyars of the grand duke and the boyars of the pany,

depending on whom they got their property from.21 In my sources, the difference between the

16 The Union of Lublin was the act of union of the Lithuanian and the Polish states which introduced a single
ruler, a single diet, a house of representatives and a senate, common foreign policies, law, and currency.
17 And, to a lesser degree, Hungary.
18 App. the lords. Singular: pan.
19 Originally,  the  provinces  of  the  Grand  Duchy  of  Lithuania  were  ruled  by  dukes,  but  later  this  became  a
hereditary title rather than a real function.
20 Jevgenij Machovenko, “Lietuvos Didžiosios Kunigaikštyst s visuomen s luomin s strukt ros susidarymo
teisiniai  pagrindai”  (The  Legal  Basis  for  the  Formation  of  the  Stratified  Society  in  the  Grand  Duchy  of
Lithuania), Teis  39 (2001): 53-67.
21 Rimvydas Petrauskas, “Luomai” (Strata), in Lietuvos Didžiosios Kunigaikštijos kult ra: tyrin jimai ir vaizdai
(Culture of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania: Research and Images), ed. Vytautas Ališauskas, Liudas Jovaiša,
Mindaugas Paknys, Rimvydas Petrauskas and Eligijus Raila (Vilnius: Aidai, 2001), 320-328.
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higher nobility and the lower nobility is mainly seen from the different titles used as well as

from the sums of money mentioned in the court records related to widows. The percentage of

nobility in Lithuania is described differently in different sources. On average, it seems to have

been around seven percent.22 However, out of this number, only a small proportion, the higher

nobility, was truly rich. The lower nobility was closer to the peasantry than to the dukes and

pany. While the dukes and the pany actively participated in the life of the state (forming the

Council  of  Lords,  which  had  the  right  to  pass  laws),  the  lower  nobility  were  essentially

landowners who concentrated on farming (as in the sixteenth century trade, especially grain

export, was growing). Lower nobles had to perform military duties in the case of war,23 and

also had an opportunity to send their representatives to the General Diet, where, however,

originally they were more often listeners than active participants,24 and their influence slowly

grew only in the later sixteenth century.

The other social strata in Lithuania were the clergy and the peasantry. Towns were few

and the urban population was not numerous.25 In first part of the sixteenth century, the

process of the legal subjection of the peasantry was approaching completion. Already in the

fifteenth century, by the privilege of 1447, the nobility was granted the rights of being the sole

administrators and judges of their peasants. With the regulations of 1547, which ordered

ignoring the patrimonial rights of the peasants, and with the regulations of 1557, which

22 Lietuvos Statutas – The Statute of Lithuania – Statuta Lituaniae, 1529,  ed.  and  tr.  Karl  von  Loewe  and
Edvardas Gudavi ius (Vilnius: Artlora, 2002), 54.
23 Zigmantas Kiaupa, J rat  Kiaupien  and Albinas Kuncevi ius, The History of Lithuania before 1795 (Vilnius:
Lithuanian Institute of History, 2000), 172.
24 Machovenko, “Lietuvos Didžiosios Kunigaikštyst s visuomen s luomin s...”, 58.
25 Only in the second half of the sixteenth century did the urban population become clearly distinct from the
lesser  nobility  and  the  peasantry:  on  the  one  hand,  some  noblemen  were  residents  of  the  towns,  engaging  in
various trades, on the other, many town-dwellers had some land and were engaged in agriculture besides being
involved in trade and crafts.
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abolished the allodic26 rights  of  the  peasantry  and  turned  them  into  serfs,  the  process  was

essentially complete.27

Law

The Grand Duchy of Lithuania of the fifteenth and the sixteenth centuries was uneven in

political, economic, ethnic and religious aspects alike.28 Part of it was ethnic Lithuanian lands,

converted from paganism to Catholicism at the end of the fourteenth century, and the rest was

Orthodox Slavic lands (Ruthenia),29 most of which had previously belonged to the territory of

the Kievan Rus’. Both Ruthenian and Polish cultures had an impact on Lithuania in many

spheres, not excepting the legal culture; Lithuania, in its turn, had an impact on these cultures.

The customs valid in various parts of the territory of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania were

different, and sometimes even contradictory. The two main areas of legal heritage in the

Grand Duchy of Lithuania were: 1) eastern Slavic customary law, the core of which had

developed during the times of the Kievan Rus’ (ninth-twelfth century), and which prevailed in

the Slavic lands, and 2) Lithuanian customary law, which prevailed in ethnic Lithuania.30

Also, Polish law was used in the province of Podlachia at least from the first half of the

fifteenth century.31

26 Allodium was independently held real estate, not subject to any rent, service, or acknowledgment to a superior.
27 This was not the case in Samogitia, where the nobility was less rich and much weaker, and the free peasants
were rich to the degree that they could compete with the nobility (Kiaupa, Kiaupien  and Kuncevi ius, The
History of Lithuania, 174-175).
28 In the fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries the territory of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania consisted of lands

), which from the beginning of the sixteenth century were usually called provinces ( ). Each
province was an administrative, judicial and military unit. (Jevgenij Machovenko, Nelietuvišk  žemi  teisin
pad tis Lietuvos Didžiojoje Kunigaikštyst je (XIV–XVIII a.) [Vilnius: Vilniaus universiteto leidykla, 1999], 23.)
29 The current nations of Ukrainians and Belarusians.
30 Jevgenij Machovenko, Lietuvos Didžiosios Kunigaikštyst s teis s šaltiniai: mokomoji priemon  (Legal
Sources of the Great Duchy of Lithuania: A Primer) (Vilnius: Justitia, 2000), 10-11.
31 I. Jakubovskii [ . ], “ ” (Province
Privileges of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania),  347 (June
1903): 245-303 (part 2), 252; Machovenko, Lietuvos Didžiosios Kunigaikštyst s teis s šaltiniai, 65.
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The situation regarding canon law was just as complex as customary law in the Grand

Duchy of Lithuania. From the fourteenth to the sixteenth century two branches of canon law

were valid here. In the ethnic land of Lithuania, Catholic canon law prevailed, while in the

Slavic lands of the Grand Duchy Orthodox canon law predominated.32 Canon law regulated

family relations, inheritance, and guardianship and influenced the civil law of the Grand

Duchy of Lithuania. Via the canon law, elements of Roman law reached Lithuanian civil law,

especially in the spheres of ownership, contracts, and inheritance.

As regards the laws valid in towns, before the reception of the Magdeburg law the

lives of town-dwellers were regulated by urban customary law, the privileges of the grand

duke, and the statutes of the town’s self-government. From the end of the fourteenth century,

the towns were granted the so-called Magdeburg law. The essence of each “Magdeburg”

privilege  was  as  follows:  1)  the  abolition  of  written  and  the  customary  legal  norms

contradicting Magdeburg law (which is to be understood not as the abolition of the local law,

but as the abolition of the laws contradicting the principles of the town self-government and

violating the rights and privileges of the town-dwellers); 2) exemption of town-dwellers from

the  power  and  court  of  the  lords,  the  boyars  and  the  state  officials;  3)  the  establishment  of

self-government; 4) grants of economic privileges. The privileges did not enumerate the

specific norms of Magdeburg law; it is likely that the “real” Magdeburg law was not very

well-known in Lithuanian towns, at least in the fifteenth century. The town-dwellers did not

need all of its norms; they borrowed only the provisions useful for them, and formed a

synthesis of Magdeburg law and the local written and customary law. Magdeburg law was

used if it did not contradict the local law. The town-dwellers mainly used the administrative

and the procedural norms, but even these norms were adjusted to specific local circumstances.

Besides the state towns, there were many private towns that belonged to both laymen and the

32 Machovenko, Lietuvos Didžiosios Kunigaikštyst s teis s šaltiniai, 35.
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clergy. They could be founded and given “Magdeburg law” only with the permission of the

grand duke, but then the owner of the town had the freedom to decide which norms of

Magdeburg law were valid in his town and could change them.33

Family and Inheritance

Briefly summarising the inheritance system present in Lithuania in the sixteenth century in

order to place widows into a more general context, the following may be said. Inheritance was

regulated by the legal provisions enshrined in the normative legislation and could be modified

to some degree by testaments. There was no primogeniture in Lithuania in the sixteenth

century. According to the legal provisions, after the death of the parents, the hereditary

property had to be divided among the children – both sons and daughters – of the deceased

(FLS III/9).34 The parents were not obliged to give any property to the children during their

lifetimes unless they themselves decided to do so. In their last testaments they could divide

their property between the children as they saw fit (FLS V/20). The parents could disinherit

their children for certain misdeeds, but this had to be properly recorded in court. The reasons

for which a father could disinherit his son of his entire patrimony were disrespect or

humiliation of the father. If a child was disinherited, two thirds of the property still had to stay

in the family and one third could be disposed of freely (FLS IV/13), as testamentary

inheritance laws allowed only one third of one’s hereditary property to be treated freely

(purchased property and movables could be disposed of freely). A mother insulted by her son

or daughter could also disinherit them of the property that she had (FLS IV/13). If a testament

was drawn up, the parents had the freedom of distributing the property that they had among

the children as they wished, but in the absence of a testament the default rules were different

33 Machovenko, Lietuvos Didžiosios Kunigaikštyst s teis s šaltiniai, 35-43.
34 For all references to both Statutes, see the Ruthenian text and the translation into English in the Appendix.
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for inheriting paternal and maternal property. If there were several siblings in the family, they

could either live on independent property or stay on property undivided from the family. If

they had already been assigned their portions and one of the brothers died, then whatever he

had from the father was distributed only among his brothers. Whatever he had from the

mother was equally distributed among both brothers and sisters (FLS IV/2). If there were sons

from several marriages, by the legal provisions all of them were to receive equal shares of the

father’s property (FLS IV/14).

In general, the family structure was becoming more agnatic, but the primogeniture was

practiced mainly among the higher nobility and women did not lose the right to immovable

property from their fathers. As to the marriage patterns, I cannot say much from my sources,

but in general equal marriages were encouraged, from the point of view of both the economic

standing and ages of the spouses.35 As Jolita Sarcevi ien  notes, with no detailed studies it is

difficult  to  say  at  what  age  women  married,  but  she  estimates  the  women’s  age  at  first

marriage  at  14-16  years.  Relying  on  the  Polish  sources,  Jolita  Sarcevi ien  says  that  the

average marriage did not last long due to the death of one of the spouses; according to some

scholars the duration was some 8-10 years, according to others, 10-15 years.36 Remarriages

were common, maybe somewhat less so among the highest nobility. Officially, the head of

the family was the husband, but in reality power-relations within the family depended on the

personalities of both spouses.37

Women could hope for both inheritance and a dowry from their parents, although in

practice the dowry coincided with the inheritance. Upon marriage, a parent could assign the

35 Jolita Sarcevi ien , “Moterys,” (Women), in Lietuvos Didžiosios Kunigaikštijos kult ra: tyrin jimai ir vaizdai
(Culture of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania: Research and Images), ed. Vytautas Ališauskas, Liudas Jovaiša,
Mindaugas Paknys, Rimvydas Petrauskas and Eligijus Raila (Vilnius: Aidai, 2001), 397-412. As Sarcevi ien
notes, since the research on family history in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania is not sufficient, it is difficult to say
how often and in which strata marriages seeking to advance social and financial status were common.
36 Jolita Sarcevi ien  here refers to the research of Maria Bogucka, Bia og owa w dawnej Polsce (A
“Whitehead” in Ancient Poland) (Warsaw: Trio, 1998).
37 Sarcevi ien , “Moterys,” 402-403.
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daughter  any  amount  as  a  dowry,  in  movables  and/or  immovables.  However,  if  the  parents

died before all the daughters were married, all the daughters had to receive dowries equal to

that of the first daughter. If the dowries were not given to the daughters in the parents’

lifetime, then after their deaths the dowries were taken from one quarter of the property,

regardless of the number of girls in the family, and the remaining three quarters were to be

shared by the sons (FLS/7). Dowry was essentially the most secure means for women to

obtain property, as all women had a right to it. A dower was not mandatory, thus women did

not necessarily receive any property from their husbands. All that the law guaranteed was

temporary usufruct rights to some of the husband’s property; the rest depended essentially on

mutual agreements and wishes of the husband.

Since  this  study  relies  on  court  records,  it  should  be  noted  at  this  point  that  widows

and women in general could access the court on equal grounds with men. True, in many

instances they were represented by men – e.g., their son-in-law or by some other relative or

friend – but in many other cases they went to court themselves.38 In some circumstances – for

instance, if a woman was letting her husband dispose of her dower – her presence in court was

even required in order to make sure that she had not been forced into an agreement which she

did not really wish (SLS V/16).

The position of noble women, including widows, in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, at

least in the eyes of the contemporary writers and politicians, was seen as being even “too

good.” From a modern position, this is not quite so; although noble women could inherit

immovable property and were expected in some circumstances to perform some of the same

duties as men (e.g., to prepare resources from their property for military purposes), and could

to some restricted degree or indirectly participate in public life, their position was not the

38 Just a few examples: LM 227/398; LM 229/273; LM 254/34v-35v.
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same as that of men in many respects.39 As was mentioned above, they could not inherit

paternal property on equal grounds with their bothers, and, could not marry freely without the

agreement of their parents/relatives or hold immovable property if married to a foreigner,40 as

will be discussed below.

39 Irena Valikonyt , “Ar Lietuvos Didžiojoje Kunigaikštyst je XVI a. moteris buvo piliet ” (Was a Woman
Considered to be a Citizen in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania in the Sixteenth Century?), Lietuvos istorijos
studijos 2 (1994): 64-69.
40 Valikonyt , “Ar Lietuvos Didžiojoje Kunigaikštyst je...,” 65, 70.
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II. Scholarship and Key Terms and Concepts

Research on Lithuanian Widows

This  subsection  of  the  overview of  the  scholarship  presents  a  collection  and  analysis  of  the

secondary literature which deals with the widows and family property in the legal documents

of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania from the sixteenth century. Although this research will

concentrate on materials from the first half of the sixteenth century, the collected literature

embraces a broader time-span (mainly the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries), useful for putting

the problem of widowhood into a wider perspective. The overview of the scholarship on

Lithuanian widows is presented in chronological sequence in order to show the development

of the scholarship and the trends present in it.

When dealing with secondary literature in this field, a critical approach should be

applied for two reasons. Firstly, looking at the secondary literature from the chronological

perspective, it is necessary to be aware of the ideological circumstances of the time: if during

Soviet times a Marxist-Leninist ideology had to be present in any research and any earlier

authors from previous times had to be treated with caution, now the scholarship of authors

who carried out their research during Soviet times has to be interpreted carefully and

selectively. Secondly, the fact that the history of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania belongs not to

one nation, and thus attracts the interest of the researches of various nationalities –

Lithuanian, Polish, Russian and Belorussian – who look at the issues in question from their

own perspective, should not be forgotten.

The first interest in family law – and thus in the status of widows – of the Grand

Duchy of Lithuania arose in the eighteenth century,41 but the first scholarly works

41 For a short summary, see Vytautas Andriulis, Lietuvos Statut  (1529, 1566, 1588 m.) šeimos teis  (Family
Law  of  the Lithuanian Statutes [1529, 1566, 1588]) (Vilnius: Teisin s informacijos centras, 2003). (In this
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concentrating specifically on the issues of widowhood date back to the late nineteenth

century. Most scholars of the late nineteenth century touched upon various aspects of family

law, and the following tendencies of research may be observed: some authors made overall

reviews of the questions of family law while others concentrated on more specific issues such

as the property relationship of spouses, the position of widows, and the relationship of parents

and children, or even more particular topics, such as guardianship or adoption.

Most of the earliest research was undertaken by Russian and Polish scholars. Matvej

Kuz’mich Liubavskii [ ] investigated the political and economic

situation of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania before the First Lithuanian Statute of 1529 came

into force, and also, basing his research on the Lithuanian Metrica, touched upon questions of

the property relationships between spouses, the relations of widows with their adult children

and the institution of inheritance.42 In his essays on civil law F. Leontovich [ . ]

did not separate out the institution of family law as such, but explored it quite broadly under a

review  of  some  of  the  property  relations.43 Mihail Flegontovich Vladimirskii-Budanov

]  made  an  effort  to  reconstruct  the

organisation of family from the court cases of Grodno from the mid-sixteenth century.44

dissertation, when using the publications by Vytautas Andriulis, the most frequent reference is made to the
aforementioned  work  as  the  most  recent  one;  however,  it  should  be  noted  that  this  book  is  in  large  part
essentially a reprint of his earlier works, published starting from 1973.)
42 Matvei Kuz’mich Liubavskii [ ],

 (Division into Districts
and Local Government of the Lithuanian-Russian State before the Time of the First Lithuanian Statute Coming
into Force) (Moscow, 1892), 551ff.
43 F. Leontovich [ . ], “ ” (Legal Capacity of
Lithuanian-Russian Nobility),  3 (1908), 5 (1908), 6 (1908),
7 (1908), 2 (1909); F. Leontovich [ . ], “ ” (Sketches
from the History of Lithuanian-Russian Law),  September, October 1903;
September, October 1905; June 1906; F. Leontovich [ . ], “ ”
(Sources of Russian-Lithuanian Law),  1 (1884); F. Leontovich [ .

],  (To  the  Question  of  Escheat
according to Lithuanian Law) (Moscow, 1897).
44 Mihail Flegontovich Vladimirskii-Budanov [ ],

:  XVI . (Sketches
from the History of Lithuanian-Russian Law: Features of Family Law of Western Russia in the Mid-Sixteenth
Century), vol. 1 (Kiev, 1890).
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Sergej Aleksandrovich Bershadskii [ ] discussed

property relations between parents and children.45 I.  Skitskii  [ .  ]  analysed  the

property relations of spouses and widows46 and V. Spasovich [ . ] also investigated

the property relations of spouses.47 J. Loho-Sobolewski and V. I. Picheta [ . . ] did

research on guardianship.48 Juliusz Bardach, historian of Polish and Lithuanian law, wrote

about adoption in the Lithuanian law.49

Lithuanian scholars started showing an interest in family law quite late, only at the

beginning of the twentieth century. J. Baldžius, who researched ancient marriage customs,

collected many useful sources in his works and tried to explain some of the terms connected

to marriage.50 L. Veržbavi ius addressed questions of marital property, property relations of

parents and their children,51 and issues of guardianship.52 In Soviet times the first scholars to

45 Sergej Aleksandrovich Bershadskii [ ],
 (About the Inheritance of Escheat according to Lithuanian Law) (St.

Petersburg: . , 1892); Bershadskii, Sergej Aleksandrovich [ , 
], . 

(Lithuanian Statute and Polish Constitutions. Historical-Legal Research) (St. Petersburg, 1893).
46 I.  Skitskii  [ .  ],  “ ”
(Widows without Dower according to the Lithuanian Statute and to the Interpretation of the Senate),

 7 (1907): 19-64; 8 (1907): 141-187.
47 V.  Spasovich  [ .  ],  “ ”
(About Property Relationship between Spouses according to Old Polish Law), in  (Writings), vol. 1
(St. Petersburg, 1892), 1-49.
48 J. Loho-Sobolewski, Prawo opieku cze w dawnej Litwie (Right of Guardianship in Ancient Lithuania)
(Lwow: Drukarnia uniwersytetu Jagiell. pod zarz diem J. Filipowskiego, 1937); V. I. Picheta [ . . ], “

 1529  .”  (To  the  History  of  Guardianship  Law  in  the
Lithuanian Statute of 1529), in  (Belorussia and Lithuania) (Moscow: 

, 1961), 456-472.
49 Juliusz Bardach, Adopcja w prawie litewskim XV i XVI w. (Adoption in Lithuanian Law in the Fifteenth and
Sixteenth Centuries) (Vilnius: Drukarnia artystyczna “Grafika”, 1938).
50 J. Baldauskas, “Pirktin s vestuv s” (Bought Wedding), dissertation (Kaunas, 1936); J. Baldžius, Vogtin s
vestuv s (Stolen Wedding) (Kaunas, 1940).
51 L. Veržbavi ius, “Senoji Lietuvos šeimos teis , I dalis: Vedyb  teis ” (Old Laws of Lithuania, Part 1: The
Law of Marriage), Teis  18 (1930): 64-83; L. Veržbavi ius, “Senoji Lietuvos šeimos teis , II-oji dalis: Vedyb
turto teis ” (Old Laws of Lithuania, Part 2: The Law of Marriage Property), Teis  19 (1931): 26-43; L.
Veržbavi ius, “Senoji Lietuvos šeimos teis , III-ji dalis: T vai ir vaikai” (Old Laws of Lithuanian, Part 3:
Parents and Children), Teis  20 (1931): 77-92.
52 L. Veržbavi ius, “Globa pagal Lietuvos Statutus” (Guardianship according to the Lithuanian Statutes), Teis
39 (1937): 298-312.
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investigate family property relations to some extent were J. Jurginis53 and J. Jablonskis.54

Among Lithuanian emigrants who left Lithuanian in connection to the Second World War,

family law was investigated by Aleksandas Plateris.55

From the 1970s onwards research on the family law of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania,

in all three Statutes and in the Metrica, experienced a qualitative and quantitative leap due to

greater availability of materials and a resurgence of interest – most importantly, among a

fresh generation of scholars. Vytautas Andriulis started his research on family law by

exploring conditions for concluding a marriage.56 He dedicated his attention, inter alia, to

problems of family property relations in his articles on illegitimate children and divorce,57 and

even more so in his articles on the relations of parents and children and on the legal regulation

of family property relations.58 Vytautas  Andriulis’  research  resulted  in  a  dissertation  on

family relations, where property questions were addressed in great detail.59 Afterwards

Vytautas Andriulis returned to questions of family law in an article on the legal regulation of

family property relations.60 He based his research on the family on the Third Lithuanian

53 J. Jurginis, “Lietuvi  šeima XIII–XIV amžiais” (The Lithuanian Family from the Thirteenth to the Fourteenth
Century), Iš lietuvi  kult ros istorijos 1 (1958): 248-259; J. Jurginis, Baudžiavos sigal jimas Lietuvoje (The
Establishment of Serfdom in Lithuania) (Vilnius: Valstybin  politin s ir mokslin s literat ros leidykla, 1962).
54 Konstantinas Jablonskis, Lietuvos valstyb s ir teis s istorija nuo XIV a. pabaigos iki XVI a. vidurio (The
History of Lithuanian State and Law from the End of the Fourteenth to the Middle of the Sixteenth Century)
(Vilnius: [s.n.], 1971).
55 Aleksandras Plateris, “Turto paveld jimas pagal Pirm  Lietuvos Statut ” (Inheritance of Property according
to the First Lithuanian Statute), Lituanistikos darbai 4 (1979): 248-258.
56 Vytautas Andriulis, “Pozityvin s santuokos sudarymo s lygos pagal 1588 m. Lietuvos Statut ” (Positive
Conditions for the Conclusion of Marriage according to the Lithuanian Statute of 1588), Teis  12, No. 1 (1973):
19-26.
57 Vytautas Andriulis, “Neteis ti vaikai pagal feodalin  Lietuvos teis ” (Illegitimate Children according to
Lithuanian Feudal Law), Socialistin  teis  2 (1974): 60-63; Vytautas Andriulis, “Santuokos nutraukimas ir jos
pripažinimas negaliojan ia senojoje Lietuvos teis je” (Termination of a Marriage and Its Acknowledgement as
not Valid in Old Lithuanian Law), Socialistin  teis  1 (1975): 55-60.
58 Vytautas Andriulis, “T  ir vaik  santykiai pagal Lietuvos Statutus” (Relationships of Parents and Children
according to the Lithuanian Statutes), Socialistin  teis  3 (1975): 50-54; Vytautas Andriulis, “Sutuoktini
turtini  santyki  reguliavimas krai io ( ) sutartimi 1588 m. Lietuvos Statute” (Regulation of Property
Relationships  of  Spouses  in  the  Contract  of  Dower  in  the Lithuanian Statute of 1588), Lietuvos TSR moksl
akademijos darbai, A serija (Visuomen s mokslai) 52, No. 3 (1975): 39-50.
59 Vytautas Andriulis, “Šeimos santyki  teisinis reguliavimas pagal 1588m. Lietuvos Statut ” (Legal Regulation
of Family Relations according to the Lithuanian Statute of 1588), dissertation (Vilnius, 1975).
60 Vytautas Andriulis, “Teisinis šeimos turtini  santyki  reguliavimas Lietuvoje XIII–XVI a.” (Legal Regulation
of Family Wealth Relationships in Lithuania from the Thirteenth to the Sixteenth Century), in Teisini  institut
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Statute, but also looked at the material from the First Lithuanian Statute and the Second

Lithuanian Statute, and recently a summary of his investigations of the past thirty years was

published in book form. Some of the research done by Vytautas Andriulis will be relevant for

this investigation; the analysis of the norms of the First Lithuanian Statute and the Second

Lithuanian Statute provides some insight into the development of legal norms related to

widowhood,  as  well  as  his  analysis  of  other  sources  (including  the  privileges  of  the  ruler),

which influenced the formation of the norms in the First Lithuanian Statute.

Irena Valikonyt  started her research into questions connected to family law at

approximately the same time as Vytautas Andriulis. She restricted her research to the socio-

economic and legal position of women, but carried it out on a wider range of sources; she not

only  analysed  the  legal  norms  regarding  the  position  of  women  in  the First Lithuanian

Statute,61 but also investigated material concerning the status of women in the books of the

Lithuanian Metrica from the end of the fifteenth to the first half of the sixteenth century and

compared  them  to  the  laws  of  the First Lithuanian Statute.62 Irena Valikonyt  paid great

attention to the property status of women,63 the position of widows64 and the rights of

raida Lietuvoje XIV–XIX (The Development of Legal Institutions in Lithuania from the Fourteenth to the
Nineteenth Century), ed. P. Di ius, Vytautas Andriulis, V. Raudeli nas, and Stasys Vansevi ius, 79-102, Teis s
istorijos studijos (Studies of the History of Law), vol. 2 (Vilnius: Mintis, 1981).
61 For example, in Irena Valikonyt , “Kai kuri  I Lietuvos Statuto straipsni , atspindin  moter  pad ,
šaltiniai” (Sources for Some of the Articles of the First Lithuanian Statute, Concerning the Status of Women),
Jaun  istorik  darbai 1 (1976): 29-40; Irena Valikonyt  [ . ], “I  – 

x ” (The First
Lithuanian Statute: One of the Most Important Sources of History of the Status of Women in the Grand Duchy
of Lithuania), in  1529 

,  450- ) (The First Lithuanian Statute of 1529: Materials
of the Scholarly Conference of the Republic on the Occasion of the 450 Anniversary of the First Statute), ed. J.
Kubilius et al. (Vilnius: Lietuvos TRS aukštojo ir specialiojo vidurinio mokslo ministerija, 1982), 38-46.
62 For example, in Irena Valikonyt  [ . ], “

 (  XV –  XVI .) 
” (The Socio-economic and the Legal Status of Women in the Grand Duchy of

Lithuania from the End of the Fifteenth to the First Half of the Sixteenth Century, and Its Reflection in the First
Lithuanian Statute), dissertation (Vilnius University, Vilnius, 1978).
63 Stanislovas Lazutka and Irena Valikonyt  [ . . ], “

 ( , , , ) ”
(Property  Status  of  a  Woman  [Mother,  Wife,  Daughter,  Sister]  of  the  Privileged  Stratum  according  to  the
Lithuanian Statute), Istorija 16, No. 2 (1976): 74-103.
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women,65 and analysed various aspects of family law in the introductions to editions of the

Books of Court Records of the Lithuanian Metrica66 and works connected to the research of

the Lithuanian Metrica.67

The research done by Irena Valikonyt  is highly important for this study, especially in

terms of her approach to the primary sources, that is, the study of the material from the First

Lithuanian Statute combined with analysis of material from the Lithuanian Metrica. Her

analysis has already answered many of the questions connected to the status of widows. The

research of this dissertation, among other aims, will  contribute to the analysis of one of the

aspects taken up by Irena Valikonyt , the property status of widows within the family, in the

context of family property relations.

Some research into family law was also done by Stanislovas Lazutka, who addressed

family law in the First Lithuanian Statute to some extent,68 and by Stasys Vansevi ius, who

64 Irena Valikonyt  and Stanislovas Lazutka, “Keli Lietuvos Metrikos aktai apie ne dovint  našli  pad  XVI a.
I pus je” (Some Acts from the Lithuanian Metrica about the Status of Widows without Dower in the First Half
of the Sixteenth Century), Lituanistica 7, No. 3 (1991): 91-98; Irena Valikonyt , “Našl s vainikin  Lietuvos
Didžiojoje Kunigaikštyst je XVI a.: norma ir realyb ” (Widow’s Venets in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania in the
Sixteenth Century: Norm and Reality), in 1566 met  Antrasis Lietuvos Statutas. Respublikin s mokslin s
konferencijos medžiaga (The Second Lithuanian Statute of  1566:  The  Materials  of  the  Republic’s  Scholarly
Conference), ed. Alfredas Bumblauskas, M. Ju as, Stanislovas Lazutka, Irena Valikonyt  and A. Vasiliauskien
(Vilnius: Vilniaus universiteto leidykla, 1993), 82-90; Irena Valikonyt , “The Venets of Noblewomen in the
Grand Duchy of Lithuania,” Lithuanian Historical Studies 2 (1997): 97-107.
65 Irena Valikonyt , “Lietuvos Didžiosios Kunigaikštyst s bajori  teis  laisvai ištek ti: realyb  ar fikcija?” (The
Right of the Noblewomen of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania to Marry Freely: Reality or Fiction?), in Lietuvos
valstyb  XII–XVIII a. (The Lithuanian State from the Twelfth to the Eighteenth Century), ed. Zigmantas Kiaupa,
Art ras Mickevi ius and Jolita Sarcevi ien  (Vilnius: Lietuvos istorijos instituto leidykla, 1997), 147-157;
Valikonyt , “Ar Lietuvos Didžiojoje Kunigaikštyst je...,” 63-73.
66 Stanislovas Lazutka, Irena Valikonyt , G. Kiekien  and Jolanta Karpavi ien , “ vadas” (Introduction), in
Lietuvos Metrika (1522–1530): 4-oji Teism  byl  knyga (The Lithuanian Metrica, 1528-1547: The Sixth Book
of Court Records), ed. A. Bumblauskas, Edvardas Gudavi ius, M. Ju as, Stanislovas Lazutka and Irena
Valikonyt , ix-lxxxi (Vilnius: Vilniaus universiteto leidykla, 1997); Stanislovas Lazutka, Irena Valikonyt  and
Jolanta Karpavi ien , “ vadas” (Introduction), in Lietuvos Metrika (1528–1547): 6-oji Teism  byl  knyga, ed.
Bumblauskas, Gudavi ius, Ju as, Lazutka, and Valikonyt , ix–cxlx; Stanislovas Lazutka, Irena Valikonyt  and
J. Sinkevi , “ vadas” (Introduction ), In Lietuvos Metrika (1533–1535): 8-oji Teism  byl  knyga (The
Lithuanian Metrica (1533-1535): The Eighth Book of Court Records), ed. A. Bumblauskas, M. Ju as,
Stanislovas Lazutka and Irena Valikonyt  (Vilnius: Vilniaus Universiteto Leidykla, 1999); Irena Valikonyt  and
Stanislovas Lazutka, “ vadas” (Introduction), in Lietuvos Metrika (1542): 11-oji Teism  byl  knyga, ed.
Valikonyt  and Viskantait , ix-xxv.
67 Irena Valikonyt , “Lietuvos Metrikos 4-oji Teism  byl  knyga – šaltinis moters statusui tirti” (The Fourth
Book of Court Records of the Lithuanian Metrica: A Source for the Research into the Status of Woman), in
Lietuvos Metrikos Studijos (Studies of the Lithuanian Metrica), ed. Irena Valikonyt  (Vilnius: Vilniaus
universiteto leidykla, 1998).
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gave a summary of family law in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania.69 A Belorussian historian,

Galina Dzerbina, has also contributed to the research on family law,70 although her work is

mainly descriptive.

The newest research in the field, tangentially connected to my topic, is that of Jolanta

Karpavi ien , who deals with the status of women in towns,71 basing her research on several

different sources (such as the books of the magistrate of Kaunas), but also analysing to a great

extent the cases from the Lithuanian Metrica for  a  comparison  of  the  status  of  women  in

towns and the countryside. Another scholar dealing with matters connected to my subject is

Lina Anužyt , who deals with testamentary inheritance.72 Somewhat  less  relevant  to  my

research, but still of great interest, is the research of Jolita Sarcevi ien , who draws her data

on women from literary sources.73

68 Stanislovas Lazutka [ . ], I  – 
 (The First Lithuanian Statute: A Feudal Codex of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania) (Vilnius:

Vilniaus universiteto leidykla, 1973).
69 Stasys Vansevi ius, Lietuvos Didžiosios Kunigaikštyst s valstybiniai-teisiniai institutai (Pagal 1529, 1566 ir
1588 m. Lietuvos Statutus) (State  and  Legal  Institutions  of  the  Grand  Duchy  of  Lithuania  according  to  the
Lithuanian Statutes of 1529, 1566 and 1588) (Vilnius: Mintis, 1981), 63-79.
70 Galina Dzerbina [ ],  (Law  and  Family  in
Belorussia during Renaissance) (Minsk: “ ,” 1997).
71 Jolanta Karpavi ien , “… Magdeburgo teis je gerada turi dukrai tekti”: Turtin  moters pad tis Vilniuje ir
Kaune XVI a. pirmojoje pus je” (“… According to the Magdeburg Law the Gerade Belongs to a Daughter”: The
Property Status of a Woman in Vilnius and Kaunas in the First Half of the Sixteenth Century), Lituanistica 47,
no. 3 (2001): 3-19; Jolanta Karpavi ien , “Moteris teisin je Vilniaus ir Kauno kasdienoje XVI a. pirmojoje
pus je: Modern jan io gyvenimo ženklai” (A Woman in a Legal Everyday Situation in Vilnius and Kaunas in
the First Half of the Sixteenth Century: Signs of Life Becoming More Modern), Lietuvos istorijos studijos 9
(2001): 17-32; Jolanta Karpavi ien , “Moters pad tis Kaune XVI a. pirmojoje pus je: glob jiškas miesto teis s
aspektas” (A Woman’s Position in Kaunas in the First Half of the Sixteenth Century: Protective Aspect of the
Town Law), Kauno istorijos metraštis 3 (2002): 37-48; Jolanta Karpavi ien , “Moters statusas Lietuvos
miestuose iki XVI a. vidurio: Vilniaus ir Kauno pavyzdys” (The Status of Women in Lithuanian Towns until the
Middle of the Sixteenth Century: The Example of Vilnius and Kaunas), PhD dissertation (Vilnius, 2002).
72 Lina Anužyt , “Testaments of Nobles of Samogitia in the Second Half of the 16th and the Second Half of the
17th Century,” MA thesis (Budapest: CEU, 1995); Lina Anužyt , “Lietuvos Metrika – šaltinis ikistatutinio
laikotarpio testamentinio paveld jimo reguliavimui tirti” (The Lithuanian Metrica as a Source for the Study of
the Regulation of Pre-Statute Inheritance by Testament), Lituanistica 39, No. 3 (1999): 3-15.
73 E.g.,  Jolita  Sarcevi ien ,  “Vyro  ir  žmonos  santyki  modelis  XVI  a.  II  pus s  –  XVII  a.  I  pus s  progin je
literat roje Lietuvos Didžiojoje Kunigaikštyst je – patriarchatas ar partneryst ?” (The Model of Relations of
Husband and Wife in the Occasional Literature of the Second Half of the 16th and  the  First  Half  of  the  17th

Century: Patriarchate or Partnership?), in Kult  sankirtos (Crossroads of Culture) (Vilnius: Diemedis, 2000),
189-217; Jolita Sarcevi ien , “Moterys,” (Women), in Lietuvos Didžiosios Kunigaikštijos kult ra: tyrin jimai ir
vaizdai (Culture of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania: Research and Images), ed. Vytautas Ališauskas, Liudas
Jovaiša, Mindaugas Paknys, Rimvydas Petrauskas and Eligijus Raila (Vilnius: Aidai, 2001), 397-412.
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The material chosen for research on family property relations in the Grand Duchy of

Lithuania in the first part of the sixteenth century has been investigated to very diverse

degrees. The First Lithuanian Statute is  a  well-analysed  source.74 Among various other

aspects, the family law (and especially the legal status of women) of the Statute has also been

studied to a considerable extent. The Lithuanian Metrica has not received such close attention

as a direct object of study, partially because of its poorer accessibility,75 although materials

from the Metrica have been published in a number of source collections.76 Also, recently the

74 Apart from the above-mentioned edition and translations of the Statute, which have extensive introductions,
the following recent works can be mentioned: Lazutka and Gudavi ius, “I Lietuvos statuto šaltini  klausimu,”
149-175; , I ; Stasys Vansevi ius, “Teismas ir jo procesas pagal 1529 met
Lietuvos Statut ” (The Court and Its Process according to the Lithuanian Statute of 1529), in Teis s bruožai
Lietuvoje XV–XIX (The Features of the Law in Lithuania from the Fifteenth to the Nineteenth Century), ed.
Vytautas Andriulis, V. Raudeli nas and Stasys Vansevi ius (Vilnius: Mintis, 1980), 59-70; Vansevi ius,
Lietuvos Didžiosios Kunigaikštyst s…; Vytautas Andriulis, “1529 met  Lietuvos Statuto sistemos problema
teis s sistemos istorin s sampratos poži riu” (The Problem of the System of the Lithuanian Statute of 1529 from
the Perspective of Historical Understanding of the Law System), Teis  17, No. 1 (1983): 5-21; Stanislovas
Lazutka [ . ], “  (

)” (From the First Lithuanian Statute to the Second: Expanded Redaction of the First Statute), in 1566
met  Antrasis Lietuvos Statutas. Respublikin s mokslin s konferencijos medžiaga (The Second Lithuanian
Statute of 1566: The Materials of the Republic’s Scholarly Conference), ed. Alfredas Bumblauskas, M. Ju as,
Stanislovas Lazutka, Irena Valikonyt  and A. Vasiliauskien  (Vilnius: Vilniaus universiteto leidykla, 1993), 76-
81; Juliusz Bardach, Statuty litewskie a prawo rzymskie (Lithuanian Statutes and Roman Law) (Warsaw: OBTA,
1999).
75 Most of the books of the Lithuanian Metrica are still available only on microfilms in the National Historical
Archives of Lithuania. The originals are kept in the Russian State Archive of Early Acts [

, , fond no. 389]. Few books were published in the early
twentieth century in Russia. Publication was renewed about fifteen years ago in Lithuania, and some publications
are also produced in Poland, Belorussia and Ukraine.
76 Materials from the Lithuanian Metrica were widely used for thematic collections, primarily regarding political
aspects of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania (for example, , ,

. . 1340–1506 (Acts Concerning the
History of Western Russia, Collected and Published by the Archeographical Commission. Volume One. 1340-
1506) (St. Petersburg:  II . . . , 1846), reprinted in
Slavistic Printings and Reprintings, vol. 261, No. 1, ed. C. H. van Schooneveld (The Hague: Mouton, 1971);

, , .
. 1506-1544 (Acts Concerning the History of Western Russia, Collected and Published by the

Archeographical Commission. Volume Two. 1506-1544) (St. Petersburg:  II 
. . . , 1848), reprinted in Slavistic Printings and Reprintings, vol. 261, No. 2, ed.

C. H. van Schooneveld (The Hague: Mouton, 1971); , ,
. . 1544-1587 (Acts Concerning the

History of Western Russia, Collected and Published by the Archeographical Commission. Volume Three. 1544-
1587) (St. Petersburg:  II . . . , 1848), reprinted in
Slavistic Printings and Reprintings, vol. 261, No. 3, ed. C. H. van Schooneveld (The Hague: Mouton, 1971);

,  (Acts Concerning History of Southern and
Western Russia), vol. 1: 1361-1598 (St. Petersburg: , 1863), reprinted in Slavistic
Printings and Reprintings 178, No. 1, ed. C. H. Van Schooneveld [The Hague: Mouton, 1970]), but also
touching such areas as law (for example, Zbiór praw litewskich od roku 1389. do roku 1529. Tudzie  rozprawy
sejmove o tych e prawach od roku 1544. do roku 1563. (Collection of Lithuanian Laws from 1389 to 1529. Also
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material of the Metrica has been drawing more and more attention from scholars of various

nations.77 These scholars have used the materials from the Lithuanian Metrica to a lesser or

greater degree, discussing also the matters of family law.

As can be seen from this short overview of the secondary literature, many aspects of

the family law have been analysed. To the best of my knowledge, no work has been carried

out concentrating on widows and family property with an emphasis on the legal models of the

provisions for widowhood based on materials from both the Statutes and the Lithuanian

Metrica, therefore I feel that this is an area where I can make a contribution to knowledge.

International Research

This dissertation aims not only at defining the status of widows in sixteenth-century

Lithuania, but also at putting Lithuania into a broader European context. This section contains

a brief overview of works of international scholarship on similar subjects which contribute to

the theoretical and methodological background of this dissertation as well as providing

comparative material. The readings of the existing research had to be delimited in some way.

The works that are included in this overview present either a detailed analysis of widowhood

in other countries, contain some useful theoretical material, or served as background reading.

the Decisions of the Diet Regarding These Laws from 1544 to 1563), ed. Dzia ski (Pozna : W drukarni na
Garbarach No. 45, 1841).
77 The latest research on the Lithuanian Metrica is regularly published in Lietuvos Metrikos naujienos (News of
the Lithuanian Metrica), vol. 1- (Vilnius: LII leidykla, 1996-). An on-going project at the Faculty of History of
Vilnius University, “The Society of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania from the Fifteenth to the Eighteenth Century.
Research and Publication of the First Lithuanian Statute, the Lithuanian Metrica and Sources of the Age of
Enlightenment” (1999-2008, supervised by Prof. Irena Valikonyt ), investigates the First Lithuanian Statute and
the so-called Court Record Books of the Lithuanian Metrica of the first half of the Sixteenth Century. In 2001
Belorussian scholars started issuing a new periodical, Metriciana, dedicated to research on the Metrica of  the
Grand Duchy of Lithuania (Metriciana 1 (2001) is accessible on the Internet, at
http://starbel.narod.ru/metr1/metr1_gal.htm). Also, part of the catalogue of books of the Lithuanian Metrica
(based mainly on the catalogue of Ptaszycki), as well as some of the registers of the published books, were made
accessible at http://starbel.narod.ru/metrika/metrika_gal.htm.
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As was noted in the introduction, the status of widows can be seen differently from

different perspectives. One trend in scholarship regards widowhood as a desirable state for a

medieval woman. Widowhood is seen as an opportunity for independence,78 at least partial

equality with men,79 and legal liberation.80 Widows are seen as not having to conform to the

traditional male ideal of a woman81 and being free of anyone’s authority.82

According to another view (e.g., Anderson and Zinsser), becoming a widow meant

becoming vulnerable,83 and remarriage is seen as the most favourable outcome in many

situations, although it may have been forced;84 widows were in mercy of overlords and kings.

According to Anderson and Zinsser, in the West husbands were acquiring more control over

the wives’ property from the thirteenth to the seventeenth century; acquiring “authority over

any money or property she might have in her own right or that the couple might have acquired

together.” However, as the authors admit, for strong-minded women widowhood was a time

of opportunity.85

78 E.g., Shulamith Shahar, The Fourth Estate: A History of Women in the Middle Ages, tr. Chaya Galai (London:
Routledge, 1991) (1st ed. London: Methuen, 1983), 95.
79 Eileen Power, Medieval Women,  ed.  M.  M.  Postan  (London:  Cambridge  University  Press,  1975),  38,  sees
widowhood as allowing women to be equal to men at least in private life.
80 Julia O’Faolain and Lauro Martines, ed., Not in God’s Image: Women in History from the Greeks to the
Victorians (New York: Harper, 1973), 146: “death of one partner was the legal liberation of another.”
81 Bonnie S. Anderson and Judith P. Zinsser, A History of Their Own: Women in Europe from Prehistory to the
Present, vol. 2 (New York: Harper, 1988), 29.
82 Shahar, Fourth Estate, 95: “no longer forced to accept the authority of another.”
83 Anderson and Zinsser, A  History  of  Their  Own, vol. 1, 324: “For most noblewomen from the ninth to the
seventeenth centuries, however, becoming a widow, a woman ‘sole and unmarried,’ as the English called it,
meant becoming vulnerable. In theory her husband’s family had assumed responsibility for her on her marriage,
the obligation to protect her and to provide for her. The gift of dowry at the time of the betrothal negotiations had
been balanced by rights to part of her husband’s wealth should he die before her. In fact, however, a widow
could easily become the pawn of the interests of her new family, or those of a stronger warrior, even the king.
Lords and overlords considered widows fair game. Widows could lose title to all property, even their dowry.
They might be forced to remarry. When enough of property was involved, they might lose the right to care for
their own children; others would want control of the heirs’ lives and future holdings.”
84 Anderson and Zinsser, A History of Their Own, vol. 1, 325: “If she was young enough, a widow expected to
remarry. A well-born woman might trust to her family to choose a new husband and so to ensure her continued
comfort and safety. … From the ninth to the seventeenth centuries the more prosperous she was, the more
illustrious the lineage, the more important her remarriage would be, and the more likely the occasions for
abuse…”
85 Anderson and Zinsser, A History of Their Own, vol. 1, 326, 328-329, 400. Isabelle Chabot, “Widowhood and
Poverty in Late Medieval Florence,” Continuity and Change 3 (1988): 291-311, is another author who presents
an account of poor widows struggling for survival.
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Numerous other general works on family relations, the status of widows, the relation

of the dowry and the dower, although not directly used in the dissertation, informed my

knowledge of the widow’s position in Europe throughout the Middle Ages and to some extent

into the Early Modern period and served as sources for understanding the possible

problematic of the status of Lithuanian widows.86 The book of Inger Dübeck is an interesting

overview of the legal history of women and property in Europe.87 Sandra Cavallo and Lyndan

Warner in their work present possible models of widowhood and various stereotypes of

widows,88 and Olwen Hufton presents an overview of the history of widowhood in various

countries.89 Jack Goody discusses the relation of dower, dowry, and inheritance.90 Lloyd

Bonfield’s article was useful for the understanding the use of legal sources in history.91 The

work of Charles Donahue, Jr. was useful for understanding the relation of separate versus

common property and the widow’s rights to her husband’s property.92 Another group of

works which was not used directly in this study but which helped to identify possible and

impractical directions for my research as well as forming the general wider understanding of

86 The  work  of  Emilie  Amt,  ed., Women’s Lives in Medieval Europe: A Sourcebook (New York: Routledge,
1993) is an interesting reference for various medieval laws on marriage and widowhood.
87 Inger Dübeck, Kvinder, familie of formue: Studier i dansk og europæisk retshistorie (Women,  Family  and
Fortune: Studies in Danish and European Legal History) (Copenhagen: Museum Tusculanums Forlag, 2003).
88 Sandra Cavallo and Lyndan Warner, “Introduction,” in Widowhood in Medieval and Early Modern Europe,
ed. Sandra Cavallo and Lyndan Warner (New York: Longman, 1999), 3-23.
89 Olwen Hufton, The Prospect before Her: A History of Women in Western Europe, Volume One, 1500-1800,
chapter 6, “Widowhood” (London: Fontana Press, 1997), 215-250.
90 Jack Goody, The Development of the Family and Marriage in Europe, appendix 2, “From Brideprice to
Dowry” (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983), 240-261.
91 Lloyd Bonfield, “Developments in European Family Law,” in The History of the European Family,  vol.  1:
Family Life in Early Modern Times, 1500-1789,  ed.  David  I.  Kertzer  and Marzio  Barbagli  (New Haven:  Yale
University Press, 2001), 87-124.
92 Charles Donahue, Jr. “What Causes Fundamental Legal Ideas? Marital Property in England and France in the
Thirteenth Century,” Michigan Law Review 78 (1979): 59-88.
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family models, were further works of Jack Goody,93 Peter Laslett,94 David Herlihy,95

Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie96 and others.

As regards the works that had direct an influence on the ideas of this dissertation, the

following publications should be mentioned. The collection of articles by Maria Ågren and

Amy Louise Erickson was possibly one of the greatest influences on my dissertation. This

work offered me the idea of looking at Lithuanian laws on widows from the perspective of the

separate legal models – those of contractual provisions and legal provisions.97 The  work  of

Susan Staves turned my attention to the importance of the ownership of property versus

temporary management rights to property or income from the property.98 As  regards  the

literature on separate European countries, the following books and articles were of use for the

dissertation  (although not  all  of  them were  directly  used).99. For Poland, I found useful the

works by Juliusz Bardach,100 Maria Bogucka,101 and Teresa Zieli ska,102 which analyse the

93 Jack Goody, The Development of the Family and Marriage in Europe (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1983).
94 Peter Laslett, “Characteristics of the Western Family Considered over Time,” in Family Life and Illicit Love in
Earlier Generations: Essays in Historical Sociology (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1977), 12-49.
95 David Herlihy, Medieval Households (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press), 1985.
96 Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie, “Family Structures and Inheritance Customs in Sixteenth-Century France.” In
Family and Inheritance. Rural Society in Western Europe, 1200-1800,  ed. Jack Goody, Joana Thirsk and E. P.
Thompson (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1976), 37-70.
97 Maria  Ågren and Amy Louise  Erickson,  ed., The Marital Economy in Scandinavia and Britain, 1400-1900,
Women and Gender in the Early Modern World (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2005), 12.
98 Susan Staves, Married Women’s Separate Property in England, 1660-1833 (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1990), 1-90. As Susan Staves notes, an important indicator evaluating women’s rights is whether she
merely temporarily manages immovable property or is in full control of it: giving rights of full ownership to
women means that a legal system trusts their ability and judgement.
99 Some of the works on separate countries, although not used directly in this dissertation, were of interest for my
research: for England: Amy Louise Erickson, Women and Property in Early Modern England (London:
Routledge, 1993); for Italy: Isabele Chabot, “Lineage Strategies and the Control of Widows in Renaissance
Florence,” in Widowhood in Medieval and Early Modern Europe, ed. Sandra Cavallo and Lyndan Warner (New
York: Longman, 1999), 127-144; Thomas Kuehn, Law, Family and Women: Towards a Legal Anthropology of
Renaissance Italy. Chicago, 1991; for France: Barbara B. Diefendorf, “Widowhood and Remarriage in
Sixteenth-Century Paris,” Journal of Family History 7, No. 4 (1982): 379-395; Barbara B. Diefendorf, “Women
and Property in ancien régime France: Theory and Practice in Dauphiné and Paris,” in Early Modern
Conceptions of Property, ed. John Brewer and Susan Staves (New York: Routledge, 1995), 170-193.
100 Juliusz Bardach, ed. Historia pa stwa i prawa polski, cz  II: od po owy XV w. do r. 1795 (History of Polish
State  and  Law,  Part  2:  From  the  Middle  of  the  Fifteenth  Century  to  Year  1975)  (Warsaw:  Pa stwowe
wydawnictwo naukowe, 1957).
101 Maria Bogucka, Women in Early Modern Polish Society, against the European Background (Burlington, VT:
Ashgate, 2003); Maria Bogucka, “Marriage in Early Modern Poland,” Acta Poloniae Historica 81 (2000): 51-78.
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status of Polish women and widows in various sources. For Hungary, I relied on the works of

Erik Fügedi103 and Katalin Péter.104 The status of widows in Muscovite Russia is explored by

George G. Weickhardt105 and Ann M. Kleimola.106 For the Nordic countries, I should mention

works by Anu Pylkkänen,107 Katherine Græsdal108 and Inger Dübeck.109 In all these countries,

the status of widows was defined by both legal and contractual provisions. The importance of

the legal provisions versus the contractual ones differed from country to country. As in

Lithuania, the status of widows was also related to their marital and parental status.110

Key Terms and Concepts

After this brief overview of the secondary literature, it is time to look at the specific questions

raised by this study and their treatment in Lithuanian scholarship. This dissertation

concentrates on widows and their relation to family property, thus the key concepts here are

those connected to the property distribution, and redistribution in families and between

spouses. The main concepts are the dowry and the dower as the ways of providing the means

for  a  woman  in  case  she  was  widowed.  Further  concepts  connected  to  widows  are  the

102 Teresa Zieli ska, “Noblewomen’s Property Rights in 16th-18th c. Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth,” Acta
Poloniae Historica 81 (2000): 79-90.
103 Erik Fügedi, “Kinship and Privilege,” in Nobilities in Central and Eastern Europe: Kinship, Property and
Privilege, ed. János M. Bak, Medium Aevum Quotidianum 29 (Budapest: Hajnal István Alapítvány, 1994), 55-
75.
104 Katalin Péter, ed., Beloved Children: History of Aristocratic Childhood in Hungary in the Early Modern Age,
tr. Rachel and János Hideg (Budapest: Central European University Press, 2001).
105 George G. Weickhardt, “Legal Rights of Women in Russia, 1100-1750,” Slavic Review 55, No. 1 (1996): 1-
23.
106 Ann M. Kleimola, “‘In Accordance with the Canons of the Holy Apostles’: Muscovite Dowries and Women’s
Property Rights,” Russian Review 51 (1992): 204-229.
107 Anu Pylkkänen,  “Forming the  Marital  Economy in  the  Early  Modern  Finish  Countryside,”  in The Marital
Economy, ed. Ågren and Erickson, 75-88.
108 Katherine Græsdal, “Joint Ownership in Medieval Norway,” in Family, Marriage and Property Devolution in
the Middle Ages, ed. L. I. Hansen (Tromsø: Department of History, University of Tromsø, 2000), 81-97.
109 Inger Dübeck, “Legal Status of Widows in Denmark 1500-1900,” Scandinavian Journal of History 29 (2004):
209-223; Inger Dübeck, “Property and Authority in Danish Marital Law,” in The Marital Economy,  ed. Ågren
and Erickson, 75-88.
110 See Chapter VIII, Influences and Parallels.
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widow’s seat (vdovii stolec), the dowerless (venovana) and the dowered (nevenovana) widow

and the venets – a sort of “dower for the dowerless widow,” as Irena Valikonyt  calls it.111

I am aware that the term dower has a very specific meaning in the English literature;

however, I choose to use it in this dissertation as the term used in my secondary literature on

Lithuania.112 Veno also has a slightly different connotation in different countries and thus

could be misleading to the same degree. Within the scope of this dissertation, in describing

the  situation  of  the  Lithuanian  widows  the  term dowry means the property received by a

woman from her birth family upon her marriage113 and dower means the property assigned to

a woman by her husband as security for the received dowry.

The definition of the key terms connected to widowhood is problematic, since the

terms are used inconsistently in the legal sources (especially in the legal practice, less so in

the  normative  law)  and  they  do  not  always  express  the  same concept,  thus,  it  is  difficult  to

define their most common meaning.114 Such terms are:

Those connected to the dowry: vnesen’e, viprava, posag.

Those connected to the dower: veno, privenok, o(t)prava.

The Concept of Dowry and Terms Used to Define the Dowry

Vytautas Andriulis defines vnesen’e as property given to a girl who is getting married – that

is, a dowry.115 Posag and viprava are, according to him, parts of the vnesen’e-dowry, the

posag being property in precious stones, gold, silver and other luxuries meant for long-term

111 Valikonyt , “The Venets of Noblewomen,” 107.
112 E.g. Valikonyt , “The Venets of Noblewomen.”
113 The dowry was under husband’s management during the marriage, but after the husband’s death the wife
received the equivalent of it as a part of the dower.
114 As , “I ,” 41, notes, the imprecisely defined terms have caused a great deal of
confusion in the historiography of the subject.
115 Andriulis, Lietuvos statut ..., 23. In Polish literature, it is noted that wyprawa is paraphernalia (Karpavi ien ,
Moteris Vilniuje ir Kaune, 155). This would fit in the Lithuanian definition given by Andriulis as well.
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use, and the viprava being property in livestock, clothes and various household items.116

According to him, up to the Third Lithuanian Statute of 1588 it did not matter what the dowry

was called since all its parts were evaluated equally when assigning the dower.117 This theory

is also supported by Galina Dzerbina.118

Irena Valikonyt  and Stanislovas Lazutka, working with earlier sources, define the

dowry differently.119 For them, the general word for the dowry as a share of property (both

movable and immovable) is posag, while viprava and vnesen’e are words used to define the

dowry in relation to the subject of giving and/or receiving the dowry. The dowry, or posag, is

called viprava when being given by the parents to the girl, and is called vnesen’e when being

received by the husband.120 They also note that the word pridan’e was also, although seldom,

used in the legal practice.121

Such different interpretations of the terms defining the dowry lead to different

understandings of the dowry. The main idea of the dowry remains the same in both

definitions: property, given to a woman by her family. However, according to one theory the

dowry is not divided into any constituent parts, but changed its name depending on the subject

of giving/receiving the dowry. According to the other theory, the dowry had two constituent

parts, both of which comprised a certain range of items. For this dissertation, the issue of the

definition of the dowry is important because widows, depending on the circumstances,

received  their  dowries  back,  and  in  order  to  evaluate  what  precisely  they  got  back,  a  clear

116 Andriulis, Lietuvos statut ..., 23-24.
117 Andriulis, Lietuvos statut ..., 24.
118 , , 101.
119 As Vytautas Andriulis, “Lietuvos Didžiosios Kunigaikštyst s teis s ištakos (1)” (Beginnings of the Law of
the Grand Duchy of Lithuania [1]), Socialistin  teis  3 (1988): 45, notes, the semantic contents of the identical
concepts may change considerably with time. As he bases his definitions mainly on the sources of the second
part of the sixteenth century, the fact that his are different does not necessarily mean that one of the definitions of
the dowry is incorrect.
120  and , “ ,” 84-86; Irena Valikonyt , -

 (  XV – 
 XVI .) (Socio-Economic and Legal Status of

Women in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania [from the End of the Fifteenth to the First Half of the Sixteenth
Century] and Its Reflection in the First Lithuanian Statute), Summary of a dissertation (Vilnius, 1978), 10.
121  and , “ ,” 84.
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concept of the dowry and its constituent parts – if any – is necessary. As is emphasised in the

literature, the use of the terms related to the dowry varies in the legal practice and the

Statutes.122 As my research on some examples from the Lithuanian Metrica shows, there was

a change in the understanding of the dowry over time. For the earlier sources, the definition

given by Irena Valikonyt  and Stanislovas Lazutka is applicable, while for the later sources

the  definition  given  by  Vytautas  Andriulis  is  correct.  Between the  two Lithuanian Statutes,

both definitions could be found in practice (although the dowry as defined by Vytautas

Andriulis entered the law only in the Third Lithuanian Statute).  For  example,  in  LM

248/131r-132r, when the dower is assigned, only the cash, gold and silver were doubled when

assigning the dower, but the clothes were not.

The Concept of Dower and Terms Used to Define the Dower

According to Vytautas Andriulis, veno – that is, the dower – is the property of the husband

which serves as security for preserving the dowry brought by the wife, or its value,123 and is

assigned in land.124 Before the First Lithuanian Statute, according to Vytautas Andriulis, the

veno was  understood  very  broadly  (sometimes  the  dowry  was  also  called veno); it could be

assigned at any point in the marital life and given to the wife either into her ownership or for

life; the amount; the type of property and the proportional size of the property were not

limited.125

Two problems occur in relation to the concept of dower. The first one is its connection

to the concept of dowry and the second one is the relations of the Ruthenian and Latin terms.

As regards the understanding of the dowry and the dower in the normative law, the sources

reveal that the dower was at least partially perceived as a compensation for the dowry, which

122  and , “ ,” 86-87.
123 Andriulis, Lietuvos statut ..., 24.
124 Andriulis, Lietuvos statut ..., 104.
125 Andriulis, Lietuvos statut ..., 104.
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must have, at least partially, caused the imprecise usage of the terminology; examples from

the Lithuanian Metrica reveal that the use of the terminology was imprecise. For example, in

LM 224/477 from 1530, dowry is referred to as veno; in this case, a husband asks his wife’s

brothers to give her the promised veno and viprava.126

According to Stanislovas Lazutka and Edvardas Gudavi ius, the treatment of the

dower, at least as partly compensation for the dowry, is proven by the translation of veno as

dos.127 However, in the Early Middle Ages dos and dotalicium could be used as synonyms for

dower,128 thus referring to veno as dos might reflect this synonymy rather than being proof of

the perception of dower as being a compensation for the dowry. Still, such perceptions must

have existed, although the legal practice reveals a rather different direction; in the court cases

a dowry is referred to as veno rather than vice versa. I think one can speak of the existence of

a tendency to call a dowry veno rather than to call the dower posag, vnesen’e or viprava.

As regards the connection of the Ruthenian and the Latin terms, in the Latin version of

the First Lithuanian Statute dowry  – posag and viprava – is translated as dotalicium, and

dower  – veno and oprava –  as dos.  The  early  privileges  almost  consistently  (with  the

exception of the Belsk privilege of 1501) used dotalicium for dower-veno (dowry not being

mentioned in these sources). However, in sixteenth-century sources the dowry was called

dotalicium and the dower was called dos. To quote just a couple of instances from the First

Lithuanian Statute: FLS IV/7:129 “ ” – tunc pro

dotalicio datum fuerit prime; FLS IV/9: “

126 LM  224/477:  “ ,  ,  ,   –  ,  
 – ” (you do not want to pay his wife, your sister, veno, and do not want to

give her viprava – silver and carpets, and other movables). Another case, where the father gives veno to his
daughter, is LM 224/507 from 1530: “ ” (gave as a dower with his daughter)
(later in the same case this property is called pridan’e (dowry)). (This is noted in the introduction to LM 224,
xxxviii.)
127 Lazutka and Gudavi ius, “I Lietuvos Statuto šaltini  klausimu,” 161.
128 Karpavi ien , Moteris Vilniuje ir Kaune, 153.
129 For  more  extensive  quotes  from the Statutes, see the Ruthenian text and the translation into English in the
Appendix.
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” – “prout alijs puellis dotalicia dantur in Magnoducatu Lithuanie”;

FLS IV/1: “ ” – debet residere in dote tantum sua; FLS

IV/4: “ ”  – que dotem a  marito

reformatam non habuerit.

As to the size of the dower, it depended on the size of dowry and from the First to the

Third Lithuanian Statute it is always double the size of the dowry, but does not exceed one

third of the value of the husband’s property; the amount above the size of the dowry is called

privenok.130 Vytautas Andriulis understands the dowry and the dower as separate entities

under the management of the husband, according to the Second Lithuanian Statute both

belonging to the widow with full ownership rights. According to him, the dowered widow had

the right to her dowry and the right to her dower after the death of her husband.131 This would

mean that a woman received the dower, which was double the value of the dowry, plus the

dowry,  the  total  being  three  times  as  much  as  the  size  of  the  dowry.  However,  such  a

definition is not precise. A careful reading of the normative law plus examples from the legal

practice demonstrate that a woman could receive twice as much as she took into the marriage.

Irena Valikonyt  and Stanislovas Lazutka define veno as the joint value of the dowry

and the privenok.132 They clearly state that the veno (dower) consisted of the vnesen’e (dowry)

and the privenok (that is, the dowry rather “disappears” in the dower), that it should be double

the value of the dowry and that it may not exceed one third of the value of the husband’s

property.133 However, the concept is not so clear after all; when analysing different sources,

different conclusions may be reached. E.g., if in one place Irena Valikonyt  and Stanislovas

Lazutka say that the veno may not exceed one third of the value of the husband’s property –

130 Andriulis, Lietuvos statut ..., 24.
131 Andriulis, “Sutuoktini  turtini  santyki  reguliavimas,” 46.
132 Valikonyt , ,  10;   and  ,

,” 90, 93.
133  and , “ ,” 93.
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and say that the dowry should thus not exceed 1/6 of the value of the property of the husband

– in another place they say that the privenok should not exceed one third of the value of the

husband’s property.134 Also, although in one place Irena Valikonyt  and Stanislovas Lazutka

see the dowry as part of the dower, in another they say that the widow is entitled to both the

dowry and the dower.135 Furthermore, if in one article it is stated that both the dowry and the

dower of a widow are under her full ownership,136 in another work Irena Valikonyt  stresses

that the dower belongs to the wife only for her lifetime.137 To use some Polish examples, as

Karpi ski138 defines the dower in Polish towns, the dower (wiano, dotalicium, dos)  was the

equivalent  of  the  dowry  (posag) in cash, which could be increased by a privenok. That is,

instead of the dowry, the woman got an equivalent amount as a dower (veno), plus privenok.

Such a definition seems suitable from the linguistic side: privenok is something that is

additional, added to the veno. Bardach139 defines the Polish dower (wiano) as security for the

widow’s dowry, which consisted of the equivalent of the dowry, and the wiano (also called

przywianek) which doubled it; it could be assigned on half of the husband’s property. This

suggests that the differences in the scholarly literature when defining the dower must have

occurred because of the different use of terms veno and privenok in the sources. On the one

hand, veno could  mean the  sum of  the  dowry  and privenok (as  an  umbrella  term for  all  the

property), but could also mean the privenok part only (as a synonym for privenok) (thus, when

the sources mention posag and veno, this does not necessarily mean the posag plus  the

equivalent of posag plus privenok, but simply veno).140

134  and , “ ,” 90, 91.
135  and , “ ,” 102.
136  and , “ ,” 98.
137 , “I ,” 41.
138 Andrzej Karpi ski, Kobieta w mie cie polskim w drugej po owie XVI i w XVII wieku (A Woman in a Polish
Town in the Second Half of the Sixteenth and in the Seventeenth Century) (Warsaw, 1995), 33.
139 Bardach, Historia pa stwa, 495.
140 Case LM 229/57 from 1540 indicates that sometimes the dower (veno) was perceived as consisting of dowry
(vnesen’e) and privenok, dowry becoming a part of dower, and re-emerging from it only upon the woman’s
death, when she was free to will it; another perception was that the dowry and the dower existed as two items to
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As regards the term o(t)prava,  it  is  not  addressed  by  Vytautas  Andriulis,  but  in  later

literature it is defined as “dower record”141 and sometimes treated as being synonymous with

viprava – both meaning “dower record.”142 M. K. Liubavskii saw oprava as a synonym for

privenok rather than a synonym of veno.143

There might not be one strict definition of dower: it remains unclear whether the

dower was under the full ownership of the widow or whether she only had the right of

usufruct to it; it remains undefined whether the widow was entitled only to her dower upon

her husband’s death (the dowry being a part of the dower) or whether the dowry could be

claimed separately from the dower. This is mainly due to the variations found in the legal

practice144 and there may not be any straightforward answer. My research in this regard has

confirmed that there was no single way of defining the concept of dower and that,  although

the normative law provides some definition of what a dower is, drawing some limits, in the

legal practice there are numerous variations both within and outside of these limits.

The Widow’s Seat

be  received  from  a  husband  (LM  229/57:  “ ”  (she  has  from  her
husband the dower and the dowry record). In LM 229/162, a widow also claims veno and vnesen’e.).
Unfortunately,  the  size  of  these  parts  is  not  defined in  the  case,  thus  it  is  unclear  if  in  such a  case,  when the
dowry is listed separately, the dower still is double the dowry (as when the dowry is subsumed under the dower),
or if it  just equals it.  In a case related to his one, LM 229/65, only reference to veno is made, mentioning the
same property. Thus it seems that veno could be used both as meaning the combination of the privenok and the
dowry (as in LM 229/65), and as a synonym of privenok (as in LM 229/57).
141 Lietuvos Metrika (1522–1530): 4-oji Teism  byl  knyga, ed. Bumblauskas, Gudavi ius, Ju as, Lazutka and
Valikonyt , 442.
142 Lietuvos Metrika (1528–1547): 6-oji Teism  byl  knyga, ed. Bumblauskas, Gudavi ius, Ju as, Lazutka and
Valikonyt , 286.
143 , , 573.
144  and , “ ,” 90. As Stanislovas Lazutka and Irena
Valikonyt  note, term veno in the legal practice is used not only for dower. Case LM 224/477 is an example
where veno means  dowry  rather  than  dower,  since  it  should  be  given  to  the  woman  by  her  brother,  not  her
husband (“… , , , , , , 

 – ,  – …” [pan Jan Avramovich,
complaining that you do not want to pay the dower for his wife, your sister, and so not want to give the dowry –
silver and carpets, and other movables…]). In case LM 224/507, again, the father gives her daughter a veno (“…

…” [... gave as a dower for his own daughter…]).
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The widow‘s seat, or the vdovii stolec, is the estates which came to a woman after the death of

her husband and were hers as long as she remained a widow. Stanislovas Lazutka and Irena

Valikonyt  point out that vdovii stolec meant the rights of management of the family property

by an unmarried widow.145 I would like to add the following to this definition: the widow

could manage the whole of the property only if she was also a guardian of the underage

children (FLS IV/6 (2)),146 otherwise it meant the share of property that she was entitled to –

either by legal provisions (FLS IV/1 (2)) or contractual ones (FLS IV/1 (1)).

The Dowered versus the Dowerless

Two more terms connected to the concept of dower are the dowered (venovana) and

dowerless (nevenovana)  widow.  These  terms  are  not  problematic,  unlike  the  ones  discussed

above. They mark the difference between widows who have a dower contract (and thus their

position in their widowhood is regulated by the contractual provisions) and the widows who

do not have it (and thus their position is regulated by the default legal provisions). All

previous scholars have noted the existence of these two different legal models for providing

for widowhood, but these models are not defined as separate systems, and the trends of their

development  as  well  as  their  priority  over  each  other  can  be  analysed  in  more  detail.  For

example, Vytautas Andriulis, although noting the difference between dowered and dowerless

widows, analyses this difference in detail only in one regard – that of separate marital

property versus joint marital property during the marriage147 –  and  does  not  go  into  further

analysis of the legal provisions versus the contractual provisions.

The Venets

145  and , “ ,” 95-96.
146 The decree of 1509 also allowed childless widows to stay in the whole of the husband’s property, but the
First Lithuanian Statute restricted their share to one third (FLS IV/2 (3)).
147 Andriulis, Lietuvos statut ..., 71, 94, 106, 112.
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The venets was, as Irena Valikonyt  says, a sort of dower for the dowerless. The function of

the venets was  to  provide  for  dowerless  widows in  the  case  of  remarriage.  The  payment  of

venets was prohibited – or at least was made not mandatory – by the First Lithuanian Statute

(FLS IV/3 (2), FLS IV/4 (4), and FLS IV/8 (2)) and prescribed by the Second Lithuanian

Statute (SLS V/1 (3), SLS V/5 (4), and SLS V/9 (4)). Irena Valikonyt  has analysed the

institution of venets and its history and development in Lithuania in several of her articles,

reaching a conclusion that this concept was borrowed from Poland and never really caught on

in Lithuania.148

The concepts and terms described above are the main terms used throughout this

dissertation. As was pointed out, for some of them it is impossible to provide a strict

definition, thus in this dissertation I take this into consideration and do not try to deliver the

“correct” definition for all of them: rather, I note the circumstances in which one or another

definition is used.

148 Valikonyt , “The Venets of Noblewomen,” 107.
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III. Sources

Customary Law

Up to the middle of the sixteenth century the main sources of law were local customs, but

there are no records of Lithuanian customary law as such.149 The traces of it, however, may be

found in the (especially pre-statutory) legal practice, which has come down via the records of

the Lithuanian Metrica, the privileges of the ruler, the decrees of the Council of Lords and the

Diet as well as the Statutes.150 Furthermore, most scholars trying to reconstruct the norms of

Lithuanian customary law turn to the surviving customary laws of the Prussians, claiming

that, as a Baltic tribe, they must reflect some common Baltic customary law.151 At the same

time, they emphasise that any interpretation is very difficult, since Prussian law was

influenced by German laws.152 The two sources for the Prussian customary law are the Treaty

of Christburg153 and the Iura Prutenorum.154 Slavic laws – Ruthenian155 and Polish156 – also

impacted Lithuanian customary law. The Christianisation of the country (1387) and the

change in its political orientation did not cause a sudden change of the legal system, it was

rather developing slowly.157

149  and , “ ,” 80; Valikonyt , “Kai kuri  I Lietuvos
Statuto straipsni ...,” 34; Andriulis, “Lietuvos Didžiosios Kunigaikštyst s...,” I: 39.
150  and , “ ,” 81.
151  and , “ ,” 80; Valikonyt , “Kai kuri  I Lietuvos
Statuto straipsni ...,” 34.
152 Lietuvos Statutas, ed. and tr. von Loewe and Gudavi ius, 19.
153 Vladimir Terent’evich Pashuto [ . . ],  (The Creation of
the Lithuanian State) (Moscow, 1959), 500.
154 Vladimir Terent’evich Pashuto [ . . ],  (Pomesania) (Moscow: 

, 1955).
155 The norms of the Russian Pravda which became customary law and could have had an influence on
Lithuanian customary law. (Valikonyt , “Kai kuri  I Lietuvos Statuto straipsni ...,” 33.)
156 There are several examples in which some norms first appear as a foreign influence, but rather soon are
already perceived as local custom. (The Land Privilege of 1413 and the Land Privilege of 1447 (Ruthenian
version).)
157 Andriulis, “Lietuvos Didžiosios Kunigaikštyst s…,” I: 40.
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The Land and Province Privileges

The sources available for research are uneven; the early ones contain very little on the status

of widows, but the later ones are much richer. When speaking about the development of

normative law throughout this dissertation I do not assume that these sources – especially the

early ones – truly reflect the level of development of the legal system, and I do not imply the

presence of gaps in the legal system. Rather, I think that such sources as the privileges of the

ruler, at any given point, either confirmed the key issues, discussed problematic points, or

introduced changes, and only such sources as the Statutes were aimed at presenting a fuller

system.

The privileges of the ruler, which are the first surviving items of Lithuanian

legislation,158 first appeared at the end of the fourteenth century. These privileges create a

rather small, but important, group of legal documents which partly regulated legal relations in

the Grand Duchy of Lithuania during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. They were the first

step towards statutory law and legal codification,159 and they had a certain influence on the

First Lithuanian Statute.160 The  privileges  were  a  compromise  between  the  nobles  and  the

ruler,161 who needed their support in internal and external politics.162 In time, these privileges

granted the nobility increasingly extensive rights and a greater role in the rule of the state.

158 There are no direct sources concerning Lithuanian law from before 1387. It can be traced to some extent in
other documents of the period, for example, diplomatic correspondence, international treaties of peace and truce,
trade contracts, and land donation documents (Andriulis, “Lietuvos Didžiosios Kunigaikštyst s...,” I: 39).
159 Machovenko, Lietuvos Didžiosios Kunigaikštyst s teis s šaltiniai, 11.
160 An analysis of the influence of the privileges on the First Lithuanian Statute is presented in Lazutka and
Gudavi ius, “I Lietuvos Statuto šaltini  klausimu,” 149-175.
161 , “ ,” part 1, 239; Machovenko, Lietuvos Didžiosios Kunigaikštyst s teis s
šaltiniai, 15.
162 Machovenko, Lietuvos Didžiosios Kunigaikštyst s teis s šaltiniai, 15.
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The privileges of the ruler are classified into two categories: land privileges, valid

throughout the whole Grand Duchy of Lithuania,163 and province privileges, which were

issued for the provinces of Lithuania – the Slavic lands and Samogitia.164 These privileges

regulated civil law, criminal law, and legal process as well as administration, finances, and the

relations  of  different  social  strata.  There  are  few  norms  of  civil  and  family  law  in  the

privileges, since the state was interested only in those property relations which were

connected to its interests, that is, the transfer of land and the effect that this transfer had on the

performance of duties to the state.165 The land privileges are based on the customary law,

valid in the main territories of Lithuania, but also show some signs of foreign – Polish –

influence. The province privileges are based on customary law, agreements of the local

inhabitants with the local dukes, land privileges, various other documents of the grand duke,

and previous privileges given to that province or other provinces.166

There are 16 known land privileges,167 15 of them falling into period before the First

Lithuanian Statute, came into power in 1529. Out of these 15 land privileges, 6 give some

details about the status of widows (none of the land privileges issued between the First and

the Second Lithuanian Statute contain any new information on widows):

The land privilege of 1387, issued by Jogaila, is the first known document of the
normative law containing legal provisions for the widows

163 A detailed description of the land privileges is given in , “ ,” part 1, 239-
278, and in Machovenko, Lietuvos Didžiosios Kunigaikštyst s teis s šaltiniai, 15-24. The description of the land
privileges in this dissertation in large part repeats the materials published in my article “Lithuanian Widows in
Land Privileges before 1529,” in Annual of Medieval Studies at CEU 12 (2006), 163-179.
164 The detailed description of the province privileges is given in , “ ,” part 2,
245-303, and Jevgenij Machovenko, “Lietuvos Didžiosios Kunigaikštyst s sri  privilegijos kaip teis s
šaltiniai” (The Regional Privileges of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania as a Legal Source). In Lietuvos teis s
tradicijos. Mokslin s konferencijos, skirtos Vilniaus universiteto Teis s fakulteto profesoriaus Stasio
Vansevi iaus septyniasdešimtme iui, medžiaga (Traditions of Lithuanian Law. Materials of the Scholarly
Conference, Dedicated to the Seventieth Birthday of Stasys Vansevi ius, Professor of the Legal Department of
Vilnius University), ed. Dalia V brien  (Vilnius: Justitia, 1997), 127-137, with the main points summarised in
Machovenko, Lietuvos Didžiosios Kunigaikštyst s teis s šaltiniai, 25-31.
165 Andriulis, Lietuvos statut …, 86-87. Machovenko, Lietuvos Didžiosios Kunigaikštyst s teis s šaltiniai, 29-
30.
166 Machovenko, Lietuvos Didžiosios Kunigaikštyst s teis s šaltiniai, 29.
167 , “ ,” part 1, 277-278; Machovenko, Lietuvos Didžiosios Kunigaikštyst s
teis s šaltiniai, 15. There is nothing on widows in the privilege of Jogaila, 15 October 1432.
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The land privilege of 1413, issued by Jogaila and Vytautas, introduces the dower
The land privilege of 1434, issued by Sigismund Kestutian, defines the circumstances
when the dower should be given
The land privilege of 1447,168 issued by Casimir, combines the information present in
the earlier privileges and introduces some requirements regarding proof of the dower
contract
The land privilege of 1492, issued by Alexander, essentially repeats the information
present in the land privilege of 1447, and
The land privilege of 1506, issued by Sigismund the Old, confirms the privilege of
1492.169

As regards  the  legal  status  of  women,  the  land  privileges  reveal  a  steady  process  of

defining these rights in more and more detail. However, in general they touch upon only a few

aspects of the property status of widows; they give the basic definition of the legal provisions

(for non-remarrying widows) and the contractual provisions (for remarrying widows), but do

not define the size of the dower, do not discuss the position of widows with a dower who do

not remarry, or widows in further remarriages.

There are 23 province privileges,170 20 from the time before the appearance of the

Second Lithuanian Statute. Out of these 20 privileges, 9 have some information about

widows. None of the province privileges issued between the First and the Second Lithuanian

Statute contains any new information on widows. The province privileges containing

information about widows may be subdivided into four categories according to their contents

(this subdivision into categories allows discussing the privileges in groups rather than

168 The privilege of 1447 was a breaking point in the Lithuanian legal system in the regard that it introduced
legal systems for different strata; also, from this privilege onwards the development of the Slavic lands of the
Grand Duchy of Lithuania depended on the general Lithuanian legal politics, although some Slavic elements of
the civil and criminal law were preserved (Andriulis, “Lietuvos Didžiosios Kunigaikštyst s…, ” I: 44, 45).
169 The land privilege of 1506 offers less information regarding the legal status of widows than is found in earlier
privileges. The original version of the privilege does not have any articles on the status of widows at all: it only
confirms the previous privileges, without disclosing/repeating their contents. See Lazutka and Gudavi ius, “I
Lietuvos Statuto šaltini  klausimu,” 153.
170 Machovenko, Lietuvos Didžiosios Kunigaikštyst s teis s šaltiniai, 26. At least other 19 province privileges,
mentioned in various documents, have not survived to the present time (Machovenko, Lietuvos Didžiosios
Kunigaikštyst s teis s šaltiniai, 28).
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separately and avoids repetition, as the privileges of each group contain essentially the same

text).171

The privilege of Alexander to the eldership of Samogitia, 22 August 1492 and the
privilege of Sigismund the Old to the eldership of Samogitia, 29 November 1507172

The privilege of Alexander to the district of Belsk (the province of Podlachia), 22
February 1501173

The privilege of Alexander to the province of Vitebsk, 16 July 1503, the privilege of
Sigismund the Old to the province of Vitebsk, 18 February 1509, the privilege of
Alexander  to  the  province  of  Smolensk,174 1 March 1505 and the privilege of
Sigismund the Old to the province of Polotsk, 23 July 1511 – all coming from the
north-eastern territories of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania
The privilege of Sigismund the Old to the province of Kiev, 8 December 1507 and the
privilege of Sigismund the Old to the province of Kiev, 1 September 1529.

The Decrees

With  time,  especially  during  the  sixteenth  century,  the  power  of  the  grand  duke  diminished

and that  of  the  lords  of  the  Council  grew stronger,  and  the  decrees  of  the  Council  of  Lords

started to play the same role and had the same power the privileges of the grand duke had

previously.175 As  regards  the  decrees  concerning  the  rights  of  widows,  the  decree  of  the

Council  of  Lords  from  1509  discusses  the  position  of  dowered  widows  in  more  detail  than

any of the previous sources and defines the size of the dower. Another decree – discussing the

171 For more details on these privileges, see , “ ,” part 2.
172 All the norms found in the privileges of 1492 and 1507 to the Samogitians are the same as those found in the
land privileges.
173 The privilege in its contents and character is completely different from all the other land and province
privileges – it reflects Polish laws rather than Lithuanian/Ruthenian and discusses mainly the return of the dowry
to the widow and her family after the death of the husband.
174 Smolensk did not belong to the Grand Duchy of Lithuania from 1514 onwards.
175 Privilege of 6 August 1492, issued by Alexander, contains such an article: the decrees of the Council of Lords
may be changed only by the decision of the Council of Lords and no one else. If the opinion of the Council of
Lords is different from that of the grand duke, the grand duke should not be offended and take any action against
the  Council  of  Lords,  but  has  to  adjust  himself  to  the  opinion  of  the  Council  of  Lords.  See  Konstantinas
Avižonis, “Teisin  buitis Lietuvoje ligi Pirmojo Lietuvos Statuto” (Legal Mode of Life in Lithuania before the
First Lithuanian Statute), in Rinktiniai raštai (Collected Works), vol. 2, ed. Angel  Avižonien  and Rapolas
Krasauskas (Rome: Lietuvi  Katalik  Mokslo Akademija, 1978), 39. [Zbiór praw, ed. Dzia ski, 62: “XXI.
Item, quando aliqua consilia et negotia in consultatione cum dominis nostris tractanda euenerint, et ipsis
dominis non placebunt, pro isto super eos, commoueri non debemus, sed quaecunque nobis consulent, pro
nostra et communi utilitate, istud nos efficiemus.]
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position of the dowerless widows – did not survive to our times. Its existence, but not its

precise contents, is known from a mention in a court case.176

From the time of the appearance of the First Lithuanian Statute, the Statute was  the

main source of law, but it was not sufficient as such. Many social relations were regulated by

land decrees (zemskije uchvaly): the normative acts of the General Diet of the Grand Duchy of

Lithuania confirmed by the Council of Lords and the ruler.177 The decrees from the Diets of

1551 and 1554, among other matters, discuss a widow’s right to give her daughter in

marriage, a widow’s right to leave the property to the church, and a widow’s right to marry

abroad.178

176 Lietuvos Metrika (1522-1530): 4-oji Teism  byl  knyga, ed. Bumblauskas, Gudavi ius, Ju as, Lazutka and
Valikonyt , XLIII.
177 Machovenko, Lietuvos Didžiosios Kunigaikštyst s teis s šaltiniai, 63.
178 The decrees which contain information on widows are few – some of them, e.g., the decrees from the Diet of
1544 and 1559, contain nothing on widows.
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The First Lithuanian Statute179

The First Lithuanian Statute of 1529180 was the first attempt to regularise the elements of law

existing up to that time. Some of the sources for the First Lithuanian Statute were the court

practice which comprised the customary law of Lithuanian and Slavic lands of the Grand

Duchy of Lithuania (and, being collected into books and thus available to consultation for

future reference, “cross-checking,” and guidance, served as precedent law), privileges issued

by the ruler, which, again, reflected the customary law of the nations of the Grand Duchy of

Lithuania, and the special decrees of the Council of Lords.181 The First Lithuanian Statute

embodies  the  synthesis  of  Lithuanian,  Ruthenian,  and  Polish  cultures  and  is  one  of  the  best

examples of the legal systems in Eastern and Central Europe of the time, also displaying some

179 There are nine known copies of the First Lithuanian Statute, which fall into four editions: the primary
Ruthenian edition of 1529 (copies: Zamoyski, c.1529, Firlej, c. 1529 and Dzia ski, c.1550s-1560s); the Latin
edition of 1530 (copies: Laurencius, 1531 and Pu awy, late 1530s); the first Polish edition (copies: Swidzi ski,
between the middle and the third quarter of the sixteenth century, lost); the expanded version (copies: Ruthenian
Slutsk copy, 1580s, the second Polish edition, copies of Olszewo, 1550 and Ostra Brama, turn of the sixteenth
century, lost). The expanded version did not change or eliminate the first edition and can be regarded as having
been valid in court practice (Lietuvos Statutas, ed. and tr. von Loewe and Gudavi ius, 22, 26.)
180 The main edition of the text of the Statute is Pirmasis Lietuvos Statutas, II, pirma dalis: Tekstai sen ja
baltarusi , lotyn  ir sen ja lenk  kalbomis (The First Lithuanian Statute, vol. 2, part 1: Texts in Ruthenian,
Latin and Old Polish), ed. Vytautas Andriulis, J. Grigonis, Edvardas Gudavi ius, Stanislovas Lazutka, V.
Les ius, V. Mažiulis, L. Sudavi ien , Irena Valikonyt , T. Vlasova and M. Zakarjan (Vilnius: Mintis, 1991).
This volume is a part of an extensive work on the publication and analysis of the First Lithuanian Statute. The
first part of the first volume, Pirmasis Lietuvos Statutas I, pirma dalis: Paleografin  ir tekstologin  nuoraš
analiz  (The First Lithuanian Statute, vol. 1, part 1: Palaeographical and Textological Analysis of Copies), ed. J.
Grigonis, Edvardas Gudavi ius, Stanislovas Lazutka, V. Les ius, V. Mažiulis, L. Sudavi ien , Irena Valikonyt ,
S. Vansevi ius and M. Zakarjan (Vilnius: Mintis, 1983), contains the palaeographical and textological analysis
of the surviving manuscripts of the First Lithuanian Statute (4 in Ruthenian, 2 in Latin, and 1 Polish [2 more
Polish manuscripts, kept in Warsaw, were destroyed during World War II]). The second part of the first volume,
contains the facsimile edition of the Pirmasis Lietuvos Statutas, I, antra dalis: Dzialinskio, Lauryno ir Ališavos
nuoraš  faksimil s (The First Lithuanian Statute, vol. 1, part 2: Facsimiles of the Copies of Dzia ski,
Laurencius and Olszewo), ed. J. Grigonis, Edvardas Gudavi ius, Stanislovas Lazutka, V. Les ius, V. Mažiulis,
L. Sudavi ien , Irena Valikonyt , S. Vansevi ius and M. Zakarjan (Vilnius: Mintis, 1985). The second part of
the second volume, which will contain the translation into Lithuanian and commentary on all paragraphs and
terms, is under preparation. The recent translations of the Statute are Pirmasis Lietuvos Statutas, 1529 (The First
Lithuanian Statute, 1529), ed. Irena Valikonyt , Stanislovas Lazutka and Edvardas Gudavi ius (Vilnius: Vaga,
2001) (translation into Lithuanian), and Lietuvos Statutas, ed. and tr. von Loewe and Gudavi ius (translation into
Lithuanian and English).
181 Pirmasis Lietuvos Statutas, ed. Valikonyt , Lazutka and Gudavi ius, 40.
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features of Roman law.182 The compilation and codification process, supervised by

Chancellor Albertas Goštautas, lasted at least seven years.183

The First Lithuanian Statute has  thirteen  chapters  on  different  legal  aspects:  (1)  the

ruler, (2) the defence of the country, (3) the rights of noblemen, (4) the status of women, (5)

the office of guardianship, (6) the judicial system, (7) acts of violence, (8) land suits, (9)

hunting grounds, forests, lakes and related matters, (10) estates, (11) wergild, (12) robbery,

and (13) theft.  Two main chapters of the First Lithuanian Statute relevant for this study are

chapter (4), “Concerning Inheritance by Women and the Giving of Girls in Marriage,” which

deals with the position of widows and girls of nubile age, and chapter (5), “Concerning

Guardians,” which discusses the choice of guardians and their rights and responsibilities.

There  are  several  articles  regarding  the  status  of  widows  in  the First Lithuanian

Statute.  Most of them appear already in the first  version of the First Lithuanian Statute, but

three  of  them  (FLS  IV/[1],  FLS  IV/16  and  FLS  IV/17),184 describing the size and order of

assigning  the  dower,  the  repeated  remarriage  of  widows,  and  a  widow’s  right  not  to  be

summoned  to  court  for  one  year  appear  only  in  the  second,  expanded,  version  of  the First

Lithuanian Statute.

If in the early sources there are only a few norms regarding the property status of

widows, in the later sources there is a clear tendency for more and more details being brought

into consideration. The First Lithuanian Statute presents a fully developed system of norms

regarding the legal status of widows and their property rights – although further refinement of

this system occurred later, all the basic provisions are already there. In the First Lithuanian

Statute the status of both dowered and the dowerless widows is defined, taking into

consideration their parental and marital status.

182 Lietuvos Statutas, ed. and tr. von Loewe and Gudavi ius, 18.
183 Lietuvos Statutas, ed. and tr. von Loewe and Gudavi ius, 23.
184 For all references to both Statutes, see the Ruthenian text and the translation into English in the Appendix.
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The Second Lithuanian Statute

As  soon  as  the First Lithuanian Statute appeared,  the  need  for  its  amendment  arose.  Thus,

after a few decades, in 1566, the Second Lithuanian Statute appeared, which expanded and

amended the First Lithuanian Statute. The Second Lithuanian Statute came under even

stronger influence of Roman law and legal science and was better systematised.185 The

Second Lithuanian Statute kept  essentially  the  same  chapters,  but  was  expanded  and

rearranged. Chapter (5) of the First Lithuanian Statute, “Concerning Guardians,” was split

into two, and became chapter (6), “Concerning Guardians,” and chapter (7), “Concerning

Testaments.”

New laws appearing in the Second Lithuanian Statute may be divided into three main

subcategories: firstly, corrections, emendations, clarifications of the laws which do not change

the meaning of the laws;186 secondly, changes in the meaning of the existing laws; thirdly,

completely new laws (whether as expansions of existing laws or completely new paragraphs).

The Legal Practice

A big part of the current knowledge about legal practices in sixteenth-century Lithuania

comes from the Lithuanian Metrica. The Lithuanian Metrica is the collection of the archival

185 Lietuvos statutas,  ed.  and tr.  von Loewe and Gudavi ius,  27.  The Third Lithuanian Statute of 1588 was a
further expansion of the first two Statutes.  It  was  an  effort  not  only  to  adapt  the  written  law  to  the  needs  of
society, but also an attempt to make Lithuanian law correspond to Polish law because of the Lublin Union of the
two states in 1569. This Statute is not analysed here.
186 By corrections, emendations and clarifications I mean such places in the text of the Second Lithuanian Statute
as differ from the text of the First Lithuanian Statute only in form, but usually not in content. One of the most
common differences between the First Lithuanian Statute and the Second Lithuanian Statute is word order.
Since purely linguistic analysis is not the aim of this research, I do not analyse such differences in any detail if
they do not change the meaning of the text. Another difference between the First Lithuanian Statute and the
Second Lithuanian Statute is word choice. Again, mostly it does not change the meaning of the laws. However,
in some contexts it clarifies the meaning.
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records – that is, copies of all incoming and outgoing documents – of the chancellery of the

Grand Duchy of Lithuania. It encompasses documentation from the fifteenth to the eighteenth

century, and covers such materials as the rulers’ privileges for the state, a province or a town,

grants by the grand duke, confirmations of land ownership, land sale and purchase documents,

last  wills,  court  decisions  of  central  and  local  administration,  documents  about  state

expenditure and income, as well as diplomatic documents. These are just a few examples, not

a complete list.187

There are four categories of the records in the Lithuanian Metrica: Books of

Inscriptions, Books of Court Records, Books of Public Matters and Books of Re-writings.188 I

am using only the Books of Court Records, although the Books of Inscriptions also have some

court records as well as many interesting documents on the sale and purchase of family

property as well as testaments and marital contracts.189 Most of the material is in

Ruthenian,190 but some cases are in Latin.

The section Books of Court Records contains 40 books of various lengths for the

period between 1529 and 1566, and 4 books191 have been identified as Books of Court

187 The original manuscripts of the Lithuanian Metrica are now kept mainly in Moscow, in the Central State
Archive of the Old Acts, but some of them are in Warsaw. For this dissertation, the microfilms of these
documents, kept in National History Archive in Vilnius, are used. Most of the materials from up to late sixteenth
century survive only in the copies of the late sixteenth century.
188 This is the classification by Stanis aw Ptaszycki (Stanis aw Ptaszycki [ ],

 [Description  of  the  Books  and  Acts  of  the Lithuanian Metrica] [St.
Petersburg: . , 1887]), which, though not perfect (Due to numerous re-
writings, re-classifications and re-bindings of the Lithuanian Metrica over  time some parts  of  the  books  were
lost, some parts were bound into different volumes, some documents became loose and were collected (in some
cases at random, it seems) into new volumes. The classification of the books of the Lithuanian Metrica is also
analysed by Patricija Kennedy Grimsted, The “Lithuanian Metrica” in Moscow and Warsaw: Reconstructing the
Archives of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1984). For more details
on the history of the Lithuanian Metrica, see Egidijus Banionis [ ], “ ” (Foreword),
in Lietuvos Metrika (1427–1506): Užrašym  knyga 5 (The Lithuanian Metrica, 1427–1506: The Fifth Book of
Inscriptions), ed. Egidijus Banionis, 5-26 (Vilnius: Mokslo ir enciklopedij  leidykla, 1993), is still used as a
basis for the categorisation of the Lithuanian Metrica.
189 I have not used all of the materials available because I had to restrict the volume of the materials used for
research on some grounds, and decided to concentrate on the Books of Court Records as  I  deemed  them  to
contain more (and more varied) material on widows.
190 The debate about a proper term for the language used by the chancery of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania is
summarised in Pirmasis Lietuvos Statutas, ed. Valikonyt , Lazutka and Gudavi ius, 61-64.
191 LM 16; LM 27; LM 34; LM 40.
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Records192 in the section of the Books of Inscriptions. Since most of them are unpublished,

time did not permit a thorough analysis of them all. Thus, the choice was made to search for

the relevant court cases from the Books of Court Records produced by the court of the grand

duke and the court of the Council of Lords, leaving aside the records of the local courts of the

voevoda (the Vilnius and Vitebsk castle courts).193

Before the appearance of the First Lithuanian Statute, both local courts and the court

of  the  grand  duke  relied  mainly  on  customs.  The  application  of  customary  law  was

complicated by the fact that there were no collections of the norms of customary law. Only

the Slavic lands of Lithuania could rely on such a collection, namely, the Russkaja Pravda.194

In the local courts, local noblemen were present as well as representatives of the grand duke

and thus it was not difficult to find and apply an appropriate norm of local customary law. In

the court of the grand duke and the Council of Lords there were normally no people who

knew the local customs, thus influential and reliable members of the respective lands were

questioned on such occasions. They had to supply the court with information about local

norms of customary law.195

The principles of organisation as well as the methods of work and kinds of practical

activities of the chancellery of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania developed especially quickly at

the end of the fifteenth and in the first quarter of the sixteenth century. The broadening of the

192 Grimsted, The “Lithuanian Metrica,” 37.
193 Before 1564 the courts and the administrative authority were not separate (“ vadas,” XXIV). There were
several courts: local courts, headed by the voevoda or local officials, the court of the grand duke (the court of
commissaries and the court of accessories), the court of the Council of Lords, etc. (Jevgenij Machovenko,
“Valstybini  išvažiuojam , tre  ir kuopos teism  veiklos nagrin jant žem s bylas teisinis reguliavimas
Lietuvos Didžiojoje Kunigaikštyst je” (Legal Regulation of Hearing of Land Cases in State Circuit Courts,
Arbitration and Village Courts in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania), Teis  46 (2003): 98-107). The Vilnius castle
court  –  the  court  of  the voevoda – books contain materials for 1542-1566 (and thus do not cover the whole
period investigated here). Also, they concentrate on the matters of Vilnius town (the part which was under the
jurisdiction of the castle rather than under Magdeburg law) and the province of Vilnius, while the books of the
other courts provide a wider geographical framework.
194 Jevgenij Machovenko, “Lietuvi  ir slav  teis s vaidmuo kuriant Lietuvos Didžiosios Kunigaikštyst s teis s
sistem ” (Creation of the System of Law of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania: Role of the Lithuanian and Slav
Law), Teis  55 (2005): 5; Machovenko, Lietuvos Didžiosios Kunigaikštyst s teis s šaltiniai, 10, 12.
195 Machovenko, Lietuvos Didžiosios Kunigaikštyst s teis s šaltiniai, 12-13.
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sphere of its activities and the assignment of new functions of state management caused

structural changes and differentiation in the specialisation of the chancellery staff. With the

number of documents issued by the chancellery increasing, copies started to be collected in

different books according to the themes. The everyday activities of the chancellery of the

Grand Duchy of Lithuania and the constant increase of documents raised the task of their

systematisation, description, preservation and use.196 It is known that around 1570 a listing of

separate documents, not belonging to any books, was compiled in the chancellery of the

Grand Duchy of Lithuania. Two copies of that description now form the first two books of the

Lithuanian Metrica. Around 1594, on the order of Lev Sapiega, the chancellor of the Grand

Duchy of Lithuania, all the “books,” that is, all the documentation of the chancellery of the

Grand Duchy of Lithuania collected during the fifteenth and the sixteenth century, and in

quite bad state (from usage), began to be copied into copy-books. This work continued for

more than 10 years, and resulted in 190 new books of the Lithuanian Metrica.

The documents of legal practice of sixteenth-century Lithuania survived only in the

copies from the very end of the sixteenth century. 197 These copies not only fail to represent

the original chronology of the documents and their original classification, but they even

contain  blank  places  in  the  texts  of  the  cases  where  scribes  failed  to  read  the  original

manuscript. Also, it is not known precisely how faithful the transcription of the documents is.

Comparisons of the copy-books of the sixteenth century with the original books of the

seventeenth century allow one to assume that distortion of the texts was not significant to a

degree to claim that those copy-books are unreliable sources.

Up to the court reform of 1564-1566, the authority of the secular and the ecclesiastical

courts was not separated. In practice, with some exceptions, most of the property-related cases

196 , “ ”, 5.
197 The original documents of the chancellery of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania of the fifteenth and the sixteenth
century were placed for safekeeping in the Lower Castle of Vilnius town and were destroyed during the political
disturbances of the seventeenth century, , “ ,” 6.
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were resolved in the secular court and questions of the validity of marriages in the

ecclesiastical court.198

Summary

The first normative legal sources on widows appear at the end of the fourteenth century.

Throughout the fifteenth century, they become more and more detailed and include more and

more information, and in the sixteenth century they are even more expanded and included in

the Statutes. The development of the normative law did not stop with the appearance of the

First Lithuanian Statute, and if in the fifteenth century it developed mainly through the

privileges of the rulers, in the sixteenth century it developed mainly through the decrees of the

Council of Lords. There are no collections of customary Lithuanian law. The customary law

is reflected mainly through the normative legal sources and the records of the legal practice –

the court cases of the Lithuanian Metrica.

The relations of the normative and the customary law were clearly defined by the First

Lithuanian Statute; the Statute was the main source of law, but customary law and previously

issued legislation were to be used if some norm was not found in the Statute.199 The fact that

the laws of the First Lithuanian Statute and the customary laws are essentially equally valid if

they do not contradict each other is important to keep in mind when analysing the position of

the  widows;  if  some  situation  is  not  mentioned  in  the First Lithuanian Statute or  other

normative legislation then it  should not be assumed that this is  some new norm – it  may as

well be a part of customary law.

198 Karpavi ien , Moteris Vilniuje ir Kaune, 145.
199 FLS VI/[26]/25.
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IV. Legislation Prior to 1529

Before starting the analysis of the legal sources of the period which fall into the timeframe of

the research – 1529-1566 – I will present the legal sources which had appeared prior to 1529

in order to put the research of the period 1529-1566 into a wider context. The period before

1529 contains the privileges of the ruler to the land and provinces as well as a decree of the

Council of Lords from 1509.200

Land Privileges and Province Privileges

The Land Privilege of 1387

The first known land privilege, the privilege of 1387,201 defining  the  rights  of  the  Catholic

nobility of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, is also the first legal document which addresses the

position of widows.202 The passage on widows describes the situations of a non-dowered

widow who remains in the widow’s seat and a non-dowered widow who remarries.

Although the institution of the dower was already known in Lithuania by the end of

the fourteenth century,203 Irena Valikonyt  rightly notes the absence of a mention of the

institution of the dower in this privilege,204 which contains only the legal provisions for

widowhood. The widow, according to this privilege, if she remains unmarried, may stay in the

whole of her husband’s property.205 At this early stage of the creation of Lithuanian

200 For all references to the privileges and the decree of 1509, see the Ruthenian text and the translation into
English in the Appendix.
201 Lietuvos Metrika, Knyga Nr. 25, 35-36.
202 Valikonyt , “Kai kuri  I Lietuvos Statuto straipsni …,” 30-31.
203  and , “ ,” 81-82; Valikonyt , “Kai kuri  I
Lietuvos Statuto straipsni …,” 32-33.
204 Valikonyt , “Kai kuri  I Lietuvos Statuto straipsni …,” 31.
205 Although it is not stated explicitly in the privilege, Andriulis assumes that the widow keeps the whole of the
deceased husband’s property (Andriulis, Lietuvos statut …, 87), and Valikonyt ’s interpretation implies the
same idea (Valikonyt , “Kai kuri  I Lietuvos Statuto straipsni …,” 31). Since the privilege only says “stay”, not
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legislation, the privilege is not very detailed; it does not bring into consideration the parental

status of non-remarrying widows nor does it clarify how the absence or the presence of

children affected the widow’s property status. Nothing is said about the ownership of the

property – that is, it is unclear whether the widow may freely dispose of the husband’s

property or whether she only has rights of management. The fact that she could keep it only if

she did not remarry shows that it was for her widowhood only and she could not dispose of it

freely.

As regards the remarriage of widows in the land privilege of 1387, for a remarrying

widow, upon her remarriage the husband’s property goes to his sons or, in their absence, to

his  relatives.  In  general,  the  privilege  seems  to  be  discouraging  the  remarriage  of  widows;

such  a  norm makes  a  remarriage  quite  difficult,  since  the  widow does  not  bring  any  of  her

husband’s property to her new family, whereas, if she does not remarry, she stays in it. On the

other hand, the remarriage of widows is clearly not prohibited, since the grand duke grants the

nobility the right to give their  widows in marriage and widows are allowed, as long as they

have the approval of their relatives, to choose their husbands.206 Also, the privilege refers only

to  the  property  of  the  husband.  It  might  have  been  possible  for  a  widow  to  get  her  dowry

back, which she would then take into a new marriage (cf. the province privilege to Belsk of

“keep”, it might also mean that the widow stays in the undivided estate with the children (not necessarily
managing it if there are adult children).
206 ipsa marito, quem elegerit ducendum, tradetur in Lietuvos Metrika, Knyga Nr. 25, 35-36. … ipsa, marito,
quem elegerit, dotandum tradetur in Zbiór praw, ed. Dzia ski, 2. Dzia ski’s publication relies on the
eighteenth-century Polish copy of the Lithuanian Metrica rather than the original. Dotandum seems  to  be  a
scribal error, since the expression ducere maritum is a regular phrase for “getting married” and it also appears in
the same context in the land privilege of 1447 as tradenda est marito cui nubendum duxerit and the land
privilege of 1492 as ipsa, marito quem ducere elegerit, tradatur. In some publications, e.g., Lietuvos TSR
istorijos šaltiniai, I tomas: Feodalinis laikotarpis (Historical Sources of the Lithuanian SSR, vol. I: The Feudal
Period), ed. K. Jablonskis et al. (Vilnius: Valstybin  politin s ir mokslin s literat ros leidykla, 1955), 57,
Valikonyt , “Kai kuri  I Lietuvos Statuto straipsni …,” 31, and Andriulis, Lietuvos statut …, 87, scholars relied
on Dzia ski’s version, which resulted in the treatment of dotandum as a “share”. The institution of dower as
such  was  already  known  in  Lithuania  by  the  end  of  the  fourteenth  century  (  and  ,

,” 81-82; Valikonyt , “Kai kuri  I Lietuvos Statuto straipsni …,” 32-
33). According to Vytautas Andriulis, who is using the variant of the text with dotandum, a remarrying widow is
to be dowered by the new husband (Andriulis, Lietuvos statut …,  87).  However,  the  variant  of  the  text  with
ducendum does not allow such a reading.
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1501).

The Land Privilege of 1413

The first legal source containing any information about concluding dower contracts is the land

privilege of 1413. The land privilege of 1413 introduces the concept of dower, which is not

present in the land privilege of 1387. According to Irena Valikonyt , it is the first legal act in

a Lithuanian context which contains the term dotalicium (dower).207 It is a significant

document insofar as it introduces the institution of dower into the normative law and

describes how it is to be calculated.208

This is an important detail because it defines a time when the dower should/could be

assigned; it says that the dower should be assigned from the property which noblemen have or

will have (habuerint, uel fuerint habituri). This means that the dower was calculated from the

amount of the husband’s property owned by him at the time of death and not from the original

amount owned by him at the time of marriage. The result of such a regulation, the size of the

dower being related to the size of the final amount of property, would mean that widows’

property status depended on the economic success of their husbands during their lifetimes.

The privilege allows husbands to assign not only movable, but also immovable

property as dower for their wives (dotalitia in bonis et villis).209 What  is  significant  here  is

that the types of land from which the dower should be assigned are defined; it may be both

from the paternal inheritance (succesione paterna) and from the property received from the

ruler (concessione perpetua). If the land privilege of 1387 gave the nobility the right to

dispose of their hereditary property to a certain degree, the land privilege of 1413 gave the

207 Valikonyt , “Kai kuri  I Lietuvos Statuto straipsni …,” 31, note 11.
208 Zbiór praw, ed. Dzia ski, 7.
209 Pirmasis Lietuvos Statutas, ed. Valikonyt , Lazutka and Gudavi ius, 285.
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nobility the right to dispose of donations of the ruler (admittedly, with his permission).210 This

confirms the tendency to convert granted land to inheritable property.211 Purchased property is

not,  however,  mentioned  here.  The  right  of  the  nobility  to  dispose  freely  of  their  hereditary

and granted property was a sign of their increasing right to land.

The land privilege of 1413, which was the first one to mention the dower and which

defined some aspects of the method of assigning the dower, did not, however, specify the

circumstances under which a widow was entitled to the dower. There are no grounds to

suspect that the circumstances of receiving the dower were different from those defined in the

later privileges: that is, that the dower was given to a widow upon her remarriage. The

function of the dower in Lithuania,  as in other countries,  was to provide for women in their

widowhood. Although it is not explained in any of the land privileges, from the later

legislation it appears that securing the dower was in the interests of the bride’s family, and the

duty of requesting a dower belonged to a woman’s father.212

One more feature which deserves some attention is the reference to laws of the Polish

Kingdom. References to Polish law occur in many of the privileges.  From the texts of these

privileges it appears that the institution of dower, together with some other norms, was a

borrowing from Polish law. According to Stanislovas Lazutka and Irena Valikonyt , the

formation of the institution of dower could have been influenced by Ruthenian and Polish

law, but essentially appeared in Lithuanian customs as a result of similar social circumstances

rather than because of foreign influences.213 The Polish influence could only have accelerated

210 Vansevi ius, Lietuvos Didžiosios Kunigaikštyst s valstybiniai-teisiniai institutai, 12-13.
211 Jevgenij Machovenko, “Žem s nuosavyb s formos Lietuvos Didžiojoje Kunigaikštyst je” (Forms of Land
Ownership in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania), Teis  36 (2000): 51-52.
212 FLS IV/8.
213 For a detailed analysis of influences from and parallels with Polish, Ruthenian, Russian and Prussian laws,
see the following:  and , “ ,” 81–84; Valikonyt ,
“Kai kuri  I Lietuvos Statuto straipsni …,” 32–34; Lazutka and Gudavi ius, “I Lietuvos Statuto šaltini
klausimu,” 165. For the status of women in Poland, see, for example, M. Koczerska, Rodzina szlachecka w
Polsce pó nego redniowiecza (The Noble Family in Late Medieval Poland) (Warsaw, 1975), and M. Bogucka,
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the development of the institution of the dower in Lithuania.214 I  would  add  that  it  was  the

legal provisions which were probably formed with no external influences, while the

contractual provisions – that is, the dower – were more a result of legal influences from

Poland.

As regards the remarriage of widows, the land privilege of 1413 does not mention

widows overtly. In this privilege, widows must be covered by the general category of

“kinswomen and women related to them by marriage;” this privilege reconfirms the right of

the kinsmen to give their relatives in marriage.

The land privilege of 1413, like the privilege of 1387, leaves many aspects of the

widow’s property status undefined. It is a significant document, however, insofar as it

introduces the institution of the dower into the normative law and describes how it should be

calculated. The fact that the dower may be assigned in immovable property is of particular

importance, since it reinforces215 the right of widows to own immovable property.216

The Land Privilege of 1434

The land privilege of 1434217 further specifies the property status of widows. It repeats the

point which was first raised in the land privilege of 1387, that widows may hold the property

of their deceased husbands if they do not remarry. However, the privilege of 1434, unlike the

privilege of 1387, seems to define the situation of dowered widows. It appears that in the

Women in Early Modern Polish Society, against the European Background (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2004) (the
latter work includes an overview of Polish literature on women).
214 Valikonyt et al., Pirmasis Lietuvos Statutas, 287.
215 According to Lazutka and Gudavi ius, “I Lietuvos Statuto šaltini  klausimu,” 162, Lithuanian girls and
widows had the right to dispose of property from much earlier, but they do not specify if they mean immovable
property.
216 According to  and , “ ,” 81, and Valikonyt , “Kai
kuri  I Lietuvos Statuto straipsni …,” 30, the right of women in general to inherit immovable property is first
recorded in the land privilege of 1447.
217 Monumenta medii aevi historica res gestas Poloniae illustrantia, vol. 14: Codex epistolaris saeculi decimi
quinti, vol. 3 (1392–1501), ed. A. Lewicki (Cracow: Drukarnia Uniwersytetu Jagiello skiego, 1894), appendix,
no. 22, 530.
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fifteenth century the status of dowered and non-dowered non-remarrying widows was the

same; they were entitled to stay in the deceased husband’s property, with contractual

provisions modifying widow’s property status only in the event of remarriage.

If in the land privilege of 1413 the conditions of receiving a dower are not specified,

the land privilege of 1434 is the first one to specify that the dower should be given to the

widow in the case of remarriage. The rest of the property goes to her children or, in the

absence of children, to the brothers of the deceased husband. As regards the types of property,

only the hereditary property is mentioned. This privilege, besides defining the status of both

non-remarrying and remarrying widows, also states that duties must continue to be provided

from property held by widows. It appears from this statement that the widows were entitled to

manage property on the same grounds as men.

Again, like the land privilege of 1387 and the land privilege of 1413, this privilege

does not address many aspects of widows’ property status, but it contributes two further

details  to  its  fuller  definition:  namely,  that  widows  have  to  perform  state  services  from  the

property which they keep, and that the dower is given to widows in the event of remarriage,

the widows otherwise being entitled to stay in the whole of their husband’s property (most

likely only with the right of usufruct and possibly staying together with the unmarried adult

children).

The Land Privilege of 1447

The information in the land privilege of 1447218 is also very scarce, or, rather, it contains little

new. It mainly reiterates and summarised the previous points. Non-remarrying widows,

218 Codex diplomaticus Poloniae, vol. 1, ed. L. Rzyszczewski and A. Muczkowski (Warsaw: Drukiem
Stanis awa Str bskiego, 1847), 336. , , vol. 1, 75. According
to Lazutka and Gudavi ius, “I Lietuvos Statuto šaltini  klausimu,” 161, this paragraph, which is also repeated in
the Land Privilege of 1492, and appears in the Province Privileges of 1492 to Samogitia, 1501 to Belsk and 1507
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according to this privilege, as in the land privilege of 1434,219 are allowed to keep their

deceased husbands’ property if they do not remarry.220

In the case of a widow’s remarriage, in the land privilege of 1447221 the children and

the relatives have the same rights to the property as in the land privilege of 1387. The

important detail in this privilege is the request for a proof of the validity of the dower; the

widow is expected to “sufficiently prove” that she has been assigned a dower (although there

still is no indication of what should be proof of eligibility for the dower). This might be a sign

that the dower was gaining firmer ground in regulating family property relationships and that

the contractual provisions for the well-being of a widow were becoming more clearly

separated from the default legal provisions. As for the right to remarry, the privilege of 1447

(like the privileges of 1492 and 1506) contains the same norm regarding the remarriage of

widows as found in the earlier privileges. Here, as in the privilege of 1387, but not the

privilege of 1413, widows are singled out as a separate group of women who could be given

in marriage by their male relatives.

As regards the types of the property that could be assigned as a dower, the land

privilege of 1447 also states the same as 1434, but only in the Latin version: in bonis et

possessionibus paternis. The Ruthenian version contains simply “ ,” which implies

all  of  the  property.  As  for  the  time  of  receiving  the  dower  and  the  transfer  of  the  property

upon remarriage, the land privilege of 1447 is very similar to the land privilege of 1413;

according to it, in the event of remarriage dowered widows received the dower, and the rest of

the property went to the sons (in the Ruthenian version: children) of the deceased husband,

and, if there were none, to the relatives of the deceased husband. Although not introducing

to  Kiev,  was  a  source  of  the First Lithuanian Statute. The source of the privilege of 1447, according to these
authors, is the land privilege of 1387 and the land privilege of 1434.
219 According to Lazutka and Gudavi ius, “I Lietuvos Statuto šaltini  klausimu,” 161, these two privileges
contain the rudiments of the privilege of 1447.
220 The land privilege of 1492 repeats the land privilege of 1447.
221 The land privilege of 1492 repeats the land privilege of 1447.
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much new data regarding the property status of widows, this privilege, as will be discussed

below, served as a template for many later privileges, both those given to the whole land222

and those given to the provinces.223

The Land Privileges of 1492 (and 1506)

The land privilege of 1492224 gives essentially the same information as that in the land

privilege of 1447,225 and  repeats  the  requirement  for  widows  to  fulfil  state  military  service

from the land that they hold, which is first found in the land privilege of 1434. It seems that

for nearly sixty years the legal status of widows remained essentially the same – or at least

there were few changes in the normative law.

The land privilege of 1492 introduced one new restriction on the property status of

women, including widows.226 It  established  that  any  girl  or  widow who was  to  be  given  in

marriage abroad had to be satisfied with a dowry and not claim inherited property.227 This

new article raises several questions connected to the property status of widows. First of all,

from this article it appears that remarrying widows were entitled to a dowry. This statement

does not correspond to any of the earlier known norms. One explanation could be the lack of

precise terminology, which implies the lack of a precise distinction between the institutions of

222  and , “ ,” 81; Valikonyt , “Kai kuri  I Lietuvos
Statuto straipsni …,” 31.
223 According to  and , “ ,” 81; Valikonyt , “Kai
kuri  I Lietuvos Statuto straipsni …,” 31, the privilege of 1447 had influence on the province privilege of 1492
to Samogitia, the privilege of 1507 to Kiev and the privilege of 1511 to Polotsk. Lazutka and Gudavi ius, “I
Lietuvos Statuto šaltini  klausimu,” 161, see its influence on the decree of 1509 and the First Lithuanian Statute.
224 Codex diplomaticus Poloniae, vol. 1, ed. Rzyszczewski and Muczkowski, no. CXCIV, 347.
225 According to , “ ,” part 1, 273, the privilege of 1492 repeats word for word
the privilege of 1447 and has 20 new articles as well. Indeed, the differences are few and insignificant as regards
the meaning of the privilege. See also  and , “ ,” 81
and Valikonyt , “Kai kuri  I Lietuvos Statuto straipsni …,” 31.
226 Lazutka and Gudavi ius, “I Lietuvos Statuto šaltini  klausimu,” 162.
227 According to Vytautas Lazutka and Irena Valikonyt , slightly differently formulated versions of this article
also appear in several of the land privileges: the privilege of 1492 to Samogitia, the privilege of 1501 to Belsk,
the privilege of 1507 to Kiev, and the privilege of 1511 to Polotsk (  and , “

,” 81; Valikonyt , “Kai kuri  I Lietuvos Statuto straipsni …,” 31), which implies that the
norms found in these privileges were not necessarily local customs and might have been introduced in an effort
to unify or standardise the laws of Lithuania.
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the dowry and the dower.228 Thus, it is possible that here dos referred to dower, and expedicio

to  dowry.  Another  important  point  of  the  privilege  was  the  restriction  barring  those  women

who were given in marriage abroad from holding immovable property. This regulation

reflects the attempt of the Lithuanian nobility to protect themselves against the efforts of the

Polish to acquire Lithuanian lands.229 It is also one of the signs (although maybe not the

primary concern under these circumstances) of the general tendency to restrict women’s rights

to immovable property.230

The land privilege of 1506 offers less information regarding the legal status of widows

than is found in the earlier privileges, since it mainly confirms the previous privileges without

repeating their contents.231 The only article regarding the status of widows found in the land

privilege of 1506 most likely refers to the article of the land privilege of 1492 regarding the

status of women who marry foreigners.

The Province Privilege of 1492 (and 1507) to Samogitia

The province privileges to Samogitia232 do not contain any information that is not present in

the land privileges. They state that widows may stay in the property of their husbands for their

widowhood,  and  upon  remarriage  may  leave  with  the  dower  that  was  assigned  to  them.

According to Vytautas Andriulis, the norms of the privileges to Samogitia regarding the

228 That inconsistency of the terminology for dower may be demonstrated on the text of the already quoted
privileges: the land privileges of 1413 and 1434 refer to the dower as dotalicium, while in the land privilege of
1492 in one instance the dower is clearly referred to as dotalicium, but in the article on widows remarrying
abroad there is reference to dos.
229 Valikonyt , “Ar Lietuvos Didžiojoje Kunigaikštyst je...,” 65.
230 There were no regulations regarding the marriage of foreign women to Lithuanian noblemen.
231 , “ ,” part 1, 273.
232 Lietuvos Metrika, knyga Nr. 15 (1528-1538): užrašym  knyga 15 (The Lithuanian Metrica,  Book  No.  15
(1528-1538): Book of Inscriptions 15), ed. A. Dubonis (Vilnius: Žara, 2002), 182; Zbiór praw litewskich, ed.
Dzia ski, 68-69. According to , ,  vol.  1,  122,  the  Latin
version is a copy of the Ruthenian version. According to , “ ,” part 2, 261, the
Latin is the original and the Ruthenian is the translation (since it contains many Polonisms).
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property status of widows came from the land privilege of 1434.233 These privileges indeed

raised  most  of  the  same points  as  the  land  privilege  of  1434.  However,  the  phrasing  of  the

texts was different, the privilege of 1492 to Samogitia being less precise. For example, when

describing who should receive the husband’s property if the widow remarries, the privileges

to Samogitia, instead of ordering a remarrying widow’s property to be left for the male

children or, in their absence, for the brothers of the husband, refer only to a more general

group of “relatives”. This difference, however, is not significant enough to claim that the

situation of widows in Samogitia differed from the general situation of widows described by

the land privileges.

The Province Privilege of 1501 to Belsk

The province privilege of 1501 to Belsk,234 on the other hand, widely differs from all known

land and province privileges in its contents, addressing completely different points than those

raised  in  the  rest  of  the  privileges.  It  offers  regulations  for  non-dowered  widows:  after  the

death of the husband the widow, if  she did not receive a dower (dotalicium) from him, may

receive back her dowry (dos). This privilege also contains provisions for the further fate of

such a widow. If the widow kept her dowry she was excluded from further inheritance from

her family. If she gave the dowry back, she could stay together with her parents/siblings and

was entitled to a share of the inheritance.

The  privilege  of  Belsk  contains  yet  another  law  absent  from  any  other  privileges.  It

aims at securing the situation of widows for a set time and states that after the husband’s

death  a  widow  may  not  be  summoned  to  court  for  a  year  and  a  week  unless  she  remarries

within this time.

233 Andriulis, Lietuvos statut …, 89.
234 , , vol. 1, 223-224; Lietuvos Metrika. Knyga Nr. 25, 60.
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Speaking of this privilege, it is important to remember that Polish law was at least

partially recognised in the district of Belsk,235 and thus this particular norm about daughters

getting back the dowry and giving it back to their family might actually be a reflection of

Polish law, but not necessarily so. According to this privilege, a non-dowered widow did not

forfeit  the  right  to  her  dowry,  as  in  the Second Lithuanian Statute,  but  rather  the  dowry  is

prescribed  to  be  returned  to  her.  The First Lithuanian Statute does not explicitly say what

happened to a non-dowered woman’s dowry. It is possible that these were the rules applied.

The Province Privilege of 1503 (and 1509) to Vitebsk, the Province Privilege of 1505 to
Smolensk, and the Province Privilege of 1511 to Polotsk

These three privileges: the province privilege of 1503 (and 1509)236 to Vitebsk, the province

privilege of 1505237 to Smolensk and the province privilege of 1511238 to Polotsk contain the

least information regarding the status of widows. The privileges to Vitebsk only state that the

ruler may not take away a deceased man’s property and may not force their widows to re-

marry. The privilege of 1505 to Smolensk, apart from containing the promise of the grand

duke not to force widows to marry,  also includes the promise not to drive them out of their

homes,  which  probably  means  that  widows  were  allowed  to  occupy  the  (whole?)  of  their

husband’s property. None of the province privileges to Vitebsk and Smolensk offer any

details regarding the legal status of widows which are not known from the land privileges.

235 , “ ,” part 2, 253; Machovenko, Lietuvos Didžiosios Kunigaikštyst s teis s
šaltiniai, 65.
236 The  privilege  of  1503 (Lietuvos Metrika. Knyga Nr. 25, 174) and the privilege of 1509 (Lietuvos Metrika,
Knyga Nr. 8 (1499-1514): Užrašym  knyga 8, ed. Algirdas Baliulis, Romualdas Firkovi ius and Darius
Antanavi ius (Vilnius: Mokslo ir enciklopedij  leidykla, 1995), 291) to the province of Vitebsk contain exactly
the same words.
237 , , 370.
238 Lietuvos Metrika, Knyga Nr. 8 (1499-1514): Užrašym  knyga 8, ed. Algirdas Baliulis, Romualdas Firkovi ius
and Darius Antanavi ius (Vilnius: Mokslo ir enciklopedij  leidykla, 1995), 452.
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This may be explained partially by their early origins and partially by their geographical

proximity to ethnic Lithuania.239

One scholarly opinion regarding these passages is that they prohibited noblemen from

forcing their widows to get married again.240 A different reading of the texts is possible,

however, since in all the privileges this statement appears as one of many promises made by

the grand duke to the nobility, it is not the noblemen who are prohibited from forcing their

female relatives to marry, but rather it is the grand duke who declines his right to interfere in

the marriage politics of his nobility and promises not to force their widows to remarry.241 It is

not explicitly stated whether noblemen have the right to give their women in marriage or

whether widows have the freedom to choose their new spouses. Thus, these privileges do not

seem to either narrow down or expand the legal status of widows.

Of the province privileges, it is only the province privilege of 1511 to Polotsk that

contains more detailed information. The somewhat more extensive content of the privilege to

Polotsk is explained by the fact that it was influenced by the land privilege of 1434.242

This privilege allows a widow to stay in the whole of her deceased husband’s property

and upon remarriage leave with only the property that her husband had assigned to her. As is

clear from the privilege, the way to assure the right to the assigned dower was the

confirmation of witnesses – the husband’s family and others – that the dower had been

assigned (this is connected to the land privilege of 1447 rather than to the privilege of 1434).

239

240 Lazutka and Gudavi ius, “I Lietuvos Statuto šaltini  klausimu,” 162, state this about the privilege of 1503 to
Vitebsk and the privilege of 1511 to Polotsk; Andriulis, Lietuvos statut …, 89, and Machovenko, “Lietuvos
Didžiosios Kunigaikštyst s sri  privilegijos kaip teis s šaltiniai,” 133, see this in the privilege of 1503 to
Vitebsk and the privilege of 1505 to Smolensk.
241 Valikonyt , “Lietuvos Didžiosios Kunigaikštyst s bajori  teis ...,” 147-148, sees this as an obligation to the
ruler rather than to the nobility. She says that in the privilege of 1503 to Vitebsk and the privilege of 1511 to
Polotsk the ruler promised not to force widows to marry and sees it as a step towards the freedom of women to
marry freely.
242 Andriulis, Lietuvos statut …, 89.
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It remains unclear, however, whether it could be just an oral agreement or whether it should

have been a written document.

The Province Privilege of 1507 (and 1529) to Kiev

In general, the province privileges of 1507243 and 1529244 to Kiev reiterate the points known

already from the land privileges.245 They state that a widow could stay in her husband’s

property until remarriage and that upon remarriage she could only take whatever had been

assigned to her by her husband. When she remarried, a widow left to her children whatever

was not assigned to her or,  if  there were no children, to her husband’s relatives,  or,  if  there

were none, to the ruler.

The privileges to Kiev are interesting from the point of view that they show that the

size of dower was regulated. Only these two privileges, the province privileges of 1507 and

1529  to  Kiev,  contain  any  information  regarding  the  size  of  the  dower.  The  information  is

rather vague – one variant just says “one part” and another one “an appropriate part” –

however, this is an important indication that the size of the dower was regulated. The land

privileges only state, in the best case, that the dower was to be assigned on “some” of the

husband’s property.

Upon remarriage, according to the privileges to Kiev, as according to the

aforementioned other privileges, the widow could take whatever the husband had assigned to

her. In an interesting detail in the privileges to Kiev, the dower could only be assigned in

money, not in property. Irena Valikonyt  interprets the fact that the widow received money

rather  than  property  as  a  new legal  tendency  restricting  the  rights  of  widows to  immovable

243 Lietuvos Metrika, Knyga Nr. 8, 240.
244 Lietuvos Metrika. Knyga Nr. 25 (1387-1546) (The Lithuanian Metrica: Book No. 25 [1387-1546]), ed. Darius
Antanavi ius and Algirdas Baliulis (Vilnius: Mokslo ir enciklopedij  leidybos institutas, 1998), 60.
245 According to , “ ,” part 2, 283-284 and 286, the privilege of 1507 to the
province of Kiev is influenced by the land privilege of 1447. The same privilege, with minor changes, was
repeatedly granted by Sigismund the Old to the province of Kiev in 1529.
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property.246 The privileges to Kiev remain the only acts sanctioning such regulations

regarding the property rights of widows. Such strict restrictions never appear on the state

level; even according to the Second Lithuanian Statute247 widows could receive their dower in

immovable property, although, admittedly, it could be bought out by the children or the

relatives.248 It  is  difficult  to  say  whether  the  general  tendency  to  restrict  women’s  right  to

hereditary immovable property occasioned the appearance of such a norm in the privileges to

Kiev or whether this tendency first originated in the province of Kiev and slowly spread

throughout the Grand Duchy of Lithuania.

These privileges offer the same norm regarding the status of non-remarrying widows,

as the land privileges and province privileges to Samogitia and Polotsk. The privileges to

Kiev also bring into consideration an additional aspect; they say that widows lived together

with  children  or,  if  there  were  none,  with  relatives  of  the  husband.  Other  privileges  do  not

specify this; they only say that the widow may stay in the whole of her husband’s property

until she remarries. The phrasing of the privilege implies living together with children or

relatives rather than sharing the property.

246 Valikonyt , “Kai kuri  I Lietuvos Statuto straipsni …,” 31.
247 SLS V/2.
248 Various scholars, writing about the status of Lithuanian widows, see the right of the relatives of exchanging
dowers  in  immovable  property  for  dowers  in  money  as  a  negative  phenomenon.  But  was  it  necessarily  so?
Margaret Hallissy, Clean Maids, True Wives, Steadfast Widows: Chaucer’s Women and Medieval Codes of
Conduct, Contributions in Women’s Studies, vol. 130 (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1993), 143, says: “The
economic status of the medieval widow was enhanced by the transition then in progress from a land-based to a
money-based economy.” With the laws regarding the transfer and the purchase of land once again becoming
more liberal from the Second Lithuanian Statute onwards, when land could easily be purchased for money, the
widows were in the same position as the rest of society. Court records reveal that there were many land purchase
cases, thus the land must have been quite easily available for purchase.
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The Decree of 1509

The  first  legal  document  which  offers  a  coherent  view  of  the  legal  status  of  widows  is  the

decree of 1509,249 called “Decree or Decision: In What Way Everyone May Assign a Dower

to  Their  Wives  on  Their  Property.”250 It  defined  the  rules  of  keeping  the  dower  in  case  of

remarriage and also if the widow stayed unmarried.

The decree of 1509 was the first document of normative law where specific

restrictions  appeared  on  the  size  of  the  dower:  the  dower  was  restricted  to  one  third  of  the

property. The time of receiving the dower seems to have been at remarriage, not when being

widowed (in line with the privileges, but not with the Statutes).  What  property  a  non-

remarrying widow with children could keep was not explained. The decree only defined the

property status of the non-remarrying childless widows: she was to stay in the whole of the

property. As to the type of the property from which the dower was calculated, according to

the decree of 1509 it was not only the hereditary property but also the granted lands (cf. the

land privilege of 1413) which should be included in the calculations of the dower.

According to the decree, if a dowered widow with children remarried, she received the

right of usufruct to all of her dower (not just the equivalent of the dowry), and upon her death

her dower passed on to her children. Regardless of whether a remarrying widow had children

or not, the relatives had a right to offer to buy out her dower, but the widow could refuse this

offer (in the Statutes she did not have this option). The rights of remarrying dowered childless

widows were broader: they received their dower not for life, but for good, and were allowed

to bequeath it to whomever they wished. If a childless widow bequeathed her dower to

someone, the relatives also had a right to buy it from whomever she bequeathed it to (but it is

not explained whether or not the recipients of her dower could refuse to take money instead of

249 . , no. 54, 596-597. For the full text, see the Appendix.
250 “ :  

”.
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land, as the widow did in her lifetime). The decree was also the first document to define the

rules of buying out the dower from a remarrying widow. What is most important here is that,

where the First Lithuanian Statute does not leave the widows the option of disagreeing with

buying out her dower, this decree gives the woman, not the children, the freedom of choice.

Otherwise, the decree is in line with the First Lithuanian Statute. This decree also provided

one further regulation of the property status of widows: none of the earlier legal documents

explained what happened to a remarried widow’s dower after her death.

As for non-remarrying widows, the non-remarrying childless widows (presumably

both dowered and non-dowered, as the status of the non-remarrying widows was not

differentiated before the First Lithuanian Statute according to whether they had a dower or

not), could stay in the whole of the husband’s property with the right of usufruct. After their

death, the property reverted to the relatives of the husband. According to Vytautas Andriulis,

this meant that only childless widows could stay in the whole of the husband’s property.251

However, the land privileges and the province privileges (except the privileges to Kiev), do

not distinguish between the status of the childless widows and widows with children. They

also do not state clearly that the widow keeps the whole property, and the decree quoted above

may possibly imply that she only stays in the undivided estate if she has children.

According to Stanislovas Lazutka and Irena Valikonyt , by the beginning of the

sixteenth century the examples of legal practice, the customary law, and the privileges

defining the status of women were not sufficient, which caused further clarifications of the

status of women.252 After the decree of 1509 was issued, it was widely used by the litigants,

and the Council of Lords itself, when making a decision. Thus, by the time of the appearance

251 Andriulis, Lietuvos statut …, 90.
252  and , “ ,” 81.
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of the First Lithuanian Statute,  the  size  of  the  dower  and  the  order  of  assigning  the  dower

were fully established.253

Summary

In comparison with the data found in the Statutes, the information present in the privileges

and the decree of 1509 is rather scarce. None of the sources contain any details as to the time

of drawing up the dower contract or the form of the contract. It is only in the land privilege of

1447 and the province privilege to Polotsk that any proof of the existence of dower

agreements is required.

As  to  the  type  of  the  property  on  which  the  dower  was  assigned,  the  land  privileges

reveal that the dower was certainly to be assigned from the paternal inheritance (the land

privileges of 1413, 1434, 1447, 1492) and also from granted property, granted for eternal use

(the land privilege of 1413). Nothing is said of purchased immovable property. None of the

land privileges define the precise size of the dower; some of them only refer to “something”.

From the province privileges, only the province privileges to Kiev of 1509 and 1527 show

that the dower had to be assigned on an “appropriate” part, and then the decree of 1509

introduces the defined size of the dower: one third of the husband’s immovable property.

The time of receiving the dower is, in all privileges that mention it as well as in the

decree of 1509, that of remarriage rather than that of widowhood. As to the rights of disposing

of one’s dower, it is only the decree of 1509 that states that a dower should revert back to the

woman’s children, if she had any, upon her death, but in the absence of children she could

dispose of it freely. The decree is also the first document that indicates the possibility for the

children to buy the dower out from the widow, if she agrees to it.

253  and , “ ,” 92.
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In general, most of the pre-statutory legislation concentrated on explaining the transfer

of the dower upon widow’s remarriage; widows could take whatever they had been assigned

into a new marriage and leave the rest of the husband’s property to the children or, if there

were none, to the relatives of the husband. Only the land privilege of 1387 defined the legal

provisions for widowhood exceptionally, according to which a non-remarried widow could

stay in the husband’s property, but upon remarriage she had to leave it. Although the pre-

statutory legislation was lacking many points later found in the Statutes, it outlined the basic

framework for the two legal systems for the provisions for widowhood which appeared later

in the Statutes.
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V. The Rights and Duties of Widows according to the Statutes

The  privileges  of  the  ruler  and  the  decree  of  the  Council  of  Lords  from  1509  contain  only

some fragmentary details of the whole system of the provisions for widowhood and the rights

and duties of widows. It  is  first  the First Lithuanian Statute that contains an essentially full

system of provisions for widowhood and touches upon most of the aspects related to widows.

Since the First and the Second Lithuanian Statute are very similar in most regards, I do not

present  them separately  in  chronological  order,  but  rather  address  them both  together  when

presenting the points of the Statutes thematically. The two different legal models: the legal

and the contractual provisions – will be addressed separately in Chapter VI. Here, I

concentrate on the rights and duties of widows which they had according to the Statutes.

The Right to a Dowry when Getting Married

I will start with a brief note on the legal norms of assigning the dowry, in order to make the

picture of the property status of widows more complete. This is important, since after the

husband’s death a widow most often regained her dowry – or, rather, the equivalent of it.

Also, it was one of the preconditions for signing the dower contract. The legislation prior to

the First Lithuanian Statute does not address the question of dowry: up to the First

Lithuanian Statute it  was  regulated  by  customary  law  only.  The First Lithuanian Statute

defines some aspects of the institution of the dowry. It leaves a father the freedom to decide

on the  size  of  the  dowry,254 with  only  one  restriction:  the  dowries  of  all  the  daughters  of  a

couple had to be equal (FLS IV/7).255 If the parents did not express their will regarding the

size of the dowry for their daughters in their testaments, then all the daughters together were

254  and , “ ,” 89.
255 For all references to both Statutes, see the Ruthenian text and the translation into English in the Appendix.
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entitled to a quarter of the father’s property (FLS IV/7). According to the Statute, women

could get both movable and immovable property as a dowry, but there was a tendency to

replace the immovable property with cash (FLS IV/9).256 The dowry under most

circumstances was the way to receive a share of the paternal inheritance.257

Option of the Dower

While  the  right  to  the  dowry  was  definitely  a  woman’s right,  her  right  to  a  dower  was  not

actually a right, but just an option; the dower was not mandatory, thus it was up to a husband

to assign a dower to a woman or not. Regardless of this, various aspects of the dower,

including its proper assignment, the type of property on which it could be assigned, the size of

the dower, the time of receiving the dower, as well as the conditions of keeping it were quite

extensively defined in the Statutes.

The Order of Assigning the Dower: The Time, the Form and the Place

256 , “I ,” 40.
257 , “I ,” 39-40, states that the right to inheritance was expressed mainly through
the right to the dowry and the dower: “

 – 
.” (The main point, reflecting the property and economic status of a noblewoman, is

her right to the inheritance which is, in its turn, expressed in her right to the dowry and the dower). An exception
was  made in  the  absence  of  sons,  when the  girl  could  inherit  all  of  the  paternal  estate  (and this  was  then  her
inheritance, not her dowry). Also, girls could inherit their mother’s property, which also was not a part of their
dowry. Also see  and , “ ,” 99-100. The same was
sometimes true in the urban sphere (Karpavi ien , Moteris Vilniuje ir Kaune, 148), although there the dowry was
not necessarily considered to be a form of inheritance (Karpavi ien , Moteris Vilniuje ir Kaune,  158). Here is
one example demonstrating inheritance and dowry: in LM 261/168v-170v from 1565, a certain Teniuta with his
wife take some property from the wife’s brother as her posag and viprava. In exchange, the wife renounces her
rights to a quarter of the paternal property which should come into her hands according to the Statute. This case
shows that the dowry was not always perceived as identical to woman’s inheritance: here, as a special agreement
was made to clarify the situation. Since the wife was not present in the court together with her husband on that
occasion, in another court record, LM 261/171r-172v a promise is made that the husband will confirm this
together with his wife. In LM 261/172v-175r, this promise is fulfilled (here, the reference is already made to a
veno of the sister, not her posag: this is one more example of the imprecise usage of veno).
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There are only a few legal norms covering the order of assigning the dower. They encompass

the rules of composing the dower contracts and assuring their validity, and concern the time,

the form, and the place of drawing up the dower contract. The legislation prior to 1529

touched upon these points very little and rather vaguely, while the Statutes address  them in

more detail.

The First Lithuanian Statute explains how important it was to assign the dower in a

proper way in order for the contract to be valid. FLS IV/[1] (7, 8) states that unless the

property is assigned in accordance with the requirements of a “decree”, the assignment is not

valid. The Second Lithuanian Statute (SLS V/2 (9, 10)) contains the same statement. The

“decree” as such is not present in the Statutes, but in various articles they describe and urge

compliance with – sometimes in a more and sometimes in a less detailed way – various

requirements for the exact order of assigning the dower, the “proper” way of assigning the

dower, the main regulations and restrictions.

The time of assigning the dower is defined as being before the marriage in both the

First and the Second Lithuanian Statute. FLS IV/8 (Title, 1) says that a father should demand

a dower from his future son-in-law before the marriage (otherwise, as other parts of the

Statutes explain, a woman forfeits her dowry), and SLS V/1 (1) reiterates the same, just with

more detail. The question of the time of assigning the dower is not as clear as it may seem

from the two aforementioned paragraphs. Both the First and the Second Lithuanian Statute

contain  some  contradictory  norms.  Article  FLS  IV/[1]  (6)  and  article  SLS  V/2  (6)  indicate

that the dower could also be assigned after the wedding, in a testament – that is, the husband

could also give his wife immovable property after the marriage.

As regards the form and the place of drawing up the dower contract, SLS V/1 (1) is the

most comprehensive source for the rules concerning the drawing up of dower contracts. It

explains that the dower contract should be in written form, sealed by the future son-in-law and
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other trustworthy witnesses, and then this dower contract should be taken to the land court

when it meets next and entered into the court books – which confirmed the validity of such a

contract.  SLS  V/1  (1)  is  the  first  known  law  containing  information  on  the  form  of  the

contract (“a document”), the form of confirmation of the validity of the contract (“sealed by

him and by trustworthy people,” “write it into the land books”), and the place of registration

(land court). None of the earlier known legislation contains such a paragraph, however, as the

examples of the Metrica show, these norms were already known and applied in practice.

The Type of the Property Assigned as the Dower and the Size of the Dower

In order to understand what property widows could receive as dower, it is important to see on

what kinds of the property the dower could be assigned, and how the size of the dower was

limited. The First Lithuanian Statute says that the dower should be assigned on the

immovable property, and limits the size of the dower to not more than one third of the

immovable property of the husband – “all his estates” (FLS IV/[1] (1)). SLS V/2 (1) repeats

FLS IV/[1] (1) almost word for word.

The Statutes clearly  define  the  size  of  the  dower;  between  the First and Second

Lithuanian Statute it could be up to one third of husband’s immovable property. The size of

the dower is, on the one hand, connected to the size of a woman’s dowry, and on the other, on

the  size  of  the  man’s  estate;  in  order  to  combine  these  two in  right  proportions  the  spouses

had to be of more or less equal economic standing. The Statutes are not so clear about the

kind  of  the  property  that  could  be  assigned;  what  “all  the  estates”  of  the  husband  refers  to

should be investigated. Immovable property could be acquired by a man in three ways: by

inheritance, by a grant from the grand duke, and by purchase. A question arises here of what

is meant by “all” in the First and  the Second Lithuanian Statute:  Does  it  really  include  all

three types of the immovable property or is it limited in some way? This will be clarified
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below. Another question is what counts as “immovable” property. Both the First and  the

Second Lithuanian Statute provide a list of such items; both FLS IV/[1] (6) and SLS V/2 (6)

say  that  apart  from  the  land  and  the  buildings,  it  is  also  the  “armour,  herds  and  serfs,  and

manor livestock.” The Second Lithuanian Statute even gives an explanation of why these

particular items count as immovable property (SLS V/2 (7)): They are needed for military

service.

Both the First and the Second Lithuanian Statute define  the  size  of  the  dower  as

double the size of the dowry (doubled by the so-called privenok).258 Since  the  time  of

assigning the dower was not restricted, this regulation raises the problem of calculating the

amount of the dower. That is, the immovable property could differ in size before the wedding

and before the husband’s death (e.g., the husband could inherit more of the ancestral property

or be granted more lands from the ruler – or lose some of it). It appears that, whenever the

contract  was  signed,  the  dower  always  comprised  one  third  of  the  husband’s  ancestral  and

granted property – although in quite a few court records, as noted below, the dower was

assigned on all three types of land: ancestral, granted by the ruler, and purchased. The option

that the dower contracts which are found in testaments are sometimes just a reiteration of the

dower contract signed before the marriage cannot be excluded, but many testaments contain a

phrase indicating that the dower was assigned after the wedding, often before the death of the

husband; the husband, assigning the dower, often says that his wife “proved to be faithful and

reliable,” and thus deserves the dower.

Also, if the dower contract was signed before the marriage, the dowry was not counted

as a part of the husband’s property. But when the dower contract was signed during the

258 Pirmasis Lietuvos Statutas, ed. Valikonyt , Lazutka and Gudavi ius, 286. The privenok was a portion, equal
to the bride’s dowry, assigned by the groom to the bride in order to form the dower. , “I 

,” 40: “… , 
 1/3 ” (… the value of the dower must be double in comparison with the

dowry, but not more that the value of 1/3 of the husband’s estates).
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marriage, what was the status of the dowry? Neither the normative law, nor the legal practice

reveals any clear details regarding this issue.

Hereditary Land, Granted Estates and Purchased Property

In order to clarify what is meant by “all” immovable property, why the land privileges do not

mention purchased property, why the decree of 1509 refers only to the paternal and granted

property, and why the Statutes refer to “all” property, it is necessary to look at the status of

different types of property in the law and track its changes.

From the fifteenth century onwards, the main form of land ownership was hereditary

property.259 Two other forms – the granted lands and the purchased property – were less

frequent, partially because of the tendency to turn both the granted land and the purchased

property into hereditary property.260 A purchased estate after the death of the owner devolved

to the successor and became hereditary; some of the granted lands were also, with the

permission of the grand duke, turned into hereditary property.261

From the land privilege of 1387262 to the land privilege of 1447 the disposal of

hereditary lands was not restricted in any way.263 From the land privilege of 1413 to the land

privilege of 1447 the same applied to the granted land (depending on its type264). The

situation with the hereditary lands changed in the land privilege of 1492; the relatives are

259 It covered both paternal and maternal inherited property.
260 Machovenko, Žem s nuosavyb s formos, 49.
261 Some of the granted estates remained under their ownership only temporarily, some for life.
262 The  land privilege  records  the  customary  laws rather  than  introduces  new regulations,  thus  the  same must
have been true even earlier.
263 Avižonis, “Teisin  buitis,” 22-44. The land privilege of 1387 (Lietuvos Metrika, Knyga Nr. 25, 35-36), the
land privilege of 1413 (Zbiór praw, ed. Dzia ski, 7), and the land privilege of 1447 ( , 

, vol. 1, 75). Also see Lazutka and Gudavi ius, “I Lietuvos Statuto šaltini
klausimu,” 153.
264 As Lina Anužyt  notes, granted lands could be disposed of following the regulations in the privilege by which
such a property was assigned (Anužyt , “Lietuvos Metrika,” 8). In legal practice, the granted estates are
sometimes interpreted as belonging to the same category as the purchased estates (LM 224/3 [1522]; LM 224/4
[1522]).
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given priority to purchase them.265 The decree of Brest from 1506266 contains the regulation

that  no  one  can  disinherit  all  of  their  relatives  –  only  one  third  of  the  property  was  exempt

from needing permission from relatives.267 This restriction, according to Edvardas

Gudavi ius, appeared as early as the first part of the 1480s268 – that is, by the time of the land

privilege of 1492 such a legal norm was already in use in the legal practice. The same was

probably true of lands granted for eternal use. This restriction on disposing freely of

immovable property also appears in the First Lithuanian Statute (FLS I/16).269 Another article

in the First Lithuanian Statute mentions only the hereditary property (FLS I/17),270 but most

likely also pertained to property which had been granted for full ownership.

Up to the First Lithuanian Statute there were no articles in the normative law

regulating the disposal of purchased property. There simply was no need for it; all property,

regardless of type, could be freely disposed of. With the restriction on the hereditary and

granted property, however, it appears there was a need to define the status of the purchased

property as well (FLS V/[16] 15 (1)).

Between the First and the Second Lithuanian Statute the situation with immovable

property was as follows: only one third of the hereditary and granted lands could be disposed

of freely, the rest had to devolve to relatives according to the indicated laws. The purchased

immovable property belonged to a separate category – a person had to provide military

service from such lands,271 but otherwise he was free to dispose of it as he wished.

265 Zbiór praw,  ed.  Dzia ski,  9: Item, a consanguineis et propinquis, bona haereditaria alicuius non
redimemus, neque ea aliquis redimere debet, in praejudicium ipsorum consanguineorum, vel propinquorum sed
solummodo, iste, qui propinquior extiterit, repositis pecuniis, bona haereditaria obtinebit et possidebit.
266 The decree of Brest from 1506 does not survive to our day and its content is known only from one court case
( .  (Lithuanian Metrika. Volume One), ,
vol. 20 (St. Petersburg: , 1903), 525-528.
267 Anužyt , “Lietuvos Metrika,” 7.
268 Edvardas Gudavi ius, “Balt  alodo paveld jimas ir disponavimas juo” (The Inheritance and the Disposal of
the Baltic Allod), Moksl  Akademijos darbai. A serija 3, No. 72 (1980): 61.
269 Lietuvos Statutas, ed. and tr. von Loewe and Gudavi ius, 73.
270 Lietuvos Statutas, ed. and tr. von Loewe and Gudavi ius, 73. Also FLS I/15, FLS V/[16] 15.
271 FLS I/15.
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The Second Lithuanian Statute introduced some radical changes in the laws on

immovable property. Some articles abolished the difference between the different types of the

immovable property. SLS VII/1272 is the fullest of them and explains that any man can give

away in any manner any type of estates, including paternal, maternal, and service estates,

purchased, and acquired or claimed in any other way.

According to this article, all types of immovable property can be freely disposed of,

with no restrictions. The Second Lithuanian Statute contains another article, however, which

partly contradicts article SLS VII/1.273 Article SLS VIII/2 states that only movable property

and acquired property may be bequeathed by a testament, although SLS VII/1 clearly says

that any kind of property may be disposed off freely. This article, SLS VIII/2, was most likely

left from the original version of the Second Lithuanian Statute. Originally, the Second

Lithuanian Statute contained the same norm as the First Lithuanian Statute – that is, only one

third of hereditary and purchased property could be disposed of freely. Later, however, this

norm was changed at the Diet of Brest,274 but probably each article was not reviewed.

The development of the laws concerning the dower clearly followed the development

of the general laws concerning the ownership of immovable property. When the general laws

mention both hereditary and granted property, as, for example, the land privilege of 1413,

then the laws concerning the dower also do so. When the general laws on immovable property

mention only hereditary property, as, for example, the land privilege of 1434, then the laws

concerning the dower do the same. When the change appears in the general laws – that is, the

272 Another article – SLS III/32.
273 R. Karoblis, “Nuosavyb s santyki  reguliavimas Antrajame Lietuvos Statute” (Regulation of Ownership in
the Second Lithuanian Statute), in 1566 met  Antrasis Lietuvos Statutas. Respublikin s mokslin s konferencijos
medžiaga (The Second Lithuanian Statute of 1566: The Materials of the Scholarly Conference of the Republic),
ed. Alfredas Bumblauskas, M. Ju as, Stanislovas Lazutka, Irena Valikonyt  and A. Vasiliauskien  (Vilnius:
Vilniaus universiteto leidykla, 1993), 104.
274 Karoblis, “Nuosavyb s santyki  reguliavimas,” 101; Machovenko, “Žem s nuosavyb s formos,” 52.
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disposal of immovable property is limited – the same is reflected in the laws concerning the

dower.

The disposal of immovable property was limited by the decree of Brest from 1506 to

one third of the property. A corresponding development soon appeared in the laws concerning

the dower; the decree of the Council of Lords from 1509 limits the size of the dower to one

third of the husband’s property. This is the logical consequence: if the husband can dispose

freely  only  of  one  third  of  his  property,  then  he  cannot  assign  more  of  it  to  his  wife  as  a

dower.  As  was  mentioned  above,  the  tendency  to  limit  the  disposal  of  immovable  property

appeared as early as the 1480s.

Did the need to limit the disposal of immovable property emerge because of excessive

dowers being assigned to widows or did this occur for completely different reasons?

According to Stanislovas Lazutka and Irena Valikonyt , by the beginning of the sixteenth

century the examples of legal practice, the customary law and the privileges defining the

status  of  women  were  not  sufficient,  which  caused  further  clarifications  regarding  status  of

women and resulted in the decree of 1509.275 The  circumstances  of  the  appearance  of  the

decree of 1509 indicate that one of the reasons may have been that this decree was inspired as

a response to one particular court case in which a husband assigned all of his property to his

wife.  However,  since  the  known  normative  sources  limiting  the  disposal  of  property  in

general predate the known normative sources limiting the share of widows, the reason for this

change was probably not the widows. In the scholarship the wish to protect the children from

being disinherited is given as a reason.276 Another  theory  –  that  of  the  need  to  perform

275  and , “ ,” 81. As  and ,
,” 84, point out, the reason for the appearance of this decree was a

court case which involved the widow of Alexander Mongirdovitch and her husband’s relatives: the court decided
that Mongirdovitch had no right to exclude his relatives and leave all his property to his widow.
276 Machovenko, Žem s nuosavyb s formos, 49-50.
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military service – has currently been rejected, as military service had to be performed from all

lands and it could not have mattered much if they changed hands.277

Abolishing the restriction on the disposal of property in the Second Lithuanian Statute

was connected to the increasing power of the nobility and their insistence on the change.278

However, the restriction on the size of the dower remained in effect. One possible reason for

this is the fact that with the removal of the restrictions husbands could leave all their property

to their wives anyway. With the general property restrictions removed, the rules for assigning

the dower, although remaining in normative law, to some degree lost their relevance: that is, if

originally they were introduced partly in order to limit the property that could be assigned as a

dower, now these limits essentially disappeared. All of the dower laws remained in place and

active, however, as they continued to function in guaranteeing widows a minimum of the

property for their widowhood: one third of the husband’s immovable property.

Returning to the question of purchased property, it should be noted that there is no

single solution in the scholarship. Normative law, up to the First Lithuanian Statute, does not

mention purchased property at all; the First Lithuanian Statute states that the disposal of

purchased property was not restricted. In the Second Lithuanian Statute the reference to the

whole of the husband’s property probably includes purchased property as well, since the

rights to dispose of various kinds of immovable property were made equal by this Statute. The

Second Lithuanian Statute expanded the rights to dispose of immovable property, but did not

change the rules for assigning the dower. This absence of a change did not, however, worsen

the situation of the widows, as they could receive additional property from their husbands in

testaments. Purchased land, not mentioned in the land and province privileges, did not mean

that it was not to be included in the dower.279 Legal  practice  reveals  examples  of  both

277 Machovenko, Žem s nuosavyb s formos, 50.
278 Machovenko, Žem s nuosavyb s formos, 52.
279 Andriulis, “Sutuoktini  turtini  santyki  reguliavimas,” 42.
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purchased property not being included as a part of the dower280 and being part of it.281 The

general  conclusion regarding the size and the type of property assigned as a dower is  that  it

was tightly connected to the general land ownership regulations.

If the Dower was not Large Enough

The First Lithuanian Statute is the first legal source that provides a mechanism for ensuring

the proper size of a dower and defines the rules of how to behave if  the prospective son-in-

law cannot guarantee an appropriate dower for his wife. Essentially the same, just in different

words,  is  stated  also  in  the Second Lithuanian Statute. FLS IV/[1] (9) and SLS V/2 (11),

defending the rights of a woman to her dowry, prescribe the father to check whether the future

son-in-law has enough property to secure his daughter’s dowry, assigning her a dower of one

third of his immovable property. Part of FLS IV/[1] (10) and SLS V/2 (12) are also the same;

in order to secure that the daughter’s dowry preserves its value, the father has to buy

immovable property for his daughter for the sum of the dowry.

Further on, the texts depart. If FLS IV/[1] (10) prescribes giving this property to the

son-in-law; SLS V/2 (12) states that this property goes to the daughter. Then the texts of the

Statutes depart even more. FLS IV/[1] (11) states only that if the father does not follow this

advice the dowry is lost to his daughter, but SLS V/2 (13) goes into further detail on the

ownership  of  that  dowry  in  form  of  real  estate.  At  first  glance  the  difference  between  FLS

IV/[1] (10) and SLS V/2 (12) seems to be of great importance; if the First Lithuanian Statute

gives the dowry property to the son-in-law, the Second Lithuanian Statute gives it to the

woman herself. However, one should not forget that this “immovable dowry” was to be

created because the son-in-law did not have enough immovable property himself, and

bringing in the dowry in the form of immovable property is meant to compensate that lack –

280 LM 224/4 [1522]; LM 224/336 [1528].
281 LM 254/197r [1560]; LM 254/248-249v [1561].
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that is, now the son-in-law can assign a dower on the immovable property to his wife – that is,

give her back her dowry. Thus, the Second Lithuanian Statute, instead of changing the norm

just expands it, explaining how this immovable dowry should be treated during the marriage.

SLS V/2 (13) explains that in such cases the husband has the right of usufruct of such

property during the marriage and he still has to assign one third of his immovable property to

his wife; that is, the wife has her dowry in immovable property, half of which her husband

can use with usufruct rights, and a dower of the value of one third of her husband’s

immovable property.

Protection of the Dower

The Statutes not only defend the dowry from becoming a part of husband’s property and

being consumed during the marriage, but they also defend the dower assigned to a woman.

None of the earlier privileges or any of the decrees contains such regulations. FLS IV/[11] 10

(1)  explains  that  if  some  property  of  the  husband  is  assigned  as  a  dower  to  his  wife  it  has

certain immunity because although the husband is the manager of this property, the future

owner is the wife, and her property interests are defended here if she is not guilty of a crime

together with her husband; consequently, if the husband’s property was confiscated for any

reason, it could not be from the dower share unless the wife agreed to it. SLS V/16 (1, 2) also

contains a similar norm. Such a norm defends the woman’s dower in two regards. Firstly, a

dower was defended against being wasted by the woman’s husband because the husband,

although the manager of the property, needed his wife’s permission to dispose of it. And, to

assure that the wife was not forced to give her permission, a personal appearance of the wife

in court was required.

Neither the First, nor the Second Lithuanian Statute gives the same level of protection

to the children – that is, in this regard the wife had a better standing (of course, through the
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wife, the children were also protected, at least to some degree, as the dower usually went to

the children (although one part of it, the equivalent of the dowry, could be disposed of freely

by the wife, but this was seldom the case).

The Time of Receiving the Dower

Different normative legal sources prescribe that the dower be given to the widow at different

points in her widowhood. There is a difference between the Statutes and all of the legislation

prior to 1529 in this regard. Both the First and the Second Lithuanian Statute prescribed the

receipt of the dower at the moment of husband’s death, unless the widow became the guardian

of the children, in which case she could remain in all of the husband’s estates as administrator

of the property, and only later, when the children grew up, did the dower alone remain to her.

According to FLS IV/1 (1) and SLS V/4 (1), if there were adult sons, the dower went to the

widow and the rest of the property to the sons. If there were no children, after the death of the

husband the dower went to the widow and the rest of the property to the relatives (FLS IV/2,

SLS V/5).282

The fact that the dower was given to the widow soon after her husband’s death would

not  raise  any  additional  questions  if  it  were  not  for  the  different  situation  in  all  of  the

legislation preceding 1529. That is, the norm recorded in the First Lithuanian Statute was

actually an innovation. The normative legislation before the Statute always put stress on the

dower as a means of providing for widows upon their remarriage.

Rights to Dispose of the Dower

According to the different items of legislation, a widow’s right to dispose freely of her dower

was different. Some legislation states that the whole of the dower belongs to the widow with

282 Daughters were entitled to a quarter of their father’s property (FLS IV/7).
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full  ownership  rights,  whereas  other  legislation  declares  that  the  widow  has  full  ownership

rights to only a part of it. As regards the management of the dower, FLS IV/[1] (3, 4) and SLS

V/2 (3, 4, 5), besides explaining the rules on buying out the dower from the widow in the case

of  her  remarriage,  also  explain  which  part  the  widow is  free  to  dispose  of  according  to  her

own  will.  It  turns  out  that  half  of  the  dower  –  the  equivalent  of  the  dowry  –  belongs  to  a

widow  with  full  ownership  rights,  while  the  other  half,  the privenok, is hers only with the

rights of usufruct and descends to the children or returns to the husband’s family. That is, the

widow has the benefit of her husband’s property only during her widowhood – not during the

marriage and not after her death. Otherwise, she had the rights of full ownership only to the

equivalent of her dowry. If her dower was bought out by the relatives, she was paid the full

amount for it, which she could dispose of freely.

One of the laws which does not appear in the First Lithuanian Statute but appears in

the Second concerns  the  rights  of  the  woman’s  family  of  origin  to  her  dowry.  SLS V/2  (5)

states that the dowry of a childless widow has to be returned to her family of origin upon her

death. Otherwise, she was free to will it to whomever she wanted. I am not aware of any

earlier laws valid for the whole land which state the right of the widow’s family of origin to

claim her dowry. There is a law in the province privilege of Alexander to the district of Belsk,

22 February 1501, however, which states that a widow leaving her husband’s family should

take her dowry back to her family if she had no dower. It is important to note here that in the

district of Belsk Polish law was at least partially recognised, and this norm regarding the

return of the dowry to the woman’s family might be of Polish origin, and thus the rule about

the return of dowry in the Second Lithuanian Statute may mark Polish influence. However, it
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need not have been so, since the return of the dowry to the family of origin was a fairly

widespread phenomenon across Europe.283

Thus, in general according to normative law the widow was entitled to dispose freely

only of her dowry. The exception to this situation was the right of her husband’s relatives to

buy out the dower, in which case, according to both Statutes, they had to pay its full value.

Restrictions on Holding the Dower

Under some conditions defined first by the Second Lithuanian Statute,  the widow’s right to

the dower was eliminated. One restriction was the six-month waiting period before the

remarriage and another was marriage to a commoner.

For remarrying widows, the Second Lithuanian Statute introduced the period of six

months284 of waiting after the former husband’s death before a new marriage could take place

(SLS V/12 (1, 2)). The law states that after the death of her husband a widow could not

remarry for six months; if she disobeyed she lost her dower, and if she had no dower then she

had to pay to the treasury 20 rubli of groshy. This law defended the interests of the legitimate

children of the widow. Since the fine was to be paid to the treasury, the fate of the dower of

such a widow remains unclear, whether it went to the children or to the husband’s family, or

also to the treasury.

The Second Lithuanian Statute contained several more laws which were not present in

either the First Lithuanian Statute or the earlier legislation. One such law is a law on noble

girls and widows who marry commoners (SLS V/11 (1, 2, 3)). This law states that a noble girl

or widow who owned paternal and maternal property lost all of this property if she married a

commoner.  A  widow  was  paid  for  such  estates,  however,  but  only  half  of  what  they  were

283 In Lithuania, the return of the dowry was not connected to the duration of the marriage.
284 Why this  was  not  nine  months  or  a  year,  as  in  other  countries,  I  cannot  explain;  my only  guess  is  that  six
months was deemed to be sufficient for the pregnancy to show sufficiently well to allow a prediction of the
starting date of the pregnancy.
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worth and she lost all of her dower. The appearance of such regulations shows the increasing

separation of the social strata and attempts to restrict mobility among them.

Testaments and Other Contractual Agreements

Besides the dower, assigned as a norm on one third of the husband’s property either before or

after the marriage, a wife could expect to receive more of her husband’s property, both

movable and immovable, within the boundaries allowed by testamentary inheritance

regulations. In the sixteenth century, with the amount of freely disposable immovable

property (with the exception of purchased property) being limited to one third, the property

that could be disposed freely consisted of all the movable property and purchased estates.

What can be left in a testament is defined in both the First and the Second Lithuanian Statute.

In the Second Lithuanian Statute, the presence of these restrictions is somewhat redundant,

keeping in mind that this Statute reintroduces total freedom of disposing of all immovable

property (SLS VII/1).

The First Lithuanian Statute contains a paragraph, FLS IV/[1] (6), according to which

all such belongings as gold, silver, and clothing could be left to a wife. SLS V/2 (6) contains a

similarly phrased sentence, with the only difference being that the Second Lithuanian Statute

emphasises the possibility of leaving the property to anyone, even a stranger, while the First

Lithuanian Statute does not say that.

In the scholarship this issue is interpreted in two ways. According to Irena

Valikonyt ,285 the dower was normally assigned on immovable property (estates). This would

mean that a widow did not get any movable property as her dower, but the husband could give

285 , , 16.
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it to her separately. According to Andriulis,286 the dower consisted of both movable and

immovable property. Both the First Lithuanian Statute and  the  decree  of  1509  say  that  the

dower should be assigned on the “ ”, using the word which, like the English “estate”,

could mean either immovable property only or both movable and immovable possessions.

The  SLS  V/1,  however,  says  that  the  dower  should  be  assigned  “

” (on one third of the immovable estate). The land privilege of 1413 does, on

the contrary, say that the dower should be assigned in bonis et villis – in property and estates.

Such a regulation could be explained by the contractual provision being influenced by the

older legal provision, according to which the wife was entitled to both immovable and the

movable property. The wife could also inherit the husband’s purchased immovable property,

as was allowed by the general laws on testaments (FLS V/[16] 15).

Testaments were also the means for husbands to assign a post-marital dower, if it had

not been assigned before the marriage or at some point during it. Apart from testaments, the

legal practice also contains various donations of the property by spouses to each other which

were not defined in the normative law in detail.

The Right to the Default Legal Provisions for Widowhood

If  the  dower  was  just  an  optional  benefit  that  a  widow  could  have  and  was  not  mandatory

(although becoming firmly established during the sixteenth century), the default legal

provisions were something that a widow had a default right to. Both the First and the Second

Lithuanian Statute contain default legal provisions for widowhood – that is, even with no

contractual agreement, a widow is entitled to a certain means of provision for her widowhood.

There is no one specific article in the Statutes that states that contractual provisions are not

286 Andriulis, Šeimos santyki  teisinis reguliavimas, 12-13.
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needed for the basic provisions for widowhood, but paragraphs spread throughout the Statutes

(they will be presented in Chapter VI) form a clear and full system of default legal provisions

for widowhood. This entitlement to default legal provisions seems to be one of the oldest

rights of widows, already recorded in the earliest privileges of the ruler.

Widows’ Right to Remarry

Apart  from  the  main  rights:  those  to  the  dowry,  to  the  dower,  and  to  the  default  legal

provisions for widowhood, widows also had some additional rights and duties. Widows’ right

to remarry freely was important for their property status. When widows were free to remarry,

they could choose whether to remarry or not, and thus whether to stay in their husbands’

property or not. If they did not have this freedom, then they might have been forced into

remarriage, consequently losing all or some rights to the property of their husband.

As regards the ruler renouncing the right to give the widows of his subjects in

marriage, the First Lithuanian Statute, FLS IV/15 (1) states that the ruler renounces his right

to be involved in the marital strategies of his subjects and he appears to give all women the

right to marry freely. In the Second Lithuanian Statute (SLS III/31) the phrasing of the

paragraph is different, but the idea is the same. This norm is not new – it appears in the

legislation  as  early  as  the  end  of  the  fourteenth  century,  in  the  land  privilege  of  1387.  The

ruler gave up his prerogative to interfere in the marital policies of his subjects as early as

1387, and there was no change to this norm at least up to and including the Second Lithuanian

Statute. This norm must have given the men more opportunities to form marital strategies to
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their own advantage. However, none of the excerpts quoted above grant any freedom of

marriage to women themselves.287

At first glance, the First Lithuanian Statute (FLS IV/15), giving the windows the right

to  get  married  with  the  counsel  of  their  relatives,  seems  to  be  more  conservative  than  the

Second Lithuanian Statute, which appears not to require such a counsel (SLS III/31 (2)). In

the First Lithuanian Statute,  the  counsel  of  relatives  is  mentioned  as  a  condition  when

“freely” choosing the husband. In the Second Lithuanian Statute, “relatives” are missing. SLS

XI/9 reveals that permission of the parents and relatives was still required, however,

indicating that otherwise women lost the right to the property to which they are otherwise

eligible. Thus, there is no difference between the First and the Second Lithuanian Statute as

regards  the  right  of  women,  including  widows,  to  marry  freely.  Widows’  right  to  choose  a

new husband did not change from as early as 1387 up to and including the Second Lithuanian

Statute;  they  could  remarry  only  with  the  advice  of  their  relatives.288 It  is  only  the Second

Lithuanian Statute (SLS XI/9) that  reveals that  financial  sanctions were to be applied to the

widows married without permission, but it is likely that the same was true earlier as well.289

Thus, the right of widows to remarry freely should be treated with caution: they not only

needed permission to remarry, but also could be forced to do so.290 In the right circumstances

(or with supportive/indifferent relatives) the widow could govern her own property and her

own fate to some degree, but in general her marital status – and thus her property status –

depended much on the decisions of others.

287 The question of widows’ freedom to remarry is widely explored by Irena Valikonyt  (e.g., in Irena
Valikonyt , “Lietuvos Didžiosios Kunigaikštyst s bajori  teis ...”).
288 As regards legal practice, some of the cases seem to support freedom of choice for women, but most indicate
that the agreement of relatives was required. For more on the freedom of marriage in legal practice, see
Valikonyt , “Lietuvos Didžiosios Kunigaikštyst s bajori  teis ...,” 147-157. I did not find any cases in the
Lithuanian Metrica clearly connected to the widow’s right to remarry with the sanctions indicated in the
normative law being applied.
289 FLS IV/10 and FLS IV/11 contain such sanctions for girls; widows are not explicitly mentioned there.
290 As Irena Valikonyt  notes (Valikonyt , “Lietuvos Didžiosios Kunigaikštyst s bajori  teis ..., ” 150), the law
(FLS IV/11, SLS V/8) granted the right of women to get married (they could complain if they were hindered in
doing so), but there were no norms defending women who were being forced to get married.
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Widows’ Right to Give Their Daughter(s) in Marriage

The right of the widows to give their daughter(s) in marriage is less connected to the

property status of the widows themselves, than to the property distribution in the family. If a

widow  could  give  her  daughters  in  marriage  she  could  also  deal  with  their  dowries;  if,

however, she did not have such a right, then the family of the widow’s former husband (i.e.,

the daughter’s father) had more opportunities to manage the family property. The First

Lithuanian Statute (FLS IV/7) gives mothers (more likely, mainly widows, as with the father

alive it could have hardly been the mother’s prerogative) the right to give their daughters in

marriage. The Second Lithuanian Statute also states that mothers may give their daughters in

marriage (SLS V/7).291 The law seems to be quite straightforward and uncomplicated: in the

absence of the father, it is the mother who gives her daughters in marriage. However, this law

raised long debates in the Diets.292 The Diet of 1551 asked the ruler to forbid widowed

mothers from giving their daughters in marriage.293 The reason for such a request and such a

change in the law might have indicated the wish of the widows’ husbands’ families to

increase their role in the management of the family property. However, it turned out that

when the mothers lost their right to give their daughters in marriage, the brothers and other

relatives  of  the  girls,  who  now  had  the  say  in  these  matters,  misused  the  situation  and

withheld  their  permission  for  the  girls  to  marry,  thus  keeping  the  girls’  property,  or  forced

291 The same was true in the urban sphere (Karpavi ien , Moteris Vilniuje ir Kaune, 148).
292 This could have been caused by some specific court cases, but I did not see any specific cases concerning the
problems connected to the widows’ right to marry off their daughters. I found only cases where it is simply
stated that a daughter was married off by the mother.
293 “ , : V.”
(Decrees Given to Lithuania and the Provinces of Samogitia and Volhynia in the Second Diet of Vilnius: V.), in

, , vol. 3, 46-47.
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them into marriage.294 Thus, as early as 1554, the law of 1551 had to be retracted.295

Regardless  of  the  possible  reasons  for  these  debates,  the  temporary  result296 was  to  the

advantage  of  widows;  they  retained  their  right  to  give  their  daughters  in  marriage.  With  a

three years’ gap (1551-1554), between 1529 and 1566 widows could take control of their

daughters’ marriages and thus of at least partial management (as it was restricted by other

laws) of their dowries.

Widows-Guardians and Summons to Court

In the First Lithuanian Statute there was a law stating that a widow should not be summoned

to  court  for  one  year  after  the  death  of  her  husband  (FLS  IV/17)297 (but otherwise had to

answer  in  court  for  mismanagement  of  the  property  (FLS IV/6)).  The  Diet  of  1551 tried  to

change this law.298 The Diet asked to not summon widows-guardians to court for the whole

period of the guardianship, but unsuccessfully, and the norm of the First Lithuanian Statute

remained valid.

Widows and Military Service

The First Lithuanian Statute does address the duty of the widows to perform military service,

although the point was not new and appears in the land privilege of 1434, which states that the

294 It is possible that the law has been issued and then retracted in order to serve the purposes of some specific
noble family (as three years is quite a brief period of time and thus it is somewhat unlikely that there were many
cases of its misuse), but I do not possess such data.
295 As  one  of  the  reasons  for  this  change  Irena  Valikonyt  has  indicated  the  possible  dissatisfaction  of  the
legitimate guardians of the orphaned girls with the restriction of their rights (Valikonyt , “Ar Lietuvos
Didžiojoje Kunigaikštyt je...,” 67).
296 In the Third Lithuanian Statute, TLS V/16, the widows once again cannot marry off their daughters without
permission.
297 From the expanded Slutsk version.
298 “ ,  :  I.”
(Decrees Given to Lithuania and the Provinces of Samogitia and Volhynia in the Second Diet of Vilnius: I.), in

, , vol. 3, 29-30.
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military duties have to be continued to be provided from the property held by widows. The

same obligation is reiterated in the land privilege of 1492. The Second Lithuanian Statute

states that widows must perform military service from the lands belonging to them (SLS V/2

(7)). It appears from this statement that the widows were entitled to manage the property on

the same grounds as men.

It would seem that widows were entitled to run the estates on the same grounds as men

from at least the mid-fifteenth century, including not only rights, but also duties. However, the

First and the Second Lithuanian Statute contain some norms contradicting SLS V/2 (7) and

the land privileges. FLS IV/1 (1), FLS IV/2 (4) and SLS V/4 (1), defining the position of

dowered widows with adult children, contradicts the rule from SLS V/2 (7), stating that a

widow should give two thirds of the property to her sons or relatives so that they can perform

the land service. It becomes unclear under what conditions the widow should perform military

service. Since SLS V/4 (1) is aimed at dowered widows with adult children, it could be

assumed that the law applied only to widows with underage children. But then they, as

guardians of the children, would perform the military service from the whole property, not

just one third of the estates. SLS V/5 (and FLS IV/2 (1)), which defines the property status of

the non-dowered childless widows, has the same rule.

Since  the  duty  of  widows  to  perform  military  service  is  not  mentioned  in  the First

Lithuanian Statute and only repeats several times that the services must be performed by the

son  or  the  relatives,  possibly  this  duty  which  they  had  had  in  the  early  privileges  was

abolished from the First Lithuanian Statute onwards.  However,  this does not explain the re-

occurrence of this duty in the Second Lithuanian Statute. It cannot be explained by the

reintroduction of the norm, as the Statute contains both norms. There, in most articles, the

widow  does  not  have  the  duty  to  perform  military  service,  but  in  one  article  she  does.

Vansevi ius interprets this in the following way: that if the wife was assigned one third of the
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armour and horses,299 then she was obliged to perform military service,300 and I do not have

any alternative explanation on this point.

Summary

In the First Lithuanian Statute, several rights and duties of widows appear which are not

known  from  the  earlier  normative  law,  or  were  not  defined  in  the  same  detail.  The Second

Lithuanian Statute,  as  regards  the  points  discussed  in  this  chapter,  does  not  contain  any

significant changes, just some minor details are changed (e.g., the way immovable dowry

property is treated when the husband may not guarantee the appropriate dower) and some

details are added (remarriage when pregnant, marriage to a commoner) which did not change

the status of widows in a significant way.

In the First Lithuanian Statute all  women were entitled to a dowry, but a dower was

optional, as in all of the earlier normative legislation (there were default legal provisions for

non-dowered widows ). Although the dower was optional, close attention is given to it in the

Statute, explaining the order of assigning the dower (it could be assigned either before or at

any point during the marriage, it had to be in written form and confirmed in court), the type of

property on which the dower should be assigned (essentially, hereditary estates and the estates

granted by the ruler (depending on the conditions of their use in the ownership document, but

purchased estates could also be included), and the size of the dower (double the dowry, one

third of the husband’s estate).

In addition, the Statutes specify that if the husband could not afford a proper dower the

wife’s dowry was turned into immovable property and only then given into the management

of the husband (in this way probably at least partially protecting the property of the wife from

299 See SLS V/2 (6), which explains what may and what may not be assigned to a widow.
300 Vansevi ius, “Lietuvos Didžiosios Kunigaikštyst s...,” 74.
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being wasted), and also protecting the dower from being confiscated for the husband’s

misdeeds during the marriage if the wife was not aware of her husband’s doings. The Statutes

also state that the dower was to be received upon widowhood (not upon remarriage, as in the

earlier legislation), and that only half of the dower – the equivalent of the dowry – could be

disposed of freely by the wife, and the rest – the privenok – was only for the lifetime use of

the wife. That is, in the end the wife was left with whatever she had brought into marriage,

unless  the  husband  gave  her  any  property  with  full  ownership  rights  by  some  other

documents.

The Second Lithuanian Statute introduces two additional restrictions regarding the

right  to  the  dower:  widows  were  to  lose  it  if  they  got  married  within  six  months  of  the

husband’s death (to make sure who the father of the child was) or if they married commoners

(this  making  the  boundaries  of  the  social  strata  even  more  strictly  separated  than  they  were

previously).

Apart from the dower, widows, according to the Statutes, could get additional property

from their husbands in a testament, which could be any or all of the movables and purchased

estates.  If  no  contractual  provisions  were  present  for  a  widow  then  she  was  entitled  to  the

default legal provisions.

Besides  defining  a  widow’s  rights  to  various  types  of  property  and  various  rules  of

keeping it, the Statutes also  explain  the  widow’s  right  to  remarry  (only  with  the  counsel  of

relatives),  her  right  to  give  her  daughters  in  marriage  (a  widow  had  the  same  rights  as  the

father in the absence of the latter), her right not to appear in court for one year after the

husband’s death if she had underage children (thus letting her get established without being

troubled about various family property matters for a while), and her – somewhat unclear –

duty to perform military service to the ruler if she had been given the means for doing so.
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The points addressed above cover the most important aspects of widows’ property

status. Two of the points – those related to the dowered and dowerless widows – appear in the

Statutes in detailed form, with explanations of what the dowered and dowerless widows are

entitled to under different circumstances. These norms belong to two different legal models

(the legal provisions and the contractual provisions), but are quite similar, as will be discussed

below.
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VI. Legal and Contractual Provisions in the Statutes

In the previous chapter the rights and the duties of a widow were described. Two of the

aforementioned points: the right to the default legal provisions for widowhood and the option

of contractual provisions for widowhood, that is, the dower, represent two different legal

models of provision for widowhood, yet they have most features in common. Thus, they are

discussed in a separate chapter here, comparing them and analysing their differences and

similarities.

A widow’s rights to her dower – if she was assigned one in the first place – depended

first of all on her marital status: different regulations applied when she stayed unmarried and

when she remarried. When a widow stayed unmarried, the important aspect was the age of the

children. The status of non-remarrying widows, childless or with adult children, and those

with underage children differed to some degree. In the case of remarriage, even more factors

have to be taken into account: whether and how the adult children or other relatives could buy

out the dower, what happened if they did not want to buy out the dower, what happened if the

dower which was being bought out had been spent; again, the situation was different if there

were underage children. Also, there were restrictions on the widows who got remarried to

commoners, foreigners or got remarried too early (these were already discussed in Chapter V,

above).

For non-dowered widows, as will be seen in this chapter, having no dower contract did

not mean having no provisions for widowhood. The normative law contains a set of

regulations concerning dowerless widows. In this chapter, the following issues will be

addressed: the rights of dowerless widows in the case of no remarriage if they have adult

sons, underage children, or are childless, as well as the position of remarrying widows and the

question of the venets.
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Non-remarried Widows

The status of dowered widows, at least legally, was firmly established, with some variation in

the provisions. There were two main types of property regulations for dowered widows: they

either managed the whole of their husband’s property (as guardians) or received a dower,

which they could either dispose of freely or not (the legal default option was half of the dower

to be disposed of freely, but this could vary according to the wish of the husband). Under the

law, adult sons and other relatives of the husband had the same rights, but the relatives gained

these rights only in the absence of children. Since their rights were in most regards the same,

for the purposes of this subchapter the adult sons and other relatives of the husband are

counted as one group and underage children as another.

For dowerless non-remarried widows the situation was pretty much the same. If they

had underage children their status was the same as dowered widows. If the children were

adult or they had no children they were entitled, to a certain share of the husband’s property

for life.

Underage Children

Between the First and  the Second Lithuanian Statute, the management of the whole of

husband’s property by his widow was possible only under one specific condition: a widow

had to have minor children and be either their legal, assigned or testamentary guardian (FLS

IV/6, SLS V/10).301

301 According to the First Lithuanian Statute (FLS I/18), the legal coming of age was 18 for boys and 15 for
girls.
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The conditions of a widow becoming a guardian were defined in FLS IV/6 (1, 2)302

and SLS V/10 (1,  2).  Both the First and the Second Lithuanian Statute contain a provision,

allowing the widow to become a guardian if no other guardian is assigned (SLS V/10 (2), FLS

IV/6 (2)). The difference between the Statutes is that, whereas in FLS IV/6 (1) for a widow to

become a guardian it is sufficient that no other guardian was assigned by the husband, in SLS

V/10 (1) the widow either has to be well-settled303 and have a dower, or at least have support

of proper witnesses (SLS V/10 (3)); that is, more emphasis is laid on the property status of a

woman. At a first glance it seems quite irrelevant; the greater share of the children’s property

comes from the father, not from the mother, and the future of the children seldom relies on the

property of the mother. However, this is tightly connected to the responsibility of the widow

for the husband’s property under her temporary management. FLS IV/6 (8, 9, 10) explains the

responsibilities of a widow for her husband’s property in her care, what the consequences are

of her status as a guardian, and exactly the same provisions are repeated in SLS V/10 (4, 5, 6).

According to these paragraphs, between the two Statutes the law defended both the interests

of widows and the interests of the children. As regards the widows, the losses incurred against

their husband’s property in their temporary care had to be proven in court. As regards the

interests of the children, if a widow proved to be incapable of properly managing the property

of the children, entrusted to her temporary care, she lost the rights of guardianship of her

children and their property; both the children and the property were then entrusted to the

relatives, primarily from the father’s side. The widow, if she was dowered, remained with

only her dower. Furthermore, according to the Second Lithuanian Statute – the provision

being absent in the First Lithuanian Statute – a widow had to cover losses incurred: from her

302 For all references to both Statutes, see the Ruthenian text and the translation into English in the Appendix.
303 The  widow did  not  have  to  have  a  dower  in  order  to  become a  guardian.  Dowerless  widows had the  same
rights as those with a dower.
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dower, if she had one, from her own property, or, in the absence of both, those who supported

her claim as a guardian had to cover the losses (SLS V/10 (11)).

Non-dowered widows with minor children, if they did not remarry, were in exactly the

same position as dowered widows with minor children (FLS IV/6, SLS V/10). Probably

because the mother would be the natural guardian, whether she was dowered or non-dowered

was not considered relevant in this situation. SLS V/10 (1-3) even contains a clear provision

that non-dowered widows may be guardians (in the First Lithuanian Statute it only becomes

clear from the context, only in the middle of FLS IV/6). She does not even have to have

sufficient property of her own to support the children if she is supported by well-established

people.

All the same regulations which applied to dowered widows with minor children

applied to the non-dowered widows as well. They were also punished if they wasted the

property of the children (SLS V/10 (9)) and the guardianship was transferred to the other

guardians in the same manner (SLS V/10 (4, 5)). Just the outcome as regards their property

status was different,  since they did not have the dower.  In both FLS IV/6 (11, 12) and SLS

V/10 (7, 8) the widow, if she mismanaged the children’s property, had to leave the

administration of the estate to the new guardians and stay either in her dower, if she was

dowered, or receive a share of the husband’s property, the same as she would get if her sons

were adult. In the First Lithuanian Statute, no additional punishments are prescribed for

mismanagement of the property – the widow only loses her right to administer the whole of

her husband’s property. The Second Lithuanian Statute orders her to pay for damages

incurred (SLS V/10 (11)).

Here it becomes clear why a guarantee was required from well-established people for

a non-dowered widow who wanted to be a guardian; if a non-dowered widow caused damages

to the children’s estate and forfeited the right of guardianship, her guarantors had to cover the
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damages. Of course, she was entitled to a share of the husband’s property, but covering losses

from the property that was technically her husband’s and belonged to the children, would not

make much sense.

Adult Children or No Children

The position of the non-remarrying dowered and also dowerless widows in the First and the

Second Lithuanian Statute was differentiated according to the age of children, but not

dependent on the absence or presence of children. The position for dowered non-remarrying

widows  was  essentially  the  same  whether  they  had  adult  children  or  were  childless,  as  the

relatives  of  the  husband  received  the  same  rights  as  the  children,  had  there  been  any.  The

same was true for non-dowered widows. For the dowered and for the dowerless widows,

however, the property that they kept was given on different grounds.

For dowered widows as regards the rights of adult sons to their father’s property, FLS

IV/1  (1)  clearly  states  that  if  the  widow  had  adult  sons,  then  she  could  have  held  only  her

dower, the rest going to the sons, who were required to perform military service from the

estates. SLS V/4 (1) contains the same: adult sons inherited a part of the husband’s property

other than the widow’s dower. An important detail here is that, according to these paragraphs,

if there was no testament by which the widow was entitled to the husband’s movable property

it automatically went to the sons. That is, a dowered widow with adult sons was entitled only

to a share of the immovable property, her dower.

As regards non-dowered non-remarrying widows, their position was essentially the

same, just on different grounds. Both FLS IV/3 (1) and (SLS V/1 (4))304 prescribe a share of

the husband’s property for dowerless widows with adult children (or childless) if she wants to

stay  unmarried.  However,  there  are  some  differences:  where  SLS  V/1  (4)  only  says  that  a

304 Another article from the Second Lithuanian Statute, SLS V/4 (2), simply refers back to SLS V/1.
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non-dowered  widow  is  entitled  to  an  equal  share  of  the  estate  for  her  lifetime  with  the

children or (in their absence) with the relatives of the husband, FLS IV/3 (1) also prescribes

her a share of the valuables. Whether the Second Lithuanian Statute really excluded movables

from the non-dowered widows’ share is difficult to say, as “ ” could mean not only

“estate”, but also “property.”305 FLS IV/3 (1) also prohibits the children from taking this part

from her, which is absent from the Second Lithuanian Statute.  Maybe  this  sentence  was

removed from there as redundant, as the paragraph is more forceful in defining the widow’s

right to a share – “will hold” ( ) – than the one in the First Lithuanian Statute.

FLS IV/6 (4, 5) offers some additional details, absent in the Second Lithuanian Statute. FLS

IV/6 (5) prescribes that a widow may not hold more than one third of the property, even if she

has only one son. This possibly connects to the general landholding laws which allowed only

one third of the property to be alienated (even though it was temporary in this case). FLS IV/6

(3) also clarifies that the widow had to transfer the property to the sons not only if they were

adult when their father died, but also when they came of age during her widowhood and her

guardianship over them ended.

The position of childless widows, both dowered and dowerless, was essentially the

same as that of dowered widows with children, with some small exceptions. For the dowered

widows, FLS IV/2 (1, 2) contains the law concerning the inheritance of the property by the

relatives of the husband in the absence of children. As in the case with adult sons, the law

prescribes that the widows should remain in their dower, and gives the rest of the property to

the relatives of the husband so that they can provide military services from these estates. SLS

V/5 (1, 2) repeats the same in almost identical words. For non-dowered childless widows the

305 Pirmasis Lietuvos Statutas, II, pirma dalis,  364.  Also,  SLS V/9  (1),  which  contains  provisions  for  widows
after the second marriage, prescribes them a share of movables. Thus, if widows after further remarriages were
entitled to such a share, it is unlikely that a widow was deprived of such a share after the first marriage.
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norm was the same as for widows with adult sons in both Statutes. FLS IV/2 (3, 4)306 and SLS

V/5 (3)307 state that a childless non-dowered widow should stay in a share provided to her and

the rest must go to relatives who must provide military service.

All that was mentioned above in this chapter only applied if a woman was widowed

for the first time. According to the Statutes, if a woman became a widow a second time, she

could not have a dower (if she had it in her first marriage), but was entitled to the same legal

provisions as a widow with no dower after the first marriage; along with the children she

could receive an equal share of the movables and immovables from the husband’s estate for

life. If a woman had children in her second or subsequent marriage, according to FLS IV/4 (1)

and  SLS  V/9  (1)  she  was  entitled  to  an  equal  share  of  all  estates  and  valuables  with  the

husband’s children from earlier marriages and with children that the husband had with her.

FLS IV/[16] (2) and SLS V/15 (2) clarify that a widow could live on a received share of the

estate only for life (or, although this is not explicitly stated, until remarriage).

If a woman in her second and subsequent marriages had no children with the current

husband her situation was different. The situation of such women is defined in FLS IV/4 (2,

3) and SLS V/9 (2, 3). In the First Lithuanian Statute the remarried widow, remarrying again

and having no children with the second husband, was entitled to a share of the immovable

property for life equal to that of each child from the husband’s previous marriage. Otherwise,

she could take only what she had brought into the family, her separate property. She could

only get extra movables (immovables are not mentioned) if her husband gave her any

(probably in a testament). In the Second Lithuanian Statute, she is entitled to the same portion

(the share of immovables for life and her own separate property), but the article indicates that

she could also have a share of immovable property if the husband assigned her such (probably

306 The same is reiterated also in FLS IV/5 (1, 2).
307 Connected to SLS V/5 (1), which explains that barren widows who stay in their husband’s property cause
harm to the Commonwealth.
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in a testament, and possibly with full ownership rights). One should not forget that purchased

property in the First Lithuanian Statute was treated as movable property; thus, widows were

not denied the possibility of getting some immovable property from the husbands only

because the First Lithuanian Statute mentions it explicitly. In the times of the Second

Lithuanian Statute, total testamentary freedom was confirmed, which may have contributed to

the appearance of the norm suggesting that the husband could bequeath immovable property

to his wife (as then it could not be only purchased immovables).308 The Statutes also define

the position of remarried women where no children at all are present in the family. FLS

IV/[16] (3) and SLS V/15 (3)309 explain  that  such  widows were  to  receive  one  third  of  the

estate from the relatives of the husband for life.

Remarried Widows

For remarrying widows with dowers, the conditions for keeping the dower were different

from those for non-remarrying widows. Since remarriage meant termination of ties with the

family of the late husband, and transfer of some of the family property – which was assigned

as  a  dower  –  to  another  family,  the  regulations  regarding  the  dower  were  directed  at

preserving the husband’s immovable property intact. For a non-dowered widow the situation

was different from that of the dowered widow, who could take the dower or its monetary

equivalent to the new marriage if she decided to remarry. A non-dowered widow could not

keep her share which she received for use until death or remarriage.

308 We should  not  forget  that  in  the First Lithuanian Statute the husband could dispose freely of one third of
ancestral  land,  but  the  law  on  assigning  the  property  to  childless  widows  in  their  second  marriage  seems  to
ignore that fact, maybe discouraging such assignments for the benefit of the children of the first wife.
309 In the Second Lithuanian Statute, it is not clear when a widow may receive one third, as the preceding
paragraph gives provisions regarding situations where children are present [SLS V/15 (2]). As otherwise both
articles are the same, it seems that the article from the Second Lithuanian Statute is simply missing the start of
the phrase (the Third Lithuanian Statute corrects that, inserting: “ ; 

…” [and if there was one child, then the child or the relatives…]).
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Unlike the situation for the non-remarrying widows, for the remarrying widows the

ages of their children did not matter. When dowered widows remarried the ages of the

children essentially lost any relevance. Remarried dowered mothers of underage children

were treated in the same way as remarried mothers who had adult sons or who were childless;

they  lost  the  right  to  the  guardianship  and  the  right  to  manage  the  whole  of  the  husband’s

property and were left with only their dowers, with the possibility for the children to buy the

dower when they grew up (FLS IV/6 (6, 7)).310 As regards the non-dowered remarrying

widows with underage children, none of the Statutes address  such  a  point,  and  there  is  no

reason to believe that dowerless widows with underage children were exempt from the

general norms on dowerless remarrying widows.

Most of the laws in both the First and the Second Lithuanian Statute regarding the

remarriage of dowered widows concerned the opportunity for the children and relatives to buy

the dower property from the widow, turning it into cash. FLS IV/[1] (2) and SLS V/2 (2) are

the paragraphs which address this point in detail, explaining that a remarrying dowered

widow may take her dower to the new marriage, and the adult children or, in their absence,

relatives of the husband, may buy the dower estates from the remarried widow, paying the full

amount for them.

The Second Lithuanian Statute here is more specific than the First. The Second

Lithuanian Statute specifies that the dower may be bought out by the relatives, not only by the

children. The law prescribes that whole amount of the dower – “

, ” – be paid out for a remarrying widow. Buying out the

dower of a remarrying widow was, however, not mandatory. The law provided the means for

310 Although the Second Lithuanian Statute proclaimed that only the norms of the Statute were valid (as opposed
to the First Lithuanian Statute, which allowed the use of the privileges and the customary law), there is no
reason to believe that this norm was cancelled in the Second Lithuanian Statute.
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keeping the immovable property of the husband intact, but this was optional. They could

choose to wait for the widow’s death (FLS IV/[1] (3, 4), SLS V/2 (3, 4)).

Upon the remarriage of a widow her children had two options. The first option was to

buy out the dower of the mother, paying the full sum. The second option was to wait for their

mother’s death. Then half of the dower – the privenok – automatically returned for them, and

the other half – the equivalent of the dowry – they had to pay out to whomever she willed it

(if  it  was  not  left  to  them).  That  is,  in  the  first  case  the  children  could  acquire  all  of  the

immovable property assigned to their mother as a dower, by paying her the full amount for it,

getting it quicker but paying more; in the second case the children could acquire half of the

immovable property assigned as a dower for sure, just getting it later. The other half could

also end up in their hands, but not necessarily (since their mother could choose to leave the

equivalent of the dowry to someone other than her children). What were the consequences of

these regulations for a widow? In the first case, she lost access to immovable property, but

gained more in cash. In the second case, she kept hold of immovable property for longer, but

could dispose freely only of half of it. Neither of the options seems to be to any special

disadvantage or advantage of the widow. The only disadvantage probably was the fact that it

was the children who had the decisive power whether to buy the dower out or to wait for her

death.

Both Statutes defined what belonged to the movable and immovable property. The

definitions of immovable property coincided in both Statutes: here were not only land and the

buildings, but also armour, herds, serfs, and manor livestock as items necessary for the proper

provision  of  military  service.  The First Lithuanian Statute only stated that these were

regarded as immovable property, and only one third of which could go to the widow as a

dower. The Second Lithuanian Statute explained the rules of how to deal with these items if

the widow’s dower was bought out (SLS V/2 (8)): when the dower was bought out, these
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items were also bought out and stayed in the estate, as they formed the part of the value of the

dower.  If  any  of  these  items  were  spent  they  were  subtracted  from  the  total  amount  when

giving the dower and the widow got less. This norm appeared first in the Second Lithuanian

Statute. Neither the First Lithuanian Statute, nor any of the earlier legislation contained any

information about this.

The rules for buying the property were different when a widow remarried within the

country and when she married a foreigner. The Second Lithuanian Statute contains only a

paragraph about the duties of foreign husbands settled in Lithuania to perform military service

(SLS V/6). This is surprising, since earlier legislation contained several regulations and even

legal debates on this question. As regards such a sudden disappearance of the law regarding

women’s marriage abroad, so far I have no conclusive explanation. My suggestion is that in

the second half of the sixteenth century the attitudes towards foreigners were changing and

foreigners stopped being seen as a threat – after all, the Lublin Union of 1569 (The Union of

Lublin was the act of union of the Lithuanian and the Polish states with a single ruler, single

diet, a house of representatives and a senate, with common foreign politics, law and currency)

was approaching and the relations of the Lithuanian and the Polish nobility had to change, at

least from the legal point of view (alternatively, it is possible that the debates of the Diets of

1551 and 1554 were inspired by some concrete cases which escalated this question and made

it look like a pressing matter, but after these concrete cases went into oblivion the issue was

forgotten). This could also have been connected to military service. Logically, a man could

not perform military service for two countries – thus, getting a wife with immovable property

from which military service had to be provided for the Duchy of Lithuania, the husband might

have ended up in a situation where he had to provide military services for two different

countries at the same time. With Lithuania and Poland forming the same state, this

contradiction disappeared.
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The First Lithuanian Statute defined  the  rights  of  women  to  marry  abroad  in  FLS

IV/9.  This  is  the  only  article  regarding  marriage  to  foreigners,  and  here  only  girls  are

mentioned explicitly, but at least at first glance there are no reasons to believe that the law did

not  apply  to  remarrying  widows as  well,  especially  as  the First Lithuanian Statute includes

the  provision  that  all  previous  legislation  remains  valid  (FLS III/4)  –  which  means  that  if  a

norm did not contradict the First Lithuanian Statute, which had the highest priority, then such

a  norm  remained  in  force.  It  stated  that  girls  were  not  allowed  to  own  any  immovable

property if they married foreigners. If they married abroad, according to an early version of

the First Lithuanian Statute, they could receive their dowries in cash.311 Essentially, the rights

to property of women who married in foreign countries and the women who married within

the country differed in one regard; women within the country could hold immovable property,

for women leaving the country it was changed to cash.

Continuing the theme of marriage to foreigners, the decrees of 1551 and 1554 should

be mentioned here. Between the two Statutes a couple of legal debates occurred regarding the

marriage of women to foreigners. In 1551, an interesting situation occurred.312 The Diet of

1551 asked the ruler to deprive any girls and widows who married without the permission of

their  relatives  of  the  right  to  their  property.  Also,  they  wanted  the  ruler  to  confirm  a  law

which  would  allow those  girls  and  widows who had  their  relatives’  permission  to  marry  to

receive the shares due to them, but only in cash. The ruler rejected the request, saying that he

left the present norms of the Statute valid.

311 Pirmasis Lietuvos Statutas, II, pirma dalis, 130. According to the expanded version of the Statute, women
who marry abroad may not receive any property at all (FLS IV/9). This version of the First Lithuanian Statute
deprives the women who marry foreigners of any property whatsoever. Is such a radical change likely in such a
short time span? The similarities of the phrasing of two versions, comparison with the Polish of the same
expanded version, as well as the norms found in the later legislation lead to the thought that the negative in the
expanded version (“ ”) might be a scribal error.
312 “ , : II.”
(Decrees Given to Lithuania and the Provinces of Samogitia and Volhynia in the Second Diet of Vilnius: II.), in

, , vol. 3, 37.
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The issue of the widows marrying foreigners and keeping immovable property must

have been rather serious. The Diet of 1554 raised the same question again;313 this  time  the

demands of the Diet were stronger. Now they wanted to deprive the widows of a part of their

legitimate shares. The Diet claimed that many widows married foreigners and kept their

immovable property. The widows, apparently, frequently mortgaged it and thus greatly

incommoded their children and relatives, who, trying to keep ancestral property intact, had to

use their right to buy out the mortgaged lands and were thus impoverished.

If in the first Diet the request seems to have concerned only immovable vs. movable

property, now the Diet concentrated the request on harsher sanctions for remarrying widows.

The Diet asked the ruler to confirm a law reducing the amount of property that widows were

entitled to; according to it a widow who married a foreigner got only half of her dowry and

none of her dower.314 Also,  the  Diet  requested  that  the  relatives  or  neighbours  of  widows

received the right to pay only half the price for the serfs and nothing for such landed property

as forests and waters when buying out widows’ immovable property. Additionally, the Diet

asked for some further details regarding the girls marrying abroad to be confirmed, but the

ruler declined this request. If in the previous laws the emphasis seemed to be on not letting

foreigners hold Lithuanian lands, this request aims at limiting the rights of women – more

precisely, widows – not to the type, but to the amount of the property.

As regards widows, this time the ruler did not satisfy the request of the Diet either. He

only allowed the immovable property of women to be bought out by the relatives in

instalments.  The  ruler  still  rejected  most  of  the  demands  of  the  Diet;  widows preserved  the

right to keep their dower and the whole of their dowry. He did not agree with the Diet’s

313 “ ,  (Decrees
Given to Lithuania and the Provinces of Samogitia and Volhynia in the Third Diet of Vilnius), in ,

, vol. 3, 53.
314 Such a law was confirmed in the Second Lithuanian Statute regarding marriages to commoners.
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proposal  to  deprive  widows of  any  of  the  property  –  it  all  had  to  be  bought  out  for  the  full

price with no delay in time.

If the situation was rather similar for non-remarrying widows according to the

normative law regardless of whether they were dowered or not, for the remarrying widows it

differed significantly. In addition, not only did the Statutes provide very different norms for

the non-dowered remarrying widows, these norms themselves changed from one Statute to

another. Regarding the status of non-dowered remarrying widows, the Second Lithuanian

Statute acknowledges a completely opposite norm from that in the First Lithuanian Statute.

The First Lithuanian Statute discourages the family of the husband from paying his non-

dowered widow a venets (FLS  IV/3,  FLS  IV/4,  FLS  IV/8).  The Second Lithuanian Statute

states that the non-dowered remarrying widows must receive a so-called venets (SLS V/1,

SLS V/5).

Before analysing this change, the institution of the venets should be addressed in some

detail. The most detailed analysis of the institution of the venets can be found in an article by

Irena Valikonyt .315 The function of the venets was to provide for non-dowered remarrying

widows,316 in other words, a venets was a non-dowered widow’s dower. The venets was

considered  to  be  a  compensation  for  the  loss  of  virginity  and  thus  given  only  to  widows

remarrying for the first time.317 The institution of venets was borrowed from Poland, although

it seems that it never became popular in Lithuania. Irena Valikonyt , who has investigated the

venets both in the normative law and legal practice, notes that the venets was practically

unknown in legal practice, regardless of it being acknowledged in the Second Lithuanian

Statute.318 If a non-dowered widow had children, FLS IV/3 (2)319 did not oblige the children

315 Valikonyt , “The Venets,” 97-107.
316 Valikonyt , “The Venets,” 99.
317 Valikonyt , “The Venets,” 104.
318 Valikonyt , “The Venets,” 97-107.
319 FLS IV/8 (2) contains the same.
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to pay the venets.320 The Second Lithuanian Statute in such circumstances prescribed them to

pay  a venets of thirty kopy of groshy to their mother (SLS IV/1 (2)). If the non-dowered

widow had no children, the same obligation fell to the husband’s relatives (SLS V/1 (3, 5)).321

Taking the whole paragraphs, the contents of SLS V/1 roughly correspond to FLS IV/3 and

FLS IV/8, SLS V/5 to FLS IV/2, and SLS V/9 to FLS IV/4. However, while SLS V/1 orders

the payment of a venets, FLS IV/3 and FLS IV/8, under the same circumstances, prohibit it,

and while SLS V/5 also prescribes a venets,  FLS IV/2 does not mention it  at  all.  Only SLS

V/9 contains the same norm as FLS IV/4: both of them forbid payment of the venets.

In the First Lithuanian Statute, the payment of the venets is forbidden under all

circumstances.  FLS  IV/8,  which  deals  with  the  question  of  father’s  duty  to  ensure  that  his

daughter will be granted a dower by her husband, explains the importance of assigning a

dower by pointing out that non-dowered women are not entitled to a venets. FLS IV/3, which

defines  the  status  of  non-dowered  widows,  is  more  detailed  –  it  explains  that  the venets is

something that is not to be given to a non-dowered remarrying widow.

The Second Lithuanian Statute presents a situation corresponding to the Polish one:

that is, the venets is  compensation  for  the  absence  of  the  dower.  SLS  V/1  defines  how  the

dower must be assigned and what happens if a father fails to make his son-in-law assign a

dower for his daughter. SLS V/1 unites FLS IV/3 and FLS IV/8, with one great difference –

here, the norm regarding a venets is completely the opposite. If the First Lithuanian Statute

forbids paying a venets to  a  remarrying  widow,  the  SLS makes  such  a  payment  mandatory.

Also, it defines the size of the venets – it  is  fixed to thirty kopy of groshy. If the property of

320 What is interesting here is that the norm only says that the relatives are not obliged to pay the venets, which
implies that the payment of venets was simply not mandatory rather than prohibited. However, in other instances
in the First Lithuanian Statute the phrasing used does not allow this interpretation.
321 SLS  V/5  (4)  contains  a  similar  provision,  there  it  is  stressed  that  the venets is  given  only  after  the  first
marriage. The First Lithuanian Statute does  not  contain  the  equivalent  paragraph;  it  first  appears  only  in  the
Second Lithuanian Statute. FLS IV/5 (3) says only that the estate which was temporarily given to a non-dowered
childless widow falls to the relatives in the case of her remarriage, with no obligations from their side.
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the husband is worth less than that, then the widow has a right to keep a quarter of the

property.

So  why  was  the  situation  in  the First Lithuanian Statute so  different?  The  question

which is rightly asked by Irena Valikonyt  is as follows: If the First Lithuanian Statute made

no provisions for the assignment of a venets, why was it necessary to forbid a widow getting

it?322She comes to the conclusion that the reasons for such a prohibition of the venets by the

First Lithuanian Statute are unclear323 and indicates its foreign origin as a possible reason for

the institution of venets not getting established in Lithuania.324 At least theoretically the

Second Lithuanian Statute improved the property status of remarrying non-dowered widows’

by granting them a venets.  Now,  widows  had  a  legal  claim  to  some  of  their  deceased

husband’s property even if they had not been assigned a dower. By being granted a venets by

the Second Lithuanian Statute, however, the widows definitely lost the right to their dowry.

This might be seen in a following way: maybe, instead of receiving back the dowry, a widow

got a venets as compensation.

The status of non-dowered widows upon their third or any subsequent marriage (i.e.,

the second re-marriage) is also defined in the Statutes. Here, there is no contradiction between

the First and the Second Lithuanian Statutes: in subsequent remarriages, a widow is not

entitled to a venets. The Second Lithuanian Statute (SLS V/9 (4)), which otherwise prescribes

the venets for  widows,  here  forbids  it,  as  does  the First Lithuanian Statute (FLS IV/4 (4))

because the venets, perceived as a compensation for the loss of virginity, could be given to a

woman only after her first marriage.

A Note Regarding the Right of Non-Dowered Widows to their Dowries

322 Valikonyt , “The Venets,” 99.
323 Valikonyt , “The Venets,” 104.
324 Valikonyt , “Našl s vainikin ,” 88.
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In  the  opinion  of  some  Lithuanian  scholars,  based  on  FLS  IV/8  (1,  2),  in  the  absence  of  a

dower contract a widow lost the right to the property which she brought into the marriage.325 I

will  consider  another  possibility  here,  based  on  some  other  articles  of  the Statutes and one

example  from  the  legal  practice.  SLS  V/9  (2)  and  FLS  IV/4  (2)  state  that  a  widow  in  her

second and subsequent marriages may take with her the property that she had brought in. In

SLS  V/9  (2)  it  is  referred  to  as vnesen’e (dowry),  and  in  the  FLS  IV/4  as prinesenoe (that

which is brought in). It is possible that in both cases the reference is made to any property that

she brought in (e.g., her dower that she had received from her previous husband or any of her

separate property), but it also may mean her dowry. In such a case, if a widow was allowed to

keep her property after further remarriages, why should not she not be allowed to do so after

the first one? After all, she is not allowed to be dowered by her second husband, thus,

according to the reasoning that a woman’s property is lost to her if it is not secured by a

dower in the first marriage, she should not be able to retrieve her property in the second

marriage either.

In an example from Lithuanian Metrica of a case with an invalid dower contract (LM

229/162 from 1541), a husband received a dowry of 100 kopy of groshy and assigned her 200

kopy of groshy.326 This corresponds to the normative legislation: the husband should double

the dowry. However, it turns out that this assignment was made on the whole of the property,

not on one third as allowed by the law, and thus it was not valid. The widow tried to get back

at least her dowry, 100 kopy of groshy, but her husband’s nephew, who claimed all the

property, said that she had already taken all the movables. The case remained unresolved, thus

it is not clear if the widow succeeded in getting back the dowry, but the fact alone that she

325 Pirmasis Lietuvos Statutas, ed. Valikonyt , Lazutka and Gudavi ius, 288-289; Andriulis, Lietuvos Statut ...,
71. The equivalent norm in the Second Lithuanian Statute is SLS V/1 (2).
326 LM 229/162: “ , , 

” (the husband took from me a dowry (posag) of 100 kopy of groshy,
not counting clothing and other movables, and assigned for the dowry (vnesen’e) and the dower (veno) 200 kopy
of groshy).
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claimed it shows that a dowry may have been returned to non-dowered widows, if not by

statutory law then by custom.

This being the case, the treatment of the institution of venets in the First and Second

Lithuanian Statute would have the following meaning: in the First Statute, a widow is not

entitled to a venets because she regains her dowry. In the Second Statute, she loses the right to

the dowry if it is not secured by the dower, but instead gains the right to receive a venets.327 I

do not have more information for supporting this theory, thus I present it only as a thought for

consideration rather than a conclusive statement. If this were the case, one of the possible

explanations for the difference between the First and the Second Lithuanian Statutes could be

as follows: at the time of the First Lithuanian Statute, the venets was not encouraged because

it was viewed as a foreign institution, with the custom in Lithuania being that non-dowered

widows got back their dowries. As Polish influences became more accepted in the country,

the Second Lithuanian Statute prescribed the non-dowered widows a venets and deprived

them of the right to the dower.

Summary

Basically, a widow’s property status according to the normative law depended on the age of

her children if she did not remarry and on the presence or absence of contractual provisions if

she  did  remarry.  Between  the  two Lithuanian Statutes a  non-remarrying  widow,  if  she  had

both a dower and adult sons who could take over the management of their father’s property,

was left only with her dower (and none of her husband’s movable property if he did not so

indicate in a testament). The same situation occurred if the widow was childless; in that case

she  was  also  left  with  only  her  dower,  the  rest  of  the  property  going  to  the  relatives  of  her

327 The fact that the Second Lithuanian Statute explicitly forbids returning the dowry and provides a widow with
a venets instead is one more indicator that up to the Second Lithuanian Statute the dowry probably was returned.
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husband. If she was dowerless, with either adult sons or no children, she was entitled to a life-

time right to a maximum of one third of her husband’s property if she had one or two sons,

and less – a share equal to that of each son – if she had more than two sons.328

A widow with minor children, if she did not remarry, could manage the whole of the

husband’s property. If her sons were adult or if she was childless, then she had a right only to

her dower or, if she was non-dowered, a share of the property equal to that of each son (but

not more than one third). Once she became a guardian of her children and administrator of her

husband’s property (the property never came under her ownership), her situation could

change under three circumstances: 1) mismanagement of the property with financial

responsibility for the wasted property (with the Second Lithuanian Statute foreseeing the need

for guarantors to cover the damages incurred by a non-dowered widow), 2) the coming of age

of the oldest son and 3) remarriage. All these conditions deprived her of both the guardianship

of the children and the management of the property and left  her only with the dower or,  for

dowerless widows, the appropriate share of the property.

If a widow decided to remarry, according to the Statutes there were two possible

outcomes upon the remarriage which did not depend on the widow, but on her children and

the relatives of the husband. The first option was changing the share of the immovable

property assigned as a dower into cash. The second option was allowing the widow to keep

the dower until her death, when half of it would revert to the husband’s family and half of it

was hers to dispose of freely. The presence or absence of children or their ages did not matter.

If there were children, they had the right to buy out the dower; if there were no children this

right belonged to the relatives of the husband. If there were children and they chose not to buy

out their mother’s dower, other relatives could not do so either. As for the ages of children,

the  law  provided  that  if  a  widow  remarried  she  lost  the  right  of  guardianship  and  took  her

328 The daughters were eligible for a quarter of their father’s property if the father did not specify otherwise.
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dower to the new marriage; in such a case the dower could be bought by the children when

they reached majority. The laws also sanctioned the remarriage of widows to foreigners; in

the First Lithuanian Statute they could not hold immovable property, but would receive the

value in cash. Debates in the Diet did not change the situation and this law disappeared in the

Second Lithuanian Statute.

For remarried non-dowered widows, the First Lithuanian Statute stated that they could

not keep their husband’s property and that they were not entitled to receive a venets – a dower

compensation known from the legal practice even before the First Lithuanian Statute. The

reasons for this prohibition are not clearly known. According to Lithuanian scholarship, such

widows also lost the right to the dowry which they had brought into the marriage. That is,

between the First and the Second Lithuanian Statute non-dowered remarrying widows were

left with nothing but their separate property, if any. The privileges before the First Lithuanian

Statute only stated that such a widow could not stay in her husband’s property, but did not say

whether she was entitled to a venets or, maybe, the return of the dowry.329 In legal practice, at

least some widows tried to get back their dowries when they had not been entitled to a dower,

thus possibly there was a custom according to which such a widow was not left entirely with

nothing. Also, the First Lithuanian Statute does not say anything explicitly about whether

these widows kept the dowry or not, while the Second Lithuanian Statute prohibits giving her

the dowry back, which is another indicator that up to then non-dowered widows did get the

dowry back. This is not a conclusive statement as I would need more data to prove it, but in

my opinion it seems likely that non-dowered remarrying widows were not left with nothing

between the two Lithuanian Statutes. From the Second Lithuanian Statute onwards, widows

definitely did not have the right to their dowries according to the normative law, but were

instead entitled to a venets.

329 With the exception of the privilege to Belsk from 1501.
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In  marriages  after  the  first,  the  same  legal  provisions  applied  to  all  widows,  as  the

dower was given only after the first marriage. The widows who had children with their second

husband were slightly better off than those with no children, as they were entitled not only to

a share of the property for life, but also a share of the movables, while widows who did not

have children from the second marriage could rely only on the mercy of their husbands,

hoping for a share of movables (probably including purchased estates) according to the First

Lithuanian Statute and also some immovable property according to the Second. If there were

no children at all in the family, the widows were entitled to a share of one third of the estate

for  life  from  the  relatives  of  the  husband.  Essentially,  the  status  of  repeatedly  widowed

women was the same as that of non-dowered widows who were widowed for the first time.
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VII. Widows in the Metrica

As already mentioned in the previous chapters, in this dissertation I analyse provisions for

widowhood not only in the Statutes and other records of the normative law, but also in the

Lithuanian Metrica, the source of records of legal practices. For each legal norm that I found

in the normative law, in the Lithuanian Metrica I looked for examples which both conform

and contradict the normative law. I use only a selection of the collected examples here – those

which best illustrate certain points. I do not aim at giving a detailed presentation of all the

cases that I found, as many of them do not contribute any new information to the research and

are rather formulaic, repetitive or not complete. An approximate number of cases is as

follows: Book 239: 15 out of approx. 190; Book 248: 10 out of approx. 190; Book 249: 6 out

of approx. 50; Book 254: 17 out of approx. 150; Book 261: 7 out of approx. 50; Book 263: 4

out of approx. 50; Book 265: 1 out of 15; Book 268: 1 out of 6. In all, slightly more than 10

percent of all court records in the books checked were related to widows and family property.

In total, I examined approximately 2000 court records, out of which about 200 were relevant,

but hard to classify as most of them were rather repetitive and formulaic. The remainder were

unique cases, difficult to classify and aggregate; therefore I decided to use them only as

examples. I consider the collected examples to be too varied to carry out any statistical

analysis.  I  will  present  a  sample  of  detailed  cases  which  illustrate  some  of  the  main  points

regarding the provisions for widowhood in the normative law and then add some additional

examples that either confirm or contradict the individual case and/or the normative law. These

examples from the Metrica will show how and how much the legal practice diverged from the

normative law.
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Dowered Widows

Three Dower Contracts of Jan Shymkovitch

I will start with court records from LM 248330 and LM 254.331 These court records serve as an

interesting example of how a dower could be assigned and then re-assigned. They reveal

various details regarding the process of how a dower could be assigned, what it consisted of

and  what  were  the  conditions  of  its  use,  and  also  involve  examples  not  only  of  a  husband

assigning property to his wife, but also a wife promising to leave whatever is hers to her

husband. The chain of interconnected records also shows that dower records and other

documents were entered in the books of the Lithuanian Metrica quite scrupulously – although

I did not find all of the documents from this chain, the picture is quite clear thanks to the very

extensive final document summarising all of the earlier history.

When Alexandra, daughter of Duke Ivan Michailovitch Vishneveckij, married Jan

Shymkovitch, a high state official (“ ”), Jan assigned her a dower. I did not

find the dower contract that Alexandra received from Jan. The first document in the chain that

I found is Alexandra’s response to the receipt of the dower contract from Jan, where she

promised, if she died before him, to leave to him anything that he assigned to her.332

Alexandra’s gift to her husband is dated August 1555.333 The wedding and the creation of the

dower contract had probably happened shortly before this date. In the court record,

Alexandra’s dowry is listed in detail. Jan, when marrying Alexandra, received from her

330 LM 248/131r-132r; LM 248/132r-133r; LM 248/133r-133v. For the non-published books, I use the following
marking system: LM stands for the “Lithuanian Metrica”, 248 is the number of the book and the numbers after
slash are the pages of the book. For the published books, after a slash I write the number of the case.
331 LM 254/195v-202v.
332 LM 248/131r-132r.
333 In  Lithuania,  widows and women in  general  had  access  to  the  courts  on  equal  grounds  with  men.  True,  in
many instances they were represented by some male – e.g., their son-in-law – but in many other cases they stood
in court themselves. In some circumstances – e.g., if a woman was letting her husband to dispose of her dower –
her presence in the court was even required, in order to make sure that she was not forced into an agreement
which she did not really support.
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mother and her step-father a dowry which consisted of: 250 kopy of groshy in  cash,  left  to

Alexandra by her biological father; 350 kopy of groshy in the form of an estate (mentioned in

one of Jan’s later dower contracts); and 200 kopy of groshy in cash, given to Alexandra by her

mother. In addition, she received gold and silver worth 120 kopy of groshy and  pearls  and

clothes worth 80 kopy of groshy. That is, she received 450 kopy of groshy in cash, 350 kopy

of groshy in immovable property and 200 kopy of groshy in valuables and clothes totalling of

1000 kopy of groshy, exactly as indicated by Jan in his later retelling of the first dower

contract.

For this dowry Jan gave Alexandra a dower: for the 450 kopy of groshy of cash and

120 kopy of groshy of gold and silver he assigned her a dower of 1140 kopy of groshy,

doubling the amount she brought. For the other valuables and clothes, the value was not

doubled, and this added another 80 kopy of groshy to the dower; the value of the estate, 350

kopy of groshy,  was  also  added  to  the  dower  without  doubling.  This  made  a  total  dower  of

1570 kopy of groshy ((450+120)×2+80+350=1570). Jan assigned this dower of 1570 on one

third of all of his estates – paternal, granted, and purchased. Alexandra, as noted above,

granted this property to Jan if she died first.

In the next record in the book,334 dated with the same date, Jan assigned to Alexandra

some additional property: all of his movable property and the estate of Komorovo that he

received from her as a part of the dowry valued at 350 kopy of groshy. Then, in the next

entry,335 also dated with the same date, Jan cancelled his first dower contract, claiming that

that the one third of his estates that he had assigned as a dower was not worth enough and that

instead he gives his wife an estate of his mother worth 2000 kopy of groshy.  Jan  leaves  a

certain  freedom  to  his  wife  to  choose  between  the  dower  contracts;  if  she  decides  that  she

prefers to get the property in accordance with the first dower contract then she cannot claim

334 LM 248/132r-133r.
335 LM 248/133r-133v.
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this estate of 2000 kopy of groshy.  Alexandra,  on  the  same date,336 assigns some additional

property to Jan.

Jan and Alexandra reappeared on the scene five years later, in December 1560,337

when Jan decided to change the dower contract again.338 He explains all of the earlier history

starting with the first dower contract, carefully explaining the reasons for all the changes.339

Retelling the story of the first dower contract340 he explains that upon marrying Alexandra he

received from her a dowry (posag) in cash and also a trousseau (viprava) in gold, silver,

pearls, clothes and other things, to a total value of 1000 kopy of groshy.341 For this dowry

(vnesen’e) he assigned Alexandra a dower on one third of all his paternal estates (he does not

indicate  the  amount  here)  which  he  would  receive  from  the  father  upon  the  division  of  the

property with his brothers. Afterwards, however, he decided that it was an improper thing to

do, as the property division with his brothers had not yet taken place. Furthermore, one third

of the property that he would receive from the division was not worth enough. Thus, Jan

decided to reassign the dower on different property. His wife Alexandra agreed to make the

first dower contract invalid.

The decision to reassign the dower may have been caused not only by Jan’s sudden

“realisation” of somewhat improperly assigning the dower, but also by the feelings that he

had apparently developed for his wife, as she had turned out to be a good housewife and was

336 LM 248/134r-134v.
337 LM 254/195v-202v.
338 I presented the records of LM 248 only briefly in order to avoid the repetition of the same facts and stories,
but most of the details of the record from LM 254 are present in the cases mentioned from LM 248, and LM 254
mainly summarises them.
339 For various reasons, which he carefully listed, he decided to change the property on which he originally
assigned the dower for his wife. It was already the second change in a row, as Jan kept being unsatisfied with the
solution he had made and kept changing it with changing circumstances in his life. As a state official, who
himself was closely familiar with the matters of court (e.g., LM 254/126v-129r from 1560, LM 261/9v-12v from
1565), he must have been well aware of all the laws and possible exceptions to them.
340 Cf. LM 248/131r-132r.
341 A dowry of 1000 kopy of groshy and up seems to have been common among the upper nobility, while in the
lower nobility it was frequently up to 500 kopy of groshy.  To imagine the value of a kopa of groshy, here are
some numbers from the Statute and the court books: a cow could cost half a kopa of groshy (FLS XII/8), a horse
some 10 kopy of groshy (FLS XII/1), a fox-fur coat 7 kopy of groshy (LM 225/343), and a hat 6 groshy (LM
225/325).
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obedient to him. Thus, Jan cancelled his first dower contract for one third of his paternal

lands, and instead of the former dower (veno and privenok, as he called it) assigned his wife a

dower of 2000 kopy of groshy on the estate of Mozheikovo.342 This estate was a property of

Jan’s  mother,  Duchess  Zofija  Vasil’evaja  Polubenskaja,  which  was  to  go  to  Jan  after  her

death. Alexandra was to receive such a dower after the deaths of both Jan and his mother.

This hardly seems a better arrangement; although the value of the dower was now indeed

appropriate (2000 kopy of groshy against her dowry of 1000 kopy of groshy), otherwise Jan

was again assigning something that he did not own himself, but Alexandra agreed to it.

After some further thought, Pan Jan (nothing is said in the text, but perhaps urged by

his wife or maybe because of changed financial circumstances) once again decided that this

new dower contract was not quite right, as he might die before his mother and then his wife

would get no dower – or at least not immediately after his death – as his mother would still

have the estate. He needed to assign the dower on an estate which would not cause conflict

either with his brothers or his other relatives or his and Alexandra’s children, if they had any

(that at the drawing up the third dower contract in a row the couple was still childless is

somewhat unusual, as the third dower contract was signed after five years after marriage).

Then, after consulting with his relatives, his brothers, and his wife, Jan decided to cancel the

second dower contract and create a third one.

Instead of paternal property, Jan now assigned his wife two acquired estates,

Gorodnaja and Kozakov.343 These estates seem to have been acquired after the wedding, as

Jan stresses that these are not his paternal estates, but estates acquired by him together with

his wife. Jan does not say what the value of the estates is, but indicates that his wife is entitled

342 Cf. LM 248/133r-133v.
343 The status of these estates is somewhat unclear from the case, as in one place they are called purchased
estates, and in another they are described as received from the ruler.
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to stay on these estates for life and to bequeath 1500 kopy of groshy from these  estates  on

conditions specified by him.

Jan’s conditions were rather strict; he orders that, if he and his wife have children, the

wife could only leave these 1500 kopy of groshy to the children. He even goes as far as

specifying that any daughters would be entitled to get this money only in the absence of sons,

and would get nothing if there were sons. However, if he died childless, Alexandra was

entitled to deal with these 1500 kopy of groshy as she wished and leave them to whomever

she wanted. Jan also says that his brothers and his other relatives could not evict Alexandra

from  her  dower  estates  after  his  death  and  should  not  try  to  buy  them  from  her.  They  also

could not enter the estates without paying the indicated sum to whomever Alexandra would

bequeath it when she died. The children, if they had any, also had no right to evict Alexandra

from the estates during her lifetime.

At first glance this seems to be even worse an arrangement than the second dower

contract; although now the property that is assigned as a dower does belong to Jan, the value

of the dower is less than in the second dower contract, where it was 2000 kopy of groshy.

However, this is not all that Jan gave to his wife in the third dower contract. In addition to

these estates, Jan assigned Alexandra another purchased estate, Glelvony, which he had

bought from his brother for 1000 kopy of groshy. From this estate, Alexandra was free to

bequeath 700 kopy of groshy at her death, regardless of whether they had children or not.

Thus, she had 1500 kopy of groshy in the estates of Gorodnaja and Kozakov which she should

leave for the children, if she had any, otherwise she was free to bequeath it to whomever she

wished, and another 700 kopy of groshy which she was free to bequeath to anyone regardless

of whether she had children or not.
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Furthermore, Jan reminded the court of other property that he had previously assigned

to his wife344 and confirmed the validity of these assignments. These gave her the right to the

estate of Komorovo (part of her dowry), valued at 350 kopy of groshy instead of cash, also the

estate of Pelesa which a certain Daugirdas had pawned to him for 1500 kopy of groshy, as

well as all of Jan’s movables.

Assigning a Dower: Time, Form and Place

Jan probably first assigned the dower in connection to the wedding, either before the marriage

or at some point soon afterwards. The second dower was assigned some five years after the

first one, if not more. Both such possibilities were enshrined in the Statutes, which allowed

drawing up a dower contract at essentially any time before the death of the husband.

Other court cases also show that dower contracts could be assigned both before and

after the wedding. I did not find any significant differences in the character of the contracts

depending  on  the  time  of  their  creation.  The  only  clear  difference  was  that  the  pre-marital

dower contracts are more general and concern only the wife; when the dower is assigned in

the testament the children of the family are also involved, which offers a more detailed view

of the family’s financial situation. Another difference is that the pre-marital dower contract

reveals only the dower, while in post-marital dower contracts or testaments other properties

are also listed (this, of course, does not mean that a widow would not get any additional

property by a testament if she had a dower assigned before the marriage).

In many cases, the time of the signing of the dower contract is not indicated, as with

the first dower contract drawn up by Jan;345 only  the  fact  that  the  marriage  and  dowry  are

mentioned and that the husband had still not received his share from his father might indicate

344 Cf. LM 248/132r-133r.
345 Similarly unclear is the time of the assigning the dower in e.g.: LM 248/75v from 1554; LM 248/85v from
1554; LM 260/194r-195v from 1566.
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that the dower was assigned before the marriage. Soon in the same case the husband

reassigned the dower, which definitely occurred after the wedding, as the husband already

knows his wife and thinks that she deserves a fairer share of his property.346

Although Jan himself saw it as inappropriate that he assigned the first dower on

property that he still did not own, he was not the only one to behave so. In some cases, when a

dower was assigned before the marriage it could be assigned when the husband himself still

did not have his own property. In LM 263/57r-58r from 1565, a father agrees that his son (it

seems there is only one son in the family) marry and assign his wife one third of the father’s

property. Because the son would apparently inherit this property after the death of his father,

the father allowed the son to assign some of his property to his wife rather than giving a share

of property to the son during his lifetime).

All  of  Jan’s  dower  contracts,  although I  did  not  find  records  of  all  of  them,  seem to

have been drawn up in written form with all the required details present. Although the early

privileges indicate that knowledge by witnesses was enough for the validity of the dower

contract, a written form was already a norm (at least in most cases) between 1529 and 1566,

although found first as a norm in the Second Lithuanian Statute.  The  dower  list  – list

venov(a)nyj – is mentioned in several cases throughout the years.347 Often, a more generic

phrase also used for other types of documents is encountered: list zapisnoj/zapisnyj.348 The

cases of the Lithuanian Metrica also provide several descriptions of how this dower contract

346 There are several cases where the husband assigned the dower at some point during the marriage and claimed
that he assigned the dower to his wife for her good behaviour, obedience, and kindness. This is mentioned in,
e.g.: LM 254/53v-56 in 1559; 254/126v-129 from 1560; LM 254/245v-246v from 1561, LM 248/127r-129r from
1555. This is somewhat formulaic and maybe does not reflect the true feelings of the husbands in all cases; on
the other hand, since the dower contract was not mandatory, and the husbands were not obliged to assign any
property to their wives, the gesture itself of assigning the property suggests the presence of agreement in the
family.
347 E.g.: LM 227/23 from 1533; LM 225/287 from 1542; LM 254/66v-68 from 1559; LM 254/196v from 1560;
LM 261/42r-43r from 1562.
348 In LM 248/75v from 1554, the husband tears up the dower contract –  – by accident, and
informs the court that the contract is still valid. Also, e.g.: LM 254/195v-202v from 1560; LM 254/126v-129r
from 1560.
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was confirmed by the signer and the witnesses. In LM 254/53v-56r from 1559, there is such a

description;349 the document is sealed and signed by the husband and also sealed by several

lords of the Council and several officials. This seems to have been a formulaic expression

used in court. What is of interest here is that the participants in the cases must have been

literate, as they used not only their seal, but also their signature. Sometimes there was no

signature, only seals.350 Some variation of this was possible; in some cases it was not the seals

of  the  lords  or  court  officials,  but  witnesses  from  the  circle  of  relatives  and  friends,  or

sometimes other influential people.351

All of the records connected to Jan’s dower contracts were, self-evidently, registered

in court, as otherwise they could not be read now. The registration was done according to the

requirements which were entered in the Second Lithuanian Statute, which shows that the

Statute registered  a  norm already  known and  used  in  the  legal  practice;  all  documents  were

brought in to the land court during its session and entered into the court book in batches. Only

this explains how several interrelated but contradictory documents could be dated with the

same date, as is the case with the documents of Jan: there, his wife acknowledges the receipt

of the first dower contract and he offers her a second dower contract on one and the same day.

There are several court records which offer quite a detailed insight into the

procedures.352 LM 261/78v-79r from 1565 contains the following story, which emphasises the

importance of the proper order of assigning the dower in the eyes of common people. A

certain Martin Skoruta claims that his brother-in-law, the husband of his sister, gave her a

349 Similar expressions appear in other cases as well, e.g.: LM 254/126v-129 from 1560; LM 254/245v-246v
from 1561; LM 254/294v-295v from 1561; LM 254/308v-310v from 1561.
350 LM 254/245v-246v from 1561.
351 LM 254/126v-129 from 1560.
352 In LM 261/56v-58v from 1562 the wife brings the dower contract to be entered in the chancery books. Some
other cases also contain the request of entry into the chancery books, e.g.: LM 254/33r-34r from 1559. As far as I
am aware, the opposite procedure: first registering in the court books on the basis of oral testimony, and then
later writing out a contract on the basis of the court book entry was not practiced (although a copy of the contract
could be acquired from the chancery if the original contract were lost) – at least the normative law did require
that an already signed contract be brought to the chancery.
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dower record, but this was not done in an appropriate way; the dower record was not

confirmed in the appropriate state institution. As Skoruta himself is currently in Poland, he

authorises a friend to deal with the matter, requesting his brother-in-law to assign the dower in

a proper manner: “according to the Statute and customary law of the Grand Duchy.”353 This

court record demonstrates two things: 1) evidently it was important to confirm the dower

contract in an appropriate manner in order to ensure a woman’s appropriate property status in

case of her husband’s death and to protect her dowry, and 2) people knew the legal

requirements  for  a  proper  assignment  of  the  dower.  What  is  interesting  here  is  that  Skoruta

refers to the customary law and the Statute, although the Second Lithuanian Statute, which

contains a detailed order on confirming the dower, had not been issued yet. The First

Lithuanian Statute contains only the requirement of doing it in an appropriate order, but does

not  detail  the  rules.  Thus,  if  there  was  no  version  of  the First Lithuanian Statute which

contained detailed requirements on confirmation, it may be assumed that these requirements

came from the customary law.

The dower contract could be confirmed in court not only by the husband, but also by

the wife herself. In case LM 261/56v-58v, from 1562, a woman sent her friend to court with

the request that he get her dower contract registered in the court book.

Type and Size of the Dower

In the first dower contract, Jan Shymkovitch assigned his wife a dower on one third of all of

his paternal, granted, and purchased estates; which was the usual way of assigning a dower in

the legal records. Later Jan admitted, however, that he had not yet received his paternal

estates  and  thus  perhaps  such  an  assignment  of  dower  was  not  quite  appropriate.  Thus,

seemingly quite irrationally, he assigned the dower on some other property that he did not

353 LM 261/79r: “ ”.
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own either: an estate of his mother which he would receive as a maternal inheritance when

she  died.  Here  the Statute is  no  longer  being  followed,  as  Jan  chooses  to  assign  the  dower

estate on a property which is not even mentioned in the Statute as  an  option.  He  does,

however, assign an appropriate amount, and this probably made the dower contract legally

valid. When drawing up the third dower contract, Jan chose to use yet another type of

property: this time estates that he seems to have received from the ruler (seemingly, partially

paying for them). Doing this he relies on the law which allows managing purchased property

freely – although this is in no way connected to the requirement to assign the dower on one

third of the property. Again, he assigns a proper amount as a dower (even more), and thus this

seems to make the contract valid.

Assigning dower on purchased estates and ignoring the requirement to assign it on one

third  of  the  whole  of  the  property  was,  even  though  not  frequent,  a  possible  option.  In  the

Lithuanian Metrica there are several examples of the dower being assigned on different types

of property. LM 254/294v-295v from 1561 contains an example where the dower – likely

before the marriage – was assigned on one third of the inherited estates.354Another example of

the dower, also likely to have been made before the marriage, includes the granted property

besides the inherited estates. An example of one third of the whole property in a post-marital

dower contract is LM 254/248r-249v from 1561; here, purchased property is included.355 The

husband makes a distinction between different types of property, and clearly indicates that the

share is calculated from one third of the whole property. An important detail is the fact that

the property is given to the wife with full ownership rights, not just usufruct rights.

That purchased lands of the husband could go into the full ownership of the widow

and her children is clear from LM 224/413, a case from 1529 where, a widow gets a

354 Another example: LM 254/308v-310av from 1561.
355 In LM 248/131r-132r from 1555, a husband also assigns a wife the dower on one third of his ancestral,
granted, and purchased property.
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confirmation from the court that she may keep the purchased estates of her husband for good.

Since no testament is mentioned, it is not clear whether the husband assigned this property to

the wife. What is interesting in this case is the fact that the widow stresses that all of the

property that her husband has bought was hereditary land, sold by the previous owner with the

permission of the relatives. The case, however, does not specify if the previous owners sold

the whole of their property or just one third, as allowed by law.

That granted property could not be passed on if it was not given with rights of the full

ownership is stated in LM 254/104v-106r. There, Didilevitchi accused a widow of holding

property which had been granted to them by the ruler. In this particular case neither side could

prove their rights to that property, and the grounds on which the widow holds this property

are unclear (whether it is her dower or the property of her underage son in her temporary

management),  but  the  important  detail  here  is  that  the  types  of  property  grants  are  clearly

distinguished and different rules apply to them.356 LM 224/508 from 1530 shows that the

dower could be assigned with usufruct rights rather than full ownership rights. As regards the

types of the property given as a dower, the time of signing the contract does not seem to have

influenced the types of property included in the dower contract – purchased property could

either be included or not regardless of when the dower contract was drawn up.

When getting married, Jan received from Alexandra a dowry of the value of 1000 kopy

of groshy. This seems to have been more or less a standard dowry for the upper nobility in the

sixteenth century; from the court records that I have examined it seems to have been 1000

kopy of groshy and upwards.357 For the lower nobility dowries ranged from some 100 to some

356 A similar case, where a father illegally used a temporarily kept estate – only until his ancestral estate is freed
– for his daughter’s dowry (called veno here), is LM 224/507 from 1530.
357 LM 249/122r-123v: 1000 kopy of groshy (Fedora and Marina, daughters of Duke Sangushkovitch); LM
254/308v-310v: 1000 kopy of groshy (Ganna, daughter of pan Shymko Mackovitch); 254/294v-295v: 2000 kopy
of groshy (Fedora Fedorovna, daughter of Duke Tchartoriskij).
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500 kopy of groshy.358 What is interesting here is what the dowry consisted of and how the

dower was calculated based on that. In LM 248/131r-132r, although the dower is assigned on

the traditional portion of the husband’s property – one third of all of his estates – the dowry is

not simply doubled, as was more usual in the period of 1529 to 1566, but calculated in a way

noted by Vytautas Andriulis;359 cash amounts were doubled, but other movables (or

immovables in this case) were not. In the example described above, a wife brought 450 kopy

of groshy in cash and 350 kopy of groshy were assigned on some property, and she also got

120 kopy of groshy worth of gold and silver, and 80 kopy of groshy worth of clothes and

jewellery (pearls). A double dower was assigned only for the cash, silver, and gold, and the

rest was not doubled. The total dower assigned was 1570 kopy of groshy

((450+120)×2+80+350).360 Cases like this show that the mid-sixteenth century was a turning

point as regards the evaluation of the dowry and assignment of the dower.

However, in the materials for the period between 1529 and 1566 the dower was most

frequently calculated in the “old-fashioned” way: doubled. Most of the instances in the legal

practice conform to the norm established by the normative law – one third of the husband’s

estates.361 A dower consisting of one third of the husband’s property – although what was

included in that property differed to some degree – was a norm between the two Lithuanian

358 LM 229/162: 100 kopy of groshy (some noblewoman Maryna Androshovna); LM 229/240: 200 kopy of
groshy (some Anna Mateevna Kondratovitcha); LM 261/194r-195v: 300 kopy of groshy (some Varvara
Shashevskaja); LM 224/484: 80 kopy of groshy.
359 See section The Concept of Dowry and Terms Used to Define the Dowry in Chapter II.
360 Another similar case where the dower is calculated evaluating different parts of the dowry differently is LM
261/194r-194v from 1566, where a wife brings 300 kopy of groshy as posag and 300 kopy of groshy in gold,
silver and various movables. The husband assigns the dower of 1000 kopy of groshy.  Here,  the  method  of
calculation is probably as described by Vytautas Andriulis: posag is doubled (making 600 kopy of groshy) and
the  other  property  is  not  doubled  (remains  300 kopy of groshy); that would make 900 kopy of groshy. The
husband maybe assigned 1000 kopy of groshy by rounding it up. None of this is explained in the record, so this
may not have been the reasoning behind it. What is clear is that the dowry was not simply doubled. The dower
was assigned on the whole of the property that the husband received upon the division of property with his
brother; it is impossible to say whether this meant all of his property in total, as he could have had more of it
acquired in different ways – thus one cannot say that the rule of one third was not followed here.
361 LM 224/508 one third of all of the husband’s estates (probably none of them were purchased lands), as well
as LM 254/195v-202v from 1560; LM 254/308v-310v from 1561.
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Statutes and the exceptions were rare.362 One such an exception is found in LM 229/162 from

1541; a husband received a dowry of 100 kopy of groshy and assigned his wife 200 kopy of

groshy. This corresponds to the normative legislation: the husband should double the dowry.

However,  it  turns  out  that  this  assignment  was  made  on  the  whole  of  the  property,  not  one

third as allowed by law, and thus it  was not valid.  The widow tried to get back at  least  her

dowry, 100 kopy of groshy, but her husband’s nephew, who claims all the property, says that

she has taken all the movables already. The case remains unresolved. In some cases, instead

of indicating that the dower was assigned on one third, only the amount of the dower is

stated.363 Whether  in  these  cases  this  always  corresponds  to  one  third  of  the  husband’s

property  is  difficult  to  know;  possibly  at  least  some  of  the  cases  were  similar  to  LM

229/162.364

If the Dower was not Large Enough

In the materials of the Lithuanian Metrica that  I  examined,  I  did  not  encounter  any  exact

application of this law. The case of Jan may partially be such a case – he himself admitted

that one third of all of his estates was not enough as a dower. Maybe this was the reason why

Alexandra’s mother, when giving her the dowry, instead of giving it all in cash gave part of it

in the form of the estate; if her mother knew in advance that her son-in-law might face some

difficulties in assuring a dower, then she provided her daughter with an estate in accordance

with  the  provisions  of  the Statute.  After  all,  Jan  himself  confirmed Alexandra’s  right  to  the

362 There are some cases where the amount of the dower is not stated in any form (usually when the dower is not
the matter of the case, as in, e.g., LM 229/15 from 1540, where there is a reference to a dower castle in which the
widow resided). In other cases, e.g., LM 248/142r from 1555, it is not clear whether the property was assigned
on the whole of the husband’s property or just one of the husband’s estates, and thus it is not clear whether the
norm of one third was followed or not (there, two thirds of an estate are assigned to a wife, but it is not clear if
the husband had only one estate). See also LM 249/94r-95v from 1557.
363 In LM 224/406 from 1529 the dowry is also doubled (true, there the court record refers to Polish law, and the
property is assigned on half – not a third – of the husband’s ancestral, purchased and mortgaged estates).
364 In LM 248/85v from 1555 the value of the dowry is not stated, it is only said that a dower of 2000 kopy of
groshy was assigned.
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Komorovo estate  which  she  brought  in  as  a  dowry.  Another  example  is  assigning  a  girl  the

dowry in immovable real estate. The dowry could be given not only in cash or movables, but

also in estates, at least temporarily, if not with full ownership rights. In LM 229/143 from

1541, a mother gave her son-in-law an estate worth 500 kopy of groshy as a dowry, with the

provision that this estate could be bought out by his brothers if they wished to when they

reached their majority.365

Donations of Property to the Spouse

The chain of the documents related to the three dowers of Jan Shymkovitch includes not only

the documents from Jan’s side, but also the documents from Alexandra’s side. When Jan

assigned her the first dower she responded by assigning him this dower “back” – specifying

that this property – she calls it “dowry (vnesen’e) and privenok,” as well as her estate of

Komorovo, should go to Jan if she pre-deceased him. She also added that if her family wanted

to  recover  the  estate  of  Komorovo  they  would  first  have  to  pay  Jan  for  it.  Donation  of  the

property of one spouse to another seems to have become more frequent towards the middle of

the sixteenth century, but there are examples of it from as early as 1530. The increase in the

number of such assignments of the property to each other could have been a Polish influence,

where mutual agreements to the right to retain the deceased’s property were also spreading.366

This might also have been an indicator of the wider circles of relatives losing importance in

favour of the core family.

Another example of the donation of property, a woman assigning one third of her

paternal and maternal property and all of her movable property to her husband, appears in

365 In this case, a mother was not a guardian and she stated that she gives this dowry in such a form according to
the wishes of her husband and with consent of the guardians. This dowry assignment was challenged by the
other children when they reached majority. They state that in his testament their father left the estate to all of the
children. The case is not solved.
366 Zielinska, “Noblewomen’s Property Rights,” 85.
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case LM 224/492 from 1530. Ganna Shemetovna assigned to her husband the share of

property which she could dispose of freely according to the normative law: value of one third

of her hereditary estates (Sholkiane and Kremianica) and all of her movables. This property

went into the full ownership of her husband regardless of the presence or the absence of

children.  The  other  two  thirds  of  the  immovable  property  were  to  go  to  the  children  if  the

couple had any – and the husband was entitled to manage these two thirds of her property

only if she had children. But what happens in their absence? It seems that the rest of the

property would revert to her original family rather than her husband, since they would be

obliged to make sure that her husband got one third of her immovable property if she died.

This case shows that any of a woman’s property beyond her dowry that she had been

granted or acquired could stay as her separate property. As her separate property, it had to

follow  the  general  rules  for  the  disposal  of  immovable  property;  that  is,  she  could  dispose

freely  of  only  one  third  of  her  hereditary  estates  and  the  rest  went  to  her  relatives.  Thus,

assigning of one third of the property to the husband was the only means of giving him any of

her separate property.

Time of Receiving the Dower

In  all  three  dower  contracts  of  Jan  Shymkovitch  the  dower  was  to  be  received  by  the  wife

after the death of the husband. This was the norm starting from the earliest privileges of the

duke. Court records show that the dower was indeed given to the widow upon her husband’s

death; court cases involve either descriptions of a dower being assigned until her death or

remarriage. Sometimes it is said explicitly that the dower is to be received after the husband’s

death, as, for example, in LM 254, 248-249v from 1561, which says that the dower is to be
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given to the widow “after his death” ( ).367 A few examples, however,

contain different information. In LM 225/342 from 1542 a son lived undivided with his

widowed mother.368 It is not clear whether the widow was dowered or not, but the fact is that

a widow did not leave a share of her husband’s estate to her adult son and lived together with

him – there is no evidence of the son contesting this situation. To summarise, between the two

Statutes the dower was normally given to the wife upon the husband’s death, not upon the

widow’s remarriage, but in legal practice dowered widows did not necessarily divide the

property with their children when their husbands died.

The Bequest of Olena

In the dower contracts of Jan Shymkovitch presented above, the amounts of the dower and the

conditions for the use of this dower were somewhat unusual and did not follow either the

First Lithuanian Statute or the common legal practice as regards the dower. The description

of Olena Stanislavovaja Ginvilovitcha’s dower (LM 227/398 from 1535) is a somewhat more

typical  example  of  how the  dower  was  normally  assigned  and  what  the  conditions  were  for

using it, although at some point it also diverges from the norms of the Statute.

In July 1535 a certain Olena Stanislavovaja Ginvilovitcha came to court to assign her

property to her brother. First, she explained that she assigned her paternal property to her

brother  and  his  sons.  She  presented  a  document  with  seals  of  members  of  the  Council  of

Lords (she found it important to explain that there were some clergymen and some laymen

among them – possibly this was meant to make the document more trustworthy), which

explained that after her death her paternal estate would pass into the hands of her brother and

367 LM 254/66v-68r from 1563.
368 The mother and the sons living together in undivided property are found in the Lithuanian Metrica, e.g., LM
225/342 from 1542.
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his sons for their complete ownership. In addition, she wanted to leave her brother her dower.

She explained that her late husband, Stanislav Ginvilovitch, had given her a dower of 1000

kopy of groshy on his paternal estate of Zhizhma which she wanted to leave to her brother,

and she presented the dower contract. She asked for confirmation of the property that she was

giving to her brother and the dower contract from her husband be entered into the court

books.

The dower contract stated that Stanislav Ginvilovitch, Olena’s husband, took Olena

Olechnova as his wife, with a dowry of 500 kopy of groshy. Afterwards, seeing her obedience

to him, he assigned her a dower of 1000 kopy of groshy on  his  paternal  estate  of  Zhizhma.

According to the dower contract, if he died first his wife Olena was to be free to live on this

estate until her death, and upon her death she was free to bequeath this estate to whomever

she wished. The relatives of Stanislav could not acquire the Zhizhma estate before they paid

1000 kopy of groshy to whomever Olena left it to.

In the contract, this time the dower was assigned according to the norms of the Statute,

simply  doubling  it  (not  as  in  the  case  of  Jan’s  first  dower  contract,  where  different  parts  of

dowry were evaluated differently). The contract does not say, however, whether the dower

was  assigned  on  one  third  of  Stanislav’s  property.  It  is  possible  that  he  had  more  than  one

estate and Zhizhma comprised one third of the total of his estates. Stanislav assigned the

dower on his paternal property – neither granted lands nor purchases are mentioned. It is

likely  that,  not  being  from  the  higher  strata  of  society,  Stanislav  did  not  have  any  of  these

kinds of property and simply owned what he had inherited from his father (or parents).

This  case  exemplifies  that  Olena’s  dowry  and  inheritance  were  two  separate  things.

She got a dowry – 500 kopy of groshy – and she had some portion of her paternal estate

which she must have received as an inheritance and which she must have kept as her separate

property during the marriage (although often a daughter’s dowry meant her inheritance).
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Widows in the Widow’s Seat

Olena’s husband, Stanislav, when assigning the dower to Olena, also defines her rights to that

dower. He states that Olena may stay in her dower for life – it seems that he does not expect

his wife to remarry, as no remarriage is mentioned – and upon her death dispose of it as she

wishes, and none of his relatives may claim that property (children are not mentioned, so it

seems that the couple was childless, especially since Olena was leaving whole of her property

to her brother), and can enter it only after paying 1000 kopy of groshy to whomever Olena left

it to.

In Olena’s case there is no indication of whether anyone tried to challenge her right to

her husband’s property. In general, non-remarrying widows, if there were no complicating

factors (e.g.,  questions of validity of the dower contract),  seldom seem to have ended up in

court.  If  this  occurred,  the  widow’s  right  to  the  one  third  of  the  husband’s  estates  was

defended as a rule, as can be seen in these examples. In case LM 224/508 from 1530, a certain

Ganna Janovaja Jurevitcha complained that her sons did not give her access to one third of the

estates that her husband had assigned to her. The court defended the widow’s rightful claim.

Another case that reflects the problems that a dowered widow could face is LM 229/161 from

1541. There, a widow litigated with her step-son.369 She said that in his testament her husband

assigned her one third of his estate for life or until she remarried (in the case of remarriage her

husband entitled her to 20 kopy of groshy), and her step-son did not give her access to that

property. The step-son responded that he was not contesting his father’s testament, but wanted

his step-mother to contribute to the dowries of the girls in the family. The court decided that

the widow should be given the one third of the property assigned to her by her husband in his

testament, and must contribute to the dowries of the girls (one third should come from her,

369 I did not find any cases of a widow’s litigation with a step-daughter, most likely because the step-daughter
would be entitled to a smaller amount of the property and this division went more smoothly.
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one third from her step-son, and one third from her son). What is interesting here is that the

husband assigned a different amount for remarriage, neither one third nor an equivalent of the

dowry. This is an example of a husband taking the liberty to impose restrictions on the

widow; if she remarried she was not entitled to one third of his property.370

Remarried Widows

In Olena’s case, her husband does not mention any conditions for remarriage. This may have

been because the widow was already quite old. She refers to herself as old and not healthy,

but just how old and whether she went to court rather soon after her husband’s death or not

are unknown. Stanislav simply assigns Olena her dower with full ownership rights, not going

into many details. However, in many contracts and many court cases the question of

remarriage is a rather important issue.

Upon remarriage,  conflicts  could  occur  over  the  right  of  the  relatives  to  buy  out  the

dower. In LM 224/476 from 1530 a certain Ivan Pjanovskij married the widow [sic] of a

certain Michna Dankovitch, entered Michna’s estate (ancestral property) and refused to leave

it,  although  the  plaintiffs  –  Michna’s  original  guardians  [sic]  –  following  the  testament  of

Michna’s father, wanted to give Pjanovskij’s wife 70 kopy of groshy to  buy  out  her  dower.

Case LM 224/436 from 1530 is an example of a widow’s dower being bought out; the widow

seems to have been childless, and there was no remarriage. This shows that the dowry could

be bought out not only upon remarriage. Here, two thirds of an estate were assigned to the

widow. If this was the only estate of her husband then she had been assigned more than was

allowed by the normative law.371

370 Here, this might be connected with the institution of venets; see Chapter VI.
371 As regards cases of widows remarrying abroad or to foreigners, I did not find such cases, but there are some
cases of first-time brides marrying foreigners.
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A husband could decide whether the dower could be bought out or not – and what

amount should be paid for it – in a dower contract. In LM 261/194r-195v from 1566 a

husband specifies that all of the dower – 1000 kopy of groshy – should be paid to his widow if

she remarried; that is, here the widow took more than she brought in to her first marriage into

her remarriage.372

LM 261/174r-177v from 1565 contains a detailed agreement between a remarried

widow and her sons. While the sons were underage, the widow was entitled by the husband’s

testament to take care of them and the property. The mother was assigned as a guardian

regardless the presence of an already adult son in the family. In the testament, the father

divided his property for the three sons. On the same property that had already been divided,

the father assigned the dower to his wife. She was entitled to keep this property until her sons

came of age. If she were unmarried when the sons came of age, then she had to give them a

portion of the estates and remain in an assigned part of the property for life. Upon her death

she was free to assign 200 kopy of groshy to whomever she wanted (that might have been the

value of her dowry, although not necessarily). If she remarried, her sons had to pay her 200

kopy of groshy. All movables were left to her by the husband’s testament. Now, the sons

came of age and, with witnesses, claimed their property. The wife was already remarried, so

she was entitled to get 200 kopy of groshy and  give  the  property  to  the  sons.  The  sons  –

because they lacked cash – assigned her some property. After her death, she was entitled to

will 150 kopy of groshy worth of it freely (not 200 kopy of groshy, as she was using the son’s

property  in  the  meantime).  The  sons  agreed  that  they  would  not  have  the  right  to  buy  this

property out until she died. If the sons somehow lost the rights to this property, the widow had

to move out, but was entitled to the full sum of 200 kopy of groshy. If one of the sons died,

the other one obliged to carry out the agreement. If they both died, then the older brother, or

372 The same is true in LM 248/127r-129r from 1555.
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whoever inherited their property, was obliged to carry out the agreement. If any of them failed

to carry out the agreement then they had to pay 100 kopy of groshy to the king, 100 kopy of

groshy to the widow, and were still obliged to carry out the agreement.373 Fines were inflicted

for not carrying out the agreement in several cases,374 which shows the increasing role of the

ruler and the state in the regulation of private matters.

This case is a good example of how the general norms of contractual provisions could

be modified – if the parties wished so – in a testament or other contractual agreement. A

widow, against contractual provisions, was allowed to keep a share of her husband’s property

not until remarriage, but until the sons came of age – that is, presumably she took care of the

children together with her new husband. Although the widow was assigned a dower on some

of her husband’s property, she was not allowed to take all of it to another marriage (or, rather,

she was, but only while the sons were underage); she could take only 200 kopy of groshy

(presumably, the equivalent of her dowry). That is, the widow got back only what she brought

in. When the time came to pay the widow 200 kopy of groshy, the provisions were adjusted to

the current situation; she received a share of immovable property instead. Here, again, the

agreement was made that this property could not be bought out. This case demonstrates the

flexibility of people when making various property arrangements. In general, compared to

non-remarrying widows, remarrying widows frequently had to defend their interests in court,

and their rights to the property of their husbands were often challenged.

Rights to Dispose of the Dower and Dowry

Returning to Olena’s dower, her dower contract is typical not only in the sense that the dowry

that was brought in was doubled; it was also quite typical in allowing Olena to dispose freely

373 The case continues in LM 261/177v-179r. There, the same is confirmed from the mother’s and her new
husband’s side.
374 One example could be LM 249/87v-89r from 1556.
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of  the  whole  dower,  not  only  the  equivalent  of  the  dowry.  In  many  cases  in  legal  practice,

although the normative law prescribed only the equivalent of the dowry to be under full

ownership of the widow, the whole dower was left for the widow. Other options were either

to allow the widow to dispose freely of only her dowry equivalent or, as noted above in the

case of Jan and other examples, to assign a widow some amount that she could take with her

into the new marriage, although amount assigned did not necessarily equal her dowry. Thus,

although the normative law declared that a remarrying dowered widow could take all of her

dower into her new family, in practice husbands limited this right beforehand in various

contracts.

The Lithuanian Metrica contains various examples of different rights to the dower

which are given by the husband to the wife. Although the law declares that if a widow’s

dower is not bought out at her death she may bequeath half of it freely and another half

returns to the children or her husband’s family (except when the property is bought out), it

seems not to have been followed in practice. For example, in LM 229/65, a widow

bequeathed all of her dower to her daughter in some estates (apparently her son-in-law had

helped her redeem them from someone by giving her 170 kopy of groshy), but nothing is said

about  it  being  only  a  dowry  and  it  was  evidently  not  in  the  form  of  cash.  Later,  she  had  a

quarrel with the son-in-law and re-assigned the same dower to her son from her first marriage.

The son-in-law complained to the court and the widow was told that she could not re-assign

the dower. She was also told that she could stay in one of the estates for life (as the son-in-law

had previously tried to cast her out)375 and that afterwards it would go to her granddaughter.

The reason why a widow was allowed to dispose freely of the dower estates was the fact that

she was not trying to sell them or to leave them to a stranger; she assigned whole of the dower

375 This is described in LM 229/57.
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to her child, the daughter (that is, the whole of the dower stayed in the family, even though it

was not divided evenly among the children).

The  whole  of  the  dower  could  be  disposed  of  freely  of  if  such  was  the  wish  of  the

husband, who could alienate one third of this ancestral and granted property freely. LM

263/32-36v from 1565 shows the collision of legal inheritance and testamentary inheritance.

A widow, having received a dower of 300 kopy of groshy from  her  husband  with  full

ownership rights, bequeathed it to the relatives of her husband. She had a daughter, however,

to whom her dower belonged by legal inheritance. The daughter, with her husband, not

knowing that the dower had been left to someone else, entered the property after the death of

her mother. Later the daughter died and the rightful inheritors of the property decided to take

the property into their hands. The parties agreed among themselves that the husband would

get a compensation of 200 kopy of groshy (which, as maternal property, would go to his son),

and would relinquish any claims to his deceased wife’s mother’s dower.

That  the  dower  was  often  perceived  as  belonging  fully  to  a  woman  is  evident  from

several cases where the relatives of a woman claimed it after her death. In LM 239/10r-10v

from 1551, a mother with several sons claimed the veno and vnesen’e of a deceased daughter.

The case was postponed, so the outcome is unknown. What is interesting here is that the

mother claimed back not only the daughter’s dowry, as was allowed by law, but also her

dower. Since the details are scarce, one may only presume that the husband had assigned his

wife the dower with the rights of full ownership.376

LM 248/58r-58v from 1554 demonstrates that the relatives of a woman felt that they

had the right to her dower. There, some brothers of a husband claimed that certain property

should revert to them as there were no children from the marriage. The wife’s brother,

however,  claimed that one third of the property had been assigned to their  sister as a dower

376 In LM 265/37r-40v from 1566, a son attempts to receive his mother’s dower.
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and thus should come into their hands (although according to the law, half of it should revert

to the husband’s family). The outcome of the case, however, is not known, so, as in the case

above,  one  may  only  presume  that  the  whole  of  the  dower  was  left  to  a  woman  with  full

ownership rights.

A widow could make arrangements concerning her dower during her lifetime. The

case of Olena, who left her property to her brother, was described above. Case LM 261/42r-

43r from 1562 shows that a woman could make arrangements regarding her dower even

before she received it. Here, a woman, after receiving a dower contract from the husband (for

full ownership), made the provisions that if she died first he would get the entire dower and

some additional property that he had assigned to her.

To summarise, the dower, although the law prescribed that only half of it could be

bequeathed freely, was frequently claimed not only by the children (who had the right to that

dower), but also by relatives of the wife. In general the husband could – and did377 – assign

one third of this property as a dower to his wife with full ownership rights, and then she – and

her relatives in the case of her death – disposed of it freely.

There are also examples of the fate of the dowry in the Lithuanian Metrica where the

normative law was followed and the woman was free to dispose of her dowry, as seen in LM

224/484 from 1530. A woman bequeathed her dowry, which she had inherited back from her

first husband after his death, to her second husband and two daughters, with the option for the

daughters from her first marriage to buy that property out. Here, a woman tried to please

children from both marriages: on the one hand, she favoured her second marriage, giving

them the dowry. On the other hand, since the dowry was taken from her first husband’s estate,

she left her daughters from the first marriage the chance to recover their father’s immovable

property. According to the law, she did not have to give them this chance, as here she handled

377 LM 263/32-36v from 1565; LM 261/42r-43r from 1562.
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and bequeathed only the equivalent of her dowry (the amount she brought to the first

husband), but not the dower, although, interestingly, this property is called veno: here, as in

some other places, veno and posag are used interchangeably, or for some reason the first

husband, when assigning his wife a dower, did not double the amount of the dowry.

Protection of the Dower

The records of the Lithuanian Metrica contain not only the examples of various ways the

dower was assigned and handled, but also examples of how the dower was protected. An

example of protection of a widow’s dower in found in LM 224/409 from 1529.378 There, the

estate of the late husband is confiscated and temporarily given to the plaintiff in a suit until

the damages done to him are covered by the administrators of the late husband’s property.

However, it turned out that the widow of the late man had a dower of 600 kopy of groshy in

one of the estates. Since it was not known when the dower was assigned to the widow, two

solutions  are  proposed;  if  the  dower  was  assigned  before  the  decision  to  confiscate  the

property, then the plaintiff has to pay the widow the total amount of the dower with no delay.

If the dower was assigned by the husband when he already knew of the court decision, then

the  plaintiff  may pay  the  widow her  dower  in  shares  over  a  set  time.  The  court  decision  in

general conforms to FLS V/[11]10.379

Non-dowered Widows

The subchapter above has concentrated mainly on the fates of the dowered widows. Here, I

will present examples related to widows who had no dower.

378 Another case where a widow preserved her dower is when her husband was found to be guilty of some crimes
is 229/240.
379 The case is analysed in the introduction to LM 224, xli. The analysis is taken from there. For all references to
both Statutes, see the Ruthenian text and the translation into English in the Appendix.
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Anna’s Greed

For widows with no dower the data are much scarcer in the Lithuanian Metrica.  For  the

dowered widows there are not only the court cases where different issues related to the getting

or keeping of the dower are discussed, but also dower contracts which provide many details

about the fate of dowered widows. Non-dowered widows appeared in court cases only when

getting the share of their husbands’ property they were legally entitled to presented some

difficulties.

In March 1541, a certain Anna Ivanovaja Gorlaja raised a complaint against her son-

in-law, Ivan Z’azevitch.380 She  complained  that  she  was  cast  out  of  her  estate  of

Radivilovitchi and explains that she has already come to court and raised a case against him

and the judges have already confirmed her right to the estate of Radivilovitchi, which was the

property of her late husband (partly granted, partly purchased – “ ”). Ivan

ignored the court’s decision, however, and did not let her stay in this estate. To this, Ivan, her

son-in-law, responded that during the aforementioned court session he had paid the damages

incurred against his mother-in-law and in the same session he also had raised the question of

his mother-in-law also holding other properties of her late husband. He lists several estates

and lands which were in the hands of his mother-in-law and claims that she kept hold of all

these properties and refused to give them to her grandson, Ivan’s son, the rightful heir of these

estates. Ivan also points out that in this first court session the judges ordered that since Anna

did not have a dower assigned by her husband, she could stay in one third of the granted and

purchased  estates  and  had  to  give  the  other  two  thirds  to  her  grandson.  The  court  also

acknowledged  that  Ivan  was  to  be  the  guardian  of  his  son,  not  Anna,  since  he  was  a  closer

380 LM 229/273 from 1541.
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relative. After finishing his explanation on the decisions of the first court, Ivan also presented

all the related documents related.

Seeing this, the second court came to the following decision: since Anna did not have

a dower assigned by her husband, she was free to stay in one third of his property, and the rest

was to go to her grandson. Ivan was re-confirmed as guardian of his son. Anna was to give

two thirds of Radivilovitchi and two thirds of the other estates to Ivan’s son and Ivan as his

guardian. Also, she could not dispose freely of the one third that was left to her. She had to

manage it with care and pass it intact to her grandson upon her death. She was also told to

give all property-related documents to Ivan.

As we see from the case, Anna, a dowerless widow, apparently kept all of her

husband’s estates after his death until she was challenged by her son-in-law, who was

defending the interests of this own son, Anna’s grandson. As it turns out from the case,

Anna’s daughter had already died at that point. While Anna’s daughter was alive, there was

probably no pressure to get the properties from Anna, as Anna’s daughter could quite

naturally expect that after her mother’s death the property of her father would be left to her.

With Anna’s daughter gone, Ivan possibly became anxious about the fate of the property and

tried to enter some of it by force. When he did not succeed, as Anna accused him in court of

trying to take her property away, he also started using legal means of getting hold of the

property, and successfully acquired the right to the two-thirds of Anna’s (or, rather, Anna’s

husband’s) property during Anna’s lifetime and the last third upon her death.

What is interesting here is that in the first court case Anna hides that she is not

dowered and that she has kept the whole of her husband’s property, and at first even gets

permission  to  hold  the  whole  of  Radivilovitchi.  It  was  only  in  the  second  court  case  that

clarified that she was not dowered and that she holds more property that she was entitled to.

The decision of the court, when in possession of all the facts regarding her status, is in
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accordance with the normative law: Anna is allowed to stay in only one third of the husband’s

property, and only for her lifetime.

Legal Provisions for Non-Remarrying and Remarrying Widows

Although the normative legislation starting with the First Lithuanian Statute goes into great

detail in defining the status of non-dowered widows, in practice such cases were few. The

possible reason, as Irena Valikonyt  notes, was that the institution of dower was gaining firm

ground and there were not many non-dowered widows381 –  thus  there  could  not  be  a  great

number of court cases concerning them. An alternative explanation, that non-dowered widows

did not often litigate to defend their status because the legal provisions for non-dowered

widows were working well (as an older institution, probably coming from the customary law),

is  less  likely.  As  pointed  out  by  Amy  Louise  Erickson  when  analysing  the  situation  in

England, legal provisions could be difficult to enforce, and this is why contractual provisions

gained priority.382

LM 224/417, probably from 1529, contains an example of property division among the

widow and her sons in absence of a testament and dower contract. There, Pani383 Mikolaevaja

Radivilovaja and her three sons divided the hereditary property into four equal parts and she

agreed  to  keep  it  with  the  rights  of  usufruct  only,  with  the  children  keeping  the  hereditary

rights  to  it.  It  is  not  mentioned  in  the  case  whether Pani Mikolaevaja  Radivilovaja  was

dowerless, but the legal model applied in this particular case indicates that. LM 225/143 from

1530 contains a case where a certain Barbara Mateevaja Milochitch litigated with her brother-

in-law, Michno, who wanted to deprive her of the husband’s estates because she was

381 Valikonyt , “Našl s vainikin ,” 87.
382 Amy Louise Erickson, “The Marital Economy in Comparative Perspective,” in The Marital Economy, ed.
Ågren and Erickson, 16.
383 Feminine form of pan.
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childless. The judges looked in the Statute384 and declared that Barbara, as a non-dowered

widow, could stay in one third of her husband’s property for life, while Michno was entitled

two thirds, from which he had to perform military service.385 In LM 225/342 from 1542, a

certain Barbara Pavlovaja made a complaint against her mother-in-law and her brother-in-law

for not giving her any of her late husband’s property. It turned out that her husband’s property

was undivided from that of his mother and his brother (thus, he could not assign her a dower).

Since the property was undivided, the widow was not entitled to the non-dowered widow’s

share either. She was only allowed to stay in the mother-in-law’s place until she remarried or

for life.386

In some cases, the existence of a dower contract was questioned. In LM 261/84v from

1564, a widows’ sons tried to deprive her of her own maternal estate. They claimed that their

mother had given this estate to their father, and thus it now belonged to them. They said that

of their  own free will  they had allowed her to stay in the estate,  half  of which she allegedly

gave to one of her sons, but now, urged by her daughter, she wanted to have all of it. The

widow claimed that she had never given her maternal estate to her husband. Furthermore, she

had a dower assigned by her husband, but her sons had taken possession of the dower

contract.  In  court,  the  question  of  the  existence  of  the  dower  contract  was  not  investigated

further – probably the court believed the son who claimed that he never took the dower

contract; the widow was treated as dowerless, she was only allowed to stay in the whole share

(not in half) of the property given to her by her sons.

As these cases show, there were some non-dowered widows, and the norms described

in such great detail in the Statutes were fully functioning in court. Thus, the rights of non-

dowered widows were defended to the same degree as the rights of dowered widows, with the

384 FLS IV/2 (4).
385 The case is described in Valikonyt  and Lazutka, “Keli Lietuvos Metrikos aktai,” 92.
386 The case is described in Valikonyt  and Lazutka, “Keli Lietuvos Metrikos aktai,” 92.
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exceptions of such situations as where the late husband of the widow had no property. Even in

such a situation the widow was not left with nothing; in LM 225/342 from 1542, a husband

died being still undivided from his mother and had no property that he could assign as a

dower – then his widow was entitled to stay in the property of her mother-in-law.

Court records are also few on the remarriage of non-dowered widows. As Irena

Valikonyt  notes, the institution of venets never became popular in Lithuania. Even when it

was used, the reference was most often made to a dower rather than venets. Irena Valikonyt

found only a couple of mentions of the venets in the legal practice, even those appearing

before the First Lithuanian Statute,387 that is, when the institution of the venets was  not

registered in the normative law. Also, since the law actually forbade the payment of the venets

in the First Lithuanian Statute, it is not very likely that people would frequently claim it

against the law. As Irena Valikonyt  notes, although the word venets was not used, there are

several court cases in which widows claim their dower when they should be claiming their

venets. E.g., in 1522 a widow, whose husband’s testament, assigning her a dower, turned out

to be invalid because too much property is assigned, receives only the right to reside in his

property until her death or remarriage, and in the case of remarriage she would get 30 grivny

as her dower.388

There are more cases where repeatedly remarried widows litigated with their step-

sons,. As such widows were not entitled to a second dower the property matters in question

embraced other movable and immovable properties. In LM 239/34r-38r from 1551, a widow

is accused by her step-son of taking the whole of her husband’s property plus the whole of the

property of his previous wife, the mother of that step-son – that is, taking more than was

allowed by the legal provisions. During the case it turned out that the step-son himself had

387 Valikonyt , “The Venets,” 99.
388 Valikonyt , “The Venets,” 101. See this article for more descriptions of the court cases where theoretically the
institution of venets should appear but the dower is mentioned instead.
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squandered the property that he had taken. Why he accused his step-mother remains unclear;

possibly she was a rich woman, and the stepson hoped to take some property from her in this

way. In LM 264/9r-12r from 1565, a stepson litigated with his stepmother, accusing her of not

sharing the property as they had agreed. As it was her second marriage (her own children are

mentioned in the case), no dower was involved. No assignment of the property to the wife is

mentioned either, just the agreement between the woman and her step-son. The court ordered

the widow to stay in the agreed share. It also ordered the stepson to become a guardian of his

step-siblings and their property.389 Sometimes the records indicate that widows behaved as

prescribed by the law (probably most such cases happened unnoticed). In LM 263/26v-28v, a

widow, after the death of her second husband, left his property as prescribed by the Statutes,

taking with her only what she had brought in, and leaving the movable property of the

husband untouched for her step-son.

Even though according to the normative law a remarried widow was not entitled to a

dower, it did not mean that other contractual provisions would not apply. A husband could

divide all of his property (which was allowed by the general laws) as he saw fit, and he could

use this opportunity to define the shares that would go to his children from his first marriage

and his second wife. For example, in LM 254/388r-391r from 1563, a father confirms the

division of property between his wife and his son, her stepson, so that there would be no

arguments.

In  some  cases  it  is  difficult  to  say  whether  the  normative  law  was  followed.  In  LM

261/43v-52r a stepmother is accused of seizing property which rightfully belonged to her

stepson as his inheritance. It turned out, however, that the husband had left all his movable

property and the money to his wife as well as assigning her a dower with usufruct rights. This

389 The litigation between a stepmother and stepchildren is also recorded in, e.g., LM 254/384v-388r; LM 264
(II) 114v-118v; LM 264/119r-125r. In some cases where a woman litigated with her stepsons it is impossible to
say whether it was her first or second marriage when neither her own children nor a dower are mentioned.
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case shows that the dower could be assigned in a second marriage as well as the first (it is

clearly not her first marriage, as she has a son). What type of the property was assigned as a

dower is not explained – it could in practice be assigned on a purchased property as well as

other property, in which case this was not a breach of the normative law. If a dower here was

assigned on the ancestral property, then this was against the First Lithuanian Statute.390

Property – on both sides – could be claimed by violent means. Quite frequently, one

party plundered the property of another, claiming that they only took what was due them.

Sometimes widows’ property was attacked, and sometimes they were the attackers. For

example, in LM 254/334r-334v from 1562, a widow is accused of seizing various properties.

Since there were many remarriages, and many people connected in different ways to

the head of the family were often involved in the division of property of the husband or father,

such divisions often led to litigation in court where the widows litigated against their step-

sons.  As  regards  the  assignment  of  the venets, which was investigated by Irena Valikonyt ,

such cases often appeared as dower cases with no venets mentioned, although there the dower

was given when theoretically the venets would have been applicable.

The “Generosity” of Pan Stanislav Pekarskij

Assigning a wife a dower was not the only possible contractual provision for widowhood.

Property could be left to the wife by different arrangements as well. Several cases in the

Lithuanian Metrica demonstrate that sometimes husbands could be generous, but at the same

time they could impose restrictions on the property left to their wives. Here I will use an

example of a generous husband,391 who,  against  the  regulations  of  the First Lithuanian

390 In LM 254/384v-388r from 1536 the widow is also given a dower with the presence of a stepson, but here it
seems that it was a first marriage for her.
391 LM 254/33r-34r.
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Statute, left all of his immovable property – “ ”, and all of the

movables – “ ”392 – to his wife, with one restriction: she

could hold that property only if she did not remarry.

In March 1559 Stanislav Pekarskij came to court and proclaimed that, being satisfied

with the behaviour and kindness393 of his wife, Katarina, and wishing to make sure that she

would have the strongest right to his property, above his heirs and the relatives, he asked that

if he died before she did and she remained in the widow’s seat after his death, she was to hold

the estates of Trishino, Kositchi, Jamno, and Kershonovitchi and all of the movables, and she

was to hold all of these properties for life, without being hindered by the heirs or relatives. In

the case of remarriage, the children should give Katerina 500 kopy of groshy, and she must

leave all of the immovable and half of the movable property to the children.394

Since the assignment of the dower was not mandatory,  there was plenty of room for

freedom – essentially limited only by the general landholding laws – to endow wives with as

much property as they wished and in any way that they wished. True, the default legal

provisions for a widow did indicate that she could not stay in the whole of the husband’s

property, even if that was only for life. It seems that such legal provisions were applicable in

the absence of any contractual provisions, however, and as long as there was a contract and as

long as it did not contradict the general landholding laws, it was valid.

In this court record, the dower is not mentioned, and what happened here does not

follow the order of assigning the dower either. Similar mechanisms apply, but the basic

requirements of the First Lithuanian Statute are ignored, that the property that a widow gets

contains all of the husband’s estates, not just one third. The promise to give Katerina 500 kopy

of groshy if she decided to remarry also does not conform to the First Lithuanian Statute. The

392 All  of  the  movables  are  left  to  the  wife  in  many  other  instances,  e.g.,  LM  248/127r-129r  from  1555;  LM
261/174r-177v from 1565.
393 The usual formulaic expression already mentioned above is used here.
394 See also LM 229/161 from 1541.
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First Lithuanian Statute actually  prescribes  that  all  of  the  dower  that  was  assigned  by  the

husband would still belong to the widow upon remarriage; only the option for the children

and relatives to buy out the dower of the remarried widow is described there. In the legal

practice, however, husbands often indicated that the widow could not keep the whole of the

property, be it a dower or something else, if she remarried, and the case of Stanislav is exactly

the same.

Property Left by a Testament

A popular way of assigning the immovable property to the wife was giving her purchased

property for lifetime use. This could include the requirement to pass it to the children (as in

LM 254/267v-271r from 1561 – to the daughter) or could include the request to give up the

property in the case of remarriage (as in LM 254/53v-56 from 1559). None of these cases

indicate whether this property is given instead or besides the dower. The value of the estates

is not stated either.

There are, however, cases, where the wife is clearly assigned both the dower and some

additional property. In LM 254/367v-368v from 1562, the wife is assigned 500 kopy of

groshy for being a good wife (thus, the dower assignment is post-marital). Later, she is

assigned additional 500 kopy of groshy on the same estate. The first assignment is for her life

(“ ”), which implies that it is hers only with the rights of usufruct. The second

assignment  is  for  her  full  ownership:  “ ”  and  she  can  deal  with  it

freely. If the children or relatives do not want her present on the estates they have to pay her

the full amount, 1000 kopy of groshy in  total.  A  widow  could  also  be  entitled  to  some

additional immovable property besides her dower. In LM 248/127r-129r, she receives a dower

worth 1000 kopy of groshy (which she can dispose of freely), all of the immovable property

and an additional estate worth 800 kopy of groshy, also with the rights of full ownership.
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The objects that could be left for a widow could encompass practically anything, and a

case could be raised for any of them. In LM 224/404 from 1529, a widow was assigned some

wax which was in the hands of the mayor of Minsk, Fedko Cicul’a. Her second husband, Ivan

Rusanovitch, tried to obtain the wax through the courts. Fedko is obliged to pay her for some

of the wax that he has sold for 107 kopy of groshy and  to  swear  an  oath  with  the  widow

regarding  the  remaining  amount  of  wax.  Since  Fedko failed  to  appear  for  the  oath,  he  then

forfeited his right to take an oath and he would have to pay the widow whatever amount she

confirmed by her oath. Trying to ensure that the oath taking does not fail for a second time,

the court, knowing about Fedko’s plan to go to Turkey, forbids him to leave the country.

Joint Property

The joint property of spouses could be acquired during the marriage and then would go to the

surviving partner. For example, in LM 229/94 from 1540, the father of a husband gives a

house to both his son and the son’s wife (later, she was forced to defend her right to that

house in court against the brother-in-law). Joint property could be also acquired by purchase.

It appears that if there was no testament, purchased estates, as acquired property, could end up

in the hands of a widow; in case LM 224/413 the widow and her children (presumably

minors, as it is the widow alone who appears in the case) got the rights to her husband’s

purchased estates. When describing the purchases, two of them are referred to as being sold to

the husband and one as being sold to the couple. Technically, the manager was the husband,

but if there was no testament then the widow could claim such property.

Unclear Grounds for Holding Property

The assignment of the property to a widow could sometimes be very abstract. For example, in

a case from 1551 Duchess Vasil’evaja Polubenskaja, via her son, Pan Jan Shymkovitch,
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accused her stepson, Duke Ivan Polubenskij, saying that he took two villages away from her

which had been assigned to her by her husband, the step-son’s father (LM 239/140v). How

this property had been assigned to her is not explained – whether it was done by a testament

or  in  some other  way.  Only  because  the  duchess  has  another  son  can  one  presume that  the

property in question is left by her second husband rather than the first and that these two

villages are not dower.395 In another case from 1551, a certain widow, Ganna Stanislavovaja

Nekrashevitcha, complains that her brothers-in-law, the dukes Svirskie, accuse her, their

sister-in-law,  of  holding  two  estates  and  movable  property  which  belong  to  them,  and  then

they themselves do not come to court at the appointed time (LM 239/116v). Again, it is not

clear on what grounds the widow holds this property. In some cases, the grounds for holding

the property are unclear because standard terminology is not used. For example, in a case

from 1566 (LM 268,  84r)  a  widow simply  says  that  a  certain  estate  ( ) was assigned

( ) to her by her late husband.

Widows with Underage Children

Widows with underage children, both dowered and non-dowered (because their status was the

same as guardians), deserve some separate lines. Being a guardian of the underage children in

theory gave them the right to the management of the whole of the property, but in practice this

right could be challenged.

395 In LM 263/40v-42, a widow is asked to prove on what grounds she holds some of her husband’s property.
With her second husband, she claims that she received this from her first husband from his ancestral estates. The
case remains unfinished.
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Maria’s Dispute with her Son

In December 1540, Maria Koptevaja Vasil’evitcha made a complaint against her own son,

Fedor. She accused him of seizing her dower estate of Veisiejai and causing great damage

there. They had already gone to court once, in Cracow, and according to the decision of the

court the son had to cover all the damage that he had caused, returning her horses, serfs, and

servants who had run away from her, and various immovables. He did not keep his word,

however, and did not return the property to his mother. Then, Maria made a complaint against

her son again, in Vilnius. The son once again agreed to cover all the damages and return all

the property, but once more failed to do so. In this second court case, she also agreed with her

son that he would give her some money every year for the upbringing of his younger siblings

until they come of age, since he kept the property of these children in his hands. So now

Maria was here in the court for the third time, complaining about all of this.

 The court decided that in four weeks’ time Maria’s son was obliged to return the

horses and the serfs to his mother, and if the horses were damaged in any way, he had to pay

his mother for them according to the Statute. Maria also had to evaluate the damages caused

to her by her own servants (who had later run away), and bring the estimates to court in four

weeks time. If the son once again failed to cover the damage, the state would interfere; a

certain Michail Konstantinovitch was to confiscate the equivalent property from Maria’s son

and give it to Maria. Also, if Maria’s son failed to give the money promised for the children’s

upbringing, the equivalent value was also to be extracted from his property by force and given

to Maria.

In Maria’s case, since she had one adult son, she did not hold the whole of her

husband’s estate. Rather, she stays only on her dower estate. It seems that the adult son had

already taken his share of the property, and in addition he also managed the portions of his

underage siblings. There was an agreement between Maria and her son that he would support
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the upbringing of his siblings by a yearly sum of money. The son not only failed to keep the

agreement, however, but also caused damage to his mother’s dower estate.

Windows as Guardians

That being a guardian of underage children and the manager of a whole estate was not easy, is

also shown in case LM 229/98 from 1540. There, a widow with an underage son was deprived

of estates by her brother-in-law, regardless of the fact that the ruler himself had confirmed her

right to stay in the property while the son was under age. The brother-in-law offered to divide

the estate in two parts, and the court went along with the suggestion; the property was to be

divided into two shares until the majority of the child.

Normative law only declared that the widow must pass the property on to the children

when they reached their majority (FLS IV/6) and that the oldest son could be a guardian of his

younger siblings (FLS V/[4]3), but it did not define whether or not the oldest son necessarily

had to take the estates of his siblings and their guardianship from the mother. In practice, this

might or might not end both in favour of a widow. When there were both underage and adult

children, an agreement could be made for a widow to stay in her dower property with the

minor children, with the adult sons getting a share of property and contributing to the

upbringing of the minor children. In LM 249/122r-123v from 1558 such a widow received

one third of the husband’s estates as her dower, and the adult son was obliged to pay her 30

kopy of groshy, helping her to raise the underage siblings.

The unfinished cases LM 261/143r-143v and LM 261/146v-147r from 1565 do not

allow saying for sure whether the widow here was dowered or non-dowered, but presents

another example of the difficulties that a widow with underage children could face. A certain

Pani Mikolaevaja Ostikovaja accused her brothers-in-law of causing damages to her

husband’s  estate.  The  time  was  assigned  for  a  court  case,  but  the  brothers-in-law  did  not
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appear. Later, in a second case, she reiterated that these brothers-in-law had seized the

property from her and her daughter, the rightful heiress of the husband’s estate. Thus,

probably the widow, with a minor daughter to take care of, was holding the whole of the

property and the brothers-in-law tried to take this property from her hands. Unfortunately, the

trial was postponed again, and the outcome of the case or more details remain unknown.396

Confusion could occur when it was the first marriage for a woman, but not a first for

the man. In LM 261/43v-52r, a husband assigned some dower property to his first wife and

then, after marrying for the second time, he assigned the dower on the same property to his

second wife  (with  the  right  of  usufruct).  The  rest  of  the  property  was  assigned  to  the  sons,

who seem to have been underage at the time. When he died, the son from the husband’s first

marriage tried to get his mother’s dower, but it was – rightfully, according to one document –

in the hands of the second wife, and the step-son had his mother’s dower contract to the same

property. The court case was postponed, thus the resolution for this situation is not known.

In general, the position of non-remarried dowered widows with minor children was

easily challenged. Although according to normative law they had a right to manage the whole

of their husband’s property, this was often not the case. The non-remarried dowered widows

with adult children also sometimes had to defend their position in court.

In LM 224/286 a remarried widow tried to keep her children, but unsuccessfully. The

court recognised as a valid argument the claim of her brother-in-law – that is, the children’s

uncle on their  father’s side – to be the closest  relative.  This was so probably because of the

fact that the widow has remarried and thus has lost her primacy as the closest relative,

although it is not stated as a reason explicitly in the case. LM 224/286 is in agreement with

396 For some more cases, see Jurgita Kunsmanait , “The Legal Status of Female Guardians in 1530s Lithuania,”
in Less Favored – More Favored: Proceedings from a Conference on Gender in European Legal History, 12th –
19th Centuries, September 2004, ed. Grethe Jacobsen, Helle Vogt, Inger Dübeck and Heide Wunder, 2-3.
(Copenhagen: The Royal Library, 2005). At http://www.kb.dk/export/sites/kb_dk/da/publikationer/online/fund_
og_forskning/download/A13_Kunsmanaite.pdf.
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the  norms  of  the Statute;  although  a  remarried  widow  made  an  effort  to  regain  the

guardianship of her children and their property, she did not succeed.

LM 225/109397 completely ignored the Statute and permitted a remarried widow to

take care of her children and their property. Here the natural primacy was debated: an uncle,

as in case LM 224/286, tried to obtain the guardianship of his nephews and their property by

claiming that he was a closer relative to his nephew than the child’s mother. According to the

Statute,  he  would  have  been  correct  because  the  defendant  had  remarried.  The  remarried

mother, however, used the same rationale as the basis of her own argument. The court closed

its eyes to the fact that the mother had remarried, and supported her side.

Widow-Guardians and Summons to Court

Although  in  the  normative  law  widows  were  given  the  period  of  a  year  during  which  they

were  exempt  from litigation,  in  legal  practice  there  are  some examples  of  widows trying  to

avoid being involved in litigation for an indefinite period of time. In LM 229/45 from 1540, a

certain Kgezkgailovaja tried to avoid responsibility for the use of the neighbours’ forest,

claiming that she is a widow and does not have to answer in court while the children are still

minors, but the court ignored that. It is not clear if the event happened soon after the

husband’s death. Kgezkgailovaja possibly tried to rely on another law, FLS V/[3]2, which

allows children not to answer in court regarding land related matters while they are minors. In

LM 229/129 from 1541, the widow with minor children stayed in the whole of the property,

with  the  right  not  to  answer  in  court  while  the  children  were  still  minor,  confirmed  by  the

397 Both this case and case 224/286 date from slightly before the First Lithuanian Statute, thus technically they
did not have to follow it, but they serve as interesting examples.
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ruler, and her right is not challenged. It would seem that the intercession of the ruler was most

important in such circumstances, but even that was not enough sometimes.398

Since there were two different types of laws, one specifically for widows (FLS IV/17),

and one for guardians (FLS V/[3]2), it seems that the latter was applied for widow guardians,

and they could be exempted from litigation (although the confirmation of the ruler for that

seems  to  have  been  useful)  during  the  minority  of  their  children  (the  one-year  period  was

probably applicable only to childless widows). The response of the ruler to the Diet of 1551

does  not  contradict  FLS V/[3]2  –  it  rather  defined  the  exception  to  the  general  rule;  that  is,

widow guardians are in general exempted from litigation for the duration of their

guardianship (with the support of the ruler for that), but not if the question concerns any

damages to the ruler and state.

Summary

The assignment of the dower was regulated from different perspectives, mainly by the First

and the Second Lithuanian Statute, although several privileges and decrees contain some

information on aspects under discussion. Various court records reveal that in the legal practice

the main principles of normative law were followed, but there were quite a few smaller and

greater possible interpretations and divergences from what was entered in the normative law.

Normative law defined the time of assigning the dower – it could be either before or

after  marriage.  Legal  practice  contains  examples  of  both  premarital  and  post-marital  dower

contracts, the latter prevailing somewhat.399 The main difference between the pre-marital and

398 In LM 229/127 from 1540 a widow repeatedly tried to avoid litigation until she gave her daughter in
marriage, and even the letter of the ruler himself did not help; the case was not resolved and was passed on to the
ruler.
399 Legal practice reveals that before the First Lithuanian Statute came into power the dower could be assigned
before or after the wedding, it could be under the right of usufruct or the right of ownership, and the size and the
constituent parts were not strictly defined (Andriulis, Lietuvos statut …, 104, 105). After the First Lithuanian
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post-marital contractual agreements is that the post-marital contracts are more detailed,

including also the rights and duties of the couple’s children. As to the form of the dower

contracts and the place of their registration, according to the Second Lithuanian Statute they

had to be in written form, with signatures and seals, and had to be registered in court. Court

practice shows that these requirements were generally followed even well before the Second

Lithuanian Statute, and, when not, they could be enforced through the courts.

As  to  the  type  and  size  of  the  property  that  could  be  assigned  as  a  dower,  the  most

important detail is that it was tightly connected to the general laws regarding the disposal of

immovables. The fact that the dower was assigned in immovable property is of particular

importance, since it reinforced400 the right of widows to own immovable property.401

Originally, neither of them was limited: as long as a man could freely dispose of all of this

property,  he  could  leave  all  of  it  to  his  wife.  In  the  sixteenth  century,  the  freely  disposable

share – and thus also the possible size of the dower – was limited to one third of the property.

With the Second Lithuanian Statute removing the restriction on the disposal of immovable

property, limitations on the size of the dower remained, thus securing wives a minimum of

one third of the immovable property. In general, the Second Lithuanian Statute gives widows

the most security compared to any previous times, as before the decree of 1509 the size of the

dower was not defined, that is, the wife could receive either very little or everything, and

between the decree of 1509 and Second Lithuanian Statute of 1566 the widow could receive

up to one third (possibly less, but not more).

Statute came into power, some irregularities continued to appear. According to , -
,  62,  exceptions  to  the Statute found in legal practice, can

normally be explained by extraordinary circumstances. Also see Valikonyt , “Našl s vainikin ,” 82-83.
400 According to Lazutka and Gudavi ius, “I Lietuvos Statuto šaltini  klausimu,” 162, Lithuanian girls and
widows had the right to dispose of property from much earlier, but they do not specify if they mean immovable
property.
401 According to  and , “ ,” 81, and Valikonyt , “Kai
kuri  I Lietuvos Statuto straipsni …,” 30, the right of women in general to inherit immovable property is first
recorded in the land privilege of 1447.
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In addition to the regulations on the time of assigning the dower, the Statutes

contained regulations for protecting the dowry of the daughter by turning it into immovable

property and thus preventing it from being consumed and preventing a fall in status of women

who married down. In addition to receiving a dower which was smaller than double their

dowry, they kept the right to the immovable dowry, with their husband only having usufruct

rights to half of it. The dower was protected as well; the wife was defended from being forced

to give it up for her husband’s benefit and from losing it for her husband’s crimes.

Dower contracts were not the only contractual provision that could be made between

the husband and wife. The husband could leave all of his movable and all his purchased

immovable property to the wife by a testament. As the court cases of the Lithuanian Metrica

show, this was practiced quite extensively, with testaments containing various restrictions on

the management of the property that the husbands assigned to their wives, or giving the wife

full ownership on one third of the property – the maximum that the husband could alienate

from  his  family  without  infringing  the  law.  To  summarise,  the  wife  was  entitled  to  a

maximum of one third of her husband’s inherited and granted estates, all of his purchased

estates, and all of the movables – that was the theoretical maximum that could be received.

As regards the time of receiving the dower, there was a change in the normative law

with the First Lithuanian Statute. All legislation preceding it refers to the dower as a means of

provision for widows in their remarriage. Otherwise, they stayed in their husband’s property

with  no  dower  being  extracted  for  their  use.  From  the First Lithuanian Statute, they could

stay only with their dower (although in practice there were widows living undivided with their

sons) – which applied to both the non-remarrying and remarrying widows. The official reason

given in the Statute was widows’ incapability to properly provide military service. Whether

this was the real reason or not, from the First Lithuanian Statute onwards widows could not

be the sole administrators of the property (unless they had underage children) and that was
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why giving them the dower immediately after their husband’s death became necessary.

Before the First Lithuanian Statute, they could stay in the husband’s property either being the

administrators of it  or sharing the rights and duties with the children, and thus there was no

need to extract the dower immediately.

If widows had minor children they could keep all of the property for the whole period

of their guardianship. In practice, however, this right was often challenged. Remarriage

changed the position of a widow in because in such a case the children or the relatives could

buy their dower out. If the dower was bought out, it provided a widow with more cash; if it

was not bought out, she had more immovable property under her management.

As regards widows’ rights to dispose of the dower, the law provided two options,

either being free to dispose of all of it402 (if it was bought out and she received cash for it) or

half of it (if it was not bought out). It was the children or the relatives who decided whether

they  wanted  to  buy  the  property  or  not  (in  the  decree  of  1509  the  widow  had  the  right  to

decide whether to agree with that or not). As the court practice shows, sometimes the

husbands indicated in their testaments that the dower was only for life (if such was a

husband’s wish, as the dower was not mandatory then such a dower was given essentially

under the same conditions as a widow’s share according to the legal provisions), sometimes

they allowed her to dispose freely of part of it (or take all or part of it into a new marriage),

and  sometimes  they  left  one  third  of  their  estates  to  the  widow  with  the  rights  of  full

ownership (as they could dispose freely of one third of their ancestral and granted property).

The widow’s right to the immovable property was lost in the case of remarriage abroad – then

it was changed to cash. If the widow remarried within six month or married a commoner, she

lost the right to her dowry altogether.

402 According to , , 95, court practice
demonstrates that childless widows had the opportunity to dispose of their dower freely.
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In general, although the law contained a provision that upon remarriage the widow’s

dower should be bought out paying the full amount for it, husbands often specified otherwise

in their testaments. The dower was indeed a support for widowhood or for life, but the right to

full ownership of such property depended on the will of the husband. Normative law rather

offered guidelines for how the dower should be assigned, imposing some limits, but within

these limits (and sometimes outside them) the husbands defined the conditions in the dower

contracts according to their will or mutual agreement with their wives.

To summarise the property status after the death of the husband for dowered non-

remarrying widows, between the First and the Second Lithuanian Statute they were entitled to

the dower which they have been assigned (but not the movable property if none was assigned

to them separately by a testament). If they had adult sons, then the rest of the property went to

them, if they were childless, then the property went to the relatives of the husband. If they had

minor children, they temporarily had management rights to the whole of the property. This

“privilege” of becoming guardians of the children and their property gave women both

broader rights in general, as they could manage the property of the children (although they

would not get any financial benefit from it), and more responsibility, as they had to account

for any losses. In practice, this right of widows with minor children was often successfully

challenged.

To summarise the regulations on remarrying widows’ rights to their dower in the First

and the Second Lithuanian Statute: According to the Second Lithuanian Statute, a widows lost

her right to the dower if she married again within six months after the death of her husband or

if they married a non-noble man. Otherwise, according to both Statutes, upon remarriage,

there were two possible outcomes which depended not on the widow, but on her children and

the relatives of the husband. The first option was changing the share of immovable property,

assigned as a dower into cash. The second option was allowing the widow to keep the dower
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until her death, when half of it would revert to her husband’s family and half of it was hers to

dispose of freely. In practice, husbands often specified different conditions for remarriage

than those indicated in the Statutes.

The absence or the presence of the children or their ages did not matter in the case of

remarriage. If there were children, they had the right to buy out the dower; if there were no

children then this right belonged to the husband’s relatives. If there were children and they

chose not to buy out the mother’s dower, other relatives could not do so either. As for the ages

of  children,  the  law  provided  that  in  the  case  of  remarriage  the  widow  lost  the  right  of

guardianship and took her dower to the new marriage; in such a case the dower could be

bought by the children when they reached majority. The laws also sanctioned the remarriage

of  the  widows to  foreigners.  According  to  the First Lithuanian Statute, they could not hold

immovable property, but would receive it in cash. The debates in the Diet did not change the

situation, and the law disappeared as such with the Second Lithuanian Statute.

Legal practices provide several examples of widows’ rights being challenged. Those

whose position seems to have been the weakest were the widows with underage children,

although the property-holding of other widows could be questioned as well. A great many of

the examples from legal practice are records of agreements between the parties or detailed

descriptions of contractual provisions for widows. As the legal practice shows, essentially any

point of the dower contracts could depart from the contractual provisions outlined in the

normative law. As the assignment of the dower contract was not mandatory, such freedom is

understandable.

As regards the status of the non-dowered non-remarrying widows according to the two

Statutes, whether after the first marriage or after a subsequent one, they all received the same

type of property: a share of their husband’s movables and immovables. If a woman was not a

guardian  and  administrator  of  the  whole  of  the  husband’s  property,  the  amount  received
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would vary only if there were adult sons, as the widow would receive a share equal to each of

them (but not more than one third), otherwise it was limited to the lifetime-right to one third.

Also, the widow was entitled to a share of the movables, except if she did not have children

with her second husband but there were children from the husband’s first marriage, then she

was not entitled to any movables (according to the First Lithuanian Statute she could expect

some movables, according to the Second – her husband could leave her some immovables in

his testament). As regards the earlier normative legislation, the data is scarce and vague, thus

it cannot be said that it contradicted the norms of the First Lithuanian Statute. Only the decree

of 1509 states clearly that a non-dowered non-remarried widow stays in the whole of the

property, while the Statute permits her to hold only one third. This change, as well as the

restriction of the widow’s share to one third, was indirectly related to the general change in

landholding laws. Since the dower laws restricted the size of dower to one third, keeping the

equality between the children and relatives of dowered and non-dowered widows, they

limited the non-dowered widow’s share to a maximum of one third as well.

As regards the non-dowered remarrying widows, according to all the legislation they

had to leave their husband’s property either to their children or to the husband’s relatives.

According to views expressed in the Lithuanian scholarship, such widows between the two

Lithuanian Statutes were left with nothing (as only the Second Lithuanian Statute confirmed

the non-dowered remarrying widow’s right to a venets), although in my view, the legal

practice indicates that there might have been a custom of returning the dowry to such a

widow. Thus, apart from the fact that the non-dowered widows held their husband’s property

only for life or until remarriage and could not dispose of it, the position of the non-dowered

non-remarrying  widows  was  by  and  large  the  same  as  that  of  the  dowered  non-remarrying

widows, while upon remarriage the dowered widows were in a better position.
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As for the other points of legal provisions, although not directly defining the property

status of widows they could have influenced their property status. The provisions regarding

widows’ right to remarry enabled them to at least partly control their marital strategies. The

provisions regarding widows’ right to give their daughters in marriage allowed them to have

more control over their daughters’ property. The immunity from having to answer in court

until  their  children’s  majority  also  gave  widows,  at  least  theoretically,  an  option  to  manage

their husband’s estates in peace. The abolition of military duties also must have contributed to

an easier management of the property in their hands.

As regards the differences between the two Statutes, the main difference concerns the

institution of venets; where the First Lithuanian Statute, on unclear grounds, prohibits it, the

Second Lithuanian Statute,  most  likely  under  Polish  influence,  makes  its  payment  a  norm.

One  other  difference  concerns  the  rights  of  widows  in  their  second  marriage;  while  the

widows could expect movables403 from their husbands in the First Lithuanian Statute, the

Second Lithuanian Statute entitled them to immovables. This was probably connected to the

introduction of testamentary freedom in the Second Lithuanian Statute.  Otherwise,  the

regulations concerning widows are the same in the First and the Second Lithuanian Statute.

As for the legal practice, the examples of records regarding non-dowered widows are

fewer than those regarding widows with dowers. This probably indicates that the non-

dowered widows were fewer in number. Most of them were widows in their second or

subsequent marriages, when no dower could be assigned to them. Such widows litigated with

their stepsons for the division of the late husband’s property. As regards the court cases

involving the venets, they were essentially non-existent, partially because between the two

Statutes the venets was forbidden by law, and partly because the institution of the venets and

the institution of the dower often were not distinguished in legal practice.

403 Or some of the purchased estates as they were in the same category as the movables.
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To  briefly  summarise  the  differences  and  the  similarities  of  the  property  status  of

dowered and non-dowered widows in the time period between the two Lithuanian Statutes,

the  two main  differences  were  the  rights  to  the  property  and  the  status  of  the  widows upon

remarriage. As regards the rights to the property, the non-dowered widows received a share of

the husband’s property with only the rights of usufruct while for dowered widows half of it

(the  equivalent  of  the  dowry)  was  theirs  with  full  ownership  rights  and  the  right  to  another

half depended on the wish of their husbands. As regards the status of widows upon

remarriage, dowered widows were entitled to take whole of their dower into a new marriage

unless the husband had specified otherwise, while the non-dowered widows could not take

their share into a new marriage (where the issue of their right to receive back their dowry

remained under question). Otherwise, both the dowered and the non-dowered widows were in

a  similar  position;  the  share  of  the  property  that  they  were  entitled  to  being  the  same,

connected to the general landholding laws, and the additional property that they could receive

from their husbands being limited only by the general laws on holding property.
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VIII. Influences and Parallels

This chapter will compare the legal position of widows in family property matters in

Lithuania with the more or less contemporary situation (mainly the fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries) in other, mainly peripheral, European countries, as well as discussing possible

sources of influence on the Lithuanian laws. The chapter does not aim at creating an all-

embracing picture of the situation and property relations of widows in Europe; in most

countries, regional variants were many and fluctuated due to changes in normative law and in

practice. What seem like completely different systems in one country in one decade might

become similar systems in another decade. Thus, a choice had to be made from the selection

of available materials;404 this chapter concentrates on the points that were important first of all

in the Lithuanian context, in other countries some aspects may be omitted. Such a choice of

materials seems justified well enough by the purpose of this chapter, the aim of which is

rather to demonstrate the existing variety and different models of legal regulations than to

draw a full picture of all possible provisions regarding widows in every corner of Europe at

any point in time during the sixteenth century.

The property status of widows throughout Europe was determined by the amount of

property to which they were entitled upon the death of their husbands for their lifetime use or

for their perpetual ownership. The means of providing for a woman’s widowhood differed to

404 There are several studies where a comparison between the countries of Western Europe is made, one of the
most recent works being the introduction by Amy Louise Erickson to the The Marital Economy, ed. Ågren and
Erickson, 3-20, on which I rely to a great extent in this chapter. In terms of comparison, my objective is to bring
into the picture also some of the Eastern European countries which are overlooked in most comparative works.
Since Lithuanian sources are aimed at the landowning strata, I have limited myself to widows of the landowning
strata in other countries with only a few exceptions. For the purposes of this chapter I did not strictly distinguish
between legal theory and legal practice, as otherwise it would have been impossible to draw a comprehensive
system (as some literature analyses only normative legal sources, and some relies mainly on practice and hardly
refers to normative at all). It must not be forgotten, however, that the relations of law and legal practice are more
complex than presented in this chapter.
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some  degree,  but  the  results:  the  amount  and  the  form  of  the  property  received  were  quite

similar in many regards.

Prussian Customary Law

Prussian  customary  law,  according  to  various  scholars,  may be  used  as  an  example  of  what

Lithuanian customary laws could have been like.405 The available data is rather scarce, but it

gives some details on the customary law of the Prussians. There, the status of widows was

mainly regulated by legal provisions, but one paragraph indicates the existence of the notion

of dower.

As regards possible parallels with the Prussian customary laws, they contain one

paragraph where property given to a woman is mentioned – donacio propter nuptias.

According to Irena Valikonyt ,406 paragraph II/5 of the Treaty of Christburg from 1249 shows

the existence of the institutions of both the dowry and the dower, although the size or the type

of the property assigned by the husband to the wife is not defined. The “promise” of the

property indicates the existence of some kind of contractual provisions.407 The rest of

customary Prussian law, found in Iura Prutenorum, refers to legal provisions for a widow.

Articles 34 and 71 confirm the widow’s right to the property of her deceased husband;408

when the property was divided she received a half of it, and the rest was divided among the

sisters and brothers of the deceased husband.409 Also, there is a reference to the division of the

405 The sources of customary law of Prussians are the Treaty of Christburg (1249) ( , , 500)
and the Iura Prutenorum (ca. 1340) ( , ).
406 Valikonyt , “Kai kuri  I Lietuvos Statuto straipsni ...,” 34.
407 , , 500: “vel si dos viro vel donacio propter nuptias uxori data fuerint vel promissa” (or
if dowry is given or promised to the husband or a gift on account of marriage to the wife).
408 Valikonyt , “Kai kuri  I Lietuvos Statuto straipsni ...,” 34.
409 , , 126: “Stirbt ein Freier erbelos vnd lest Swestern vngemannet, die sind nicht mogen
begehen mit seinem weibe, so nemen sie das gutt halb vnd lassens dem weibe halb” (If a free person dies without
descendants, and leaves unmarried sisters who are not able to agree with his wife, then they take half of the
property and leave half for the wife); 140: “wo zwene bruder bey einander seint geteilet oder ungeteilet, vnd ist
das der eine stirbt vnd das weib mit dem swoger vber eyn nicht betragen mag, so mag das weib mit dem swoger
die farende habe vnd das gutt halb teilen vnd also alleine bleiben mit yres mannes gutt yre lebtage”
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property between a mother and her adult sons in article 106, but here it seems likely to refer to

the mother’s dowry rather than the property of the husband.410 As regards underage children,

according to Irena Valikonyt  and Stanislovas Lazutka, article 25 of Iura Prutenorum implies,

although indirectly, that a widow kept her full rights as an owner of the estate after the death

of her husband and was the guardian of the children411 (as she had the right to be undisturbed

for some time).412

The information about the Prussian customary law is scanty; it only hints at the

existence of the institution of dower and defines the division of property of the widow and

husband’s relatives. Nothing is said about the rights of remarrying widows, and nothing is

stated clearly regarding the situation of the widows with adult sons. To summarise, in

Prussian customary law the widow inherited the whole or a part of her husband’s estate.

According to Irena Valikonyt ,  there are no grounds to state that,  for example,  Grand Duke

Jogaila knew of the Iura Prutenorum and used it in his privilege of 1387, but it is likely that

he relied on Lithuanian customary law, which would have been close to Prussian customary

laws.413 According to Stanislovas Lazutka and Irena Valikonyt , Lithuanian customary law

developed independently.414 According to them, in both Prussian and Lithuanian law the

position of women is somewhat better than that expressed in Slavic and German laws.415 As I

(Pomeranians have established that if there are two brothers together, partitioned or not partitioned, and if one
dies and the wife cannot get along with the brother-in-law, then the wife may separate from the brother-in-law
and divide the property into two, and thus stay alone with her husband’s property for her lifetime.). This is a
parallel to the Lithuanian privileges where a widow could stay in the whole of the husband’s property.
410 According to P. Pakarklis, this article is about a woman’s right to get back her dowry (P. Pakarklis,
Kryžiuo  valstyb s santvarkos bruožai (The Features of the Organisation of the Teutonic State) (Kaunas,
1948), 249.) The same opinion is expressed in Iura Prutenorum, 34. According to Andriulis, Lietuvos statut …,
85, she could not dispose of her dowry freely if she had children.
411 Valikonyt ,  “Kai  kuri  I  Lietuvos  Statuto  straipsni ...,”  34;   and  ,  “

,” 83. Although another article, 102, states the child could choose a guardian himself
, , 150: “Ein unmundig kindt, es sey magt oder knecht, mag einen seiner freunde kiesen zu

einem vormunden” (An underage child, a girl or a boy, may choose someone from the relatives as his guardian).
412 , : “gebe den witwen nach yres mannes tode frey zu sein ane dienst drey Jar” (allowed the
widows to be free from any obligations for three years). Here, a parallel can be seen with FLS IV/17.
413 Valikonyt , “Kai kuri  I Lietuvos Statuto straipsni ...,” 34-35.
414  and , “ ,” 83.
415  and , “ ,” 83.
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am not  aware  of  what  exact  Slavic  and  Germanic  sources  were  used  for  comparison,  thus  I

cannot either support or reject this conclusion. Comparing Prussian customary law with the

Russkaja Pravda, I see more similarities than differences.

Prussian customary law is of interest as coming from the ethnic group closest to the

Lithuanians.416 The sources are very scarce, but the points that are addressed in Prussian

customary law reveal similarities to the situation in Lithuania at the end of the fourteenth and

the beginning of the fifteenth century. The main similarity was that the widows were entitled

to a share of the husband’s property and could manage the whole of the estate if there were

minor  children.  These  similarities  are  too  general  and  universal,  however,  to  claim  that  the

Prussian and early Lithuanian laws on widows belonged to some special distinguished trend

of development.

The Russkaja Pravda

The Russkaja Pravda was often seen in the early scholarship as one of the sources of the First

Lithuanian Statute.417 Now,  the  opinion  is  that  some  of  the  norms  of  the Russkaja Pravda

could have reached Lithuanian law via customary Ruthenian law (since the Russkaja Pravda,

which was later forgotten in the territories of its origin, influenced Ruthenian customary

law).418 As regards parallels with the Russkaja Pravda, it is comparable to the Lithuanian law

in that it contains evidence for the existence of both contractual and legal provisions for

widowhood.

416 Prussians have ceased to exist by the sixteenth century, thus there was no further development of their laws
that could be comparable to that of the Lithuania of the sixteenth century.
417 The Russkaja Pravda comes from the Kievan Rus’, from the eleventh-twelfth century, Daniel H. Kaiser, tr.
and ed., “Civil Law in Rus’: The Russkaia Pravda,” in The Laws of Rus’: Tenth to Fifteenth Centuries (Salt Lake
City, UT: Charles Schlacks, Jr., 1992), 14-40
418  and  ,  “ ,”  81-82.  Valikonyt  comes  to  the
conclusion that although the possibility that these norms came to Lithuania from Russian Pravda via Ruthenian
customary law may not be denied, it is more likely that the formation of the institution of the dower was the
result of similar social relations rather than the immediate influence of the Russian Pravda, especially because
similar norms may be found in the law codes of Western Europe (Valikonyt , “Kai kuri  I Lietuvos Statuto
straipsni …,” 34;  and , “ ,” 82.)
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The Russkaja Pravda contains several articles defining the right of a widow to the

property of her husband. Article 93 indicates the existence of contractual provisions; a widow

could have a portion of the estate assigned by the husband (article 93),419 she could choose

whether she wanted a separate home (article 102420) or to live with one of the children (article

103).421 The size and the type of the property assigned as a widow’s portion are not clear from

the Russkaja Pravda. Upon remarriage, the property that had been under the widow’s

administration passed to the guardians of the children.422 The  widow  had  a  testamentary

capability to assign her widow’s portion to any of her children, dividing it or leaving it to one

person. Without a testament, the widow’s portion would go to the child with whom she

resided (articles 103 and 106423).

Although the Russkaja Pravda defines many aspects of the provisions for widows,

even more of them remain unclear. The size of the share according to the contractual

provisions was not defined, nor was the type of the property clarified, neither was the status of

419 Kaiser, “Civil Law in Rus’: The Russkaia Pravda,” §93: (If a woman after [her] husband’s [death] remains [a
widow], then give her a portion [of her husband’s estate]; but [if] her husband[, while still alive,] assigned her
some [property], of that she is mistress, and she has no need of her husband’s estate.). The first sentence defines
legal provisions, the second, contractual ones. It seems that legal provisions were applied in the absence of the
contractual ones (it is just not clear if the property assigned by the contractual provisions involves immovable
property; according to Weickhardt, Legal Rights, 5, it does).
420 Kaiser, “Civil Law in Rus’: The Russkaia Pravda,” §102: (If the children do not wish to live with her in the
[family] residence, and she wishes to remain there, then her every wish is to be honored, and do not accede to the
children’s wish; but she may [sustain herself] on what her husband gave her, or, having received her portion [of
the estate], she may sustain herself [by that].).
421 Kaiser,  “Civil  Law  in  Rus’:  The  Russkaia  Pravda,”  §103:  (And  the  children  are  to  have  no  part  of  their
mother’s [widow’s] portion, but to whomever the mother gives [the property], that person [legitimately] receives
it; if she gives it to all, then all divide it [equally]; if she dies without [having made a disposition of her
property], then with whomever she lived and whoever fed her [is] to take her property.)
422 Kaiser, “Civil Law in Rus’: The Russkaia Pravda,” §99: (If there be small children [left] in the home [when
their father dies], and they are not able to care for themselves, and their mother remarries, then whoever is [their]
closest [kinsman] is to take them under his guardianship [together] with the house and property [left by their
father] until they are able [to look after themselves and their property]; and give the property [into the guardian’s
care] in the presence of witnesses; and what profit [the guardian] makes by that property by letting it out at
interest or by trading, then that [profit] is for him, and he is to return the original property to [his wards], and the
profit is for him since he fed and cared for them; likewise, if there be offspring [either] from a slave or from an
animal, then [the guardian] takes it all; [by the same token] whatever he loses he must repay the children in full;
also,  even  if  a  stepfather  takes  children  [together]  with  an  estate  the  same  regulations  obtain.).  §101  (On  the
wife, if she promises to remain a widow. If a woman promises to remain a widow after her husband’s death, then
squanders [her late husband’s] property and remarries, she is to repay her children [the property she lost].).
423 Kaiser, “Civil Law in Rus’: The Russkaia Pravda,” §106: (If a mother [has] a good son, whether of the first
[husband]  or  second,  [she  may]  give  him  her  own  property;  if  all  her  sons  be  bad,  the  she  may  give  [her
property] to a daughter who feeds her.)
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the remarrying widows was not determined – it is not clear if the contractual provisions

remained valid upon remarriage. As regards the legal provisions, it is clear that she was not

allowed to keep the children’s estate, but not clear if this means that she was left with nothing

herself.  This  makes  any  comparison  with  the  Lithuanian  laws  quite  difficult.  What  may  be

said is that, in contrast to the early Lithuanian privileges, where the non-dowered widows

seem to have been entitled to the whole of the husband’s property, in the Russkaja Pravda she

always  received  just  a  share.  What  is  similar  to  the  Lithuanian  laws  is  the  institution  of

guardianship.

Some  similarities  may  be  seen  in  the  relation  of  and  the  parallels  between  the  early

Lithuanian laws and the Russkaja Pravda. Both laws contain legal and contractual provisions

and only the main idea rather than any details are present. In Lithuanian laws, no sharing of

the husband’s property is mentioned for non-remarrying widows, while the Russkaja Pravda

prescribes such sharing, but Lithuanian laws do not explicitly say that the property is not co-

owned with the children or relatives of the husband and that the widow becomes the owner of

all of it. As for the contractual provisions, the Russkaja Pravda says that the widow gets the

dower, if she was assigned any, upon the husband’s death, while in the early Lithuanian laws

the dower is indicated for remarriage. In the earlier historiography, the Russkaja Pravda was

seen as the source of influence on the First Lithuanian Statute,  but  currently  it  is  seen  as  a

parallel development, with the norms of the Russkaja Pravda possibly influencing Lithuanian

customary law through the customary law of Kievan Rus’ rather than being a direct source of

influence.

Poland
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If Prussian and the Russian law may be seen only as parallels rather than sources of influence,

some Polish influence on the Lithuanian law is undeniable.424 It was caused not only by the

political ties between Lithuanian and Poland from the late-fourteenth century onwards, but

also by the more developed legislation in Poland.425

In Poland as in Lithuania there were both legal and contractual provisions for widows.

Some of the Lithuanian privileges regarding contractual provisions even refer to Polish law,

claiming to follow it.426 The Statutes of Casimir the Great from 1347 already present the fully

formed institution of dower,427 although the rules were somewhat modified at the start of the

fifteenth century. According to the Statute of Jogaila from 1423,428 the widow may only stay

in  her  dower  (consisting  of  the  dowry  and privenok)429 if she has one, and essentially have

half of the immovables.430 The  situation  of  widows  with  a  dower  was  more  restricted  in

424 Polish law could have had indirect influence – via Lithuanian customary law – on the laws on the position of
women recorded in the First Lithuanian Statute (  and , “

,” 81-82, 83-84; Valikonyt , “Kai kuri  I Lietuvos Statuto straipsni ...,” 40.).
425 Sources of Polish law are much richer than the ones from Prussia or Kievan Rus’. As I am mainly interested
in Polish law as a source of influences rather than parallels, I rely on the sources which appeared before the First
Lithuanian Statute was created in Lithuania. The main sources are The Statutes of Casimir the Great (1347), the
Statutes of Jogaila (1423) and the Statute of King Alexander (1505) (all printed in, e.g., Volumina legum, vol. 1).
The development of Polish law was fast, thus some norms changed in the sixteenth century; also, some laws
differed in different regions.
426 The land privilege of 1413 regarding the assigning of the dower; the land privilege of 1447 regarding the
remarriage.
427 Volumina legum, vol. 1, 9, 17, 20.
428 Statute of Jogaila from 1423, Volumina legum, vol. 1, 32: (1) De uxore in sede viduali constituta. Ad
abolendam damnosam consvetudinem, quod hactenus inter subditos nostros solum ex communi usu servabatur,
quod uxor marito mortuo in sede viduali contra quandam antecessoris nostri institutionem, quae incipit:
statuimus etc. remanens omnia bona possidebat, propter quod nonulla bona pueris vel proximioribus per
inadvertentiam et malam ipsorum procurationem annihilabantur et desolabantur, unde talibus obviare volentes,
statuimus de caetero, quod uxor marito mortuo, tantum dotem et dotalitium habeat, alia vero bona in quibus
dotem et dotalitium non habuerit, pueris vel proximioribus tenebitur resignare. (2) In quibus vidua succedere
posit. Licet etiam antiquitus per Antecessores nostros in quodam capitulo statutum sit, quod marito mortuo, uxor
donationem et dotem, et quaelibet parapharnalia videlicet in gemmis, argento, vestibus et pecunijs habeat et
teneat, tamen quod non modica damna per hoc pueris evenire solebant, quopropter de concilio et consensu
Praelatorum et Baronum nostrorum omnimode statuimus, quod uxor marito mortuo solum circa parapharnalia
domestica remaneat: thesauro videlicet pecunijs et argento equis magnis cum omnibus armis equireis, exceptis,
quae omnia ad pueros devolvantur. Declarantes insuper, quod talis mulier, circa omnia pecora et quaevis alia,
quae in dote sua et dotalitio fuerint, una cum equis vectigalibus, quibus tempore mariti sui vehebatur remaneat,
demptis vestibus, et equis parvis in valore trium marcarum mariti defuncti, quae in aequalem sortem seu
portionem dominae cum pueris cedere debebunt, et dividi cum effectu.
429 Bardach, Historia pa stwa, 495, defines the Polish dower (wiano) as security for the widow’s dowry, which
consisted of the equivalent of the dowry and of the wiano (also called przywianek) which doubled it; wiano
could be assigned on half of the husband’s property.
430 Bardach, Historia pa stwa, 496.
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Poland than in Lithuania; in Poland, a remarrying widow had to return the dower to the family

of the husband and could take only her dowry with her.431 Thus, if in Lithuania the dower,

especially in the early legislation, was primarily aimed at providing for widows in the event of

remarriage,432 in Poland the dower was supposed to provide for the non-remarrying widows.

True, in Lithuania the relatives of a remarrying widow could buy out her dower, but they had

to pay the full amount for it, not only the equivalent of the dowry. As for any additional

benefits for the wife in Poland, by as early as 1505 the disposition of real estate beyond the

heirs was prohibited, so only bequests of movable property could be made. However, this

could be – and was – circumvented by assigning the wife all of the property as do ywocie,

with the right of keeping it for her lifetime. Otherwise, widows were entitled to support

provided by legal provisions. In Poland, the legal provisions in the case of absence of a dower

contract entitled a widow to get the so-called venets (probably a formal compensation for the

loss of virginity); thus, they were not left without anything in the case of remarriage. This

venets was a set amount of money433 applicable to all widows after the first marriage. There,

431 The act of Diet of 1523, Volumina Legum, vol. 1, 205: Cum primum mulier sedem sibi vidualem per secundas
nuptias violaverit; volumus, ut talis citari poterit, aut in Iudicium Terrestre, vel ad actorum Terrestrium primam
et proximam positionem, talis vidua citata in proximo termino non comparens, poenam contumaciae luet parti et
judicio exsolvendam; in secundo termino, sicut peremptorio tenebitur citata cum literis suis reformatoriis
legitime comparere, ad tollendum pecunias a parte se redimente in literis suis reformatoriis, per expressum
contentas, et condescendere bonis illis redemptis parti se redimenti, dando illi reemptori certos pro se
fidejussores, bene possessionatos nobiles, in hunc modum, quod ea muliere defuncta, dotalitium alias
przywianek, ad successores primi mariti devolvetur, vel potius restituetur.  The  act  of  the  1523  Diet  which
defined the conditions under which a widow owned her husband’s landed property on which he secured her
dowry stated that in the case of remarriage she would have to return this property to her husband’s family,
receiving back only her dowry. Zielinska, “Noblewomen’s Property Rights,” 84-85.
432 At least in normative law, as in practice the widows did not necessarily receive more than their dowry.
433 King Alexander’s Statute of 1505, in Volumina Legum (St. Petersburg: Jozafat Ohrysko, 1859), vol. 1, 148:
De crinili nuptarum virginum. Item dum aliquis copulat sibi matrimonialiter virginem seu puellam et privatur
vita non reformans eidem uxori, extunc talis uxor accipiet pro crinili marcas triginta, aut possessionem ubi
trium marcarum esset proventus, habebit tamdiu donec sibi persolvetur crinile tenendam, quae non tenetur
equitare de bonis, ubi eam maritus morte reliquit alias odumar  usquequo dabuntur ei aut triginta marcae pro
crinili, aut trium marcarum proventum alias censum sibi constituent mariti successores. Valikonyt , “The
Venets,” 103-104: “Although the custom to pay the dowerless widow a 30 grivny venets had  been  known  in
Little Poland in the fifteenth century, it became a judicial norm only in King Alexander’s Statute of 1505.
However, in the corresponding article, institutionalizing Cracow land custom, the assignment of a venets of as to
a dowerless widow was not associated wither new marriage, as it was the case in Lithuania – even though such a
decision  had  been  taken  by  the  same  Alexander  in  1495.  True,  in  Mazovia  the  assignment  of  a venets to
dowerless widows on remarriage was made law in 1540…”.
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however, a non-dowered widow was not entitled to a share of her husband’s property.

Poland and Lithuania were in more or less close contact with each other from the

beginning of the fifteenth century. Thus, in Poland, as might be expected because of historical

circumstances, the position of widows was very similar to that in Lithuania. According to

most researchers, some of the legal norms in Lithuania were influenced by Polish law.

According to Irena Valikonyt , it is possible that the term dotalicium came to Lithuania from

Poland, but it seems that the phenomenon as such was known to Lithuanian customary law,

and the privilege of Horodle (the land privilege of 1413) only legally confirmed the already

existing custom.434 The venets was also a borrowing from Poland. Besides similarities, there

were also some differences, mainly in the status of non-dowered widows.

Muscovy

Previous examples refer to times preceding the First Lithuanian Statute, but the example of

the situation in Muscovy presents a comparison with a situation contemporary to that of

Lithuania in the sixteenth century. In Muscovy,435 there was no such difference between the

legal and the contractual provisions as that found in Lithuania; contractual provisions (marital

contracts, testaments) only modified the legal provisions, since these legal provisions were

much less restrictive and less defined than the Lithuanian ones and could be modified by the

434 Valikonyt , “Kai kuri  I Lietuvos Statuto straipsni …,” 31-34: word dotalicium was used in 1401 in the acts
of Vytautas.
435 Legislation on widows in Muscovite Russia was scarce up to the second part of the sixteenth century. The
Russkaja Pravda dealt with some aspects of the provisions for widows, but it did not define the size or the type
of the widow’s portion (Weickhardt, “Legal Rights,” 5). Despite of appearance of new legal codices in the
sixteenth century, neither the Sudebnik of 1497 nor the Sudebnik of 1550 dealt with the widow’s property rights.
Only the Sudebnik of 1589 defined the rights of the widows in more detail (Kleimola, “In Accordance…,” 208).
As V. S. Nersesjanc notes, in the sixteenth century family law relied mainly on custom (V. S. Nersesjanc [ . .

], ed.,  XV –  XVII . (Development of Russian Law
from  the  Fifteenth  to  the  First  Half  of  the  Seventeenth  Century)  (Moscow:  ,  1986),  151).  In  this  part  I
mainly rely on Weickhardt, “Legal Rights,” 1-23, and Kleimola, “In Accordance…,” 204-229, who use
testaments as sources for analysis.
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testament of a husband to a great degree. That is, a widow’s status there depended much more

on the will of her husband than in Lithuania.

The rights of women to land remained essentially the same from the twelfth to the

mid-sixteenth century.436 In Muscovite Russia, if widows had minor children, as in Lithuania,

they became administrators of the whole property.437 Otherwise, widows received back their

dowry and got a portion of their husband’s estate with management rights.438 In Muscovite

Russia, women were legally entitled to receive back their dowry with ownership rights,439 as

well as get a dower for the lifetime use, until remarriage or entry into a convent440 (it seems

that its size was not regulated), and any additional gifts that the husband had left them in a

testament. The dower could be given from any of the husband’s lands.441 Upon remarriage (or

entrance to a convent), widows lost their dower rights,442 but retained their dowries.443 In

general, to compare the situation to that in Lithuania, in Muscovy legal provisions only

outlined the most general rules of what a widow was entitled to, and then concrete contracts

specified all further details (only the return of the dowry seems to have been unquestioned).

436 Weickhardt, “Legal Rights,” 1.
437 Kleimola, “In Accordance…,” 208.
438 Kleimola, “In Accordance…,” 211: the window’s seat could be bought out, regardless of whether she
remarried or not (in the case of the remarriage receiving only the equivalent of the dowry).
439 Kleimola, “In Accordance…,” 205-206: “… the dowry provided the core for a woman’s subsistence during
widowhood, and her rights to this source of support were maintained both by her family and in law;”
Weickhardt, “Legal Rights,” 5, 8.
440 Kleimola, “In Accordance…,” 208; Weickhardt, “Legal Rights,” 5, 8. This was indicated in testaments. After
the death of the wife, such property would often go to a monastery according to the will of the husband.
441 , , 139: regardless of the existence of testamentary freedom, most of the
property went to the legal heirs and seldom to the others; the main circle of legal heirs in the 15th-17th century
were sons and the widow; Weickhardt, “Legal Rights,” 10: essentially, the norms of intestate inheritance,
established by the Russkaja Pravda, were followed in the wills; Weickhardt, “Legal Rights,” 5, 11-12:
testamentary freedom of men was limited in 1562 when it was forbidden to leave hereditary land to women in a
testament. Inheritance was limited to the male relatives within the family. Before 1562, a widow’s portion could
presumably extend to any landed property (ancestral, granted and purchased). (When some widows’ rights were
restored in 1627, they could no longer receive a widow’s portion from the ancestral and granted property, but
could only receive purchased estates, with either management or full ownership rights, a quarter of the movable
property and all of the dowry. They were also entitled to a quarter of the movable property and their dowries.
Childless widows, from 1627, were entitled to a share of the granted lands – the so-called prozhitok.)
442 Kleimola, “In Accordance…,” 213.
443 Kleimola, “In Accordance…,” 209.
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Hungary

In Hungary in the sixteenth century, the situation was different from that in Lithuania and

Poland in that there a widow’s situation was more regulated by legal provisions and less by

contractual provisions.444 It  seems  that  in  Hungary  assigning  the  dower  to  a  widow  was

mandatory, and thus there was no such thing as a non-dowered widow: every widow was

legally entitled to receive a dower.

If  the  widow  stayed  with  her  minor  children  and  did  not  remarry,  she  became  their

legal guardian with the right to administer her husband’s property if he had died intestate.445

Otherwise, if she was with adult sons, she was entitled to a dower, and if she was childless,

she was entitled either to stay in the whole of the husband’s property, or to a dower446 and to

stay in their joint house after her husband’s death.447 The types of the property that could be

assigned as a dower were different from those in Lithuania. While in Lithuania the dower was

for the most part given in immovable property and it was optional for the relatives to buy it

out upon a widow’s remarriage, in Hungary the dower was given in cash or saleable

chattels.448 Although the dower itself was given in cash, however, in Hungary the widow also

had the right, guaranteed by law, to remain resident in her husband’s house even after

receiving the money.449 And if in Lithuania under certain conditions the dower could be

bought out, that is, converted into cash, in Hungary, a non-remarrying widow could get her

444 The  legal  code  used  for  Hungary  is  the Tripartitum (1514) (István Verb czi, The Customary Law of the
Renowned Kingdom of Hungary: A Work in Three Parts (the Tripartitum), ed. and tr. Martyn C. Rady, János M.
Bak and Peter Banyó (Budapest and Idyllwild: CEU and Schlacks, 2006).
445 Tripartitum I-113; Péter, Beloved Children, 111; Fügedi, “Kinship,” 61, 63.
446 If a husband dies childless and intestate (Tripartitum I-98) [Fügedi, “Kinship,” 64 – the real estate remained
for the kindred]. She may stay in the whole property even if she was given back her dower (Tripartitum I-98/1).
If the amount of the movable and immovable property far exceeds the amount of the dower, then the rightful
heirs may leave her only what is due to her as a dower (T I-98/3).
447 Fügedi, “Kinship,” 64.
448 Tripartitum I-95.
449 Tripartitum I-30/7.
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dower in the form of a lifetime-estate with the permission of her son or relatives.450 The

dower was for good if taken in cash and for life only if taken in immovable property.

Another difference from the situation in Lithuania was that in Hungary the dower was

not related to the size of the wife’s dowry. Here it depended on the size of the husband’s

property only, and it was a set amount, at least for some social strata. A baron’s or magnate’s

wife was entitled to 100 marks; a distinguished nobleman’s or knight’s wife was entitled to 50

marks;451 for the lesser nobility, the exact amount was not specified, but depended on the size

of the husband’s property.452 The size of the wife’s dowry was not taken into consideration.

As regards the movable property, in Hungary, in the absence of a testament453 it was

equally divided between the widow and the children who had not yet received their shares.454

The household goods and personal effects went to the wife.455 In Lithuania, the husband could

will all or some of his immovable and some of the movable property to his wife. In the

absence of a testament, the wife’s share in the husband’s property depended on whether she

had a dower contract or not; if the wife had a dower contract, she had no rights to any of the

husband’s property besides her dower. If the wife was not dowered and there was no

testament, she received a share equal to that of each child from the whole of her husband’s

property. In Hungary, the law guaranteed a wife a share of the acquired movable property

after her husband’s death, with all of it going to the wife if there were no children456 (although

the rightful heirs could contest this in cases of great discrepancy between the value of the

450 Tripartitum I-134/4.
451 Tripartitum I-93/3-4.
452 Tripartitum I-93/5.
453 Ancestral property could not be bequeathed (Tripartitum I-101/2).
454 Tripartitum I-99/1 prescribed all movables to be equally distributed between the wife and the yet-undivided
children.
455 Tripartitum I-100.
456 Tripartitum I-98.
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dower and the value of those goods457).  Also,  immovable  property  was  treated  as  joint

property if the name of the wife appeared in the donation charter.458

One more difference between Hungary and Lithuania is that in Lithuania the wife was

entitled to a dower only after her first marriage, while in Hungary she received the dower

regardless of which marriage it was – only with the proviso that in the second marriage her

dower was half of the amount, in a third marriage a quarter, and so on.459 Upon remarriage, a

widow could keep her dower and various moveable personal accoutrements,460 but lost any

right to reside on the husband’s property,461 regardless of the presence or absence of children,

and lost her right to guardianship of minor children.462

The Nordic Countries

In the Nordic countries,463 contractual provisions were possible, but not so crucial. As in

Hungary, here as well legal provisions were sufficient. In the Nordic countries, however,

instead of putting emphasis on a widow’s entitlement to a dower, the law emphasised a

widow’s entitlement to the joint property. Here, not much property could be involved in

property arrangements. Contractual arrangements only redistributed the amount of the

property held in common, but the share of the commonly held property which the widow

457 Tripartitum I-98/3.
458 Tripartitum I-102–102/2.
459 Tripartitum I-96.
460 Tripartitum I-100/1.
461 Tripartitum I-98/2.
462 The mother lost the right to guardianship upon remarriage (Tripartitum I-113), but if she owned some
separate property she remained as one of the guardians even if she remarried (Tripartitum I-113/4). Péter,
Beloved Children, 111: by a will, husbands could empower their wives to remain guardians of their own children
even after a second marriage.
463 For  the  Nordic  countries,  the  literature  that  I  use  refers  to  the  following legal  sources:  for  Sweden (rather,
Sweden-Finland), the law of the Realm of c.1350 and 1442 (Pylkkänen, “Forming the Marital Economy,” 77),
which  was  valid  by  and  large  up  to  the  seventeenth  century;  for  Norway,  the  National  Law  Code  of  King
Magnus the Lawmender (1274) and the decree of 1299-1306 by Haakan Magnusson (Græsdal, “Joint
Ownership,” 83, 91) which were valid by and large up to the mid-sixteenth century; for Denmark, the Jutland
Legal Code (1241), the Scania law and Erik’s Sealand law (Dübeck, “Property and Authority,” 128-129), which
were in force by and large up to the mid-sixteenth century. The literature used refers not only to the normative
sources, but also to the legal practice to some degree (for Sweden-Finland – coming from the Finnish territories,
with examples coming from later times, mainly the seventeenth century).
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could get was controlled by legal provisions.464 In the Nordic countries marital contracts only

specified the contents of the spouses’ separate property for the sake of clarity.465 As for

acquired property, it was considered to be joint property under the management of the

husband.

In the Nordic countries, a widow automatically received between one third (Sweden,

eastern Denmark466)  and  a  half  (urban  Sweden,  Norway,  western  Denmark)  of  the  joint

property, which normally encompassed all property acquired after the marriage.467 In

Denmark, proportions of joint property and separate property could be regulated during

marriage.468 In  Norway  spouses  could  also  decide  on  what  became  separate  and  what  joint

property, both before and after their marriage; everything became joint property after a certain

time if no agreements to the contrary were made.469 In Sweden-Finland such a free change of

proportions was not possible.470 The inherited land of the spouse was treated as separate

property and the widow could only have a right of usufruct to such property.471 Women also

got back their separate property from the management of the husband, normally consisting of

property inherited from their relatives, various presents, dowry,472 morning473 and betrothal

464 7Græsdal, “Joint Ownership,” 95; Pylkkänen, “Forming the Marital Economy,” 85; Dübeck, “Property and
Authority,” 129-130; Dübeck, “Legal Status of Widows,” 210-211.
465 Erickson, “The Marital Economy,” 13.
466 A half throughout Denmark from 1547, regardless of the presence or absence of children (Grethe Jacobsen,
Kvinder, køn og købstadslovgivning 1400-1600 (Women, Gender and Town Lawgiving, 1400-1600), Danish
Humanist Texts and Studies, Volume 11, ed. Erland Kolding Nielsen (Copenhagen: The Royal Library, 1995),
177, 179).
467 Græsdal,  “Joint  Ownership,”  95;  Pylkkänen,  “Forming  the  Marital  Economy,”  85;  Dübeck,  “Property  and
Authority,” 129-130; Dübeck, “Legal Status of Widows,” 210-211. In Denmark, it also included the inherited
movable property from 1547 (Dübeck, “Property and Authority,” 130). In Norway, inherited lands were included
in joined property, with the right of management by the surviving spouse for the lifetime from 1557 (Græsdal,
“Joint Ownership,” 92).
468 Dübeck, “Property and Authority,” 130.
469 Græsdal, “Joint Ownership,” 84, 88.
470 Pylkkänen, “Forming the Marital Economy,” 87.
471 In Sweden, only one tenth of the inherited property could be disposed of freely (Maria Ågren, “Individualism
or Self-Sacrifice? Decision-making and Retirement within the Early Modern Marital Economy in Sweden,” in
The Marital Economy, ed. Ågren and Erickson, 224-225).
472 In Denmark, the dowry could, upon agreement, become joint property. If there was no agreement, a dowry in
land remained separate property, and a dowry in cash became joint property (Dübeck, “Property and Authority,”
130).
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gifts,474 and gifts received on betrothal475 and given by the husband on the wedding

morning.476

As regards remarriages and guardianship of the children, in Sweden-Finland, widows

could stay in their husband’s property until the majority of their children, but with a relative

of the deceased husband as a “controlling” guardian of the children.477 Upon remarriage the

inheritance  was  to  be  divided  among  the  children,  but  if  there  were  minor  children,  the

stepfather often came to manage the property, division of the property was postponed to the

majority of the children, and the widow was allowed to reside in her former husband’s estates

even  after  remarriage.  If  the  widow  left  her  husband’s  estates  upon  the  remarriage,

theoretically she could demand her marital portion (her share in a joint property), but

practically she seldom received more than what she brought in (her separate property),

especially if there were no children.478 In eastern Denmark, the widow, as the guardian of the

children, could be in charge of the husband’s separate property, the children’s inheritance. In

western Denmark guardians took care of separate paternal property, while widows with the

children were entitled to the interest from that property.479 In the case of remarriage or when a

son came of age the widow lost the right to administer the husband’s separate property and it

was  handed  over  either  to  male  relatives  or  a  son,  who  also  became  guardians  of  the

children.480

473 In  Norway,  a  gift  from  the  groom  to  the  bride  could  be  included  in  joint  property  (Græsdal,  “Joint
Ownership,” 86).
474 Dübeck, “Legal Status of Widows,” 213; Erickson, “The Marital Economy,” 12, table 1.3.
475 Dübeck, “Legal Status of Widows,” 213; Amy Louise Erickson, “The Marital Economy in Comparative
Perspective,” in The Marital Economy, ed. Ågren and Erickson, 12, table 1.3.
476 Erickson,  “The  Marital  Economy,”  12,  table  1.3.  In  Sweden,  it  was  a  woman’s  separate  property,  to  be
extracted from the whole of the property before its division (Pylkkänen, “Forming the Marital Economy,” 87). In
Norway, a gift from the groom to the bride could be included in joint property (Græsdal, “Joint Ownership,” 86).
477 Pylkkänen, “Forming the Marital Economy,” 86.
478 Pylkkänen, “Forming the Marital Economy,” 86.
479 Dübeck, “Legal Status of Widows,” 212.
480 Dübeck, “Legal Status of Widows,” 212.
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Venice

In  Venice,  widows were  in  a  different  situation.  There,  the  regaining  of  the  dowry  was  the

main point of the provisions for widowhood. I have decided to use an example from Venice in

order to show that Muscovite Russia was not the only place where the emphasis fell  on the

returning of the dowry. Anna Bellavitis, whose article I use here, relying both on the

normative law and examples of wills, draws the following picture.

In  sixteenth-century  Venice,  the  law granted  widows’  the  right  to  receive  back  their

dowries. According to the law, one third of the dowry was not to be returned to the widow,

but in practice it was applied only if she had children. When the widow’s right to get the

dowry back was confirmed by the court, she could no longer claim a living allowance, but

could stay in the husband’s house until the dowry was given back to her – often widows

would not claim their dowries and would stay in the husband’s property instead. If the widow

chose not to claim back the dowry and not to remarry, according to the law she could continue

to be the mistress of the house. As regards contractual provisions, husbands had testamentary

freedom to entitle their wives both to get back their dowry and to stay in the family house,

also getting a yearly allowance, or could give them broader management rights over their

property. The husbands also indicated whether the property the widow was entitled to would

change upon remarriage. In their testaments, they gave their wives a choice: either to obey the

conditions they outlined in the testament or accept the legal provisions, which entitled them

only to the return of the dowry. As regards widows with minor children, a widow could be

chosen  as  a  guardian,  if  she  did  not  remarry,481 either also becoming manager of the

husband’s property or only enjoying the interest from it, but in the case of remarriage she had

to leave her children to her first husband’s family (taking with her her dowry). Another option

481 The same was true in early modern Florence (Giulia Calvi, “Widows, the State and the Guardianship in Early
Modern Tuscany,” in Widowhood, ed. Cavallo and Warnew, 209-219).
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was that the mother could be allowed to keep the children, but lose the administration of their

property. Only in some few cases did husbands allow their widows to remain guardians upon

remarriage.482 In general, by legal provisions the widows were entitled only to a part of their

dowry, but the contractual provisions gave husbands a considerable freedom to leave their

widows with more property, at least for temporary use.

Similarities and Differences of Different Countries

In the European context, two main systems emerged as regards the provisions for widowhood,

the same as in Lithuania: legal provisions and contractual provisions. In most countries, both

elements are present, but in different proportions. As regards legal provisions versus

contractual  provisions,  in  Lithuania  the  presence  or  absence  of  a  dower  contract  played  an

important role in deciding the widow’s financial future, because if there were no contractual

provisions, as between the two Statutes, the widow was not entitled to any of the husband’s

property with full ownership rights. In Poland, a dower contract would enhance a woman’s

economic status, but even without it she had a right to some financial support from the

husband, in form of venets. In Hungary, codified legal provisions were in place to ensure the

widow’s financial security and even residential rights, and thus there was less pressing need

for a woman to make sure that a dower contract was signed, since in effect the law enforced

this. In the Nordic countries contractual agreements mainly reaffirmed legal provisions for the

devolving of separate property and division of the joint property. In Muscovite Russia, the

situation was different; there, the legal provisions were rather vague (only the return of the

dowry seems to have been guaranteed), and the status of widows depended mainly on the

contractual provisions. In Venice, the legal provisions also stipulated only the return of the

482 Anna Bellavitis, “‘Et vedoando sia donna et madonna’: Guardianship and Remarriage in Sixteenth-Century
Venice,” in Less Favored – More Favored: Proceedings from a Conference on Gender in European Legal
History, 12th – 19th Centuries, September 2004, ed. Grethe Jacobsen, Helle Vogt, Inger Dübeck, Heide Wunder
(Copenhagen: The Royal Library, 2005), 2-7.
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dowry (and the right to reside in the husband’s property until the dowry was paid back), and

the rest depended on the generosity of the husband.

In  all  countries,  the  marital  status  and  the  parental  status  of  a  widow was  taken  into

consideration, but in different ways. In Lithuania, according to both the legal and the

contractual provisions, marital status and changes in parental status (minor children) were the

factors which determined the differences in the management rights to property granted to

widows. In other countries, as regards widow’s rights upon remarriage, more frequently than

not she lost at least some of the property, and, if she had minor children, more frequently than

not the rights of management of their property had to be handed over to some other guardian.

Some interesting developments are noticeable regarding the situation of childless widows: if

in Lithuania their rights were becoming more restricted,483 in, for example, Denmark in 1457,

childless widows were finally secured a share of their husband’s property.484 Generally,

childless widows were better off, since widows with children might be required to leave some

of their property for the children, or be entitled to a smaller share of movables.

In general, widows’ property status seems to have been quite similar in various

European countries, although in some countries the emphasis was on the dower and in others

on the joint property. Normally, widows were entitled to receive back what they had brought

into the husband’s family (or its equivalent in cash, movable property or land), to get some of

the family property (only with usufruct rights, if it was heritable ancestral property, and with

ownership rights for acquired property). Widows would normally lose at least some of this

property upon remarriage.

483 According to the decree of 1509, dowered childless widows could dispose freely of whole of their dower, and
the non-dowered childless widows could stay in the whole of the husband’s property (the decree does not say
that the dowered childless widows could stay in whole of the husband’s property, but that was most likely the
case), in 1529 dowered childless widows could dispose only of the dowry part of their dower, and non-dowered
widows could stay only in one third of their husband’s property.
484 Jacobsen, Kvinder, 179.
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My tentative explanation regarding the similarities and differences in the various

systems is as follows. The similarities could mainly come from the fact that across Europe

women received a dowry and this in one way or another had to be dealt with during and after

the marriage. The differences may be based on the different family structures. Around the

sixteenth  century,  for  example,  in  Poland  and  Lithuania  the  “family”  was  still  perceived  as

involving not only the nuclear family, but numerous nearer and further relatives who expected

their share in the “family” goods (hence numerous restrictions and limitations on a widow,

who was a “stranger” to the “family”, getting possession of the husband’s property). In the

Nordic countries the nuclear family was becoming the main unit and thus the division of the

family goods was different. In order to make a more precise comparison of the role of legal

provisions, marital contractual provisions, and wills, it would be necessary to make a much

deeper investigation into testamentary rights, and a comparison of the types of land ownership

and property management during marriage, as these could be the factors that determined the

formation of different legal systems of the provisions for widows in different countries. Also,

the contrasts in management versus ownership of property in widowhood and custody of

children’s property versus guardianship of children’s bodies, as well as questions of

normative law versus legal practice could render fruitful results, but these questions remain

beyond the scope of this dissertation.
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IX. Conclusion

This research on the status of the mid-sixteenth century Lithuanian noble widows and their

relations to family property has concentrated on the analysis of two coexisting legal models:

contractual provisions and legal provisions. Under contractual provisions, I mean dower

contracts, testaments, and mutual donations of property. Under legal provisions, I mean basic

default rights guaranteed for all widows, enshrined in law and applicable without any special

arrangements  or  agreements.  My  aim  has  been  to  trace  the  development  of  these  two  legal

models,  to  compare  them,  and  to  see  their  reflection  in  the  legal  practice.  This  aim  was

reached by grouping the norms present in the normative legislation according to the legal

models they belong to, comparing the two legal codes (the First and the Second Lithuanian

Statute) and other normative legislation in order to establish the differences present within

each model in the normative law and to analyse the trends of their development, and

comparing the normative law with the examples of the legal practice, in order to establish and

clarify their mutual relations and to see how the existing theoretical legal models functioned

in real practice.

The analysis of the normative legislation shows that the normative law steadily

embraced more and more aspects of widows’ status, with norms being presented in a more

and more detailed manner rather than changing drastically. The main change in the legislation

before the First Lithuanian Statute was the size of dower, which was connected to changes in

general landholding laws. When the amount of the immovable property that could be disposed

of freely was defined as one third, the dower was also defined as one third of the husband’s

property. To summarise the differences between the First and the Second Lithuanian Statute,

the biggest change was that in the institution of venets; the First Lithuanian Statute stated that
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the venets did  not  have  to  be  given  to  a  non-dowered  widow,  but  the Second Lithuanian

Statute made it a requirement. Other changes were not great. For example, as regards the

protection of women marrying down socially; in the First Lithuanian Statute, if a husband

could not provide a woman with an appropriately sized dower, her father used her dowry to

buy some immovable property and give it to the husband. In the Second Lithuanian Statute,

such immovable property was given to the woman herself.

As regards the differences between the normative law and the legal practice, in

general, in the basic features, the decisions of the court conformed to the normative law, with

some exceptions. The court decisions sometimes claim to rely on the Statute, and sometimes

on custom: this was fully permissible, as the First Lithuanian Statute itself allowed the court

to rely on customary law if the norm was missing from the Statute. Testaments quoted in the

court records reveal that when assigning the property to their wives the husbands by-and-large

followed the normative law, but a certain testamentary freedom allowed many variations

within the prescribed limits.

Classification of the legal norms into those belonging to the legal provisions and those

belonging to the contractual provisions has shown that the legal and the contractual provisions

have many features in common. According to both the legal and the contractual provisions,

the status of a widow depended first of all on her marital status and the age of her children

(the absence or presence of children was a less important factor, as in the absence of the

children the relatives of the husband stood in essentially the same position).

Contractual provisions are more extensive than legal ones in that they also define the

time, the form, and the place of creating dower contracts, the type and the size of the property

given  as  a  dower,  and  establish  the  means  of  protecting  the  dower.  Normative  legislation

predating the First Lithuanian Statute does not define the time of assigning the dower. Both

the First and the Second Lithuanian Statute permitted both pre-marital and post-marital
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property arrangements; court records from the Lithuanian Metrica also  contain  examples  of

both patterns. Thus, the dower could be assigned at any point before or during the marriage,

and I did not find any significant differences between the pre-marital and post-marital dower

contracts, except that the post-marital ones are more detailed in including provisions not only

for  the  wife,  but  also  for  children.  As  to  the  form  of  the  dower  contract,  in  the  normative

legislation before the First Lithuanian Statute, a common knowledge of the dower agreement

was enough, but later a written form became mandatory. Court records show the tendency that

getting closer to the Second Lithuanian Statute dower contracts were sealed and signed in the

presence of witnesses – that is, the procedure of signing and confirming the dower contract

became more official. As regards the confirmation of the dower, if at the early stages, before

the First Lithuanian Statute, it was enough to prove the existence of the dower agreement by

presenting witnesses who knew about it, later it became more institutionalised and had to be

registered officially in court.

As to the type and size of the property that could be assigned as a dower, between the

two Statutes a widow could receive up to one third of her husband’s ancestral and granted

lands. Before the decree of 1509, the size of the dower was not strictly defined. This clearly

followed the development of general laws concerning the ownership of immovable property.

When the change appeared in the general laws – that is, the disposal of the immovable

property was limited – the same was reflected in the laws concerning the dower; the disposal

of immovable property was limited to one third in 1506, and the size of a dower was defined

as one third in 1509. The logical consequence of this was that if the husband could dispose

freely  of  only  one  third  of  his  property,  then  he  cannot  assign  more  of  it  to  his  wife  as  a

dower. The disposal of immovable property was not limited for long and all limitations were

cancelled in the Second Lithuanian Statute. Abolishing the restriction on the disposal of the

property in the Second Lithuanian Statute was due to the increasing power of the nobility and
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their  insistence  on  the  change.  The  restriction  on  the  size  of  the  dower  remained  in  effect,

however, but it took on a different meaning; between the two Statutes it meant the maximum

that a widow could get as a dower, now it marked the minimum that a widow would receive if

a husband assigned her a dower. Between the two Statutes the type of property that could be

assigned as a dower encompassed ancestral and granted property. Purchased property was

treated in the same way as movables and could be disposed of freely. In practice, it resulted in

purchased property sometimes being included as a part of a dower, and sometimes not. Also,

the  dower  could  be  assigned  exclusively  on  purchased  estates  as  well.  If  the  husband could

not provide his wife with an adequate dower, normative law provided the means of securing

her position: her dowry was turned into immovable property under her ownership. The

widow’s dower was also defended against being misused by her husband or confiscated for

his crimes.

 These were the conditions of assigning a dower to the wife and the means of

protecting it. Dower contracts were not the only contractual provision that could be made

between a  husband and  wife;  the  second important  option  was  to  draw up  a  testament.  The

testament was not only the means of assigning or confirming the dower, but also an

opportunity for the husband to leave all or some of his purchased and movable property to his

wife. As the court cases of the Lithuanian Metrica show, this was practiced quite extensively,

with some testaments containing various restrictions on the management of the property that

the  husbands  assigned  to  their  wives  and  some  testaments  entitling  the  widow  to  extensive

ownership rights in the husband’s purchased and movable property. Mutual donations of the

property to each other between spouses, probably a Polish influence, were another way of

giving property to the wife (these often included the one third of immovable property which

could be freely disposed of by the general laws plus all other separate property).
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In the normative law, there were some legal provisions with no counterpart in

contractual provisions. Although not directly defining the property status of widows, they

could have influenced their property status. The provisions affected widows’ right to remarry

–  they  could  remarry  “freely”  with  the  counsel  of  relatives  –  enabled  the  widow to  at  least

partly control their marital strategies. Provisions regarding the widows’ right to give their

daughters in marriage allowed them to have more control over their daughters’ property.

Immunity from having to answer in court until their children’s majority also gave widows, at

least theoretically, an option to manage their husbands’ estates in peace. The abolition of

military duties also must have contributed to an easier management of the property in their

hands.

As was said above, the contractual and the legal provisions were quite similar in many

regards. According to the Statutes, dowered non-remarrying widows with adult children (or

no children) were entitled to a dower of a size of one third of their  husband’s ancestral  and

granted immovables (plus anything from the purchased and movable property), half (the

equivalent  of  the  dowry)  with  full  ownership  rights,  and  half  for  life.  That  is,  essentially  a

widow took back what she had brought in and received some of the husband’s property only

for life or until remarriage. Non-dowered non-remarrying widows under such circumstances

were entitled to an equal share for life with the sons of the husband from all of the husband’s

property, both movable and immovable. Although the size and the type of the property that a

widow received differed depending on her being dowered or non-dowered, if a widow did not

receive any additional property from the husband by his testament, her status was essentially

the same: some of the husband’s property was given to her for life.

The status of non-remarrying widows with minor children, both those with a dower

and those without it, was equal; if no other guardian was assigned by the husband, they were

the guardians of the minor children and the administrators of the whole of the husband’s
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property. They would forfeit these rights for mismanaging the property or upon remarriage. In

the case of remarriage, their position changed.

For dowered remarrying widows, according to the normative law, there was no change

in their property status; they were entitled to take the whole of their dower into the new

marriage (but could dispose freely only of half of it). Legal practice often modified these

provisions; in testaments, the husbands often indicated that upon remarriage a widow was not

to get the full dower, but just the equivalent of the dowry. Sometimes, the contractual dower

defined in normative law was made similar to the legal provisions by the testament of the

husband, in this way the husband protected his property for his own children or relatives.

Upon  remarriage,  the  dower  could  be  bought  out  by  the  children  or  by  the  relatives  of  the

husband; this allowed preserving the integrity of the husband’s property and passing it with

no delay into the hands of the husband’s family. In general, although the law contained a

provision that upon remarriage a widow’s dower should be bought out paying the full amount

of it, husbands often specified otherwise in their testaments. The dower was indeed a support

for widowhood or for life, but the right to full ownership to such property depended on the

will of the husband. Normative law rather offered guidelines for how the dower should be

assigned, imposing some limits, but within these limits (and sometimes outside them) the

husbands  defined  the  conditions  in  the  dower  contracts  according  to  their  wishes.  For  non-

dowered widows, the law stated that the children or the relatives of the husband did not have

to pay them a venets – a form of compensation for the non-dowered widows. In my opinion,

such widows probably were left with something and received back what they had brought into

the marriage. In general, for both remarrying and non-remarrying widows, their situation was

quite similar and was connected to general landowning and property disposal laws.

Such conclusions lead back to the question of why both these types of provisions for

widows co-existed at the same time if they were so very similar, and both were equally well
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defined in the normative law. Coming back to the words of Amy Louise Erickson, legal

provisions could be difficult to enforce, and this is why contractual provisions were gaining

priority.485 This can be applied not only to the English, but also to the Lithuanian

circumstances. With the spread of written culture, various forms of contracts were gaining

more power, and with a widening of the freedom of testamentary inheritance, contractual

provisions enabled people to express their wishes in more specific ways. Also, Lithuania,

having ties with the external world and especially Poland, experienced foreign influences.

These could be some factors which determined and explain the appearance and the

strengthening of the institution of the dower in sixteenth-century Lithuania; as court records

show,  non-dowered  widows  were  few,  with  the  dower  contract  being  the  main  form  of

provision for widowhood.

However, this does not explain why such detailed legal provisions survived in the

normative law, experiencing several metamorphoses and becoming very close to the

contractual provisions – as, for example, when in the contractual provisions the share of the

property that may be given to the wife is limited to one third (following the general

landholding laws), in the legal provisions the same limitation appears although there is no

direct  need  for  it  as  there  the  property  is  given  to  the  widow  with  only  usufruct  rights  and

always returns to the family. This may be explained by the wish to keep all widows and all

children in the same position, guaranteeing them the same rights, regardless of the presence or

the absence of contractual provisions. But this explains only why the legal and the contractual

provisions were similar, and does not say anything about why the legal provisions survived.

One should remember that all normative legislation concerning the assignment of the

dower says that the dower may be assigned, and never turned it into a must. This is the reason

why the legal provisions remained necessary: the dower never became mandatory, thus the

485 Erickson, “The Marital Economy,” 16.
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legal provisions remained in power to protect the status of widows. This was connected to the

general situation of property division after someone’s death – testaments never became

mandatory either, with the property division according to the law always remaining in power.

Thus the dower – which may be seen as one of the sub-sections of testamentary inheritance

(as it in practice often really was, with the dower being assigned by a testament) – also was

not mandatory.

Analysis of normative law and legal practice also allow noting some general points

regarding the status of widows in Lithuania in the first part of the sixteenth century. Because

of  the  variety  of  options  available  in  the  normative  law,  the  status  of  widows  could  vary  a

great deal, from as little as being left with only their own separate property, if any, to as much

as not only receiving a substantial dower, but also all that the husband could dispose freely of

– that is, all of his purchased estates and all of his movables. Although the position of widows

was quite strictly defined by the law, testamentary freedom permitted considerable variety

within a defined framework. In practice, there was even more variety, as the legal practice

shows that widows could be deprived of everything, including their separate property, and

widows could be left more than allowed by law by their husbands. In many instances, the

widow’s position depended not only on the law, but on the family circumstances, the

generosity of the husband, the kindness and helpfulness – or animosity and greediness – of the

children. Although the law provided most of the necessary norms establishing the rights and

duties of widows, society was not always able to reinforce these rights.

The “average” noble widow between the two Lithuanian Statutes seems to have been a

dowered widow with some additional properties left to her by her husband, but this was not a

rule. In court cases, widows appear both as plaintiffs and as defendants, which indicates, on

the  one  hand,  that  widows’  status  could  be  –  and  was  –  challenged,  and  on  the  other,  that

widows themselves could be the guilty party not obeying the normative law. It is difficult to
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say what proportion of women ended up defending their interests in court. Surviving

testaments and mutual property donations indicate that husbands made an effort to provide

financial security for their wives, and in many cases their wishes must have been carried out

with no complications. Whether what the widows received upon their husbands’ death was

sufficient for their subsistence is a different question; the sources contain very different

numbers for the sizes of dowers, ranging from tens to thousands of kopy of groshy.

The situation of Lithuanian widows was comparable to those in other European

countries. Compared to the closest neighbours from the ethnic point of view, the few

surviving Prussian norms reveal some similarities with the early Lithuanian norms on

widows. As to the Russkaja Pravda of Kievan Rus’, there are also many similarities with the

early Lithuanian laws; this was the result of parallel development and possibly some indirect,

rather than direct, influence. The influence of Polish laws is, on the other hand, undeniable,

the concepts of the veno and venets being influenced by Polish law. Due to this influence, the

status of Lithuanian widows was most similar to that in Poland, where contractual provisions

were the dominant means of providing for widowhood.

In other countries the means of providing for widowhood could be very different.

Everywhere, both legal and contractual provisions were available for widows, with the

emphasis falling on contractual provisions in some places (e.g., Venice, Russia, Lithuania,

and Poland) and on legal provisions in others (e.g., Hungary, the Nordic countries). In all

countries, the marital status and the parental status of a widow was taken into consideration.

Everywhere remarriage or having minor children meant a different status, a more restricted

amount or rights to the property of the husband in the first case, and much wider rights and

access to the husband’s property in the second.

Widows’ property status was quite similar in various European countries, but in some

the emphasis was on the dower (Lithuania, Hungary) and in others on the division of the joint
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property (the Nordic countries) or on the return of the dowry (Muscovite Russia, Venice). In

general, widows received back what they had brought into marriage in some form or were

compensated for it. A share of the husband’s ancestral property was normally given to

widows only with usufruct rights, and acquired property could be shared (in some countries,

like in the Nordic countries, this was enshrined in legal provisions, while in others, as in

Lithuania, it depended on the will of the husband).

Although I did not go into great detail on the relations between normative law and

legal practice in various countries due to the uneven accessibility of literature, my readings

give me the impression that although widows’ legal options differed quite considerably from

country to country, various types of agreements such as marital contracts and testaments

equalled out this situation to a great degree and a widow’s situation probably depended more

on personal relationships than on legal prescriptions.
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XI. Appendix

Land privilege of 1387488

Cum autem natam, neptem vel cognatam
alicuius eorundem armigerorum post obitum
sui mariti relictam seu viduam fieri
contingerit, illam in bonis seu possessionibus
mariti sui manere volumus, quamdiu videlicet
in toro permanserit viduali.

Moreover, if a daughter, a female descendant
or a kinswoman of some warriors should be
left  after  the  death  of  her  husband,  that  is,
widowed,  then  we  want  her  to  stay  in  the
property, or the possessions of her husband,
as long as she clearly remains in her widow’s
bed.

Quae si ad secundas nuptias convolare
voluerit, <ipsa marito, quem elegerit
ducendum, tradetur,>489 bonis et
possessionibus huiusmodi circa pueros, si
fuerint, si vero non, extunc circa proximiores
eiusdem sui prioris mariti derelictis, prout et
caeterae mulieres viduae in aliis terris Regni
nostri maritantur.

If she wants to enter into a second marriage,
she should be given to the husband that she
chooses to marry, having left the property and
the possessions of that sort to the children, if
there are any – if not, then to the relatives of
the previous husband, just like other widowed
women, who are given into marriage to other
lands of our kingdom.

Concedimus etiam et donamus eisdem
armigeris plenam et omnimodam potestatem,
ut natas ipsorum, neptes et quaslibet
faemellas in confinitate ipsis iunctas maritis
tradant libere et viduas, ritum in talibus
catholicum observates.

Furthermore,  we  grant  and  donate  full  and
all-embracing power to these same warriors,
to freely give their daughters, female
descendants and any other young women who
are closely connected to them, as well as
widows, to husbands, observing the Catholic
rite in such cases [i.e. the marriage].490

Land privilege of 1413491

Similiter uxoribus suis, dotalitia in bonis et
villis, quas ex successione paterna, vel
concessione nostra perpetua, habuerint, vel
fuerint habituri, poterint assignare, prout in
regno Poloniae assignantur.

Similarly, for their wives they may assign
dowers  in  property  and  estates,  which  they
[i.e. the husbands] have or will have as [their]
paternal inheritance or our everlasting grant,
as it is assigned in the Polish Kingdom.

Filias autem, sorores, consanguineas et
affines suas, praefati barones et nobiles
terrarum Lyttwaniae copulare poterint viris
duntaxat catholicis, et tradere coniugio, iuxta

Moreover, the aforementioned lords and the
nobles of the Lithuanian lands may unite their
daughters, sisters, kinswomen and women
related to them by marriage with men, that is

488 Lietuvos Metrika, Knyga Nr. 25 (1387-1546), Užrašym  knyga 25 (The Lithuanian Metrica,  Book  No.  25
[1387–1546], Book of Inscriptions 25), ed. D. Antanavi ius and A. Baliulis (Vilnius: Mokslo ir enciklopedij
leidybos institutas, 1998), 35-36.
489 “… ipsa, marito, quem elegerit, dotandum tradetur” in Zbiór praw litewskich od roku 1389. do roku 1529.
Tudzie  rozprawy sejmove o tych e prawach od roku 1544. do roku 1563 (Collection of Lithuanian Laws from
1389 to 1529. Also the Decisions of the Diet regarding These Laws from 1544 to 1563), ed. Dzia ski (Pozna :
W drukarni na Garbarach Nr. 45, 1841), 2. For further analysis see the chapter on the legal provisions.
490 This norm, written in the year of the conversion of Lithuania, was probably rather to emphasize the use of
Catholic rite at weddings than to provide a socially differentiated overview of legislation on marriage.
491 Zbiór praw litewskich, ed. Dzia ski, 7.
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beneplacitum eorum voluntatis, et iuxta
consuetudinem regni Poloniae ab antiquo
obseruatam.

to say, Catholics, and give them into marriage
as they please and according to the custom of
the Polish Kingdom observed from the old
times.

Land privilege of 1434492

Si autem aliquem predictorum principum et
boiarorum ab hac luce decedere contingat,
uxor manens in sede viduali, in bonis paternis
mariti sui permanebit, serviciis nostris et
nostrorum successorum non diminutis.

And if any of the aforementioned dukes or
boyars leaves this world, the wife, left in the
widow’s seat, stays in the paternal property of
the husband, without reducing the services to
us and our descendants.

Si vero voluerit ad secundas convolare
nupcias, dotalicio per maritum designato
gaudebit, bona paterna liberis legitimis ipsius
mortui relinquendo.

But if she wants to enter into a second
marriage, she enjoys the dower assigned to
her by her husband, leaving the paternal
property for the legitimate children of the
deceased.

Si vero pueri non fuerint, extunc germani
fratres hereditaria bona possidebunt, serviciis
nostris et successorum nostrorum similiter
semper in omnibus salvis.

And if there be no children, then the brothers
hold the hereditary property, likewise always
maintaining all services to us and our
descendants.

Land privilege of 1447
Original Latin version493 Contemporary Ruthenian

translation494
Translation

Item quando aliquem
Principum, Baronum,
Nobilium, et Civium
predictorum, ab hac luce
decedere contigerit, extunc
viduam in bonis seu
possessionibus mariti sui
volumus remanere, quamdiu
in sede permanserit viduali:

, 
, < >, 

,

,
, 

:

Also, when any
aforementioned duke,
<lord>495, nobleman or
townsman happens to pass
away from this life, then we
want the widow to stay in the
property of her husband as
long as she continues to be in
the widow’s seat;

que si ad secundas nupcias
convolare voluerit, ipsa
marito, quem ducendum
eligerit [sic!], tradatur; pueris

, , 

, < ,
>.  

if  she  wants  to  enter  into  a
second marriage, <she is
handed over to the husband
whom she has chosen to

492 Monumenta medii aevi historica res gestas Poloniae illustrantia, vol. 14: Codex epistolaris saeculi decimi
quinti, vol. 3 (1392–1501), ed. A. Lewicki (Cracow: Drukarnia Uniwersytetu Jagiello skiego, 1894), appendix,
no. 22, 530.
493 Codex diplomaticus Poloniae,  vol.  1,  ed.  L.  Rzyszczewski  and  A.  Muczkowski  (Warsaw:  Drukiem
Stanis awa Str bskiego, 1847), no. CLXXXVIII, 336.
494 , , 

. . 1340–1506 (Acts Concerning the History of Western Russia, Collected and
Published by the Archeographical Commission. Volume One. 1340–1506) (St. Petersburg:  II

. . . , 1846), 75.
495 Ruthenian “knights”.
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tamen in bonis et
possessionibus paternis, si
fuerint: sin autem,
proximioribus eiusdem mariti
prioris, derelictis: prout et
cetere vidue Regni Polonie
maritantur.

,
< > :
, , 

, 

, 

< >.

marry>;496 however, the
children, if there are any, and
if not, then the relatives of
her previous husband, are left
in the <paternal property and
possessions>:497 just  as  also
other widows of the Polish
Kingdom <are married
off>.498

Si vero prior maritus, in
prefatis bonis et
possessionibus suis, aliquod
eidem uxori sue dotalicium
assignaverit, et de eo
sufficienter probare potuerit,
illo secundum ordinem iuris
recepto, cui voluerit, nubat in
dominio.

< >

, 

: , 
< , 

>.

If the previous husband has
assigned to his wife
something in the
aforementioned <property and
estates>499 as  a  dower,  and
she can sufficiently prove
that, then, according <to the
accepted law, she marries
whomever she wishes, with
her property>.500

Item natas et cognatas, ac
consangwineas ipsarum,
virgines et viduas, libere
possunt tradere maritis, nobis
et nostris successoribus super
hoc minime requisitis: ritum
tamen katholicum in talibus
observantes.

< ,
>

,
<

>, 

.

Also, they may freely give
their <daughters and
kinswomen, and also their
kinswomen,  girls  as  well  as
widows>,501 to husbands, <not
asking us and our
descendants about this at
all>,502 as  long  as  they
observe the Catholic rite in
these matters.

Land privilege of 1492503

Item quando aliquem Principum, Baronum,
Nobilium, et Civium predictorum, ex hac luce
decedere contingat, extunc viduam in bonis
seu possessionibus mariti sui volumus
relinquere, seu remanere, quamdiu in sede
permanserit viduali: que si ad secundas

Also, when any aforementioned duke, lord,
nobleman or townsman happens to pass away
from  this  life,  then  we  want  the  widow  to
remain, or stay, in the property or possessions
of her husband as long as she continues to be
in  the  widow’s  seat;  if  she  wants  to  go  to  a

496 Ruthenian “then she may be given to whomever she chooses”.
497 Ruthenian simply “property”.
498 Ruthenian “keep it”.
499 Ruthenian simply “property”.
500 Ruthenian “to the custom of law, she entrusts [her property] to whomever she wishes”. This variant comes
from a Pilot Book of the beginning of the sixteenth century (according to , 

, vol. 1, 75). The version, coming from the Dzia ski Codex, published in Zbiór praw, ed.
Dzia ski, 32, says “majet sia otdati s kim chotiaczi” (“may give herself to whomever she wishes”).
501 Ruth. only “daughters, female relatives and widows”.
502 Ruth. “not informing us and our governors”
503 Codex diplomaticus Poloniae, vol. 1, ed. Rzyszczewski and Muczkowski, no. CXCIV, 347-351.
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nupcias transire voluerit, ipsa marito, quem
ducere elegerit, tradatur; pueris tamen in
bonis et possessionibus paternis, si fuerint:
sin autem, propinquioribus eiusdem mariti
prioris, derelictis: prout et cetere vidue
maritantur.

second marriage, she is handed over to the
husband whom she has chosen to marry;
however, the children, if there are any – and
if not, then the relatives of her previous
husband – are left in the paternal property and
estates, just as other widows are also married
off.

Si vero prior maritus, in prefatis bonis et
possessionibus suis, aliquod eidem uxori sue
dotalicium assignaverit et de eo sufficienter
probare poterit, illo secundum ordinem juris
recepto, cui uoluerit, nubat in dominio.

If the previous husband has assigned to his
wife something in the aforementioned
property and estates as a dower,  and she can
sufficiently prove that, then, according to the
accepted law, she may marry whomever she
wishes, with her property.

Item, vidue, que remanserunt in bonis
haereditarijs post mortem maritorum, ad
servicia terrestria et bellicas expeditiones,
iuxta facultatem possessionum, obligabuntur.

Also, widows, who remain in the hereditary
property  after  the  husbands’  death,  are
obliged to land service and war expeditions
according to the resources of the possessions.

Item si aliqua virgo aut vidua, voluerit nubere
ad alienas partes extra Magnum Ducatum
Lithvanie etc., expedicione ac dote recepta,
bona hereditaria hic relinquat, ad eaque
intromittere se non debebit.

Also,  if  some  girl  or  a  widow  wishes  to  be
married  off  to  foreign  regions  outside  of  the
Grand Duchy of Lithuania, having received a
dowry504 and a dower, she leaves hereditary
property here, to which she may not let
herself be introduced.

Province privilege of 1492 and 1507 to Samogitia
Ruthenian version505 Latin version506 Translation

, <

>. <

>:
< , 

, 

>, < >.
, 

Item viduas, nobilium et
bojarorum, in bonis
maritorum dimittemus,
<quam diu in sede
permanserint viduali>, <quae
vero ad secundas nuptias
convolaverint, seu alios
maritos duxerint>, <dotaliciis,
si quae eis priores mariti
assignaverint, solummodo>

<gaudeant>: <bonis, ad
proximiores ipsorum

We also leave the widows of
the noblemen and the boyars
in the property of their
husbands <as long as they
remain widows>507: <and if
any of them wanted to get
themselves other
husbands>,508 they <may
have>509 <nothing more but
only those dowers which
their first husbands assigned
to them>,510 <and that

504 I think that “expedicio” here stands for “expedictio dotalis”.
505 Lietuvos Metrika, knyga Nr. 15 (1528-1538): užrašym  knyga 15 (The Lithuanian Metrica,  Book  No.  15
(1528-1538): Book of Inscriptions 15), ed. A. Dubonis (Vilnius: Žara, 2002), 182.
506 Zbiór praw litewskich, ed. Dzia ski, 68-69.
507 Latin “as long as they remain in widow’s seat”.
508 Latin “if they enter the second marriage, or marry other husbands”.
509 Latin “enjoy”.
510 Latin “dowers, if their previous husbands have assigned any”.
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, 

.

maritorum omnibus
deuolutis>.

property of theirs, which they
kept while still being
widows, may fall on the next
of  kin,  or  relatives,  of  their
first husband>.511

Province privilege of 1501 to Belsk
Ruthenian version512 Latin version513 Translation

, 
, 

, 
, 514

,  
, 

, 
, 

, , 
, 

, 
< > .

Item nata per parentes viro in
matrimonium tradita, mortuo
viro, si dotalitium non
habeat, extunc dotem suam,
cum qua tradita viro fuerat,
secum recipere debet, et
econtra  ad  parentes  suos,  si
eos habuerit, vel fratres et
sorores dotem eandem secum
importare et restituere ipsis,
per quos <exdotata> fuerit.

Also, a daughter, given to a
husband into marriage by the
parents, if the husband dies,
and if she did not have the
dower, then she may take
with herself her dowry, with
which  she  was  given  to  the
husband, and then she may
return that dowry to her
parents, if she has them, or
brothers or sisters, by whom
she was <given away>.515

, 

, 
, 

< > : 
, ,

, 

, 
<

, 

, 
>.

Quod si noluerit restituere,
extunc ius propinquitatis et
sortem paternalium amittit,
et516 non maternalium, in
quibus <sortem et portionem>

habebit,517 excepto tamen
quod parentibus, fratribus,
sororibus careat, ubi tunc ad
restitutionem huiusmodi dotis
non tenebitur, sed <in
paternalia et maternalia bona
succedit.518 Relicta insuper
huiusmodi, et cum dote, ut
expressum est,>

If  she  did  not  want  to  return
it, then she lost her right of
inheritance  and  also  her
paternal share, but not the
maternal, in which she had a
<share>519:  except  if  she  did
not have parents, brothers or
sisters, in which case she is
not obliged to return that
dowry, but <she takes for
herself paternal and maternal
property and the rest, what is
above it and with that dowry,
as is prescribed>520.

,
, 

,

revertens ad parentes <de
omni grano, pecoribus, et
pecudibus et aliis
suppellectilibus domus,

Returning to the parents,
<she may have an equal
inheritance with the
husband’s helpers in minor

511 Latin “all property is devolved to the relatives of the husband”.
512 , , vol. 1, 224-225.
513 Lietuvos Metrika. Knyga Nr. 25, 58-60.
514 As may be seen here, veno may be used to mean both dower and dowry.
515 Latin “endowed”.
516 Lietuvos Metrika. Knyga Nr. 25, 60: should be at.
517 Lietuvos Metrika. Knyga Nr. 25, 60: should be habebat.
518 Lietuvos Metrika. Knyga Nr. 25, 60: should be succedet.
519 Latin “a share and a portion”.
520 Latin “succeeded in the paternal and maternal property and left, in addition to this, with a dowry, as is said”.
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, ,>
, ,

,

, 
.

divisionem aequam cum
superstitibus et successoribus
viri debebit habere>, exceptis
tamen armis et equis bellicis,
qui propter servitia nostra
bellica ex eadem domo, tolli
non tenebuntur.

things, cattle and various
other domestic items,>521

except the armoury and
horses, suitable for war,
which are for our service,
may not be taken from the
house.

[…] ,
,

, 
,  

, 
, .

[…] In mortuo522 viro uxor
terrigenae defuncti per
spatium anni et septimanas a
iure in pace fieri debet,
excepto quod mulier non
expectato huiusmodi tempore
alium virum superduceret.

[…] Upon the death of the
husband,  the  wife  of  the
deceased nobleman may be
left in peace from the law for
a year and a week, unless the
woman  got  married  not
waiting for that time.

Province privileges of 1503 and 1509 to Vitebsk523

… 
, 

.

… we also may not enter the Vitebskian
escheats and force their wives to marry.

Province privilege of 1505 to Smolensk524

… … . 
,  

.

… we… may not enter the escheats. And
after the death of the husbands [we may not]
move  their  wives  out  of  the  house  and  force
them to marry.

Land privilege of 1506525

Illae autem faeminae haeredes, virgines et
viduae, quae nupserint alienigenis,
conservabuntur juxta jura provinciae scripta.

Also, those heiresses, maidens and widows
who are married off to foreigners are treated
according to the written laws of the province.

Province privileges of 1507 and 1529 to Kiev
The privilege of 1507526 The privilege of 1529527 Translation

, ,  
And  after  his  life,  the  wife
and the children, and if

521 Latin “she may have an equal share with the survivors and successors of the husband in all grains, cattle and
sheep, and various furniture of the house”.
522 According to Lietuvos Metrika. Knyga Nr. 25, 60 should have been immortuo.
523 , , vol. 1, 352. The privilege of 1509 to the province of
Vitebsk  contains  exactly  the  same words:  “… , 

…” (Lietuvos Metrika. Knyga Nr. 25, 174).
524 , , 370.
525 Zbiór praw, ed. Dzia ski, 96.
526 Lietuvos Metrika, Knyga Nr. 8, 240.
527 Lietuvos Metrika. Knyga Nr. 25, 60.
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,  
,  [

, 
, 

, [
, ] <

]>, 
. 

,  [
] , 

, 
, 

,  ;  

, , 
, 

.

, 
, 

, 
, a 

, <

>, 
. 

, 
, 

, 
; 

, .

, 
, 

.

someone had no children,
then a relative, should keep
the property; and that wife, as
long as she wants to be
widowed after her husband,
she  also  owns  what  was  her
husband’s; and the wife
should be assigned money on
the property, not on all, but
<on one part>,528 but the
(whole) property should not
be assigned. And if she wants
to get married to another
husband, she goes with
whatever her husband
assigned to her, and the
property should be left for the
children, and if there were no
children, then to a relative;
and if the person was without
inheritors, with no children
and no family, then the
property goes to us.

Decree of 1509529

(1)  
: 

, 

, 
, , 

;

(1)  And  his  Grace  with  the  lords  of  the
Council decided in the following way: from
now on, whoever wanted to assign a dower to
his  wife  on  his  property,  then  he  may assign
the dower to his wife not on the whole of his
property,  but  only  on  one  third  of  the  whole
of his property, both on the paternal and the
service [estates];

(2) 
, , 

;

(2) and, after evaluating what that one third
of his whole property would cost, may assign
her that one third of that value;

(3) , 
, 

, 
;

(3) and after the death of her husband, if she
wanted to get married, then she may keep that
one third as her dower, and the relatives may
take two parts of the property;

(4)  
, 

, 
,

;

(4) … and if the relatives wanted to pay her
the dower for that one third, and if she agreed
to  take  her  dower  from them,  then  they  may
pay her the dower for that part, and have that
part to their own hands;

528 In the privilege of 1529 “on the appropriate part”.
529 . , no. 54, 596-597.
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(5) 
, 

;

(5) and if she did not agree to take her dower
from them, then she may keep that one third
until her death…

(6) , ,
, , 

;

(6) and after her death, if she had no children,
she is free to bequeath her dower on that one
third to whomever she wishes;

(7) 
, 

;

(7) and the relatives after her death may pay
her dower to whomever she bequeathed it;

(8) , 
;

(8) and after paying the dower they may keep
that one third to their own hands…

(9)  ,  

, .

(9) and if she had children, then after her
death she may not bequeath that dower to
anyone, only to the children.

(10) 
, 
, 

, 
, , 

, ;

(10) Also, if she did not want to get married
after the death of her husband, and wanted to
sit in the widow’s seat, not having any
children, she may live in whole of her
husband’s property, both in the paternal and
the service [property] until her death;

(11) , 
.

(11) and after her death the property may fall
on the relatives [of the husband].

Province privilege of 1511 to Polotsk530

… .

, 
, , 

, 
,  ,  

,  
,  

, 
, , , 

, 
.

… and we may not  enter  the  escheats.  Also,
when some boyar or townsman leaves this
life,  then  the  widowed  wife  rules  her
husband’s property as long as she sits in
widow’s  seat;  if  she  wants  to  get  married  to
another husband (she should not be forced to
get married), she should go with whatever her
husband assigned to her, and her first
husband’s family or other honest people
knew about it, and the property should be left
for the children, and if there were no children,
then to the brothers, and if there were no
brothers, then to the relatives of the first
husband.

The First Lithuanian Statute of 1529531

530 Lietuvos Metrika, Knyga Nr. 8, 452.
531 Ruthenian text from Pirmasis Lietuvos Statutas, II, pirma dalis: Tekstai sen ja baltarusi , lotyn  ir sen ja
lenk  kalbomis (The First Lithuanian Statute, vol. 2, part 1: Texts in Old Belorussian, Latin and Old Polish), ed.
Stanislovas Lazutka et al. (Vilnius: Mintis, 1991). Translation mine (if not indicated otherwise), based on
Valikonyt , Irena, Stanislovas Lazutka and Edvardas Gudavi ius, ed., Pirmasis Lietuvos Statutas, 1529 (The
First Lithuanian Statute, 1529) (Vilnius: Vaga, 2001), and Lietuvos Statutas – The Statute of Lithuania – Statuta
Lituaniae, 1529, ed. and tr. Karl von Loewe and Edvardas Gudavi ius (Vilnius: Artlora, 2002).
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FLS IV/[1].532 FLS IV/[1]. If someone wishes to assign a
dower to his wife

(1) : 
, 

, , 
, 

,
.

1)  We  also  decree:  if  someone  wishes  to
assign a dower to his wife, then he must
appraise  all  his  estates  and  he  may assign  to
his  wife  a  dower  on  one  third  of  what  [they
are] worth, double [the amount of] the dowry,
so that the sum does not exceed the value of
that one third.

(2)  
, 

, ,
,

, 
,  

, , 
.

(2) And when his wife has the dower,
assigned by him on one third of the estate,
and later he dies and leaves children behind,
and that wife later marries another, and the
children want to deprive her of that one third
during her lifetime, then they must pay her
the  entire  sum  of  money  as  described  in  the
document, and then may have the estate in
their own hands.

(3) 
, 

, 
,

, 
, 

;

(3) If the children wait for their mother’s
death, and they do not want to buy out that
estate from her hands in her lifetime, then
after her death they are obligated to pay only
her  dowry,  the  sum  of  money  which  she
brought to their home, to whomever she
willed it.

(4) , 
, 

; 
, 
.

(4) They are not obligated to pay the
privenok, which their father assigned
doubling the dowry, and she may not will the
privenok to  anyone;  she  is  free  to  will  only
her dowry.

(5)  
, 

.

(5) And if that husband did not leave children
behind, then his relatives may behave in the
same way.

(6)  
: 

, , 
, , 

, 
, .

(6) And the husband is permitted to will to
his wife all of his movable property, gold and
silver, and clothing, and other things, with the
exception of armour and herds and serfs, and
manor livestock, [of which he can will] one
third, because these are not movable things,
but belonging to the estate.

(7)  

.

(7)  And  so  all  our  subjects  must  behave
according to our decree, throughout later
times.

(8) 

, 

(8) We ourselves and our descendants, grand
dukes, do not wish to be valid such
assignments  of  one  who  acts  in  defiance  of

532 A chapter, absent from the first redaction and from the Latin redactions. Since it is only extant in the
expanded version, there are no variants. It is the Sluck version (referred to as “S” in the text).
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, 
.

our above decree and improperly assigns
something to his wife.

(9) , 

,
, 

, 
;

(9) And if someone from among our subjects
wants to give his daughter to someone, and
for her has to give a sum of money, then first
he may check that one third of son-in-law’s
estate, on which he has to assign a dower for
his  daughter,  was  worth  double  the  sum  of
money.

(10) 
,  

, , 
;

(10) If one third of the estate is not worth
double the sum of that money, then let him
give the estate purchased for that money,
together with the daughter, to the son-in-law.

(11) 
, 

, 
.

(11) And if he, however, gave that sum of
money to his son-in-law, and he does not
have  [the  property]  on  which  to  assign  a
dower for the daughter, such a person forfeits
the money.

FLS IV/1. , 

, 

FLS IV/1. Concerning the widow who
remains in widow’s seat and has from her
husband her dower and who has adult
children

(1) , 
, 

, , 
, 

, 
.

1) If a widow is left in a widow’s seat, and is
dowered by her husband, and if her sons are
adult, she may remain only with her dower,
and the sons, who must perform land service,
must be admitted to all estates and valuables
of the father.

(2) 
, 

.

(2) If she was not dowered by her husband,
then she will have in everything an equal part
from her adult children: in valuables and in
property, movable and immovable.

FLS IV/2. , FLS IV/2. Concerning barren widows who
do not have children

(1)  ,  
, 

, 
, 

,  ,  
, ,

:

(1) Having discovered that, because some
barren widows remain in widow’s seat, much
harm occurs to the commonwealth, because
services are not performed as they should be,
and also because they forfeit much property
to relatives, we decree the following:

(2) , ,
, 

, 
;

(2) such a barren widow who has no children,
if she is dowered by her husband, may remain
only  with  her  dower,  and  all  [other]  estates
must fall to the relative.

(3) 
, 

(3) And if she was not dowered by her
husband, then she may remain on one third
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, ; until she marries,
(4) , 

, 
, 

.

(4) and if she does not marry, then she may
remain on the one third for life, and all the
[remaining] estate must go to relatives, and
they must perform our sovereign service.

FLS IV/3. 
, 

FLS  IV/3.  If  some  woman  is  married  and
has children and does not have a dower
recorded by her husband

(1) ,
, 

,  ,  
, 

, 
, , 

;

1) If some woman marries, and does not have
a recorded dower, and has children by him
[i.e. the husband], and the husband dies, and
she remains a widow, she may get a share
equal  to  that  of  each  child  of  the  estate  and
valuables, and she may remain with this share
until  death  if  she  wants  to  remain  a  widow;
and the children may not take this part from
her.

(2)  ,

, < > [F: ]533

.

(2) if she wants to get married, she must leave
her share to the children, and the children are
not obligated to give her a <venets> [F: veno].

FLS IV/4. , FLS IV/4. Concerning a step-mother who
has children from two husbands

(1) , 
,  

.

(1) In such a manner a step-mother, if she has
children by her [second] husband, may have
an equal share of all estates and valuables
with [his children from] the first [wife] and
her own children.

(2) 
,  

, ,

.

(2) If  the step-mother does not have children
by that husband, she may receive an equal
share of the estate with the [husband’s] first
children, but she may not have [a share] in
the children’s valuables, but only that which
she brought with herself, or what her husband
gave her from movable items out of mercy.

(3) 
, 

.

(3) And on this share the step-mother may
remain with the children for life, if she does
not get married.

(4)  ,  
, 

, 

.

(4) If she gets married, then she must leave
this share to the children, and the children are
not obligated to give a venets to her, as is
done when [a woman] does not have a dower
assigned by her husband.

533 This variant, found in the Firlej version (F) (see Chapter III for all versions and their dates listed), shows that
there was no clear understanding of the terms veno and venets, and the difference between them.
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FLS IV/5. ,
, 

FLS IV/5. If a wife is barren, does not have
children, then she may remain in widow’s
seat on the one third for life

(1) , 
,

, 
.

(1) Also, if the wife is barren, does not have
children or a dower record from her husband,
then she may remain only on one third of the
estate, and the two thirds must be for
relatives.

(2) 
, 

.

(2) She may remain on the one third for life.
After  her  death  this  one  third  of  the  estate
must also go to the relatives.

(3) , 
, , .

(3) And if she gets married, then the estate on
which she was must fall to the relatives.

FLS IV/6. 

;  
, 

FLS IV/6. A wife with small children after
the death of her husband may remain in
widow’s seat until the majority of the
children. If she does not manage [the
estate]  well,  the  relatives  may prevent  her
[from doing] this by lawsuit

(1) : ,
,

,  ,  

, 
, 
.

(1) We also decree: if some husband, when
passing from this world, or in his testament,
entrusts  his  children  and  estates  to  some
relative  of  his,  even  to  an  outsider,  to  whom
guardianship is not rightfully assigned by law
of kinship, then that person may have in
guardianship the estate and the children, and
the wife may remain only with the dower.

(2) , 
, 

.

(2) If someone dies, entrusting his children to
no  one,  then  the  wife  may raise  the  children
and  remain  on  the  whole  estate  in  widow’s
seat until the majority of the children.

(3) , 
, 

.

(3) And when the children grow up, she must
transfer the estate to the children, and she
herself for life remains with the dower.

(4) , 
.

(4) If she does not have a dower, she may
take a share equal [to that of] each child.

(5) , 
,

.

(5) If she has one son, then she may give the
son  two  shares  of  the  estate,  and  she  herself
remains on the third share.

(6) 
, ,  [S+ 

]534

 [S+ , 
, ].535

(6) If a woman, having children in her
guardianship, gets married, then the [S+
paternal uncles or] relatives may take the
children and the estate into guardianship, [S+
because  if  a  woman  gets  married,  she  may
not take [anything] else into guardianship].

534 Addition in the expanded Slutsk version.
535 Addition in the expanded Slutsk version.
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(7) 
, 

,  
, .

(7) And relatives may not exclude her from
the dower estate. But when the children reach
their majority, then the children may redeem
[her part] if she gets married.

(8) , 
,  

, 
, , , 

, ,

, ,
, 

,

.

(8)  If  some  wife,  remaining  in  widow’s  seat
with  her  children,  regardless  of  whether  she
was dowered or not, does not wish to get
married, and, while being a widow squanders
the estates and property,  drives people away,
takes for herself silver tax and fines, and
ruins the estates, then the paternal uncles, or
if there are none, then other relatives, may
take her on an established date before us, the
sovereign, or before the lords of the Council,
and must prove these losses.

(9) , ,
, 

.

(9)  And  if  they  prove  this,  then  we,  the
sovereign,  or  the  lords,  for  her  crime  may
take away from her hands the children and
property and give them over in guardianship
to the paternal uncles, or to [other] relatives.

(10) , , 
.

(10) And if she is dowered, then she may
remain with only her dower.

(11)  ,  

;

(11) If there is no dower for her, then she
may be apportioned a share equal [to that] of
each child,

12) 
; 

< > [F: 
].

(12) and she may live on this share for life.
After her death this share must <go  to  the
children> [F: go to the relatives].

(13) 
, , , 

, , 

, 
.

(13) But if these children have no paternal
uncles, or [other] relatives, then we, the
sovereign, or lords, must appoint a guardian
over the children and the estate – a worthy
outsider – who would hold her and all the
estate and children in guardianship, and
would not permit the squandering of the
estate nor the forfeiture of property, until her
children reach majority.

FLS  IV/8.  
, 

FLS  IV/8.  Before  a  father  gives  his
daughter in marriage, he should demand
that the son-in-law records a dower

(1) : 
, 

.

(1) We also decree: if someone gives his
daughter in marriage, he [i.e. the father]
should first get a dower recorded [by the son-
in-law].

(2)  ,  
, 

.

(2) And if someone gives his daughter in
marriage without recording a dower for her,
then such a girl cannot have a venets.
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FLS IV/15 Duchesses, lords’ widows and
girls may not be married off to anyone by
force, but only with their consent

FLS IV/15 , 
,

(1) 
, 

,
, , 

, 
,

(1) We also promise and establish by our
grace  and  generosity  as  sovereign,  that  we
ourselves and our descendents shall protect
duchesses, pani536 widows, princesses, lords’
daughters and girls, in their freedom, [and]
will not force them to marry anyone without
their consent,

(2) 
, , 

.

(2) but each of them [may] freely marry
anyone [she] pleases with the counsel of her
relatives.

FLS IV/[16].537 FLS IV/[16]. If some widow marries

(1) : 
] , , 

, 
,  

.

1) We also decree: if some [widow] gets
married, and earlier while married to her first
husband had a dower recorded by her
husband, then she may not have a dower
assigned by her second husband.

(2)  
, , 

.

(2)  And  if  that  second  husband  of  hers  dies,
and leaves children after him, then she may
take  a  part  equal  [to  that  of]  each  child  and
may live on that for life.

(3) , 

, , 
.

(3) And if he has no children, then she may
receive from relatives one third [of the estate]
as widow’s seat, and after her death that part
may go to the relatives.

FLS IV/[17].538

,
FLS IV/[17]. If some widow after the death
of her husband remains without children,
she is not obligated to answer any matters
in court for a year

(1) , 

, 
, 

.

(1) We also decree: that every widow who
after the death of her husband remains
without children, or with small children, or
with adolescents, will not be obliged to
answer about any matters in court for a year
after her husband’s death.

FLS V/[11] 10. 
, 

 [S+ 
, 

, 

FLS V/[11] 10. If for some crime
someone’s estate is taken, and before that a
record is given to his wife [S+ [then] she
may remain with the earlier dower record
except  [in  the  case  of]  theft,  if  she  is  guilty

536 The female form of pan (app. “lord ).
537 From the expanded, Sluck version.
538 From the expanded, Sluck version.
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]539 together with her husband.]
(1) 

, 
, 

, ,
,
,

, 

.

(1)  If  some  person  of  the  country,  for  some
crime,  or  by  sentence  of  the  court,  has  his
ancestral or mortgaged estate either taken in
security or given up for debts, or taken away
by court order, and from this estate his wife
by his earlier record has her dower record
properly recorded before this guilt is found
by the court, then that dower record may
remain  valid,  except  [in  the  case  of]  theft
when the wife together with the husband
knew about the stolen goods and used them.

FLS V/[3]2 (excerpt):
, , 

, 
,  ,  

, 
, 

.

If  someone  takes  minor  children  to  court
concerning an estate, whether a patrimony or
matrimony, or concerning a purchase or
service estate, then we decree that neither
these children nor [their] guardian are
obligated to respond in court, but the court by
its own decree must suspend and postpone
[the matter] until the children reach
majority.540

FLS VI/[26]/25
: 

, 
,  

, 

. 
, 

, 
,  

,  ,  
. 

. 
,

.

We  also  decree:  although  we  gave  written
law to the entire land, according to which law
the judges must judge, all laws in entirety
cannot be quickly compiled, and these laws
cannot include in themselves all articles
entirely. For this reason, if something occurs
before a judge, [something] which is not
written in these laws, we grant for the
examination of the judges that they must,
according to their conscience, setting faith in
God, reach verdict in accordance with long
since  established  custom.  However,  [they]
must inform us or our lords of the Council at
the next diet concerning these points. And if
we  or  our  lords  of  the  Council  affirm  these
points, then [they] must be added to these
laws.541

539 Also in Firley, so it might have been in the original (that is, it’s not a late addition) (PLS II/1, 150).
540 Lietuvos Statutas, ed. and tr. von Loewe and Gudavi ius, 91.
541 Lietuvos Statutas, ed. and tr. von Loewe and Gudavi ius, 102-103.
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Diet of 1551542

13. .  
, ,

, , 
,

; 

, ; 

.

Request 13. You have also requested his
grace the king that girls and widows who get
married beyond the borders of the Grand
Duchy to a foreign land without permission
of  their  blood  relatives,  are  to  forfeit  their
inborn rights and the estates; and those who
get  married  to  a  foreign  land  with  the
permission  of  their  blood  relatives,  are  to
leave the estates for the relatives; and they
[i.e. the relatives] should give money for
these estates according to their value.

. 
, 

, 

.

Reply. To this, his royal grace said to tell you
that [the matters of] these requests of yours
his  royal  grace  orders  to  leave  as  they  are
described in the law Statute of  the
Commonwealth.

, 
, 

:

On this in the present general diet of Vilnius
decided the Sovereign, his Grace, with his
lords of the Council, to establish and confirm
regarding the marrying off the girls, orphaned
after the death of the father:

, 
, 

, , 
,543

, .

that every widow, who remains in the
widow’s seat after [the death of] her husband,
may not marry off her daughters on her own
will, but only with the permission and
knowledge of the adult  blood brothers of the
daughters.

, 

, 
,

.

And if these girls did not have any blood
brothers, then they may be married off with
the knowledge and the counsel of the father’s
brothers or any other blood relatives, relatives
from the father’s male line.

, , ,
: 

And if there were no blood relatives, relatives
from the father’s male line, then they may be
married off with the permission and counsel
of the mother’s brothers or other blood

542 “ , : II.”
(Decrees Given to Lithuania and the Provinces of Samogitia and Volhynia in the Second Diet of Vilnius: II.), in

, , vol. 3, 29-30, 37, 46-47.
543 It is possible to see the influence of the Roman law here: as Huebner (Huebner, History of Germanic Private
Law, 365) notes “Roman ideas about guardianship also affected mothers’ rights to their children. Early Germanic
codes had known only fatherly authority, but the idea of joint parental authority over children had grown
gradually  in  the  Middle  Ages.  This  died  again  with  the  reception  of  Roman  law,  with  its  concept  of patria
potestas”. This is to some degree applicable to the Lithuanian situation as well. See also Wiesner, Gender, 86.
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. relatives from the mother’s side.

, , 
,  

, 

, , 
, 

, ,
;

And if the blood relatives of that girl and her
mother did not agree about the marrying [the
girl] off, then both sides, that is the mother
and the relatives of the girl, came in person in
front the Sovereign, his Grace, and in the
absence of his Grace in this state,  in front of
the  Council  of  Lords,  or  in  front  of  the
voevody  of  their  own  district,  and  may  give
valid reasons from both sides, why they do
not want to marry or not to marry that girl
off;

, ,

, , ,

:

and the Sovereign, his Grace,  or the lords of
the Council, or the pany voevody of the
district then must find out who of them, the
mother or the close relatives of the girl, give
the best reasons for marrying her off:

, 
, 

.

then this girl may be married off, in
accordance to the best counsel of these
relatives or her mother.

20. . 20. Request.

, ,
, 

.

Regarding the request given to the Sovereign,
his Grace, not to summon the widows by
mandate to the court about the matters
contingent to her children.

. Response.
...  ,  

, , 
, 

,  
, 

: 

…

… if this concerns those widows who are
already summoned, or still may be
summoned regarding this that they keep
many lands, people and other property in
their  hands,  to  the  loss  of  the  Sovereign,  his
Grace: the Sovereign, his Grace ordered that
such widows should be summoned…

Diet of 1554544

6. . 
, 

,  ,  
, 

, 
, 

Request 6. In the same requests of yours you
write that you have witnessed a great
downfall of this country, in that some noble
widows staying in the estates of their
husbands, assigned [to them] as dower, get
married to foreigners, to people from abroad,
waste the estates and deprive the relatives and

544 “ ,  (Decrees
Given to Lithuania and the Provinces of Samogitia and Volhynia in the Third Diet of Vilnius), in ,

, vol. 3, 53, 58.
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,  
, 

: , 
, 

, - 
, 

, 
, ,

, 
; 

, , ,
: 

, ,

,
,  ,  

.  

,  

; ,

,  
,  

;  
, 

; 
, 

: , 
.

their  own  children  of  them  by  the  way  of
mortgage:  then  the  relatives  or  their  own
children, buying out such estates, become
indigent and poor. And you ask his royal
grace that every such widow, who got or will
get married to a foreign man, should forfeit
half of her dowry, and should not have any of
the dower; and if some [widow] had any
paternal or maternal estate and assigned it  to
such a husband, by the way of mortgage, for
some sum, or in some other way, such
assignations should not be made and should
not be valid, but the relatives could buy each
service unit of people for five kopy of groshy,
not evaluating the forests, the pine woods,
waters  and  fishing  places.  And  for  the  girls,
who are and will be married off abroad from
the Grand Duchy by their fathers, brothers
and paternal uncles, their estates should be
bought out in the same way by their relatives,
but  not  the  same  relatives  who  would  give
them into marriage and would marry them off
abroad for their own benefit, but other
relatives, without whose permission it
happened. And if the relatives could not do it,
then neighbours, living close to these estates
[should do it]. And if the estate is big, so that
the relatives or the neighbours could not pay
money for it in a short time: you ask them to
be  free  to  buy  out  the  estates  in  parts  at  set
dates.

. 

, 
, 

, 
. 

,  
, 

, ,
,  ,

. 
,

Reply.  His  royal  grace  decided  to  leave  [the
matter of] this request of yours as it is written
in the Statute, as regards buying out the
property  of  the  girls  who  are  married  off
beyond the borders of the Grand Duchy. The
same also about widows who get married
beyond the borders of the Grand Duchy: their
estates may be bought out by the relatives
according to their value, paying ten kopy of
groshy for the service units of the paternal
and maternal estates, also forests, lands and
waters which are useable, evaluating them
together with an official at their full value.
However, the court or an official may give set
dates for those who cannot give the whole
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, 
, 

: 
.

sum for the estates at  once,  so that [he] pays
when the set date comes and buys, what he
can, in parts: but the veno and the oprava of
the widow may not be included in such set
dates.

20. . 20. Request.

 (
), ,

, 

;

You ask the Sovereign, his Grace, regarding
that (which was confirmed in the previous
general diet): that the mother or the guardians
(to whomever the guardianship was trusted)
do  not  marry  off  the  girls  without  the
permission of the brothers or the uncles;

, 

, 
, 

, 

,

you mention a significant recession in the
commonwealth of the state, that a big
oppression of such orphaned children is
noticed in a brief time, and deprivation in
many places by the brothers and by the
paternal  uncles,  who  do  not  give  them  with
their estates, forbidding the girls to marry, or
force the panni545 to get married,

– , 
, , 

,  
, 

.

and ask for this article to be corrected so that
the mother or the guardians, to whomever it
was entrusted by the father, had the power in
that, without asking the relatives.

. Response.

, 
, , 

, 

;

To this request of yours the Sovereign, his
Grace, ordered to announce to you that in
this, as in a well-grounded matter, fully
implements your request and retracts the
article, confirmed in the last diet;

, ,
,

, 
, 

,  
;

and, leaving in force the old custom, his
Grace ordered to empower the mothers and
the guardians, indicated by the testament or a
proper letter, to decide regarding such
orphaned girls and give them into marriage,
as  they  are  entrusted  and  empowered  by  the
father of such orphans;

.
and they may act in accordance with the
Statute and the letters given to them.

545 The feminine form of pan (app. “lord”) for unmarried girls.
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The Second Lithuanian Statute of 1566546

SLS III/31 , , , SLS III/31 We may not marry off
duchesses, noblewomen, girls [and] widows
to anyone by force

(1) ,
, , 

, 

, 
,  

,

(1) We also promise and order that duchesses,
pani widows, princesses, noble girls, and any
[women of any] other stratum born in the
state, as free people under the free reign of
our sovereignty, be protected in their
freedom,  and  we may not  marry  them off  to
anyone by force without their consent;

(2) , . (2) they [may] freely get married to anyone
they wish.

SLS V/1. SLS V/1. In what manner a father, giving
his daughter in marriage, must ensure and
guarantee that the son-in-law will assign a
dower

(1) , 

, 

,
, 

, 

, 

, 

, 
, 

, 
.

(1) We also decree: any inhabitant of this
country, of any stratum, giving his daughter
in marriage, and of his own free will giving
with her a dowry, or a portion, before he
gives his daughter in marriage, must obtain
from his son-in-law a document, sealed by
him and by trustworthy people, must obtain
from his son-in-law a document, sealed by
him and by trustworthy people, by which he
must assign [the amount] on one third of his
immovable property, double the dowry or the
portion, as is described below, and then the
son-in-law must take that document at the
next land court meeting to the land court of
the district in which he resides, announce [it]
and write it into the land books;547 such  a
dower must be in force in every court.

(2) 

;

, 
.

(2) And if a father, giving a daughter in
marriage, before giving her away does not get
the dower and the dower record from his son-
in-law, such a girl forfeits her dowry, even if
she brought with her a great sum.

546  1566 (The Statute of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania of 1566),
ed.  I ,  and  (Minsk: ,
2003). Translation mine.
547 “Land books” is the Lithuanian Metrica.
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(3) 

, 
;

(3) However, if she marries, noble children or
relatives must give her thirty kopy of groshy
for the venets;

(4) ,

;

(4) and if she does not want to get married,
then she will hold an equal share of estate
with children and relatives on the husband’s
estates for her lifetime;

(5) 
, 

, 
,

.

(5)  if  a  nobleman’s  property  does  not  cost
thirty kopy of groshy, then according to this a
quarter must be taken from that estate, which
she  will  keep  only  for  her  life,  even  if  she
remarries.

SLS V/2. SLS V/2. How a husband may assign a
dower to a wife

(1) , 
, ,

, 
, , 

,

.

(1) We also decree: whoever wishes to assign
a  dower  to  his  wife,  then  he  may,  after
appraising all his estates, assign to his wife a
dower on one third of what [they are] worth,
double [the amount of] the dowry, equal to
the estimated sum of that one third.

(2)  

, , 
, 

,  

; 
, 

, , 
.

(2) And when his wife has the dower,
assigned by him on one third of the husband’s
estates, and if later he dies and leaves
children behind, and that wife marries
another, and the children or the relatives want
to  deprive  her  of  that  one  third  of  the  estate
during her lifetime, then they must pay her
the  entire  sum  of  money  as  described  in  the
document, and then may take the estate into
their own hands.

(3) 
, ; 

,  
, 

, ,

(3) If the children wait for their mother’s
death, and do not want to ransom [the estate],
then after her death they are obligated to pay
only her dowry, which she brought to their
home, to whomever she willed it.

(4) , 
, 

, 
, 

,

(4) They are not obligated to pay the
privenok, which their father assigned
doubling the dowry, and she may not will the
privenok to  anyone;  she  is  free  to  will  only
her dowry,

(5) 
, 

, .

(5) and if she did not will [it] to anyone, and
did not have children, then that dowry may be
returned to that home from which she came.

(6) 

, : , ,

(6) And everyone is permitted to will to his
wife his movable property, as also to any
stranger, that is, gold, silver, clothing and
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, 
; 

,

other  things,  with  the  exception  of  armour,
herds and serfs, and manor livestock;
however, from all of the latter, as immovable
property, it is allowed to will one third,

(7) 

.

(7) so that she, staying in the estate, was able
to perform sovereign and land service from
one third of the estate.

(8) 
; 

, 
, 

.

(8) And when children and relatives buy out
that one third, then all these things, such as
armour, serfs, herds and livestock, must stay
in the estate, and if she lost these things, they
must be subtracted from her dower, after
evaluating this, subtracted at the time of
giving money.

(9) 

,

(9)  And  so  all  our  subjects  must  behave
according to our decree, throughout later
times,

(10)  
, 
; 

.

(10) and we ourselves and our descendants,
grand  dukes  of  Lithuania,  do  not  wish  to  be
valid such assignments of one who acts in
defiance of our above decree and improperly
assigns something to his wife.

(11) 

, 

, 
.

(11) And for that the father before giving this
daughter into marriage must first check if one
third of his son-in-law’s property would be
worth double the dowry of his daughter, on
which he could assign a dowry against it.

(12) 
; 

, , 
;

(12)  And  if  that  part  was  not  worth  the
corresponding dowry, then the father may
purchase an estate for that sum of money
which he may give with her, and give it to his
daughter.

(13) , 
, 

, , 
, 

, 

.

(13) The son-in-law, however, specifically
because he took a certain sum, must secure to
his  wife  a  dower  record  on  one  third  of  his
own property, and he may use half of that
estate which the father bought and gave to his
daughter, for his, the husband’s, lifetime, and
after her husband’s death she may keep [it] as
her own together with her dower.

SLS V/4. , SLS V/4. Concerning the dowered widow –
how her adult children may behave
towards her

(1) 
, 

, ;

(1) If a widow is in a widow’s seat and is
dowered by her husband, and if her sons are
adult, then she may remain only with her
dower, and the sons, who must perform land
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, 

, 
;

service, must be admitted to all estates and
valuables of the father;

(2) , 
, 

.

(2) and if she was not dowered, then she may
be treated as is described above.

SLS V/5. , SLS V/5. Barren widows who do not have
children

(1) , 

,  
, 

, ,

; , 

(1) Having discovered that, because some
barren widows remain in widow’s seat, much
harm occurs to the commonwealth, since land
services  are  not  performed  by  them,  as  they
should be, and also they forfeit much
property to relatives, we decree that

(2) , 
, 

, 
;

(2) such a barren widow, if she is dowered by
her husband, may remain only with her
dower, and the property must fall to the
relatives;

(3) 
, 

, ,

(3) and if she was not dowered by her
husband, then she may remain on one third of
the estate until she marries,

(4) 
, , 

.

(4) and then the relatives must pay her the
venets, as [is described] above,548 if she got
married not being a widow.

SLS V/6 (excerpt)
,  

; 

…

We  also  decree  that  if  some  person,  either
resident or not resident, got married in
Lithuania, and received estates along with the
wife, then in the time of war and every need
of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania against
every enemy of this country, he must himself
undertake and perform military land service
from the estates of his wife…

SLS V/9. SLS V/9. If someone had children with two
or three wives

(1) , 
, 

, 

(1) We decree that if some widow gets
married, and comes across the children of the
husband’s first wife, and has other children
with that husband, then after the death of the
husband she may have with both children of
that husband an equal share of the estate and

548 SLS V/1.
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; of the valuables;
(2)  ,  

, 
,

, 

,

(2) and if she does not have children, then she
will  have an equal share with the children of
her husband’s first wife only in the
immovable property, but she may not have
[an equal share] in valuables and movable
property,  apart  from  her  dowry  and  any  part
of the immovable property that the husband
bequeathed to her out of his kindness;

(3) 
, ,

(3) she may remain with it only for life, if she
does not get married,

(4) , 

, 
.

(4)  and  if  she  gets  married,  then  she  must
leave that equal share of the property to the
children of the first wife, and these children
will not be obligated to give her a venets.

SLS V/10. , SLS V/10. Concerning a widow who
remains with underage children

(1) , 
, 

, 

;

(1) We decree that if some widow remains
after her husband with underage children, and
wants to remain in widow’s seat and have the
children under her guardianship, and is well-
established or has a dower recorded by her
husband,

(2) 

, 
.

(2) then such a widow may remain in
widow’s seat on all estates with the children,
if there are no guardians appointed by the
husband.

(3) 
, 

,
.

(3) And if she is not well-established or does
not have a dower assigned to her, she has to
get a good guarantee of well-established
people, and then she may be admitted to the
guardianship.

(4)  

; 

, ,

(4) And if she afterwards, remaining in
widow’s seat, wastes her children’s estates
and valuables, then the paternal uncles or
[other] relatives may summon her before a
state official on the final set date.

(5) , , 
,

(5) and if they prove that she wasted [the
property],  then  she  should  give  over  the
guardianship, the estates and the children, to
the blood relatives,

(6) ; (6) and remain herself with her dower record;
(7) , 

,

(7)  and  if  she  does  not  have  any  dower
record, then [the relatives] may give her an
equal share with the children,

(8) 
,  

, 
.

(8) which she may keep and use for life, or
until she gets married, and after her death that
part may fall on the children.
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(9) 
: 

 6

, 
, 

, 
,  

.

(9) The following harm may not be inflicted
by her on the estates: [she may not] burden
the people of these estates with unbearable
tributes,  fines  or  silver  tax,  illegally  waste
barns  and  other  estate  property,  or  have
frequent and unnecessary parties and
maintain unnecessary servants, not adding
anything to the house of the children.

(10) 
, , 

, 

.

(10) And if there were no paternal uncles and
other blood relatives, then we, the Sovereign,
and, in our absence from the Grand Duchy of
Lithuania, our lords of the Council, each in
his own voevodstvo,  with  our  sovereignly
mandate, because of such damage may
appoint guardians, well-established in this
area, who will have the guardianship of the
children, the estates, the property, and her
herself,  and  who  will  stop  her  from  causing
further damage.

(11)  
, ;

, 
, 

.

(11) And at that time we should examine the
losses which she caused for the children; then
she will be obligated to pay for all damage to
her children from the dower or from her own
estate, and if she does not have any estate or
dower, then those guarantors will be
obligated to pay for the damage [caused] to
the children.

SLS V/11. , SLS V/11. About maidens and widows who
will get married to commoners

(1)  ,  
, , 

, 

;

(1) We decree: [if] some girl or widow, being
of noble descent, having paternal or maternal
estates, gets married to a person of a common
class, not a nobleman;

(2) 

, 
, 

,

(2) such [a woman] forever forfeits all her
estates, both paternal and maternal, but these
estates may go to the relatives, and those of a
widow  to  the  children  and  also  to  her
relatives;

(3) 

, 
, 

, 
,  

, 
, 

(3)  those  children  or  relatives  also  will  be
obligated to pay such a girl or a widow for
these estates the amount of money, according
to the value, established by the statute, but
only half of it, that is, giving five kop of
groshy for each service unit of people, and
for  other  lands  half  of  the  amount,  as  is
described in more detail in the Statute, and
she forfeits  the whole of the assigned dower,
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. and the children and the relatives will not
have to pay the dower to such [a widow].

SLS V/12. ,  6 SLS V/12. About a widow, who after the
death of her husband wants to get married
to another [man]

(1) , 

, 

;

(1) We want to have [it thus]: in order that the
respectability of the marriage is preserved,
and also for the clarity of the progeny, that
every noble widow after the death of her
husband may not get married to another man
for six months;

(2) , 
, 

, 

.

(2) and such one who gets married, loses the
dower assigned by the husband, and if she did
not have a dower assigned, then [she] must
pay to our treasury twelve rubli of groshy.

SLS V/15. SLS V/15. If some widow gets married

(1) , 
,  

; 
,

(1)  We  decree:  if  some  widow  gets  married,
and earlier while married to her first husband
had a dower recorded by her husband, then
she may not have a dower assigned by her
second husband,

(2) , 
, 

,  
*.

(2) if that second husband of hers dies, and
leaves children after him, then she may take a
part of the estate equal [to that of] each child
and may live on that for live.

(3) 
, 

, , 
.

(3) Then she may receive from the relatives
one third [of the estate], behaving as
described above, and after her death this third
may fall to the relatives.

SLS V/16. , SLS V/16 About the estate on which a
husband may give a dower record

(1) , 

, 

, 
, 

;

(1) We decree that someone, after giving a
dower record to his wife on some of his
property, may not allot this property to
anyone else under any law and in any way,
and give it into strange hands without his
wife’s personal confession in front of an
official, even if he shows her agreement;

(2) 

, 

(2) and no official may perform any exaction
on such dower estate, except with the free
and personal approval of the dowered lady in
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.

front of an official.

Other laws, not directly related to widows, but used for reference

FLS I/16 (excerpt):

.
Also,  we  authorise  the  permanent  sale  of
[only] one third of an estate.549

FLS I/17 (excerpt):

, 

, , 
, 

…

We also establish and permit with the advice
of our councils that if someone, being in good
health, before our majesty or before any of
our officials of that country in which he lives,
personally affirming this, wills to someone
else by testament or by record one third of his
patrimonial or matrimonial estate…550

FLS III/4 (excerpt):
: 

,  
, , 

, ,
, 

, , 

, 
, 

…

We also decree: if a father or a mother
marries off some daughter, who has ancestral,
paternal or maternal estate, from the Grand
Duchy  of  Lithuania  to  a  foreign  land,  to
Poland or to Mazovia, or to some other land,
and this girl has brothers, or does not have
brothers, but only sisters, then those brothers
or sisters must evaluate those estates and pay
her in money as much as her share will cost,
and  those  brothers  or  sisters  may  take  this
paternal or ancestral estates of hers into their
own hands…551

FLS V/[16] 15. 
, 

FLS V/[16] 15. How Testaments to
Movable Property Must Be Composed

(1) 
, , 

,  ,  
, 

, , 
,

, ,

(1) If someone wants to draw up a will to his
movable property, or to an estate, a purchase,
he, although [he] may be ill, if only
conscious, is entitled to will his things and
such a purchased estate to whom [he] pleases,
both to ecclesiastical and secular persons, for
this calling upon a priest or other witnesses,

549 Lietuvos Statutas, ed. and tr. von Loewe and Gudavi ius, 73.
550 Lietuvos Statutas, ed. and tr. von Loewe and Gudavi ius, 73.
551 Lietuvos Statutas, ed. and tr. von Loewe and Gudavi ius, 82.
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,  ,  ,  
.

or  persons  worthy  of  confidence,  or  an
officially sworn clerk.

(2) 
, 

,  
.

(2) And if he himself later dies, and confirms
that his last desire by death, then even if the
seal is not applied, such a testament must be
valid.

(3)  
, 

, .

(3) And if someone after the composition of
the will remains alive, then [he] has the right
to change his testament as many times as [he]
pleases.

(4) 
, 

, 
.

(4) The latest of these testaments confirmed
by his death and officially affirmed by the
authorities, must be considered the real one.

(5) , 
,  

, .

(5) Each person may transfer by testament
and sell as [he] pleases a purchased estate like
movable property.

(6)  
, : 

,

, 
.

(6) However, if someone wants to assign a
purchase to the [Orthodox] Church, [this is
permitted under the following] conditions: if
someone of the clergy is to hold this estate,
[he] must perform from only this estate land
service on horseback and with weapon in
accordance with the laws and land decrees.

(7) , 
, 

, 
.

(7) From this time we decree that if someone
assigns his estate to the [Catholic] Church,
from  this  estate  service  must  he  performed
just as was done earlier.

(8) 
, , 

, 
,  ,

;

(8) And if someone before the authorities or
before witnesses worthy of confidence
assigns to someone a purchase or one third of
an estate or some movable thing, even if [he]
is alive, that record is valid forever,

(9) 

.

(9) and he may not-recall it a second time nor
assign that thing a second time to anyone
else.552

SLS VII/1 (excerpt):

, 
, 

That  from  this  time  and  day  onwards
everyone may and can give away, sell, give
as a present, assign and mortgage, exclude
from the children and relatives, manage
according to his own will his estates, paternal
and present in this country, maternal and
service estates, purchased, and acquired and

552 Lietuvos Statutas, ed. and tr. von Loewe and Gudavi ius, 94-95.
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... 
, 

, 
.

claimed in any other way, not observing one
third and two parts, as it used to be before in
the statute according to an ancient custom…

SLS VIII/2 (excerpt):

… 
, 

…

If someone wanted to leave the movable
property and the acquired property by a
testament… may renounce his things and
such acquired property to whomever he
wanted…

SLS XI/9. SLS XI/9. About taking girl, widow and
any other woman by force into marriage

(1)  ,  

, 
, 

;

(1) We establish, that if anyone in any place
kidnaps any of the aforementioned (women)
by  force,  without  the  permission  of  the
mother and father, father’s brothers or
relatives, stating that she has got married to
him, and this has reached us, the Sovereign,
or the Council of Lords and any official;

(2) 
.

(2) to such a person sequestration should be
applied.

(3) , 

;

(3) And when it will be found in court that
there  was  no  permission  from  the  blood
relatives and from her herself;

(4) , 
, 

,  ,
e ,

.

(4)  then  he,  who  did  this,  must  be  hanged,
and one third of all of his estate should go to
the person taken by force as remuneration,
and damages, which have occurred during
this kidnapping, when they are proven may
be  adjudged  from  the  two  parts  of  the  same
estate.

(5) , 
, 

e ;

(5) If the girl, having concealed this from her
parents, allowed this marriage and this
kidnapping, and acknowledged that in court,

(6) 

, 
e .

(6) then such a girl loses her dowry and all
her paternal and maternal estates, as is
described above in chapter five.
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